
ABSTRACT

LLOYD WILLIAM BENJAMIN III. The Empathic Relation of Observ-
er to Image in Fifteenth Century Northern Art (Under the
direction of' JOHN M. SCHNORRENBERG.)

The observer's relation to religious art in the
fifteenth century has received only minor attention in
recent studies of Northern painting. Scholars have over-
looked the function of naturalistic images and have con-
centrated upon problems of attribution, chronology. and
iconogruphy. These studies, made without reference to the
origin~l purpose and setting of Flemish art, show the per-
sistence of the I'art pou~ I'ar~ attitude. The object of
this study is to reintegrate the works into their original
contc;,t and examine the devotional function of this art
which \:;,U3 to produce a specific emotional response in the
observer. The observer's empathic response to images during
private devotion was of major importance for the develop-
ment of mimetic art in the North.

The first chapter is a study of grisaille simulated
sculpture. Grisailles are illusionistic. Their frequent
appearance in the early fifteenth century indicates the
artist's awareness of the power of art to involve the observ-
er formally with the painted illusion. StUdy shows the devel-
opment DJ1d acceptance of a convincing naturalistic style.
The appearance of reality, which the painter's simulation
intends, depends for itG SUCCCSLl upon the observer' s "willing



suspension of disbelief." The artist's formal handling of
the subject matter could persuade the observer to partic-
ipate in the artistic reality. Discussion of grisailles
and the reasons for their development gives insight into
the broader development of representational art.

The second chapter is a study of m~1uscript produc~
tion in the North at the French courts, a critical examina-
tion of recent views of the International Style, and a
reevaluation of Netherlandish influence at the courts. An
examination of manuscript painting is necessary because
Flemish panel painting grows out of a manuscript tradition,
The representational progress in manuscripts was important
for painters I representational formulae showing the aris-
tocracy kneeling in close proximity to sacred figures,
found in manuscript painting. was further developed in
panel painting, The precedent for using images far private
meditation develops within the manuscript tradition. A
critical study of modern histories of Northern painting
shows that the account of the rise of na'tur-a lLsm is incom-
plete because preference is given to manuscripts produced
by court artists at the expense of equally important manu-
script production of regional Netherlandi.sh artists. The
view that increased naturalism in Northern art can be de-

fined adequateLy in terms of increased Italian influence

is questioned; other factors such as cultural setting,
patronage, function, development of artistic skills, and
the obsorver'B response played a part in the development



of mimetic nrt, The Netherlandish illuminators' simple and
direct depiction of sacred history reflects the contemporary
religiouG outlook. Their contributions to the development
of representational art in the late fourteenth and early
fifteenth centuries are reappraised.

The·third chapter is a critical review of contem~
porary studies of Northern painting. The purpose is to recon-
sider the modern view of Flemi.sh painting which suggests

that increased naturalism diminished sacred content. I argue
that naturalism posed no threat to religious iconography,
rather, it made sacred figures more accessible and fulfilled
the patron's demand for the plausible narration of sacred
event-sill

In the final chapters I discuss examples of Nether-
landish art and demonstrate that increased naturalism sat-
isfied tho popular demand that art provide a vivid and con-
vincing depiction of sacred history in which the devout
imagined thcmmcl VeE; aeti ve partie Lparrta , The devaLopmerrt

of naturalistic art in the North must be seen against a
background of spiritual exercises, intense private devotion,
the prosperity of the Netherlands, and the influence of
tho Devotj,Q !!l.Qderl1q,The desire for empathic med i,tation
before images was a major influence in the development of
Northern renaissance art.
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In accordance with the thesis regulations of the
Department of Art I have. in discussing many works of art,
referred to their illustration'in two standard works. Such
references appear in the notes of each chapter with the
author, abbreviated title. volume. and figure number in the
book cited.

In addition, throughout my text I refer to plates
appended to this thesis. I have not included in these some
well known works or some which I discuss more briefly.
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Erwin Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting: Its Origins
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ENP, II, 196r read Erwin Panofsky, E~ly Netherlan-
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INTRODUCTION

Michelangelo said that Northern painting was suitable
only for monks. nuns. and old ladiesl

Flemish painting will. generally speaking. please the
devout better than any painting in Italy. which will
never cause him to shed a tear. whereas that of Flanders
will cause him to shed many I.' • • It will appeal to
women, especially to the very old and the very young,
and also to monks and nuns and to certain noblemen who
have no sense of true harmony.1

For historians of.art who favor Northern painting this crit-
icism is challenging. What did Michelangelo mean? Unknowing-
ly, perhaps. he had placed his finger on the pulse of
Northern art. To interpret better his statement we need to
see it in perspective.

Our view of the development of Italian renaissance
painting is largely determined by Vasari. To Vasari.
Michelangelo's art represents the epitome of representa-
tionalprogress. His work signifies the end of a struggle.
the conclusion of an era of artistic evolution in which
Michelangelo. more than any other artist. was capable of
flawlessly and inimitably combining nature and truth. By
virtue of his technical facility he was prepared to realize
the shape of the ideall overcoming difficulty with appar-
ent ease.

The problems of artistic production must have
seemed different to the Northern artist more than one hun-
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dred. years earlier. Michelangelo's criticism of Flemish
art may be partially justified, although it lacks the gen-
erosity of objective hindsight. If he were to have elab-
orated further on Northern painting he would, perhaps,
have praised the immaculate finish, the artist's precision
in representing details such as drapery, hair, atmosphere,
and landscape. What concerned him seems to have been the
Netherlanders' inability to compose convincing narrative
action. their excessive detail, and the sUbject matter.
which was limited to intense devotional themes. His refer-
ence to tears, however, is important because in it he real-
ized the affective power of Northern art. To Michelangelo,
with his thorough training in the classical tradition, the
goal of the Northern artist may have appeared too limited.
But, in a tradition in which the religious function of art
mattered more than the classical tradition. no greater com-
pliment could be paid than that an artist's picture .moved
his audience to more intense belief. Progress in the visual
arts in the North. similar to and yet distinct from that in
Italy. was intimately tied to the devotional function the
image served.

Art historians ,today have restricted their studies
of Northern.painting to two approaches! the monographic
and the wholistic. The monographic concerns the history
of styles. influences,and Chronology useful to connoisseurs
and in problems of attribution. Generally, it is not the
purpose of these studies to propose a philosophy of style
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for a given period. Why artwhieh imitated nature developed
in the North, for exampl$. is considered only within tl\e
limits of a stylistic methodology. Usually the evolution
of mimetic art in the North is attributed to stylistic in-
fluences, primarily Italian. Studies of this kind assume
that styles influence styles. that a less advanced style
will be dependent upon the progressive one. and that a
.progressive style is a more "accurate" stYle. There are,
however. no universal standards of accuracy. since reality
is seen differently by each. Art is not made more natural-
istic simply because the artist looks to nature or imitates
a more advanced style. All styles are conceptual. and they
reflect the influence of many factors such as training.
skill. patronage •.and purpose as well as influe~ces and
the artist's own observation of nature.

The wholistic or Zeitgeist approach studies individ-
ual works according to their relation to the times. The
Object is to define the development of a style by reference
to the social context within whioh it developed. Often{_how-
ever. the sociological-causal approaoh is little ooncerned
with quality and overlooks the uniqueness of the individual
object, its setting. and those characteristics which make
a specific paintfngunUke any other. For an age which
appreciated skill and invention and was conscious of style.
this approach is too simple because it forcescinappropri-
ately homogeneity on uniqueness.

Both approaches fail to answer the basic questiont
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why did Northern painting change from being conceptual to
representational?

Modern studies of Northern painting have divorced
the works from their original context. The function these
objects served in the church and private chapel ~as been
largely overlooked. Contemporary preference for aristo-
cratic production and Italian renaissance art has led to
the neglect of many significant works and has not clarified
the reasons for the development of a pervasive naturalism
in Northern art. In order to understand how the observer
perceived and us.edreligious art, it is necessary to rein-
tegrate the works into their original setting. It becomes
clear that the artistic revolution in the late fourteenth
and early fifteenth century was based upon the desire of
the devout for the plausible narration of sacred events
which encouraged his empathic meditation. Increased rep-

.
resentational illusionism, because it invited active. inti-
mate. and emotional devotion. served a religious purpose.
The suggestion of a conflict between sacred content and
the new.naturalism in the early £ifteenth century is unten-
able because there is no evidence to suggest that such a
conflict ever existed.2 On the contrary, the rapid devel-
opment of representational skills and the increase in num-
bers of private devotional images indicate popular accep-
tance of the use of mimetic art for meditation. The depic-
tion of spiritual truth in the guise of natural events
made the sacred realm more accessible to the laity. The
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naturalistic image, like the devotional treatise. was an
important aid to active contemplative involvement especially
in an era of spiritual mysticism and burgher worldliness
in which personal experience in seeking divine knowledge
was emphasized. The private devotional image appealed to
the observer and.could h~lp him attain a state of grace
because it produced a certain emotional state. The laity
of the Low Oountries, middle and upper class patrons, de-

.,mahded that the representational art and theater provide
the opportunity. for immediate, direct, and visionary par-
ticipation in sacred events. This desire for active·imita-
tion and empathic devotion was a major factor in the crea-
tion of a descriptive naturalism.

We will see that the demand for the convincing rep-
resentation of sacred history, which concentrates upon
showing ho\'( the event took place rather than what it sig-
nifies, influenced the artist to overcome difficult rep-
resentational problems and to broaden his representational
vocabulary. If the.artist was unable to present sacred his-
tory accurately. contact with the observer would be lost
and the painting would not inspire the proper spiritual
state. Mimetic skill, therefore,was intimately related to
the devotional attitUdes of the patron. Michelangelo said
that ,the object of Northern art was to affect the heart.
The efficacy of devotional-artistic experience (they cannot
be separated in the fifteenth century) contributed to the
rapid development and character of art in the North.
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Further considerations evolve from these hypotheses.
The decidedly personal nature of late medieval spiritual-
ity and the new development of empathic devotion were as
important to the development of Northern naturalism as the
recovery of antiquity was to the South. This is not to say
that empathy waS not important in Italy. The mendicant-
preaching orders there occupy a place in the history of
Renaissance culture in Italy comparabl~ with the Devotio
moderna in the North. Certainly the life and teachings of
St. Francis of Assisi had a profound effect upon the direc-
tion Italian painting took. But-the art of the Trecento
in Italy remained essentially Roman Catholic. The pope ap-
proved of the mendicant orders and their missions in the
cities. Catholic conCerns for law, propriety, and respect
for a hierarchical formalized approach to the sacred realm
through the mediation~oftheChurch and its saints affected
the relationship between the observer and the image. Re-
spect for a national heritage also played an important part
in the recovery of antiquity and its influence on art.
Latin remained the official language of the Church. These
facts are significant because they indicate the restricted
participation of the laity.

In the North the situation in the late fourteenth
century is quite different. The Devotio moderna and Windes-
heim movements in the Netherlands questioned unnecessary
formality and authority and exerted a profound influence
upon the religious mentality of the people of the Low
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Countries. A thorough study of the influence of this move-
ment upon artistic production has yet to be made. The
Brethren of the Common Life (lay groups of the Devoj;io
moderna movement) taught a return to the sources, and that
all men are capable of understanding and participating in
the mysteries of the Christian faith without intermediaries.
A person's religious life was his daily life and could be
improved through.proper instruction and active imitation.
The movement did not tolerate extremes but respected hUman
nature and reality. The Devotio moderna, like Northern
art, grew out of the people~ The Brethren challenged the
Church by translating parts of the Bible and devotional
treatises into the vernacular; just as Netherlandish artists
translated the art of the French courts in the fourteenth
and early fifteenth centUries into a vigorous art eage~ly
patronized by French dukes.

The use of images in private devotion raised the
status of the artist and painting. Because art can preSent
to the.observer an invitation to a richer, more immediate
perception of the sacred realm, it superseded the written
word as the favored devotional medium. This study of the
importance of observer empathy and the use of images for
private devotion indicates that naturalism did not diminish
sacred content, and that increased naturalism does not
necessarily mean secularism. On the contrary, the Nether-
landish artist's detailed naturalism, when it moved his
audience to tears, served a religious purpose. Any attempt
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to determine whether the art of the fifteenth century in
the North is medieval or renaissance must first consider
the function that art served.
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CHAPTER I

EMPATHY AND PROGRESS IN THE VISUAL ARTS.
GRISAILLE SIMULATED SCULPTURE

Grisailles, the painted simulation of sculpture,
appear in Northern European painting in the first three
decades of the fifteenth century.1 Until recently, gri-
saille simulated sculptures were rarely studied. The study
of the particular illusion they attempt shows, as iconographic-
stylistic studies focusing on attribution and problems in
connoisseurship have not, precisely what new vision and
perception of the world the painter has in the fifteenth
century. Through their study the evolution from a conceptual
to a mimetic mode of representation can be easily understood.2

In this study of grisailles and the formal develop-
ment of mimetic art in the North, the following points will
be discussed I

1. Religious art became increasingly naturalistic in the
fifteenth century. The imitation of nature served a reli-
gious purpose because naturalistic description made the
invisible spiritual realm visible in natural forms. The devel-
opment of religious illusionistic art occurred for specific
reasons and with observable results. The artist who made
representational progress could delight his patron, dramati-
cally enhance the iconography, and make his fellow artists
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envious. Through a study of grisailles and the specific
illusion they attempt, we have broader insight into the
general development of representational art in the early
fifteenth century.
2. Illusionistic simulation, whether of sculpture or living
figures, appeals to the observer to accept the representa-
tion as a real experience in which he can share. The degree
of empathy an image evokes is directly related to the abil-
ity of the artist to involve the observer formally in the
pictorial reality.
3. Formal empathy is related to devotional empathy. In the
verbal culture of the Middle Ages where instruction and
worship were conducted by verbal repetition, the image was
a visual word. Art was conceptual, dogmatically edifying,
and not interpretive. In the Renaissance greater representa-
tional facility allowed a more convincing and dramatically
moving representation of sacred history. The effectiveness
of the image in inspiring the observer depended upon the
observer's acceptance of the artistic reality. The study
of grisailles shows the development of convincing illusion-
istic art in the North and the complex relationships among
artist, patron, artistic tradition, antique sources,and the
function of the image.
4. The study of painted grisaille simulated sculpture shows
that the renaissance of the visual arts also brought about
a change in the artist's relation to his patron and his
social status.
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Fifteenth century Northern painting was ordered by

tradition. Its surprisingly restricted iconography and
homogeneous styles may be partially explained by the system
of artistic training in which the apprentices, their masters,
and the guilds served patrons who lived in a few important
centers. The relatively short distances separating these
centers encouraged adherence to tradition, as did the usually
conservative demands of court patrons.)

Change was neither rapid nor extreme in early fif-
teenth century Northern painting. Consequently, even minor
variations in style and iconography become extremely impor-
tant, since they point to fundamental shifts in the attitudes
of artist, patron, and public. Reasons for the development
of grisailles as'a new form of artistic expression can be
found in the artist's changing conception of himself, his
increased understanding of the representational capabilities
of the medium, the use of images for private devotion, and
the cultural milieu into which they were introduced. Gombrich
writes:

The form of a representation cannot be divorced from its
purpose and the requirements of the s~ciety in which the
given visual language gains currency.

Grisailles are the products of sophisticated choice intended
to satisfy specific devotional purposes and to delight the
public or patron. Grisailles appeared only in a particular
historical"and artistic context and are indicators of what
Birkmeyer calls the "supra~individual course of a changing
attitude.,,5 They are a unique formal expression indicative
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of how men in the fifteenth century perceived their relation
to their own times and history.

The appearance of grisaille simulated sculpture in
the early fifteenth century marks the end of a strictly
artisan tradition in Northern Europe. The artist who was
valued as a skilled craftsman, capable of carrying out the
traditional forms commd.asLcned by _h!s_patrons, was, super-seded
by the artist whose greater technical resources and wider
humane learning won him the respect due to an independent
learned creator.

Medieval art was primarily religious. The Church was
the major patron of the arts and played a large part in
shaping the form art took. Artists, whether engaged to erect
vast fresco programs or to illuminate liturgical books, were
influenced by certain requirements.6 Often a model was pro-
vided which was to be accurately copied. The finished product
was to be 'worthy of the subject and legible. Theil.ames of
the figures would sometimes be included in the painting in
order to ensure the observer's proper recognition of the
sUbject. Conceptual devices such as haloes, gold gr_ounds, and dif·- ,

ferences in height were used to distinguish the sacred from
the secular. The great distances which often separated the
faithful from the representation in large-scale works neces-
sitated a bold and simple style. Attention to the signifi-
cance of sacred events was preferred to descriptive, re-
presentational rendering of them. Art, as St. Gregory ob-
served, was a Bible for the illiterate.?
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In addition to this didactic function, medieval art

also had a prototypic function. An image with the properly
rendered identifying characteristics was a vehicle which
united the faithful with the saint whose form was painted in
the image.

Later in the Middle Ages the empathic function of
images became important because images, it was realized,
could produce a certain mental and emotional state in the

.observer depending on the subject. The appearance of the
Andachtsbilder in Germany in the thirteenth century suggests
this change toward more emotional devotion. Empathic devotion
was, however, an issue long before the fourteenth century.8
St. Gregory wrotel

Your request Lior imagei7 pleases us greatly, since you
seek with all your heart and all intentness Him, whose
picture you wish to have before your eyes, so that, being
so accustomed to the daily corporeal sight, when you see
an image of Him you are inflamed in your soul by love
to Him Whose picture you wish to see. We do no harm in
wishing to show the invisible by means of the visible.9

The observer, during meditation before a devotional panel,
might feel pain, sorrow or delight or even that the image
had come to life. Images for private devotion in the fif-
teenth century became an important medium for religious
experience:10Theeffectiveness of the painting and the inten-
sity of the observer's experience depended upon the artist's
representational abilities. The traditional question about
when the renaissance of the visual arts begins in the North
is directly related to the problem of how the devout responded
to devotional art. Ringbom writesl fl ••• it is only during
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the late Middle Ages that the problem of the individual's
reactions in front of a religious image begins to attract
real attention."ll

Changes in patronage and function of art bring about
changes in the conception of that art. An important reason
for the transformation of medieval art was the appearance of
illuminators who worked for profit for secular patrons.
Master Honore, for example, lived in Paris and earned his
living by decorating books for the Parisian aristocracy.12
That the success of his work brought him more work places
his art in a different category from monastic art. Honore's
art would be appreciated for different reasons, perhaps,
than a manuscript intended for liturgical use. Philip the
Fair's enjoyment of Honor~'s miniatures, as a particular
example, may have been one of the important causes leading
to the autonomous full page miniature in later books.

In the French court in the late fourteenth and early
fifteenth centuries we can observe a revolution in contempo-
rary art. The Duke of Berry was familiar with contemporary
artistic endeavor, extending from the newest examples of
Italian art to a knowledge of the work of Melchior Broederlam.13

By the year 1411,
lished themselves

the Limbourg brothers had finally
at his court.14 We know that they

estab-
were

kept busy and that he richly rewarded them. They enjoyed
an intimate relation with their patron. On New Year's day
in 1411, they presented the Duke, in person, with a "livre
contrefait."15 He was greatly amused. The story is as enter-
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taining today as it is illuminating about the Duke's taste
and delight in visual tricks. On one level it shows the
Limbourg brothers' tongue-in-cheek response to the Duke's
insatiable desire for books. On another level the incident
recalls the story of Zeuxis who fooled birds with his paint-
ing of grapes. Both the Limbourgs and Zeuxis deceived and
both incidents are demonstrations of artistic prowess. It
is unimaginable to think of a similar book being offered to
Abbot Suger or of his seeing in such a way as to believe
in it. Gombrich has pointed out that "mature art can only
grow within the social context of an aesthetic attitude.,,16
Awareness of the limitations of a style is necessary for
art to change. The example of the presentation of a dummy
book by court painters helps define for us the nature of
the cultural and social milieu in which the Northern Renais-
sance was developing. Only a man with refined sensibilities,
aware of style and the advances made under his patronage,
could have perceived this event as clearly and knowledgeably
as did the Duke. That the brothers presented the book them-
selves is also remarkable at this time, because the honor
of presenting a book to royalty was limited generally to
those responsible for the text rather than the illustrations.1?

Trompe-l'6eil painting is an indicator of artistic
facility and a new dependency upon the observer. It is
successful and complete only when the observer accepts the
artist's formal cues, that is, when the observer accepts the
illusion the artist presents. One might recall the Zeuxis
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story again. Birds were deceived by painted grapes which
they mistook for real ones. SandstrBm discusses this story
and suggests that to appreciate the humor in the trick it
was necessary that the observer realize that the grapes
were only painted. That is "consciousness of artistic fiction
is an indispensable condition of artistic experience.,,18
SandstrBm is indeed partially correct, but he emphasizes
consciousness of the illusion too much. To enjoy art we
must also be like the birds who are momentarily tricked,
for herein lies the true success of the artist. In the late
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries interested and
informed patrons had reached a level of artistic awareness
where they could enjoy and expect subtle interrelations of
art and reality.

In the courts of France artists must have vied with
one another to secure prestigious commissions. One wonders
by what standards artists were selected. Artists in the fif-
teenth century lived in an age of modern art. Patrons, without
the reasoned criticism of today, must have been delighted
to find in contemporary work images that appeared to rival
nature. Netherlandish artists, with their fresh, naturalistic
outlook, became outstanding portraitists and landscape
painters at the French courts. Nothing in 1371 could surpass
Jean Bondol's portrait of Charles V and Jean de Vaudetar in
detail, just as the renderings of the Duke of Berry's chateaux
in the Tr?JsRiches Heures by the Limbourg brothers have portrait
quality (Plate 1).19 There was pleasure in recognition,
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pleasure in seeing one's artists rival the ancients in pro-
ducing life-like images and the enjoyment of having pictures
of one's possessions such as, for example, the representations
of the Duke's chateaux at Lusignan, Dourdan, or Riom. The
increasingly accurate approximation of nature in fifteenth
century Northern painting and the overcoming of difficult
representational problems with apparent ease suggested in
trompe-l'oeil painting indicate the idea of a renaissance of
painting and may derive, in large measure, from the critical
support of the patrons. An artist's ability to create more
convincing and.striking likenesses than his colleagues might,
therefore, have given cause for delight, praise, and lucra-
tive commissions.

While it is possible that antique works_were, in part,
influential in the development of illusionistic art in the
North, descriptions of competitions in
have played an important role.20 There

antique texts may also
is a Bible in the

Duke.21 TheVatican which, at one time, belonged to the
bas-de-page of folio one shows two groups of angels, each
group supporting escutcheons. Meiss attributes each pair to
an individual artist: Jacquemart de Hesdin and the Trinity
Master. Why should two groups of angels by different hands
appear on the same page? Meiss writesl

At this point we may at least ask why two leading painters
should have joined forces to produce a bit of heraldry
in a Bible? ••• Were the painters engaged in a little
competition, set by the Duke? Could this have been inspired
by tales of ancient competitions 2~ch as Apelles and
Protogenes, transmitted by Pliny?
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This idea is indeed tempting. It is all the more so because
it is known that, in addition to classical works by Suetonius,
Ovid, Livy and Virgil, the Duke owned works by Pliny.23

Gombrich, too, points to an interest in antique works
like Pliny's and the formative influence such texts might
have. He suggests that Pliny's interest in deception led to
an appreciation and search for contemporary counterparts.24

He writesl
It seems sure that all independent and secular genres in
painting were greatly favoured by that new attitude to
art and artist that we usually connect with the Italian
Renaissance. When connoisseurs and collectors read in
their Pliny and other ancient authors how greatly the
ancients had valued the power of painting to deceive the
eye, and how highly prized were specimens of such skill,
they must have looked around for similar show pieces.
The artists, in their turn, must have met this dema~3 by
a great emphasis on illusionism as a title to fame.

Julius Held, in his review of Panofsky's Early Netherlandish
Painting, writes I

Does not Facius, whose praise of Jan van Eyck and of
Rogier van der Weyden the author reprints in full, spec if-
icallY28redit Jan's technical advances to his study of
Pliny?

The grisaille figures of the Dresden Triptych, the Ghent Altar,
and the Lugano Diptych might be results of Jan's knowledge
of Pliny (Plates 2, 31 4).27 However, connection with Pliny
is not essential. While the development of persuasive illu-
sionistic painting and competitions have their antique pre-
cedents, it would be far from true to suggest that development
of representational painting in the late fourteenth and early
fifteenth centuries could be attributed to the discovery of
descriptions of trompe-l'oeil painting in ancient texts.
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Might we see a parallel development in which artists in the
fifteenth century who attempted to create convincing art
encountered problems and developed solutions similar to those
described in antiquity?

Grisaille sculptures are a demonstration of artistic
skill. Gombrich writesl

To those who studied the slow progress of representational
methods the still life appeared as the natural culmination
of realistic tendencies which gathered momentum in the
fifteenth-century styles of Northern Europe. But while
the means for painting still lifes were certainly present
in Van Eyck or Memling the idea of devoting an independent
work of art to a show of aZ6istic skill cannot be docu-
mented from that ambiente.

Is the display of technical skill any greater for still
life than for the grisailles discussed here? Gombrich and
Huizinga define one of the qualities of realism in the North
as the ability of the artist to transcribe, in paint, the
tactile qualities of objects existing in the real world.29

Both grisaille and still life appear to be independent
studies and both show us the artist's accurate depiction
and skillful deception. They are the products of the artist's
ability to realize completely the descriptive limits of the
medium. Again Gombrich provides a useful insight I

Knowledge of the potentiality of the medium ••• is at
least as important as is knowledge of the motif itself.
Still life could never have come into existence but for
the surprise the early collectors experienced in seeing
a painting transcend !he expected limitations of the
craft and conjuring Lsi£? up the very texture of objects.
What moves the trompe-l'oeil into the vicinity of art is
precisely the connoi5seur's vicarious participation in
the artist's skill.)

This statement is applicable equally to grisaille. The painting
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is not finished until the observer, by accepting the artist's
deception, completes the object. Trompe-l'oeil, therefore,
exacts the observer's participation.31 Trompe-l'6eil painting,
disregarding content, is formally arranged and adjusted by
the artist with an imaginary observer in mind. If it did not
affect the observer there would be no reason for developing
it. As Panofsky says, the artist supplies data that "demandLs~
to be coordinated into a picture that constitutes itself in
our subjective optical experience.,,32 The creation of these
deceptive objects depended upon the level of perception of
the patrons for whom the objects were intended. This, again,
recalls the importance of classical texts with their descrip-
tions of trompe-l'oeil which may have played an important
role in the development of Northern renaissance painting and
patronage.

Panofsky was one of the first writers on Northern art
to discuss grisaille simulated sculpture.33 In addition to
formal, iconographic, and iconological discussion he tries
to reconstruct workshop practice in the fifteenth century to
determine .under what conditions grisailles were produced.
Second, he discusses illusionism in painting and sculpture.

It was common in the late Middle Ages for painters to
be commissioned to polychrome sculptures.34 Once the painter
had received unpainted statues into his studio, he was able
to observe firsthand the play of light and shade over the
three-dimensional forms. The artist might have realized then
that what he saw was comparable to what he was doing on a
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two-dimensional surface. Panofsky also suggests that the
painter's interest in monochromatic painting "may have been
instrumental in gradually educating the public--and the
sculptors--to appreciate the beauty of the monoChrome.,,35
He sees the workshop experience as a learning situation in
which painters

learned to conceive of their ordinary figures--men and
women portrayed as real men and women and not as simulated
artifacts--in terms of sculptural weight and volume. And
this is precisely what distinguishes the figure style of
the Master of Flemalle from that of Broederlam'3gacquemart
de Hesdin and even the Limbourg brothers ••••

In other words, painters were dependent upon sculpture in
order to produce more convincing figures.3? While suggestive,
Panofsky's thesis is not completely convincing. Grisaille
had been used by Jean Pucelle. It is doubtful that either
sculptors or painters would have worked for greater realism
had there not been other reasons for doing so. Earlier col-
laboration between painters and sculptors dfudnot result in
simulated sculpture. Held writesl

Could it be that the simulated sculpture in these paintings
was not only bred by familiarity but owes its existence
at least in part to a desire to steal the thunder of a
rival art? ••• the knowledge of classical anecdotes on
illusionism • • • and a growing pride in art as a distin-
guished human activity may well have helped t035reateartistic effects which point in its direction.

Gombrich gives reasons for questioning Panofsky's hypothetical
reconstruction of events. According to him, the movement
toward a greater realism is not entirely a matter of the
observation of objects exterior to oneself. The problem is
as much one of psychology as of aesthetics. Artists work from
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a visual formulal they must learn to see and compare their
learned formulae with experience.39 They learn to represent
nature on a two-dimensional surface not simply by putting
down their observations of objects, but by comparing and
correcting their learned schemata with their observations.
Comparison with drawings and paintings by other artists was
also helpful in overcoming representati6nal problems. Sculpture
is three-dimensional. It is therefore improbable, if we under-
stand Gombrich correctly, that painters could improve their
renderings of the human figure and discover the secrets of
illusionistic representation simply by observing unpainted
sculpture. If sculpture had a formative influence on painting
it must be seen as a long and constant one rather than some-
thing that came about suddenly. The influence of sculpture
must be seen as relative, rather than directly causal.

What is the influence of real sculpture upon its
grisaille imitation? This question leads to Panofsky's dis-
cuss ion of the relation between illusionism in painting and
sculpture.40 Sculpture, 'according to Panofsky, had occupied
the foremost position among the arts in the late fourteenth
and early fifteenth centuries in the North because of the
advances sculptors had made in the conquest of space.41

Painters, working in a less objective medium, were attracted
by the illusionistic advances made by the sculptors. The
portal sculptures at the Chartreuse de Champmol, the Moses
Well, and the figure of Jacques Coeur gazing down on the
observer at his house in Bourges, by their posture and gestures,
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are meant to appear as living persons (Plates 5; 6). The
ability of sculptured figures to be like this is primarily
a function of illusionism. In the end, it is this fundamental
element of illusionism which makes sculptures and painted
imitations of them alike.

To bridge more firmly the distance between illusionism
in sculpture and illusionism in painting Panofsky describes
numerous examples of illusionistic, "theatrical" sculpture.

In all these instances the spectator is asked and enabled
to construct a quasi-pictorial image from the plastic
forms provided by the sculptor. And what applies to the
figures that move in the imaginary space of a relief also
applies, at times wit~ even'greater force, to the sculp-tures in the round that confront us in real space as actual
objects. Here, too, the data supplied by the sculptor
demand to be coordinated into a picture that constitutes
itself in our subjective optical experience. A playfully
exaggerated but all the more significant application of
this principle is the incorporation of life-sized statues
with architecture in ~uch a way that they appear as
living persons •••• 42

Panofsky equates the illusionistic imitation of statues in
grisaille with the illusionistic imitation of human beings
in stone.

The illusionistic imitation of sculpture by "stone-
colored" paintings may be regarded as complementary to
that illusionistic imitation of living human beings by
sculpture which we encountered on the spire of Strasbourg
Cathedral and in the house of Jacques Coeur. In both
cases the artist indulges in a tour de force I and in
both cases this tour de force seals, with a playful
flourish, a serious alliance between sculpture and paint-
ing which had been in the making for a long time and was
of fundamental importance for the genesis of the ~ ~.43

Synthesis of Gothic corporeality and Italian perspec-
tive which, for Panofsky, forms the basis of the ~ ~,
is the reason he suggests that painters were dependent on
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sculptors for the development of illusionism. The alliance
seems forced and is possible only in this post-W81fflinian
era of art history. It is difficult to accept that Claus
Sluter would have considered the Moses Well to be "quasi-
pictorial" anymore than Jan would have thought the Annunciation
of the Lugano Diptych to be "quasi-sculptural," as Panofsky
suggests.44 Did Sluter expect the observer of the portal of
the ChartreusE(!de Champmol to "transmute tangible things
into pictorial images?,,45 It is, on the contrary, important
to see that Jan and Claus both attempted in their work to
deny any separation between the spheres of art and life.
In Jan's work the remarkable use of trompe-l'oeil transforms
the figures into real sculptures. His simulated sculpture
becomes real sculpture just as Claus's prophets are living
figures. The development of illusionism in sculpture and
painting should not be seen as a reaction of one art form to
another, but as a response in both media to new attitudes
regarding mimetic art.46

Panofsky has not said why trompe-l'oeil and illusionism
played such a vital part in the development of the ~ nova
of which simulated grisaille sculpture is one aspect. His
explanation does not make clear why the rivalry between painters
and sculptors should lead to the production of grisailles
on the exterior of altars when we know that the majority of
sculpture was POlYChromed.47 He also does not account for
obvious stylistic differences found among the works in gri-
saille by Jan and the Master of Flemalle. Finally, he does
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not adequately discuss the most important characteristic of
grisailles, that is, their deceptively objective presence.

Another explanation for the appearance-of grisaille
simulated sculptures has been proposed by Max Friedlgnder.

Indeed, real sculpture originally predominated in the
altar. When it began to be replaced by painting, especially
on the hinged wings, that was much given to simulating
what it replaced. True, no monuments survive, by which
this development could be traced, but it may be plausibly
reconstructed. At first there was actual statuary in the
middle shrine, while the wings, to avoid being encumbered
in their movement by too heavy a burden, carried pseudo-
sculpture created by the painter's skill. This simulacrum
lingered on, even after the sculptors han8relinquished
the fixed centre panels to the painters.

According to Friedlgnder the use of grisaille simulated
sculptures beneficially reduced the weight of the altar wings.
The only difficulty with this theory is that, even in the
earliest of remaining examples, the carved sculptures were
placed on the inside of the altar while the wings were painted
in afiormal fashion. Thus a problem with weight was never
seriously encountered.49

Molly Smith, in a recent article, proposes that the
use of grisaille on the exterior of altars derived from a
Lenten custom of covering altars with gray cloth.50 Smith
cites a passage in the Rationale by Durandus, written in
1286, in which instructions were given for the removal or
veiling of decorations in churches for the observance of
Lent.51 She quotes another source in which it was ordered that
all images were to be covered during Lent except the image of
the Virgin on the feast of the Annunciation (March 25th) and
the principal crosses on Palm Sunday.52 According to Smith,
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it would follow that with the advent of altars with movable
wings and the use of grisaille on the exterior of the wings,
the altar had only to be closed to comply with the traditional
observance. Unfortunately, Smith finds no altars which could
have worked this way earlier than the Prado panel by the
Master of Flemalle (Plate 7). The Parement de Narbonne is
one of the few remaining objects Smith discusses which she
believes were designed for use in Lent (Plate 8).53 The
Parement is figural and it is seriously doubtful that it was
specifically designed for Lenten use. The great hiatus between
the time of the written sources (thirteenth century) and the
appearance of grisaille sculpture makes it very questionable
that they can be directly related to Lenten observance. It is
even doubtful, given the paucity of extant objects which may
have been used in the Lenten season, that one can speak of a
customary production of Lenten objects.

Still, Smith considers the use of monochromatic statues
in the early fifteenth century to be a manifestation of the
traditional Lenten practice. Several other objections should,
perhaps, be considered. She does not explain why simulated
sculpture was ever considered appropriate for the decoration
of the exteriors of altars. If, for example, the Lenten
custom had been strictly observed, all images would have been
hidden. Altars were closed much of the time except for spe-
cial feast days when they were opened to reveal the beautiful
fully decorated interiors.54 Therefore, the choice of decora-
tion for the exterior would have to be appropriate most of
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the time rather than some of the time. It becomes more dis-
turbing when Smith includes the Ghent Altar and Rogier's
Madonna Enthroned (Prado) in her argument.55 Is it possible
for us to believe that the exterior of the Ghent Altar is
really as drab as she says or that the red of the Virgin's
dress in Rogier's painting is not really sufficiently red
to remove it from the category of Lenten-gray-decoration?56

Grisaille is ashen and the appearance of sculpture in a three-
dimensional setting or the later bold use of brilliant reds,
blues and whites for the garments of the simulated sculptures
can hardly be considered consistent with the ideal of aus-
terity as it had been prescribed.

The appearance of grisaille representations of the
Annunciation on the exterior of many early fifteenth century
altars is significant, because if the Lenten custom were
carefully observed, representations of the Annunciation on
the altar would inevitably have to have been concealed during
the Lenten season. It should be pointed out, however, that
popular demand gradually led to an over-ruling of the orig-
inal prohibition. Popular pressure insured that representa-
tions of the Annunciation were allowed to be shown on the
day of that particular feast.57 The common appearance of
the Annunciation on the exterior of Netherlandish altars may
owe something to the popular love of this subject. To that
extent the prohibition may have been effective in this trans-
ferral.58 However, it does not necessarily follow that gri-
saille representatmons reflect the Lenten custom. By the
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fifteenth century it is possible that the original ecclesi-
astical interest in this type of decoration had been super-
seded by devotional and artistic interests.

Utilitarian function, the nature of the sUbject matter,
and the contrast of interior and exterior are important ele-
ments of a factual nature which should not be overlooked
when approaching the problem of grisaille representations.
Formally it is significant that the medium of grisaille was
used for the creation of simulated sculptures especially
when polychromed statues were the rule. Grisaille is a very
immediate medium. Three-dimensional qualities can be dramat-
ically produced. 'Sculptural volume is easily suggested through
subtle transitions from black to white with broad transitional
areas in shades of gray. Indeed, in grisaille simulated sculp-
ture there is a near perfect union of medium and subject. The
spontaneity and concrete quality made possible in the medium,
with its powers of implication, are fully exploited to create
objects with convincing corporeality and presence.

The degree of objective or subjective presence of
any object or person in a painting naturally depends on the
artist's ability to suggest and define that presence illu-
sionistically. Human figures which are painted to look real
will have a proportionally lower objective reality (although
higher subjective reality) than simulated sculpture.59 There
is a simple explanation--others may exist--but it may per-
haps be useful to consider it. The nature of a person, the
dynamics of his personality, his gestures, all of the char-
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acteristics which distinguish human beings, with their ability
to speak through movement and gesture, from inanimate objects,
are the most difficult to suggest in a still, painted medium.
A column or parapet is by nature immobile and inanimate. It
loses very little in the transfer from the world of our space
into pictorial reality because its sUbjective reality is low
compared with the human being or the animal. There is, then,
a hierarchy of presence in painting in which the more inani-
mate the object taken from nature the more easily the observer
accepts it as real in the pictorial reality. This is not to
say that Jan, for example, intends in the Ghent Altar, that
Jodocus Vijd is less real than the representation of St.
John in grisaille. Optimally they have equal presence. Jan
realizes, however, that we are more easily deceived by simu-
lated sculptures than by simulated people. The antique-inspired
stone parapet in Jan's portrait of Timotheus shows his use
of this representational principle. The simulated stone
parapet helps convince us of the reality of the figure. The
inscription in the stone emphasizes the stone's character,
while the movement of Timotheus' hand over the parapet into
the observer's space leads the eye of the observer into the
pictorial space. In representational painting the artist
had to order all of these levels of reality to form an as-
cending (or descending) unity. The problem is really a so-
phisticated one and comes into being only when artists begin
to question medieval pictorial convention, in which it was
relatively easy to distinguish between sacred and secular
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realms and contemporary and historical figures. When the
artist tries to describe according to rules of visual plau-
sibility, then he must be able to distinguish in a natural
manner between conceptual and lifelike figures. To do so the
artist had to examine carefully the varieties of representa-
tional possibilities. Illusionism was a useful device in the
renaissance of Northern art just as it had been in antiquity.60

In the early fifteenth century traditional modes of
perception and representation were questioned. The art of
the recipe book, the construction of form according to geo-
metric principle seen in Villard de Honnecourt's sketchbook,
were replaced by a new art based upon new knowledge, new
patronage, and observation. The artist, like a scientist,
investigated and defined those visible: characteristics
which describe the essence of a thing or situation. The
development of painting from a conceptual to a representational
mode is only possible when artists began to approach nature
with an eye to discovering its order. Consequently, in an
art which presented visual approximations how an object
appeared in its spatial ambience had to be understood in
order to be represented. It is this rapid development of a
new representational vocabulary that we witness in the late
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries.61 One might even
call this a scientific pursuit as Gombrich defines itl

I believe that the birth of critical rationalism in
Greek culture gave mankind a new tool towards the shap-
ing of its own destiny that other cultures lack. We call
it science. The evolutionary series of Greek and Renais-
sance painting differ from other evolutions precisely
through the admixture of science. The science of anatomy,
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the science of projective geometry and of optics were
called in to ha~ten the experimentation towards recog-
nizable images.62

Grisaille simulated sculpture is a product of rethinking
the function and value of art and artistic experience.

The earliest grisail1e simulated sculptures by Jan
van Eyck appear in the Ghent Altar (Plate 2). Many writers
have commented upon the inconsistencies and unevenness of
the a1tar.63 Such criticism proceeds not only from what
critics consider to be an awkward division of the whole but
also from inconsistencies in scale, color tonality, framing
and even iconography. In the four upper panels (era sub legem)
are shown two prophets and sibyls who, iconographically,
belong to the pre-Christian era of prophecy.64 All of the
figures are compressed into a shallow space. Just below this
group appears the Annunciation (era sub gratiam), composed
also of four panels. This group is separated from that above
by the painted rafter which functions as part of the room
below as well as a simulated frame dividing this scene from
the prophets and sibyls. The four panels of this group are
arranged with the archangel Gabriel on the left and Mary at
the extreme right with the dove of the Holy Spirit above her
head. The intimately rendered genre scene of basin and towel
enclosed in a niche interrupts the space between these fig-
ures, despite the strong horizontal movement of the rafters.
The space is too severely limited for the figures to stand.
In addition, the room lacks a door. This detracts from seeing
the space as an actual chamber. Ba1dass, prior to the exami-
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nation carried out under Paul Coremans, intuitively described

additional.,,65 Thethe space behind the Virgin as "merely
figures are almost sculptural in their solidity and massive-
ness. Their material presence strikes a peculiar note when
compared with the delimited space.

According to infra-red and x-ray studies of these
panels it is clear that originally, in an earlier phase in
the development of the altar, the Annunciation was to have
been placed within six shallow niches like the St. Johns
rather than in a spacious interior setting with a view over-
looking the town. This register would, therefore, have more
closely resembled the register below.66 At some point in the
creation of the altar plans were changed. Two related expla-
nations for this change are often made. According to some,
Jan was forced into a compromise because of the condition
of the altar when Hubert died. This opinion is supported by
the inscription. The second view, put forth by Panofsky,
reduces the matter to a simple formal problem. According to
Panofsky, the use of six arches "would have conflicted with
the four units of the lower tier even more sharply than
does the F16mallesque interior now.,,67 Neither does this
opinion speak well of Jan as a painter nor is it consistent
with the technical excellence found in Jan's other paintings.
It seems highly improbable that the present substitution
of an interior setting would have been seen by the artist
as a better solution if it were not.

The first opinion expressed above is the position
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by LUdwig Baldass. Both men question the unity of the exterior
for stylistic reasons. They maintain that another hand must
be involved, that of Hubert van EyCk.68

Baldass concludes, because he finds the relationship
of the figures to their setting unsatisfactory, that Jan
had to revise an older plan which obviously belonged to
Hubert. pgcht agrees and adds:

Is it likely that this somewhat unsatisfactory situation
would have arisen had not Jan been compelled to make
use of figures already existing and too far advanced
ever to be e~girely fitted into settings of his own
imagination?

In-the end, pgcht accepts a compromise situation much like
Panofsky. According to him the artist had little choice in
the matter. Out of respect for Hubert, Jan was forced to
place the fully developed figures of the Annunciation
unharmoniously in an interior which appears entirely un-
suited for them. One might ask, however, if it is possible
that these figures could ever have been so complete that
some modification could not have been made? On the other
hand, if respect for Hubert's figures was the central issue,
why would Jan have produced an unsatisfactory setting for
them? Would it not have been better for the artist to have
followed the older plan? Finally, to suggest that the upper
level was changed because it would appear monotonous with
respect to the lower zone is to propose that the lower zone,
definitely by Jan, predated the middle zone which supposedly
is Hubert's.
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Apparently an impasse has been reached. If, however,

the problem of hands and the existence of Hubert are dismissed,
then it is possible that alternative

, 70on this problem.
explanations might shed

some light
Thematically and formally related to the Ghent Altar

is another painting, the Triumph of the Church, now in the
Prado (Plate 9). P~cht maintains that this altar must have
been completed between October 1428 and Christmas 14291
that is, during Jan's visit to Spain and Portugal.71 That
Jan painted at least one of the two versi6ns_oft~is picture
which still exist is entirely plausible: both date from the
fifteenth century and are a design such like we would expect
him to make. The final completion of the work, however, must
have been by another hand. Panofsky's view of the Ghent Altar
was that Jan inherited three separate unfinished works and
united them into one altar. But P~cht, disagreeing with
Panofsky's division of the altar concludes, partially for
iconographic reasons, that, althpugh the Prado altar precedes
the Ghent Altar in completion, the projected plans for a
two-story altar were already in existence before Jan departed
for Portugal.72 If one takes into consideration Jan's trip
when considering the changes on the exterior, is it not plau-
sible to conclude that Jan had begun the work on the Ghent
Altar before leaving for Portugal and that assistants had
continued the work during his absence? After fourteen months
absence, during which time he worked upon a project similar
to the Ghent Altar, Jan found it necessary to make certain
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alterations or corrections.

One may object and point out that we still have a
situation in which Jan is again seen as correcting Jan or
correcting someone else, with poor results. The problem can
perhaps be resolved, however, if one assumes that we see
exactly what Jan meant we should. A reconsideration of the
formal-iconographic interrelationships helps rectify certain
apparent formal discrepancies.

Grisaille simulated sculpture of John the Baptist and
the Evangelist appear in the bottom register. St. Bavo's,
the church for which the altar was intended, was originally
dedicated to John the Baptist. The Evangelist is now considered
to have been the patron saint of the Vijd family, the donors
of the altar.?) Both figures stand on bases in niches. Their.
hair, precisely defined by contrasts of light and shade,
is sculpturally rendered in small beads. The handling of
the figures indicates a consistent sculptural conception.
The light, which appears to enter from the observer's space,
creates contrasts between the deeply cut and broad surface
areas of the drapery. At the same time it creates strong
shadows which naturally fallon the back wall of the niches,
heightening the impression of material presence. The conti-
nuity of light from the observer's space into pictorial
space, the use of the frame as a transitional device between
actual and represented space, and the apparent three-
dimensionality of the figures ensure that the observer accepts
these painted figures as concrete sculptural objects. Once
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the artistic simulation is accepted their presence as objects
is never doubted.

On the extreme right and left of the figures of the
saints appear the donor and his wife, Jodocus Vijd and
Isabella Borluut, exquisitely dressed for their portraits.
Because the figures are painted in natural flesh tones, they
show pronounced subjective presence, although their level of
objective presence, when compared with the sculptures, is
lower. Jan, however, places these figures in the same sur-
roundings as the sculptures. The entire lower zone is framed
by a trilobed arcade which establishes continuity through
rhythmic repetition.

Scale is important. Jan wants us to accept the donors
with the same degree of presence as the simulated sculptures,
but how does one explain why they occupy a limited space
better suited to sculpture? The artist has effectively mini-
mized any reference to an exterior scale by locating the
figures in a non-referential space behind a unifying frame.
He has shown Jodocus and his wife kneeling in a space approx-
imately 58 inches high.74 That means the kneeling figures
are approximately lifesize (Jodocus about 40 inches high).

By placing the figures in a sculptural setting and
comparing living figures with sculptural figures the artist
has experimented with what the observer expects to see. The
saints and donors exist equally in the present, but they are
distinguished according to their "actual" presence. Jan
qualifies the presence of the biblical figures. They appear, in
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reality, in one of the few ways they can--as sculpture. The
living figures appear as they are. Jodocus and Isabella are
shown eternally present in their chapel before an image of
Redemption and at the altar where Mass was performed.

The simulated architectural frame which appears in
the lowest level of the exterior is not repeated in the
upper registers. The upper registers, like paintings, have
a wooden frame. The Annunciation is separated from the proph-
ets and sibyls by an illusionistically painted rafter which
is both a naturalistic part of the room and a frame. If one
compares the wooden frame of the upper tiers with the actual
wooden frame surrounding the lowest register, it is apparent
that its importance as a frame has been superseded by the
imitation stone arcade. This simulated architectural frame
functions as a transitional element in the fictional space.
The frame separates the pictorial space from the observer's
space but, at the same time, unites the space of the observer
with that in the picture. The highly objective and illusion-
istically conceived frame leads our attention into the painted
reality.75 It gives definition to the entire pictorial real-
ity by its ability to deceive. Once the deception or fiction
is accepted the remainder of the painted illusion follows.
The frame occupies an important position between the image
and the observer. It defines a "real" space, serves in the
transition from observer to fictional space, and determines,
in part, the degree of presence of the represented subject
matter.
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The simple wooden frame which surrounds the Annunciation

as well as the prophets and sibyls encloses painted panels.
It is a more neutral frame than the series of simulated
stone arches below. Because it is divorced from the cavities
of space which it frames, we must think of it as enclosing
real paintings.76 The figures in these scenes are historical,
and they appear in a narratiye context. They are meant to
be seen as painted realities. Jan, however, typically inter-
ested in spatial-illusionistic phenomena, does not dismiss
the Annunciation as only a painting of a historical event.
Light still enters from our space, as it does below, and
causes shadows to be cast on the floor of the chamber. Until
Jan's time, the traditional suitable media for three-dimensional
representations of sacred figures were sculptures in an
architectural setting. Jan subjects tradition to his own
new illusionistic understanding. He creates an illusionistic
substitution of sculpture and architecture which preserves
the sanctity of the iconography.

The artist suggests that the Annunciation is depicted
in a real recess behind the frame. Jan retains the traditional
architectural context. Through formal means he can distinguish
between the past and the present and adjust his representa-
tional means so as to give emphasis to specific iconographic
points. The St. Johns, for example, are present as material
objects in the Vijd chapel, but the historical Annunciation
is realized by polychromed statues that appear filled with
life. They achieve a higher subjective presence than the
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St. Johns. Jodocus and Isabella are actually present in the
chapel in devotion before the Saints and the painted Annuncia-
tion. Mary and Gabriel are painted approximations of poly-
chromed statues. Their lifelike handling prevents us from
seeing them only as imitation statues while they are, at the
same time, less colorful than the living donors. It will be
remembered that x-rays show that originally an arcade arrange-
ment was planned like that in the bottom tier. The pictorial
context within which these simulated polychromed statues
appear would explain the cast shadows in the foreground.
Because this is a daring transitional work in which the
artist assumes responsibilities formerly given to sculptors,
he preserves the sculptural presence of the figures. The
detailed ideal background, however, reveals Jan's determina-
tion to present the scene as it might have happened. It is
a naturalistically interpreted symbolic reality.

The conclusion follows that the exterior of the Ghent
Altar is not the product of compromise nor is it unhappily
disunified. The altar may not seem at first entirely success-
ful. One should remember that it was a pioneer work. It
reveals a very careful and considered evaluation of the content
and the form of presentation as well as the function of an
altar. The problems posed by Jan were largely solved and
the solutions themselves were adopted and further elaborated
in his later works. The Ghent Altar is one of the first exam-
ples in the development of the ~ nova in which it is clear
that there is no conflict between devotional-symbolic and
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representational-illusionistic interests. On the contrary,
Jan's penetrating analysis of the visual language and his
representational accuracy transformed nature into an image of
the spiritual realm.

This same delicate and yet pronounced articulation
of illusionistic possibilities involving sculptural and
painterly images can be seen on the interior of the Ghent
Altar as well. In the upper niches of the interior are
painted grisaille, three-dimensional, sculptural representa-
tions of the sacrifice of Cain and Abel and Cain slaying
Abel. The rendering of the hair of the figures and even so
minor a detail as the shafts of grain are completely con-
sistent with the sculptural conception. The objective reality
of these groups is extremely high and is sUbtly enhanced by
Cain's foot which protrudes over the frame. The illusion is
meant to be seen from below and it demonstrates that Jan
had the observer in mind when he developed this trompe-I'6eil.
This small but significant detail immediately establishes
new spatial relationships which affect the surrounding area.
The foot resting on the painted illusionistic arch increases
the objective presence of the painted frame. This illusion-
istically conceived group can be compared with the Adam and
Eve below. Adam and Eve are also rendered according to the
observer's position. Note how Adam's foot almost passes
through the picture plane. These simulated living figures
gain in subjective presence by comparison with the sculptures
above. The formal differences in presentation connote impor-
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tant iconographic distinctions. The Cain and Abel narratives
are historically present while Adam and Eve are actually
present.

It cannot be attributed to accident that Adam's foot
appears to touch the picture plane. Jan, in painting it,

clearly explored the limits which underly the empathic con-
nection between observer and image. The point where real
space becomes fictive space is clouded. The movement of Adam's
foot suggests that there is no real distinction between pic-
torial space and our space. The painted figures of Adam and
Eve, although of a less objective value than the grisailles,
far surpass the sculptures in subjective presence. What
could speak more strongly of the new direction art had taken
than Jan's rendering of Adam in the way he actually observed
him? The flesh tones of the face and hands are more ruddy
than the other parts of his body, suggesting that Jan used
a living model for Adam. This conception of the first man
runs counter to biblical history. There the first man was
totally naked in Paradise until this moment and one would
expect him to be reddish-brown allover. Jan's factual con-
version of his model into Adam shows a new attitude toward
the rendering of sacred history in which "empirical truth • • •

could count for more than fidelity to the letter of a theol-
ogical program."??

The dramatic potential evoked through a simple juxta-
position of painted figures and simulated sculptures was
well understood by Jan in the Ghent Altar. Once he was able
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maintain continued interest in this kind of illusionism.
This development is not produced simply by a desire for vir-
tuoso display; rather it stems from the artist's desire to
produce an equivalence in which to "re-present" the invisible
spiritual world. Illusionism facilitates the creation of a
mimetic imitation of reality, but it is not in itself the
reason for its creation. Likewise trompe-l'oeil, an element
of Jan's style, serves to connect the represented world
with the real world. It would be wrong to regard the develop-
ment of this level of artistic sophistication, this vocab-
ulary of frame, juxtaposition, objective-subjective presence,
as merely trickery. Rather, their discovery and use is essen-
tial for the development of art as an independent reality.

Perhaps slightly earlier in date than the Ghent Altar
is the wing of an altar panel now in the Prado, attributed
to the Master of Flemalle (Plate 7).78 If the dating in the
twenties is accepted, this piece would be the first example
of simulated grisaille sculpture in the North. On the exterior
are shown representations of St. James the Great and St. Clare
of Assisi.79 The grisaille simulated sculptures are placed
within an imitation architectural setting.

The architectural elements consist of attached half-
columns on hexagonal bases with carved foliate capitals. It
is important to realize that the artist analysed, at some
length, the effect of light upon actual architectural members
in order to be able to represent a plausible equivalence.
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The architectural frame appears here as a bold prelude,

monumentally conceived, framing the figures of the saints.
Both saints and architecture are painted, but they are at
the same time uniquely differentiated. In a manner similar
to that in the Ghent Altar, the objective frame diminishes
the separation of picture space from the observer's space.
It is a powerful illusionistic agent because of its objective
presence. Although it is, in fact, part of the painted illu-
sion, it continues the pictorial space beyond the architec-
tural picture plane immediately behind which the figures
appear. The purpose of the architecture is to imply that
there is no difference between pictorial space and the observ-
er's space. The concrete, apparently objective, nature of
the niches reinforces the figures' three-dimensional existence
in space. The Master of F16malle, through his understanding
of illusionism, has redefined the role of the picture plane
and frame. He attempts to convince the observer that he sees
corporeal sculptural figures in a space that is a continuation
of the observer's. That part of the illusion is complete.
On the other hand the illusion is not consistent. He produces
a pictorial equivalence of sculpture rather than real sculp-
ture. Compare the handling of these figures with the St. Johns
of the Ghent Altar. 80 Both groups of simulated sculpture are
intended to be understood as sculpture. The carving of the
hair of the St. Johns in the Ghent Altar results from Jan's
having understood the problems inherent in the working of
stone. Stone, for example, may only be cut to a certain thin-
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ness before it cracks. Likewise, the forms created in stone
do not appear to be dissolved by light as, for example, real
hair does under light. The hair of St. John the Evangelist
is given a sculptural treatment, rendered in knob-like curls.
This implies that the artist focused his attention and directed
his energy towards the creation of real sculptured hair. In
comparison, the beard of St. James the Great is still con-
ceived in a "painterly" style. It does not give the appearance
of a stone beard, but rather, that of a painted representa-
tion of a stone beard. Even the folds of the drapery lack
the crispness and weight of real sculpture. Note also the
position of St. James's staff. The staff approaches but never
crosses the boundary established by the architectural frame,
implying that the architectural plane is still a picture
plane. The Master of Flemalle did not realize the full poten-
tial of the medium or the illusion it could give. Jan van
Eyck knew quite well the values inherent in sculpture. One
sees in his painting of stone, figures which are successful
as sculpture. Like their real sculptural counterparts, Jan's
figures move confidently in space. The conclusion follows
that art had progressed considerably toward more accurate
representation within a period of about fifteen years.

The illusion of sculpture is suggested on a two-
dimensional surface. That we perceive it in three dimensions
can be attributed in part to the artist's foreknowledge of
the observer's ability to complete the image. That is, he
knew that the observer would be able to "read-in" what was
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merely implied. This reveals a sophisticated level of artistic
consciousness. The end result is that we experience the objec-
tive three-dimensional presence of the figures through our
acceptance of the artist's deceptive simulation.

The exterior of the Prado altar is a demonstration
of the ability of the artist to meet and surpass the art of
the sculptor. Among artists and sculptors of that time one
might have heard an argument supporting this view stated in
the following way. "Sculpture is not the equal of painting
because painting can imply three dimensions where only two
exist, whereas sculpture is three-dimensional by nature."
This form of criticism was certainly familiar in the Renais-
sance as Erwin Panofsky says in Galileo ~ ~ Critic of the
Arts. "The farther removed the means of imitation are from
the thing to be imitated, the more worthy of admiration the
imitation will be •••• ,,81

In the Prado picture the Master of Flemalle wants the
observer to see sculpture first, then the fact that it is
painting. Sandstr8m describes it this way.

When the Master of Fl'malle--perhaps the first artist
to do this--painted on the back of a picture • • • grisaille
figures of the apostle J~meg the Great and St. Clara
standing on sculpturel LsiQ/ bases, he re-defined the 82
painted altar, transforming it into a sculptured altar.

The small triptych in Dresden, by Jan van Eyck, is
next in our sequence (Plate 3).83 According to Cuttler the
altar was originally painted for an Italian patron, Michele
Giustiniani.84 The date, 1437, has recently been discovered.85

The exterior panels again show the Annunciation. The angel
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and Virgin are shown as simulated grisaille statues standing
on pedestals. The angel has spoken and the Virgin has grace-
fully given herself to God's design. The drapery of the fig-
ures appears crisply modeled and hard as stone. Just as we
saw with the St. James and St. Clare, we are again made con~
scious of Jan's ability to realize descriptively the essence
of what he presents. The frames surrounding the panels look
like window frames. The niches in which the figures stand,
are turned to approximate more closely the way we normally
see.

The figures are generative; they create the space
about themselves. The angel takes full advantage of the space.
The sceptre in his left hand touches the rear wall of the
chamber. The area of contact is highlighted and the density
of the shadow resulting from the contact emphasizes this
movement into depth. The light too, it will be seen, enters
from the observer's space and thus he is made to feel that
the cast shadow is a natural occurrence. The shadow and contact
of the sceptre with the rear wall serve to underline the
reality of the illusion. At the same time the right wing of
the angel, passing through deep shadow, emerges full-force
and assaults the picture plane. The knee of the angel does
the same, appearing to flatten at the apex of its movement
forward.

Perhaps this impression of vitality is more striking
because the spatial setting is so barren. Conversely, however,
it is precisely because the setting is so barren that the
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figures are capable of dominating the space. The apparent
ease of movement of these simulated statues strikes a dis-
cordant note. It is difficult to explain how a sculptured
dove appears to float freely without any visible means of
support. It seems real enough, but it is difficult to deter-
mine its position in relation to the other objects in the
painting. It is this element of cultivated ambiguity that
accounts, in part, for the vitality of the whole.

Why is the Annunciation represented in grisaille to
simulate sculpture? The Annunciation is not the only subject
of the altar but merely the prelude before the major state-
ment of the interior. The use of grisaille forms a pleasant
contrast with the brilliantly colored interior. The Annunciation
signifies the beginning of the process of man's redemption.
At the same time, the Annunciation is historical. One way we
can see it is in sculptural representation. Jan has trans-
formed the narrative into a devotional image. Because it is
history, the subject is transformed into sculpture and thus
contrasts with the interior which is not a historical repre-
sentation butacontemporary moment. Thus the contrast between
interior and exterior is a contrast between past and present.
But another important reason might simply be that Jan wanted
to surpass his patron's expectations by executing a difficult
solution. Might he not therefore have created an ambiguous
reality, an illusionistic reality, which we can enjoy accept-
ing and denying, but which also prepares us for the greater
illusion inside? The exterior, in other words, is the first
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deception in which Jan wins the observer's confidence.

The discussion of grisaille simulated sculpture con-
cludes with the Lugano Diptych by Jan (Plate 4). It is con-
sidered last because it is a different sort of painting and
because it is the finest example of trompe-l'o~il painting
by Jan. Dating between 1434-1436, the altar was discovered
and first pUblished by FriedlRnder who wrote of itl

Hieratically monumental, yet full of graceful movement;
abstractly stony, yet alive; saintly and cheerful; an
ideal type, yet full of individuality--it is the secret
of genius to breathe into its creations qualities which
would seem mutually to exclude each other.8?

These seemingly paradoxical characteristics are also found
in the Ghent Altar and the Dresden Triptych.

The Lugano altar consists only of the Annunciation
group rendered on two panels which are joined. The backs
of both panels share the same layer of chalk-like ground and
elaborate marbling.88 This suggests that the two panels were
joined to form an independent devotional image. Is it possible
that the patron who first purchased this altar was so struck
by Jan's formal invention that he was willing to forego
more traditional considerations of iconographic completeness?
The altar would have been appreciated for its uniqueness,
not its conformity. If this be so, it says as much about the
artist's creative role as it does about the importance of
the patron's empathic role in the development of art in the
fifteenth century.

The Lugano Diptych is probably the first example of
complete trompe-l'6eil painting in the North.89 The outer
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carved moldings of the frame are coloristically united with
the simulated architectural-like moldings of the interior.
The frame, both the actual and the painted extension of it,
serves the traditional function of framing, but it also
assumes an important role in the development of a consistent
illusion. Because one does not know where the actual frame
ends"and the simulated one begins, the observer is allowed
to pass from the actual to the fictional reality unimpeded.
He has been fooled. This illusionistic triumph signifies
that the artist intends to suggest that there is no distinc-
tionbetween our experience of everyday objects or situations
and their painted equivalents. He learned that not only can
he give form to sacred realities, but also that he can affect
our experience of them.

The simulated sculptures rendered in grisaille stand
out against the imitation black marble panels behind. In the
Dresden Triptych the figures of the Annunciation were located
clearly behind a well established picture plane. They were
associated with an architectural setting. The Lugano figures
now appear in front of the frame. The frame no longer serves
as an introduction to the pictorial space; rather the illu-
sion appears to begin in front of the frame with the figures
existing in the observer's space. The light in both instances
stems from our world. Space and light, given their proper
equivalence in the fictional reality, unite the real with
the simulated. The frame, it appears, only encloses reflections.
The painting is now successfully transformed into that which
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it represents; that is, it is completely representational.
What had been tentatively suggested in the di sotto in su
rendering of Adam and Eve in the Ghent Altar is now fully
realized.

Gombrich discusses the reasons for the presence of
landscape painting as a distinct genre in the sixteenth cen-
tury.90

It was the competition in this open market LAntwern7 ••• ,
which caused the painters, ••• to resort to the devel-
opment of new specialities. What had probably been a
practice inside the late medieval workshop, the division
of labor into figure painters, background painters and,
say, still-life specialists, now broke up into the
various "genres" to be cultivated by those most likely
to make a living by any given speciality.91

While I do not think that it would honestly be possible to
see the Lugano Diptych, one of three grisailles by Jan, as
an example of specialization, the altar is an instance in
which a formal presentation of a traditional subject was
found to be interesting by the artist and by his patron.
Panofsky suggested, it will be remembered, that the develop-
ment of grisaille simulated sculpture resulted from collab-
oration between painters and sculptors. Held writes:

Such a collaboration, however, was known long before
this time. Could it be that the simulated sculpture
in these paintings was not only bred by familiarity
but owes its existence at least in part to a desire
to steal the thunder of a rival art?92

Contemporary competitiveness, which resembles that in antiq-
uity, and the interest to find new solutions for formal
representational problems may have been important factors
in the development of grisailles.93
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In the North, painting is best compared with a mirror

reflection. According to tradition the frame of the Lugano
Diptych should mark the point of transition from observer
space to painted space. The frame, however, does not distin-
guish two distinct spaces. The frame, although of high objec-
tive value at the perimeter, gradually succumbs to the fig-
ures as part of the overall illusion. The sculptured figures,
reflected in the imitation marble panels behind, appear as
objects in our space. The mirror-like marble panels take
over the function of the frame and mark the point where illu-
sion begins and reality ends. Their polished surfaces do not
allow spatial recession but, instead, throw the sculpture,
or illusion of sculpture, back on us. The effect is compara-
ble to Jan's use of a mirror in the Arnolfini wedding in
which the observer appears to be included within the pictorial
reality.94 In Italian painting, the illusion worked only if
the painting continued the space of the room in which it was
placed or vice versa. In the North, the scale of painting
did not allow this form of illusion. In effect, there is no
projection of self into "something" but rather the painted
reality moves into our own space in the sense that the sub-
ject is depicted as actually contemporary and, consequently,
our participation is invited. Formal empathy results because
Jan relies on the observer to interpret the reality presented.
We must ask ourselves, is it painting or sculpture or relief?
In other words, the artist interjects himself between observer
and material while creating and then withdraws, leaving only
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the dialogue between image and observer. Jan realizes that
the observer can playa creative role in the interpretive
act. Gombrich writesl

The artists who tried to rid themselves of their con-
ceptual knowledge, who conscientiously became beholders
of their own work and never ceased matching their created
images against their impressions by stepping back and
comparing the two--these artists could only achieve
their aim by shifting something of the load of creation
on to the beholder.95

Convincing trompe-l'6eil developed in the fifteenth century
because there were patrons who, for many reasons, delighted
in the artist's formal progress.

This chapter has focused on a discussion of the
origins and development of grisaille sculpture and the sig-
nificance of grisailles as indicators of artistic progress
in a time of visual discovery. It has been suggested that
they could not have developed without the support of knowl-
edgeable patrons who enjoyed and supported the artists.
Simulated monochrome sculpture is a demonstration of artistic
ability. Its particular illusion cannot be separated from
the formal development of art toward complete representation.
The examples studied help document the evolution of a con-
sistent representational attitude.

Illusionistic painting, like trompe-l'oeil sculpture,
is substitutional. Like theatrical presentations of the time,
which substitute for what no longer exists, Jan's simulated
sculpture becomes what it represents. And like the theater,
representational painting encourages empathic participation.
The artist becomes a maker of devotional realities. In an age
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when images were thought to have a separate existence in
material objects, it is easy to see that art could be used
to shape devotional experience when it took as its object a
faithful depiction of sacred history or sacred figures.

This study of grisailles has given us the opportunity
to consider the development of naturalism in Northern painting
from a critical and formal viewpoint. It remains to discuss
the significance of this formal progress and the participa-
tory response it exacts from the observer for the develop-
ment of representational devotional art and empathic medita-
tion.



NOTES

1 The major discussions of grisaille simulated sculpture,
listed in chronological order, arel
Max J. Friedlander, Early Netherlandish Painting, II The
Van Eycks-Petrus Christus, trans. by Heinz Norden from the
original German edition of Die altniederl~ndische Malerei,
1924-1937, preface by Erwin Panofsky, comments by Nicole
Veronee-Verhaegen (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1967),
p. 28; Erwin Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting (1953;
rpt. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1966), I,
pp. 161ff. and 192; Molly T. Smith, "The Use of Grisaille
as a Lenten Observance," Marsyas, 8 (1957-1959), PJ('43-54;
Charles Sterling, "Le Realisme bourgeois au quinzieme siscle,"
1'Art g1 l'Homme, 2 (1958), pp. 367-68; Erwin Panofsky,
Renaissance and Renascences in Western Art (1960; rpt. New
York: Harper & Row, 1969), p. 163; M. Jacques Lavalleye,
"De l'espace-limi te a I' espace-milieu: Sluter, van Eyck,
Maitre de l'Annonciation d'Aix. van der Weyden,'" Publication
du Centre Europeen g'Etudes Burgundo-Medianes, 4 (1962), pp.
98-100; Suzanne Sulzberger, "Notes sur la grisaille," GdBA,
59 (1962), pp , 119-20; Nicole Verhaegel'l>,"The Arenberg
'Lamentation' in the Detroit Institute of Art," The Art
Quarterly, 25 (1962), pp. 309-10; Sven Sandstr8m, Levels of
Unreality, ,ed. by Nils G8sta Sandblad, Uppsala Studies in
the History of Art, N.S. 4 (Uppsala: Acta Universitatis
Upsaliensis, 1963), pp , 114-16; Paul Philippot, "Les Grisailles
et les 'degres de realite' de l'image dans la peinture
flamande des quinzieme et seizieme siscles," Bulletin der
KoninklijkeMusea ~ Schone Kunsten ygn Belgie, 15 (1966),
pp. 225-42; Denis Coekelberghs, "Les Grisailles de van Eyck,"
GdBA, 6 ser.71 (1968), pp. 79-92; and Lotte Brand Philip,
The Ghent Altarpiece and the Art of Jan ~ Eyftk (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1971), p. 177 n. 3 3, and p. 203.

Lotte Brand Philip's publication came to my attention
only after the final draft of the dissertation was completed.
Therefore I have not been able to comment extensively on
her discussion of the Ghent Altar. However, after a brief
examination of her treatment of the altar, I find areas of
general agreement and specific points of disagreement. I
agree with her in the importance of trompe-l'oeil, the impor-
tant function of the frame and the need to comment on Jan's
formal treatment of different iconographic themes. She treats
the Annunciation differently from the way I have. She describes
the figures as having a sculptural and living presence where
I see the Annunciation as a painting of polychromed statues,
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illusionistically conceived. She believes Jan intended to
suggest a real spatial recess behind the frame of t~e Annun-
ciation scene while I would suggest that the space ~s a
pictorial simulation of real space just as the figures are
simulated statues. The illusion begins at the frame.

In note 344 she suggests that Jan's familiarity with
antique statues not painted may have served as his model
for grisailles. I have raised other suggestions in the text.
It could be added, I think, that there must have been, by
the fifteenth century, also monochrome Gothic sculpture.
Monochrome statues are also depicted frequently in Flemish
panel paintings; some examples are found in the Werl Altar
(Plate 41), the Dresden Triptych (ENP, II, 240), and the Altar
of the Blessed Sacrament (Plate 37). The traditon of mono-
chromatic representation in manuscripts should certainly be
mentioned.

2 The hypothesis adopted here is similar to that chosen
by Karl Birkmeyer in his article entitled "The Arch Motif in
Netherlandish Painting of the Fifteenth Century," AB, 43
(March, 1961), pp. 1-2. Birkmeyer studied the arch motif in
early Netherlandish painting to show, by close examination
of the transformations of this formal element, that one
could have a clearer understanding of the development of
painting and society as a whole.

The study of grisaille simulated sculpture is perhaps
a more manageable and useful device than the study of the
arch motif for several reasons. First the study is simply
less complex. There are fewer objects to consider and most
of the examples have been dated fairly exactly. Hence it is
easier to arrange the paintings chronologically without
resorting to stylistic analysis which distracts from the
issues of this study. The advantage is that a precise date
enables us to form more accurate conclusions regarding the
nature of artistic progress through the assessment of the
similarities and dissimilarities in grisaille simulated
sculpture. Furthermore, grisaille simulated scupture was a
modern development, while the framing arch had a long history.
Because the exterior of the wings of the altar was more sus-
ceptible to damage, simplified motifs were chosen to decorate
it. In addition, with the more important and complex iconog-
raphlc schemes reserved for the interior, it is possible
that the artist felt less bound·by tradition in his handling
of the exterior. In other words, the exterior of the wings
of the altar was one of the few places where an artist was
free to experiment with the esoteric formal element of
trompe-l'oeil and display his virtuosity to the public and
his patrons. It follows that the artist became increasingly
aware of the interplay between subject matter and medium.
See R. Bernheimer, The Nature of Representation (New Yorkl
New York University Press, 1961), p. 151. For these reasons
a study of grisaille simulated sculpture, more than a study
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of the arch motif, reveals the manifestation of a new level
of artistic consciousness in the early fifteenth century.

3 D~troit, The Detroit Institute of Arts and the Centre
National de Recherches Primitifs Flamands, Flanders in the
Fifteenth Century: Art and Civilization, Exhibition Catalogue,
1960, p. 39.

1+ Ernst H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion; ! Study in the
Psychology of Pictorial Representation, Bollingen Serie~ XXXV,
5, znd , ed, j rev. (1961; rpt. Pr-Lnce ton r Princeton University
Press, 1969 , p. 90.

5 "The Arch Motif," p , 2.

6 John Beckwith, Early Medieval Art, Praeger World of
Art Paperbacks, 2nd. ed New York: Praeger Publishers, Inc.,
1969), p. 44: "The Libri Carolini had maintained that the art
of the painter had nothing to do with the Scriptures, whose
often purely verbal precepts and injunctions were nOy,in
fact, adaptable to pictorial representation." See also
A. Freeman, "Theodulf of Orleans and the Libri Carolini,"
Speculum, 32 (1957), pp. 663ff.

7 "For what the Scripture teaches those who read, this
same the image shows to those who cannot read •••• "
St. Gregory, ~, XI:13 (P.L., 77, cols. 1128 and 1129),
cited in Sixten Ringbom, Icon to Narrative, the Rise of the
Dramatic Close-up in Fifteenth-Century Devotional Painting,
Acta Academiae Aboenses, S. A, XXXI, 2 (Abo: Abo Akademi,
1965), p. 11 and n. 2.

8 Ringbom, Icon, pp. 11-13. A new task for the artist,
in addition to the two traditional functions of religious
art, was to provide an opportunity for an increased empathic
response to the standard body of devotional themes. Devotional
empathy must be considered an important element in the devel-
opment of Northern painting in the late fourteenth and early
fifteenth centuries. Aside from Ringbom's iconographic study,
it has not been seriously considered.

9 St. Gregory, ~, IX:52 (P.L., 77, cols. 990ff.).
cited in Ringbom, Icon, p. 12 and n. 2.

10 Ringbom, Icon, pp. 12ff.
11 Ibid., p , 15.
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12 For Master Honore, see E. Millar, The Parisian

Miniaturist Honore (London and New York, 1959).

13 Millard Meiss, French Painting in the Time Qf Jean
de Berry (New York: Phaidon PUblishers, Inc., 1969), 1:---
pp. 298-308.

14 6Panofsky, ENP, p. 2.

15 Meiss, French Painting, I, pp. 48, 50, and 294.
Meiss gives the entry which originally appeared in the 1413
inventory. M. J. Guiffrey, Inventaires de Jean, Due de Berry
(1401-1416) (Paris, 1894-1896), II, n , 994: "••• un livre
contrefait d'une piece de bois paincte en semblance d'un
livre ou il n'a nuls feuillets ne riens escript." Meiss
writes: "This book was both a joke and a show of virtuosity."
(p. 48).

16 Ernst H. Gombrich, Meditations Qll ~ Hobby Horse
(London: Phaidon Press, Ltd., 1963), p. 36.

17 Meiss, French Painting, p. 50.
18 Levels, p. 16.

19 Panofsky, ENP, II, figs. 90, 91.

20 JuliusS. Held, review of Earl} Netherlandish Painting,
by Erwin Panofsky, AB, 37 (March, 1955 , p. 215.

21 Rome, Bibl. Vaticana, lat. 51, fol. 1. For this book
see Meiss, French Painting, I, pp. 194-98, II, fig. 178.
It dates c. 1389-1394 according to Meiss.

22 French Painting, p. 198.

23 Ibid. and Guiffrey, Inventaires, II, p. 124 n. 961.

24 Meditations, p. 102.

25 Ibid.

26 P. 215. He points out some specific connections with
classical art, especially in the art of Jan van Eyck. He

mentions the armour of St. Michael and the Dresden St. George.
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An excellent example, not mentioned in Held, is the parapet
in the Timotheus portrait (ENP, II, 261).

"Jean of Gaul has been jUdged the leading painter of
our time. He was not unlettered, particularly in geometry
and such arts as contribute to the enrichment of painting and
he is thought for this reason to have discovered many things
about the properties of colours recorded by the ancients and
learned by him from reading of Pliny and other authors."
:FromMichael Baxandall, "Bartholomaeus Facius on Painting:
A Fifteenth Century Manuscript of the De Viris Illustribus,"
JWarb, 27 (1964), p. 102. In the quatrain on the Ghent Altar
Jan "than whom none was greater and to whom even Apelles was
inferior •••• " From A. Ampe, "De Metamorfozen van het
Authentieke Jan-van-Eyck-kwatrijn op het Lam Gods: EenNieuwe
Filologische Studie," Jaarboek ~ het KoninklUke Museum
~ Schone Kunsten (Antwerp), 1969, in A. Smart, The Renaissance
and Mannerism in Northern Europe and Spain (London: Thames
and Hudson, 1972), p. 30.

27 Pliny, for example, mentioned monochrome painting,
Book XXXV-XXXIV: 56, p. 303. In Book XXXV-XLV: 131, p. 357
he writes: "Nicias kept a strict watch on light and shade,
and took the greatest pains to make his paintings stand out
from the panels." This is particularly applicable with regard
to the Lugano altar. Plinius Secundus, Natural History,
trans. by H. Rackham, 2nd. ed., IX (London: W. Heinemann, Ltd.,
1961).

28 Meditations, p. 101.

29 Ibid., p. 99; Johan Huizinga, Renaissance und Realis-
!!ill§. (Ttlbingen, 1953), p. 81: "Die niederH!ndische Malerei
erreicht eine H8he der realistischen Stoffwiedergabe, die
weder frtlher noch sp~ter tlbertroffen worden ist."

30 Meditations, p. 99.

31 One might think of it as a kinetic element in the
painting. It is released only when the observer begins to
interpret what he sees. Otto P~cht has made a similar obser-
vation regarding awareness of the observer as an element in
the creative. conscious. Otto P~cht, review of Early Nether-
landish Painting, by Erwin Panofsky, EM, 98 (August, 1956),
pp. 267-79. Regarding Jan van Eyck's Madonna in ~Church in
Berlin and the Mass of the Dead in the Turin Hours, P~cht
writes: "In the Turin Mass of the Dead the beholder's imag-
ination had evidently not yet such a vital part in the
artistic concept, in fact if the miniature is not yet an
interior in the modern sense it is because we are still being
shown too much, ••• The tyranny of the mental image with
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its abstract insistence on the full visibility of an object's
essential structure is not yet shaken off. • • ." (p. 274).
Trompe-l'oeil is directed towards the observer and demands
a specific response from him. Its appearance coincides with
the transformation from conceptual to mimetic art and a
greater interest in the experience of art.

32 Panofsky, ENP, p. 78.

33 Ibid., pp. 161-62.

34 Ibid., p , 162; also Coekelberghs, "Les Grisailles,"
p. 79. We know that Van Eyck was commissioned to paint some
sculptures intended for the Town Hall of Bruges. William H. J.
Weale and Maurice W. Brockwell, The Van Eycks and Their Art
(New York and London, John Lane, 191~ p. 37.

35 ENP, p , 162.

36 Ibid.

37 Ibid. Panofsky's view of the importance of sculpture
for the renewal of the arts might be compared with Emile Male's
theory that the theater played a formative role in the trans-
formation of art in the late Middle Ages; .L'Art~eligieux
de la fin du moyen ~ge ~ France, 2nd. ed. TParisl A. Colin,
19251, pp. vii-viii, 20, and 69: Leone Battista Alberti,
On Painting, trans. by John R. Spencer, rev. ed. (New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 1966), p. 94. It is inter-
esting to recall Alberti's advice on this subject: "If perhaps
you prefer to copy the works of others, because they have
more patience with you than living things, it would please
me more to Lhave yoy? copy a mediocre sculpture than an
excellent painting. Nothing more can be acquired from paint-
ings but the knowledge of how to imitate them: from sculpture
you learn to imitate it and how to recognize and draw the
lights." The sculptural approximation of the human figure,
present in a "codified" form, simplified the task for the
student, It would seem that the subject the artist copied
mattered less in terms of the development of painting than
that the artist objectively compared his creation with the
model.

38 Review of ENP, p. 216.

39 Meditations, pp , 146ft. and Ernst H. Gombrich, "Visual
Discovery through Art," Arts Magazine, November 1965, rpt.
in Psychology §DQ the Visual Arts, ed. by James Hogg, Penguin
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Modern Psychology Readings (Harmondsworth, England: Penguin
Books, L'td,, 1969), pp , 215-21. "But in painting from nature,
more formidable psychological problems intervene. For psy-
chologically it does not make much sense to say that we 'copy'
what we see in the visible work •••• To invent a code of
color combinations distributed on a plane for the variety of
experience in the real world is, of course, the achievement
of naturalism. It is an achievement simply because, ••• the
real world does not look like a flat picture, though a flat
picture can be made to look like the real world." (p, 221).

40 ENP pp. 77-80.--'
41 Ibid. , p. 78.
42 Ibid.
4] Ibid. , p. 161.
44 Ibid. , 162.p.
45 Ibid. , p. 80.
46 Coekelberghs, "Les Grisailles," p. 79: "Nous n' insis-

terons pas non plus sur les hypotheses qui considerent l'uti-
lisation de la grisaille comme un temoin du passage progressif
de la sculpture a la peinture et qui supposent que Ie voisinage
de ces deux techniques 'obligeait Ie peintre a rivaliser par
Le trompe-I' 6eil avec la ronde-bosse' ." His quotation is from
Charles Sterling, Les Peintres Primitifs (Paris: F. Nathan,
1949), p. 50.

47 ID:ll:., p. 162.
48 Early Netherlandish Painting, I, p. 28.

49 It is possible that simulated statues also proved to
be convenient for economic and practical reasons. Since altars
were often subjected to the rigors of travel, stone would
appear as an unlikely choice. The expense incurred for the
purchasing and transportation of rough stone and the additional
expense in wages may have made simulated sculpture a natural
choice. C. D. Cuttler, Northern Painting, From Pucelle to
Bruegel / Fourteenth, Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968), pp. 7-8,
discusses a tax roll of 1292 which illustrates differences
in salaries among sculptors, illuminators, painters,and
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architects.

50 Smith, "The Use of Grisaille," pp. 43ff. See also
Dom , Gueranger, "La Passion et la Semaine Sainte," L'Anne'e
Liturgiaue (Paris), 1882, p. 47.

51 "The Use of Grisaille," p. 47.
52 Ibid., ns. 21-22.

53 In the inventory of Charles V the object is described
as "Une chapelle de samyt blanc pourtraicte de noir •••• "
Smith, "The Use of Grisaille, " pp. 43-44. For the inventory,
see Jules Labarte, ed., Inventaire du mobilier de Charles Y;
roi de France, Collections des Documents Inedits (Paris, 1879),
P:-147. An example, in a manuscript, showing the Lenten
coverings in use can be seen in London, Brit. Mus., Ms. Add.
25698, fol. 9r. The manuscript dates c. 1493. The example is
illustrated in Smith's article, fig. 3.

There is, however, no reason to accept Smith's theory
that the Parement was specifically designed for Lenten obser-
vance. In the example reproduced by Smith and cited above,
the cloths in use are decorated with simple cross patterns.
Figural drawing was entirely inappropriate. I quote from a
source cited by Smith in the body of her paper which should
have led her to different conclusions. Durandus writes that
all ornaments be removed during the Lenten season "because
after that time the Divinity of Christ was hidden and con-
cealed. • • ." Smith, p. 47.

54 Joseph Braun, Der Christliche Altar in seiner geschicht-
lichen Entwicklung (Munich: M. Hueber, 1924), II, p. 355.

55 Panofsky, ENP, II, fig. 317.

56 Smith, "The Use of Grisaille," p . 55.
57 rsia., p , 49.

58 To mention only a few examples with the Annunciation
on the exterior: Dresden Triptych and Lugano Diptych by Jan
van Eyck, Rogier van der Weyden's Beaune Altar and Bladelin
Altar and Hugo van der Goes's Portinari Altar. Panofsky,g[E,
p. 161 and n. 3. Panofsky writes that the St. James and St.
Clare panel belonged in a larger cycle. If so (and there is
little reason to doubt this conclusion) then it is possible
that a grisaille Annunciation was depicted on the exterior of
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the missing center panel. This is all the more probable because
the theme of the entire altar centered upon the lives of
Joseph and Mary. This is born out by a copy of the Prado wing
now in Hoogestraten which shows what the finished product
must have looked like. It contains, among other things, the
Miracle of the Rod, the Betrothal of the Virgin, Joseph's
Dream and the Nativity. Since the Annunciation does not appear
in this sequence it must have appeared on the exterior. For
a reproduction of the Hoogestraten altar. see Hippolyte
Fierens-Gevaert, La Peinture illLBelgiquel res frimitifs
Flamands, I (Brussels I G. van Oest, 1908), plate XLII..

59 Even the appearance of private donors on the exterior
of altar wings implies the modification of an older tradition.
Once the donors were admitted into scenes with their patron
saints the tendency grew for the donors to acquire a greater
prominence in relation to their patrons. In the Ghent Altar
Jodocus Vijd and his wife are, coloristically, raised to a
level of greater prominence than before.

60 For a detailed discussion of this, see SandstrBm,
Levels, pp. 18-19.

61 Gombrich, Art and Illusion, pp. 116-78.
62 "Visual Discovery through Art," p. 227.

63 Panofsky and De Tolnay see the exterior as relatively
unified. The following writers find the exterior disunifiedl
Coekelberghs, "Les Grisailles," p. 81; pgcht, review of ENP,
pp. 271-72; and Ludwig Baldass, Jan ~ Eyck (London: Phaidon
Press, 1952), p. 36. .

Panofsky, on the unity of the exterior, says that the
scale of the figures is quite uniform "except for those in
the lunettes whose somewhat smaller size is justified by
their very location •••• " .!llif., p , 208. See also Charles de
Tolnay, Le Mattre de Flemalle et les freres van Eyck (Brussels I

Editions de la Connaissance, s.a., 1939), p. 23.
64 Th ° ° to ° th fO die ~nscr~p ~ons accompany~ng ese ~gures are ~s-

cussed by Charles de Tolnay, Le Retable de l'Agneau Mystique
des fr~res van Eyck (Brussels: Editions de la Connaissance,
s.a., 1938), p. 12 and n. 3. That the Erythrean sibyl's scroll
contains a phrase from Virgil's Aeneid (VI, 50), and because,
according to some authors, Virgil appears on the interior of
the altar, led De Baets to suggest that Jan was influenced by
mystery plays in which Virgil often figured. J. De Baets,
"Is het 'Lam Gods' een Geschilderd Mysteriespel?" Verslagen
en Mededelingen van de Koninklijke Vlaa~ Academie YQQr ~
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en Letterkunde, 11-12 (1959), pp. 465-508, esp. pp. 470-71;
Valentin Denis, All 1hft Paintings of Jan van ~,trans. by
P. Colacicchi (New York, 1961), p. 17. Denis relates the
presence of the prophets and sibyls to the influence of the
theater. They appeared in the prologue of morality plays.
There is a close connection between Flemish art and theater
which has yet to be defined fully. In both media historical
figures can be made real and appeal to the emotions of the
observer. Sandstr8m, Levels, p. 591 "The division of the
spatial levels • • • is reminiscent of the tendency of Flemish
art, seen in Van Eyck and his successors, to let pictorial
elements create a distinction between that which belongs to
the period sub legem and that which belongs to it sub gratiam."

65 Jan J@!l Eyck, p. 361 "The ceiling ••• in the middle
row is seen slightly from below, but the floors definitely
from above •••• In the creation of the spatial image, the
designer of the Annunciation scenes has paid no attention to
the spectator's viewpoint. The figures of the Angel and the
Virgin in the Annunciation fill the picture almost to the same
extent as do the three figures of the upper centre panels, so
that the space behind them seems to be merely additional."
Paul Coremans, 1'Agneau Mystique au laboratoire, examen et
traitement, Les Primitifs Flamands, III, Contributions a l'Etude
des Primitifs Flamands, 2 (Antwerp, 1953).

66 Coremans, L'Agneau Mystique, pp. 119-20 and plate LXII.
Coremans writes 1 "11 s'agit d'un changement de composition
qui n'a pas d6passe le stade du dessin."

67 ENP, p. 222. For more detailed information,
Coremans, L'Agneau Mystique, pp. 199ff.

see

68
p , 36.

69

P~cht, review of ENP, p. 272; Baldass, Jan J@!l Eyck,

Review of ENP, p. 272.
70 P~cht's position has been rendered even more unaccept-

able owing to a study of the inscription recently published
by Ampe. Delaisse, in the course of a conversation with him
at All Souls College at Oxford in the winter of 1970, endorsed
Ampe's view. "De Metamorfozen van het Authentieke Jan-van-Eyck-
kwatrijn op het Lam Gods," pp. 7ff.

71 Review of ENP, p. 271; see also Weale and Brockwell,
The Van Eycks, p. 12.

72 Review of ENP, p. 271 and n. 15. P~cht believes.
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Panofsky is wrong in describing the Prado picture as a copy.

73 Panofsky, ENP, p. 208. The consecration of the Ghent
Altar on May 6th, the feast of St. John the Evangelist "lends
some support to the conjecture that he was the titular saint
of Jodocus Vyd's family chapel." The date of May 6th appears
in the inscription • G.;Hulin de Loo, "Le Suj et du retable
des freres van Eyck a Gandl La Glorification du Sauveur, "
Annuaire des Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, 1940-
1941, pp. 1-16, suggests that the pilgrim on the interior of
the altar with a shell on his hat may be St. Jodocus rather
than St. James. It is perhaps peculiar that Jodocus did not
choose his namesake to appear on the exterior. That the donor
is Jodocus is not absolutely determined. It seems, that in
addition to a shell on his cap, St. Jodocus was usually shown
with a book. Joseph Braun, Tracht und Attribute der Heiligen
in der deutschen Kunst (Stuttgart. J. B. Metzler Verlagsbuch-
handlung, 1943), cols. 363-65. "Als generelle Attribute, die
ihn als Pilger kennzeichnen, weisst er auf seinen Darstellungen
den Pilgerstab, ein Buch , • • ." (col. 364).

74 Coremans, b'Agneau Mystique, pp. 14-15.

75 Sandstr8m, Levels, p. 82.

76 Ibid., p , 1151 "The Annunciation picture above has,
it is true, the same source of illumination as the niches--
the discordant ribs of the frame in the middle can even be
seen to cast a shadow over the floor. But the pictorial space
has an autonomous character, emphasised LSiQ? in this case by
the fact that the perspective is appreciably higher than in
the niches, ••• With regard to this, and especially to the
perspective, one can never take in the whole of the altar
front in one glance without reading the Annunciation scene
as a painted representation. •• "

77 PHcht, review of ENP, p. 279.

78 Panofsky, ENP, pp. 160-61. Pan ofsky places this piece
before the Dijon Nativity (1420-1425) and, because of its more
"advanced" qualities, slightly after the Seilern Triptych
(1415-1420). Coekelberghs, "Les Grisailles," p , 87. In note
28, Coekelberghs mentions an article by L. Fiscel, "Die
·VermM.hlung Maria' des Prado zu Madrid," Bulletin des Mus~es
Royaux des Beaux-Arts, 1 (1958), pp. 10-13, in which the
writer questions the current attribution to the Master of
F16malle. FriedlHnder, Early Netherlandish Painting, II, p. 42,
joins the Prado Bethrothal with the "rather weak Annunciation,
also in Madrid, probably the two wings of a di.ptych ;" This
seems highly unlikely given the measurements of both pieces.
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The Prado panel measures 30 5/8 x 35 1/4" while the Annunciation
measures 30 5/8 x 28".

79 Panofsky, ENP, p. 161 and n. 4; Heinrich T. Musper,
Untersuchungen zu Rogier van.de1 Weyden und.Jan van Eyck
(Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1948 , p. 58, believes that the
figure is not St. Clare but rather "Santa Fe." Panofsky
offers opposing information.

80 Coekelberghs, "Les Grisailles," p , 87, notes that
Flemalle's rendering is extremely "painterly" when one would
expect a "sculptural" handling. "Ceci ne resulte certainement
pas de l'incapacite du peintre a representer une mati~re
donnde s • • • 11 semble done que l'artiste n'etait pas desi-
reux d'arriver a un trompe-l' oeil puissant."

81 (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1954), p. 9.
82 Levels, p , 114.

83 De ToIn!;l,Y.,Le Ma1:tre de F16malle, p , 65 and n , 3;
Hermann T. Beenken, Hubert und Jan van Eyck (Munich, 1941),
pp. 20ff.; Baldass, Jan:Ylll!Eyck, pp. 50-52 and cat. 8, p. 27;
Henner Meni, The Dresden Gallerv, trans. by Daphne Woodward
(New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1962), pp. 168-69; Panofsky,
ENP, primarily pp. 184-85.

84 Northern Painting, p. 100; Baldass, Jan van Eyck,
p. 277. In the upper right corner of the frame appears a
coat of arms which Woerman, in the 1908 Dresden catalogue,
described as belonging to the Giustiniani family.

85 Henner Menz, "Zur Freilegung einer Inschrift auf dem
Ey.ck-Altar der Dresdener Gem§.ldegalerie," Staatliche Kunst-
sammlungen Dresden, Jahrbuch, 1959, pp. 28-29.

86 Max J. Friedl§.nder, "A New Painting by Jan van Eyck,"
BM, 65 (1934), pp. 3-4. See also De Tolnay, Le Maitre de
Flemalle, p. 68; Suzanne Sulzberger, "L'Annonciation de Jean
van Eyck dans la collection Thyssen a Lugano, " Revue Belge
~'Archeologie et ~'Histoire de l'Art, 19 (1950), pp. 67-70;
Baldass, Jan van Eyck, p. 59; Panofsky, ENP, p. 192; and
Coekelberghs, "Les Grisailles," pp. 83-85.

87 "A New Painting," p. 4.

88 Ibid., pp , 3-4; Panofsky, ENP, p , 192: "••• we may
.conclude that Jan van Eyck himself had decided, for reasons
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unknown, to convert the exterior shutters of a triptych into
an independent devotional image." Baldass, Jan van Eyck,
p. 278, refers to the 1949 catalogue of the Schloss Rohoncz
collection which refers to the panels as forming an independent
devotional diptych. Coekelberghs suggests that the panels had
not been cut and that Jan had originally intended the work
to stand independently I "Les Grisailles," p , 85.

89Baldass, Jan van Eyck, p. 59, says only that trompe-l'8§il
was "unusual before the days of mannerism." In Italy, almost
a century earlier, Giotto had made his first trompe-l'oeil
experiments in the Arena Chapel.

90 Ernst H. Gombrich, "Renaissance Artistic Theory and the
Development of Landscape Painting," GdBA, 6 ser. 41 (May,
1953), p , 338

91 Ibid., p. 338. The article by Max J. Friedldnder
from which Gombrich cites is Essays aber die Landschaftsmalerei
und andere Bildgattungen (The Hague, 1947); pp. 58ff.

92 Review of ENP, p. 216.

93 Gombrich, Meditations, p. 102; Held, review of ENP,
p. 216. Meiss also briefly mentions the importance of accounts
of contests among ancient artists for the fifteenth century
artist. Millard Meiss, "Light as Form and Symbol in some
Fifteenth-Century Paintings," AB, 27 (1945), p , 181.

94 Panofsky, ENP, II, fig. 247.

95 Meditations, p. 10.



CHA-ETER II

NATURALISM IN THE LOW COUNTRIES AND THE INTERNATIONAL
STYLE I AN IMAGINATIVE REVOLUTION

It is commonly accepted in many modern histories
of Flemish painting that Flemish art originated in a manu-
script tradition at the French courts.1 The history of
French manuscripts is certainly more clearly defined than
any other area of Northern studies. Panofsky has documented
the step by step development of representational space that
begins with Pucelle and culminates with Jan van Eyck.2 It
would not be difficult for the beginning art history student,
after one course in Northern painting, to name many illumi-
nators of the courts or to recognize the style of numerous
eponymous artists. This field is so well known because of
a specific art historical preference.) Art historians of
Northern painting have preferred to study the best manuscripts,
the most costly, and those done for known individuals. They
have focused their attention on royal patrons and the artists
who worked for them and whose names we knowl Pucelle,
Jacquemart de Hesdin, Bondol, the Limbourg brothers, Beauneveu,
the Rohan Master, the Boucicaut Master. Through careful,
skillful, and arduous stylistic and iconographic research the
cream of French manuscript painting has been assigned to
known artists or their "schools." Delaisse, in reviews of
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~ooks by Meiss and Panofsky and most recently in his Dutch
Manuscript Illumination, questions the validity of perpet-
uating this view of Northern painting in the face of new
information which he and Lyna have offered.4 He writesl

This aristocratic interpretation has prevailed for a
longtime and still tenaciously persists, ••• Yet we
know that this aristocratic approach is based on the
wrong assumption; one day we shall reach the end of
seeking new and always less good, or rather less rich,
manuscripts; and we shall then change our orientation
and begin to look at this material from another angle.
The essential problem is not to find how the master-
pieces have influenced the rest of the production, but
how they have come out of it.5

Panofsky's study of the relation of Netherlandish painting
to the International style shows aristocratic art historical
characteristics.

The problem aristocratic art history poses entails
more than Delaiss~'s remark suggestsl it involves values.
Panofsky conceives the history of renaissance art as the
linear, dialectic development of style and iconography in
which the best and most progressive art influences less
progressive art. The most advanced art of the late fourteenth
and early fifteenth centuries, for Panofsky, was Italianartl

••• it is not too much of an exaggeration to say that
the history of European painting from ca. 1320 to ca.
1420 can largely be written in terms of Italian influence.6

Panofsky's primary contribution to the study of Northern art
is a chronology of the development of a consistent spatial
illusionism. This evolution he attributes to the optical
truth found in Italian renaissance art.

Accurate description of particular objects and consis-
tently organized space forms the basis of his definition of
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naturalism.? Gombrich, however, has clearly shown that a
definition of naturalism cannot rest solely on the premise
of a better or more accurate imitation of nature. Verisimil-
itude is not simply an aesthetic goal. He illustrates that
all art is conceptual and interpretive.8

Panofsky's definition of naturalism is incomplete
because it cannot be proven that increased haturalism is
simply a formal problem. The development of naturalistic art
is only possible when value is placed in the experience of
objects composed illusionistically. Delaiss~ also criticizes
this traditional approach to late fourteenth and early fif-
teenth century art because he realizes there are more factors
involved in the development of Northern art than simply the
imitation of "advanced" models. When Delaisse speaks of the
Dutch contribution to fifteenth century art he refers to a
general attitude toward life and the role of art within a
particular social milieu. The development of representational
art in the North cannot be explained solely in terms of the
availibility of iconographic and stylistic models.

While Panofsky and Meiss describe what changes occurred
in the development of Northern art they have not accounted
for why a representational art developed which replaced con-
ceptual medieval art. The circular form of argumentation
which suggests that'styleaffects style and an iconographic
motif the making of similar motifs does not explain why a
particular formal or iconographic choice is made. Gombrich
offers an interesting insight:
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: ••. th~ p~rpose.of art that led to the discovery of
~ll~s~on~st~c dev~ces was not so much a general desire
to ~m~~ate nature as a specific demand for the plausiblenarrat~on of sacred events.~

He enlarges his argument by distinguishing between a concep-
tual enumeration and representation.

It is only where the artist aims more visibly at telling
us not only what happened but how it happened that the
conceptual method becomes vulnerable to criticism. The
:ise of natural~sm, in oth~r words, presupposes a shift
~n the behol~er s expectat~ons and demands. The pUblic
~sks the art~st.to ~resent the sacred event on an ima~-
~nary stage as ~t m~ght have looked to an eyewitness.TO

Representational art develops in the North not simply because
of an availibility of models, but because representation is
seen as an important language for the dramatic and effective
presentation of sacred history and sacred figures. The same
desire for the poignant presentation of sacred history can
be found in the contemporary dramatic performances. Like
painting, the dramatic performance gives form to belief and
it appeals to the emotions of the faithful. The power of art
to inspire the faithful and to exact an empathic response
was an important cause for the mimetic transformation of art.

Delaisse's Dutch Manuscript Illumination is an effort
to rectify the traditional history of Northern art. He argues
that the more provincial Dutch artists were as much in search
of a way to represent reality truthfully as the Italian
inspired artists of the courts. But, in contrast to the
Italian artists who idealized reality in an attempt to tran-
scend it, the Dutch aimed for and remained respectful of
quotidian reality.11 He suggests there is more than one way
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in which to perceive and represent reality. This has direct
bearing on Panofsky's aristocratic history. While Panofsky
was one of the first writers on Northern painting to recog-
nize the existence of Dutch illumination, he overlooks its
important contributions to the development of Northern art,
focusing instead upon the better known production at the
French courts under Italian influence. If the development of
naturalism entails more than stylistic assimilation and
counterfeiting, and it is assumed here that it does, then
the contributions of the less known Netherlandish artists
need to be reappraised, not to determine their indebtedness
to the art of the French courts, but rather, their uniqueness.

The contributions of anonymous and eponymous Nether-
landish painters and sculptors to the development of an art
of verisimilitude have not received the attention that Italian
influence has. Important formal and iconographic innovations
made by better known artists from the Low Countries, such as
Pucelle, the Boucicaut Master, Bondol, and Jacquemart, are
often thought to be the result of Italian influence. The
importance of Italian influence for the transformation of
Northern painting from a conceptual to a representational
mode is overestimated. Why, despite the fact that Italians
collected far more Northern works than Northerners Italian
ones, are Northern artists made to appear dependent on
Italian influence for their innovations?12 Why has the rela-
tion of Pucelle's work to Duccio's been closely studied
while the similarities between the work of the Boucicaut
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Master and that of Master Zweder van Culemborg go unnoticed?
The reson is to be found in the manner in which art historians
have described the development of naturalism in the North.
A false and incomplete history needs to be rectified.

The Northern artist could not set out to imitate nature
by merely copying Italian art unless he knew to what purpose
he did so. Northern artists did not have direct access to an
antique tradition and this, perhaps, is what prompts Panofsky
to make Italian influence a causal force. But, is it consis-
tent to propose that Italian artists made mimetic progress
because of scholarly and religious ideas "in the air" while
the Netherlanders, active at the courts in France, simply
imitated without understanding? Accepting the views of Gombrich
and Delaiss~ that naturalism is a language of experience and
a means for describing sacred history plausibly, it becomes
clear that a reexamination of the development of Northern
renaissance painting is necessary. The traditional view that
influences are the primary cause of change does not provide
a complete explanation.i) By taking a broader look at the
development of representational art in the North and accept-
ing a more comprehensive definition of naturalism, the con-
tributions of the Netherlanders to the International Style
can be reappraised.

A reevaluation of the Netherlandish contribution to
the development of naturalism in manuscript illumination is
the primary objective of this chapter. A new and better
history of the development of mimetic art in the North must
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consider the intellectual, spiritual, and artistic climate
within which the art developed. Formal progress in the visual
arts in the North can only be understood as it relates to
contemporary devotional attitudes and the devotional use of
images. Because a new interpretation of naturalism is devel-
oped here, it is necessary to determine if Panofsky's history
of Northern painting adequately accounts for why painting
changed from a conceptual to an illusionistic style. Second,
it must be determined if the International Style is as homog-
eneous a style as Panofsky suggests. What influence did
regional artists and styles have in overcoming the highly
stylized court art? Did the Devotio moderna movement in the
Netherlands shape the artistic outlook of the Netherlandish
artists who worked at home and at the court centers? Finally,
what role does the increased use of images for private devo-
tional use play in the development of representational art
in the International period? Did the Devotio moderna move-
ment, issuing from the Netherlands in the late fourteenth
century, stimulate the creation of a moral, dramatic, and
narrative art respectful of reality in much the same way as
antiquity and the "urban" monastic movement were important
for the creation of Italian art?14 Delaiss~, pointing to the
need for further research on the interrelation of the Devotio
moderna and Dutch miniatures, writes I

This spiritual movement penetrated an intellectual and
religious elite composed of laymen and ecclesiastics,
not of aristocrats •••• The literary works of the
spiritual leaders have the same spirit as the aesthetic
creations of the miniaturists; both are sincere and
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natural in their expression. Together they discovered
and set forth new human values, ih expressing religious
sentiment as well as in rendering reality in images.15

Panofsky's history of Northern manuscript paintings
of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries is the
most authoritative to date.16 He describes the development
of the International Style in traditional iconographic and
stylistic categories. The International Style is, for him,
the court style. In the French court at Paris in the late
fourteenth century contact was made with Italian painting,
and Pucelle, influenced by Duccio, developed the first co-
herent spatial setting. There followed Bondol and the
"interior by implication" and the Boucicaut Master's obser-
vation of aerial perspective.1? All of these innovations
which signify increased naturalism to Panofsky, were developed
at the court under Italian influence.

In these crucial years Italianism in France reached a
point--Iocated, so to speak, perpendicularly above the
starting point of Italianism in Germany. '••• 1~

It needs to be strongly emphasized that these advances in
verisimilitude were made by Netherlandish artists who had
migrated from their native cities and established themselves
in France. Supported by the aristocracy, they achieved a
unique combination of Gothic corporeality and Italianate
space. In Burgundy Netherlandish artists again developed a
sophisticated illusionism in painting and sculpture. Most
effective was the Dutchman Claus Sluter whose work "had
broken the spell of the International Style as early as about
1400.,,19
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Following the battle of Agincourt in 1415, the seat

of Burgundian power was moved to Bruges. The migration of
talent to France diminished and there emerged a completely
new art which was a synthesis of two traditions: the Inter-
national Style which was sophisticated, elegant and perspec-
tivally advanced and the indigenous Flemish tradition which
was stylistically less advanced, but iconographically inno-
vative. The progressive realistic style which evolved there
became the medium for the realistic depiction of disguised
religious content. This "new stylistic phase" Panofsky labels
the ~ ~. How it came about Panofsky describes inter-
estingly in greater detail. He writes:

By the end of the fourteenth century, then, the art of
Italy was nearly as radically estranged from the Antique
as was that of the North; and it was only by beginning,
as it were, from zero that the real Renaissance could
come into being.20

The creation of an art of verisimilitude Panofsky seems to
accept as inevitable, as though it was simply the form for
symbolic content. Northern artists

often included in their compositions all kinds of build-
ings and artifacts conforming to the requirements of a
given iconographical context •••• They had to become,
as it were, their own carpenters, coppersmiths, jewelers,
tapestry weavers, sculptors and architects, using the
brush instead of hammers, tongs and chisels.21

This new style, an art based upon truth to nature, "took
place in the Netherlands, • , • and from 1420-25 emerged
as the second Great Power in European art.,,22

What does Panofsky mean when he argues that the real
Renaissance could only begin from zero?
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Like nearly all great innovatory movements in the history
of art, these two concurrent pheonomena--the ~ ~ • •
of Jan van Eyck, the Master of Fl~malle and Roger van der
Weyden, and the buona. maniera moderna of Brunelleschi,
Donatello and Massaccio--disengaged themselves from the
antecedent tradition by way of cross-fertilization, on
the one hand, and by way of reversion, on the other: •••
their pioneers looked for guidance to such sister arts
as had achieved remarkable results in a different medium.

The dependence of painters on sculpture, cross-fertilization,
• •

was discussed in the preceding chapter. The relationship of
the primitives to antiquity Panofsky never broaches except
in terms of a revival of the Romanesque. This revival style,
he says, "was motivated by iconographical considerations.,,24
On the contrary, it is difficult to credit the appearance of
an occasional Romanesque element to iconographic necessity.
Rather, it is typical of artists who develop a descriptive
art that they show an awareness of style as style.

/Why is it essential that the Master of Flemalle, begin-
ning at zero, initiate a "new stylistic phase"? Perhaps
Panofsky overlooks the important contributions of the local
tradition of painting to the development of the ars ~.
There are very important connections that unite the art of
the French courts made by peripatetic Netherlanders with the
work produced in their homeland. Of primary importance is
the keen interest and respect for reality which is to be
found in their portraiture, landscape, and rendering of dra-
matic devotional narrative. The clear, incisive, and emotion-
filled re-telling of sacred history which we find in the art
of Rogier van der Weyden did not originate with him; he mere-
ly continued it.
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In the provincial areas outside the courts there was,

simultaneously with the International Style, an art of another
contradictory style, coarse, rustic and more melancholy.25
In the waning years of the International Style artists from
the provincial regions who migrated to France like those
before them began to fulfill a role the more conservative
and sophisticated artists there did not, that of satisfying
the interest of a troubled aristocracy in emotional display
and expressive realism. Except for this brief consideration
of the regional artists' stylistic contribution to the Inter-
national Style, Panofsky prefers to discuss the iconography
of the regional painters. He suggests that iconographic
motifs not found in the work of the known masters serving at
the courts, could often be
the local artisans farther

found in
26north.

the more modest works of

From the regional centers in the North, particularly
" ---------//

Guelders, came such themes as the Virgin of the Annunciation
with arms crossed, the appearance of midwives in the Nativity
scene, the Imago pietatis and the Virgin of Humility (who
first appeared elsewhere, but was early most frequent there).27
When Bruges became the new artistic center of Western Europe
in the North, the more human character of the iconography of
the regional schools was combined with the tasteful and spatial
naturalism of the court art, culminating in the complete rep-
resentational illusionism of the ars llQYa. By making the
regional schools the seat for iconographic invention before
the Burgundian shift of power to Bruges (signifying the move-
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ment of the court style north), Panofsky prepares the ground
to develop his view of Flemish realism as a language of dis-
guised symbols. Ironically, while Panofsky is very willing
to emphasize the importance of Italian style and perspective
at the court he denies Italian iconographic influence there.
The Virgin with crossed arms, the humility theme and midwives
can all be found in Italian art and they can be found in art
of the court.28 The originality of the provincial iconography
may not be so original.

Held has questioned Panofsky's criteria for defining
the court style by objecting to his preference for the Master
of 1402 to the Master of Livre de Chasse.29 The former shows
decisive progress in the rendering of space while the latter,
despite the realistic attention to the dogginess of dogs,
is "a trifle retardataire.,,30 In the same way Panofsky un-
fairly plays down the importance of another provincial manu-
script, Morgan 785, an astrological treatise produced in
Flanders at the request of Lubrecht Hauscilt, abbot of
Eeckhout monastery, for the Duke of Berry and which was pre-
sented to the Duke in 1403.31 Panofsky describes the "pathetic"
rendering of Saturn or the "grotesque" characterization of
Aquarius.32 Comparing it with another manuscript from Bruges,
a Somme-le-Roy in Brussels, he mentions that "the edge of the
bitter humor pervading the Morgan 'Treatise on Astrology' • •

appears somewhat blunted by the civilizing influence of the
International Style.,,33 The suggestion that the illuminations
are "consciously satirical" and were in need of "civilizing
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influence" reveals Panofsky's preference for the sophistica-
tion and brilliance of the courtly side of the International
Style.34 The abbot who commissioned a work suitable for the
Duke must have been attentive to its decoration. In a per-
fectly usual manner the artist, without prototypes, tran-
scribed his sUbjects directly. His vivid portrayal enlivened
the difficult and unusual content of the manuscript. Panofsky's
comparison of this regional manuscript to an aristocratic one
shows that it is important to emphasize the diversity, legit-
imacy and richness of coexisting regional styles, rather
than to evaluate the regional styles by their relation to a
hypothetical, homogeneous International Style.

Panofsky writes from the point of view that the times
influence style, but he rarely makes reference to the social
context in his study of Northern art.35 In one of the few
instances in which he does consider a specific social condi-
tion, the macabre as it emerged about 1400, he identifies
the more expressive, pathetic, and less refined artists of
the Low Countries with this Phenomenon.36 While Flemish and
Dutch painters did show an interest in emotional interpreta-
tions of religious scenes, what we witness in the period
around 1400 in the court circles is not the opposite side of
of the coin but, rather, the willingness to depict a broader
range of human emotions--the new iconography.37 This form of
realistic display, found in the Morgan Livre &'Astrologie
for example, was typical of provincial artists in the Low
Countries, who enjoyed increased popularity because they were
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able to give natural form to real emotions in the same way
that Jean Pucelle, in the Belleville Breviary, first recorded
the change of seasons.38

Panofsky's preference for the art of the court causes
him to treat summarily the less refined manuscripts of Dutch
origin and the ability of the Dutch artist to describe his
subject directly:as in a Dutch manuscript in Wiesbaden
(Plate 10).39 The direct perception of reality is an important
characteristic of Dutch art, certainly more so than at the
court. Here, in the scene of the Jews going out to stone
Jesus, one of the first genre scenes of Northern painting,
the artist gives a very direct and human interpretation. The
miniaturist does not depict Christ, but rather, concentrates
intently upon the character and mental activity (or lack of
it) motivating five untidy rowdies. Most important, the Wies-
baden manuscript is a rapiarium, a collection of ideas and
excerpts drawn from various devotional and liturgical trea-
tises as well as from lectures into which these studies from
life and the imagination were inserted.40 Rapiaria were com-
piled by the Brethren of the Common Life movement in Holland.
This manuscript is indicative of the simple and direct out-
look of artists and theologians in the North who looked to
life to see the past. The anecdotal depiction of sacred history
characterizes this provincial style in which visual represen-
tations played a large part in the religious instruction of
the masses.

Instead of attributing iconographic and stylistic devel-
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opment in the art of the Low Countries to contact with the
court and Italy, as Panofsky has done, we may find part of
the answer for why art changed in the nature of naturalism
itself. An art based on the imitation of nature presupposes
a belief in the value of representing in detail the experiences
of people and events. It is entirely consistent that we can
find-definite interrelations among painting, theater, and
devotional treatises at this time. The everyday and the real,
once given value, became an essential element in late medi-
eval art and drama. The popular realism of the Low Countries
found in the theater, devotional literature and art stands
in contrast to the more conventional production of the court.41

The appearance of certain themes almost simultaneous-
ly throughout Europe cannot be attributed solely to the
availibility of models, just as the development of an art
of verisimilitude cannot result only from Italian influence.
Obviously there must have been a need for these themes and
the facility to produce them. Their presence in art can be
attributed to the desire of the devout to know how something
happened. In the theater, reenactment made the invisible
present; in art representation did.42

In Mimesis I The Representation of Reality in Western
Literature Erich Auerbach offers further insight into natu-
ralism.43 What he has to say about the nature and development
of literary realism and dramatic presentations is particular-
ly applicablel

The everyday and real is thus an essential element of
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medieval Christian art and especially of the Christian
drama. In contrast to the feudal literature of the court-
l~ roman~e, which ~eads away from the reality of the
l~fe of ~ts class ~nto a world of heroic fable and adven-
ture, ~ere there is a mo~ement in the opposite direction,
from d~stant legend and ~ts figural interpretation intoeveryday contemporary reality.~4 .

Auerbach and Delaiss~ stress the importance of what we might
term "provincial naturalism" which is to be distinguished
from the refined art of the French court.45

The generation of certain iconographic themes such as
Panofsky describes need not be directly inspired by Italian
prototypes. Auerbach writesl

• • • we shall list certain scenes from the mysteries
which initiated a particularly striking development of
realism. To begin with, there is the nativity in the
stable at Bethlehem, with ox and ass and sometimes also
midwives ••• and occasionally the most outspoken
episodes involving Joseph and the maids.46-

In other words, it was the desire to re-present, to create
substitutes, to dramatize the biblical themes and cast them
in the vernacular similar to accounts in popular devotional
theatises that, in part, initiated the development of de-
scriptive representation.

Gothic art in the thirteenth century can be understood
in terms of a desire to depict sacred history as moral action.
For example, if we compared the prophet figures of the west
facade of Chartres, c. 1145, with the figures of Mary and
Elizabeth at Rheims, c. 1220, we would see that the Chartres
figures are static symbols; the Rheims figures, shown in
discourse, gesture and respond as real people do when they
greet one another and thereby make more vivid and plausible
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the Visitation which they represent. Because the sculptures
are made more human and act out their roles in space and time
illusionistically.like real people, they indicate a new con-
ception about the edifying function of art. Art, because it
cart suggest, presented spiritual ideals which the faithful
could understand and imitate. The artist's purpose to repre-
sent a Visitation (not the significance of the Visitation,
but the event), which becomes the Visitation marks the begin-
ning of a new era in Western art in which it is recognized
that visual objects, like dramatic representations, are able
to stir a particular and proper response in the observer.
Throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the ten-
dency grew to involve the observer and encourage him to re-
flect qualitatively upon the nature of the sacred reality as
it was acted out in a lifelike manner.

Empathic devotion was not new in the fourteenth cen-
tury.47 The increase in number of private images and devotional
books testifies to the fondness for having images at hand for
contemplation. By the fifteenth century even members of mys-
tic sects, following in the Bernardine tradition, came to
accept image devotion as an aid to higher contemplation.48

It was popularly believed that images could come to
life and that sacred figures could appear in the real world.
These beliefs were stimulated by stories about miraculous
images coming to life. For example, St, Bernard felt the eyes
of an image following him, St. Francis saw Christ's lips
move, and a Saracen was converted because the breasts of an
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image of the Virgin gave forth two streams of oil. Similar
visions resulted from and are described in religious treatises
and confirm the close connection of art and literature in
the late Middle Ages.49

Of particular interest are the writings of Thomas a
Kempis, a member of the Canons Regular of Windesheim.5Q Thomas"
Imitation is the best known work of this movement and most
representative of the character of fifteenth century piety in
the North. Writers of spiritual exercises in the Low Countries,
like Thomas, followed Pseudo-Bonaventura's Meditations QQ

the Life of Christ. They emphasized the need for methodical
empathic meditation on Christ's Life and Passion. These authors
describe scenes drawn from Christ's Life in great detail.
The pious reader was encouraged to participate actively in
the Life and Passion of Christ. Thomas' intimate, detailed,
and emotional description is flavored by his concern for the
observer's participatory response. During his meditation on
the Nativity, Thomas feels a keen desire to be in the stable
where Christ is, to help with menial tasksl "I shall make a
fire~ blow: it ..diligently, I shall set the table and carry the
water. ,,51

At times,the need to imitate actively the Life of
Christ was carried to an extreme, as in the case of a nun
from Diepenveen who, whenever she gathered firewood for the
cloister kitchen, believed she reenacted Christ's bearing
of the Cross.52

The Dev6ti6:m6derna movement was the most modern
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spiritual movement in the North. It was promoted by the
Brethren of the Common Life and an affiliated organization,
the more ascetic communities of the Augustinian canons known
as the Windesheim movement.53 The Devotio moderna was a pop-
ular movement affecting primarily the laity and lower clergy
but was also influential in the upper hierarchy of the Church.
Sceptical of traditional monastic life and ascetic denial,
the Brethren did not stress the taking of vows, but rather,
dedicated themselves to active meditation. and the development
of a rich inner spiritual life. The spirit of the Brethren
was anti-institutional and particularly anti-scholastic.
They translated religious treatises into the vernacular and
favored an active life informed by the spirit of imitatio.
They taught a return to the original sources and sought to
make their lives a relevant expression of the examples they
studied. They believed that each individual must work out
his way to salvation and that life is improvable.54 Delaisse
writes:

The serene enthusiasm of the founder and of the members
was based on facts and remained respectful of reality,
of human nature. The world was not to be ignored or
transcended; it was to be improved. The simplicity and
sincerity of these views as well as of this program are
the dominating characteristics of the milieu iD which
many manuscripts were written and illuminated.J5

While the Brethren were less extreme than their German mys-
tical contemporaries, they did not suppress an emotional
perception of the spiritual life. The Brethren encouraged
the daily methodical study of Christ's Life described in
modern pietistic treatises, dramatic presentations, and in
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the collected observations of rapiaria. The painters of the
Low Countries of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
moved in a milieu where the lives of the saints provided
examples to be imitated in one's day-to-day life. The concern
for the religious education of the people necessitated new
iconographic motifs, styles and abilities. Religious instruc-
tion could be made easily available to the laity in image
form. 56

Within the pietistic literature of the Devotio moderna
movement the observer's empathic response as a part of devo-
tional contemplation was emphasized. Scenes described in
devotional treatises deserve comparison with painted represen-
tations of similar subjects. But, while we find in contempo-
rary treatises description a concentration on the enumeration
of details, in painting description yields an immediate
emotion-filled whole.57 Demands made upon the artist to de-
scribe scenes with emotional content led to significant
formal development. This formal development always had the
observer as its focal point. The author of the Meditations
constantly adjures his readers to "accompany them [the Virgin
and Joseph! and help to carry the Child and serve them in
every way," to "be present at this event and be attentive
to everything, for, as I have said before, herein lies the
whole strength of these'contemplations. ,,58Members of the
Brethren of the Common Life were to imprint on their hearts
scenes from the Life of Christ, an important stage in the
contemplative life. In the Meditations by Ludolph of Saxony,
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inspired by Bonaventura, we read,that earnest and methodical
meditation on the Life of Christ leads one to a state of
spiritual perfection. 59 In the moving description of the
Passion in Brugman's Leven van Jezus the reader is invited
to enter the picture and, following Mary's example, "so met
ons beghinnen te cussen an die heilige voeten ons Heeren.,,60

These pietistic treatises were intended to satisfy
the desire of the laity for empathic meditation. The artist,
like the writer, can stop the narrative, focus on specific
figures and details, and invite the reader to participate
imaginatively upon the same stage as the sacred figures.61

For example, in numerous books of hours, the observer is
told to read specific prayers and devotions before a specific
image, such as the Veronica image, Christ Man of Sorrows,
.Christ carrying the Cross, Christ being crowned with thorns,
or to imitate Christ as he is shown in paintings.62 Because
of increased representational skills the artist can dwell
upon certain objects or emotions to such an extent that they
have an almost tangible presence.63

Progress in the visual arts in the North implies the
gradual triumph of the visual image over the written text
as an important aid in pri.vate devoti.on.64 Any definition
of naturalism must make reference to the relation of formal
development to the use of the image and the observer's response.
As the devotional use of art increased, the artist's share
in shaping devotional experience increased.65

To comprehend the relation of empathic devotion to the
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nevelopment of naturalism in the North three areas of study
must be undertaken. The first is an examination of the effects
of increased naturalism on devotional iconography and the
formal relation of the donor to the sacred reality. The
artist's increased representational skill made possible the
production of images in which the spiritual realm increasingly
resembles our own. As the painted reality more closelyapprox-
imates nature, sacred figures, subject to our time-space
continuum, become accessible and the artist, in response to
demands of his devout patrons, is able to suggest their acces-
sibility. A study of the increasing accessibility of sacred
figures reveals specifically the gradual transformation of
Northern painting toward greater verisimilitude and gives
insight into the use and enjoyment of art at that time.

The second area of investigation studies the formal
elements which artists developed to ensure observer empathy.
Representational art is intended to appeal to the observer in
such a way that he can identify easily with the illusionistic
reality. The formal vocabulary which creates the illusion
can, however, be discussed in greater detail. The generation
of space by the figures necessitated a reconsideration of
the relationship of figures to space, space to frame, and
illumination to page composition. As the figures gained in
presence the frame became more objective. The frame established
a unified field separate from the text within which the fig-

. t 66 AI'ures ex~s. na ys~s of these complex formal interrelation-
ships will enhance our understanding of artistic progress in
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the fifteenth century.

The development of various framing devices for Northern
miniatures, such as the diaphragm arch and architectural
frame, came about not only through the adoption of Italian
ideas, but resulted from the Northern artist's realization
that the frame gives greater objective presence to the minia-
ture as an independent object and indicates that an illusion-
istic space exists. The frame becomes important when the minia-
ture, as a means of immediate experience, begins to supersede
the text. These points are raised to illustrate the nature
of our discussion of the works and to allow ourselves one
further observation. Many important steps towards a greater
naturalism such as a better understanding of light to create
luminous interiors, dramatic landscapes filled with atmosphere,
and detailed psychological realism in rendering narrative,
were made by Northern artists working at the court.67

The final area of interest is to reexamine the con-
tributions of Northern artists to the development of repre-
sentational devotional art in the late fourteenth and early
fifteenth centuries. Work by Netherlanders at the French court
will be seen to share a common basis with the art by their
lesser known colleagues at home. The Northern artist I s pene-
trating native naturalism served in the rapprochement of the
sacred and secular worlds.

It is proper that one of the first important attempts
at a correct perspectival setting should be ushered into
French manuscript illumination by an angel. The Annunciation
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in the Hours of Jeanne d'Evreux by Jean Pucelle is reenacted,
. --
for the first time in the North, within an architectural
setting (Plate 11).68 The building consists of three walls,
the fourth having been removed to render the scene Yisible.
Because the artist had not yet learned to imply an interior,
for the sake of conceptual wholeness he shows too much.
Although Panofsky labels Pucelle "the great Italianist,"
because of his use of the "doll's house" architecture, his
use of this device cannot be attributed solely to Italian
sources, particularly Duccio.69 Pucelle painted his substan-
tial figures in grisaille. In contrast to Honore, who allows
his figures to spill inconsistently over the frame of the
miniature, Pucelle corrects this inconsistency by framing
the figures with an actual architectural frame.?O The result
was to enhance the corporeal presence of the figures and to
suggest that the represented space is real space.?l Pucelle,
then could have just as easily been influenced by sculptural
relief as by Italian prototypes. His concern for the linear
integrity of the page and text is demonstrated by the use of
an angel who ties the architectural frame to the surface of
the page. Aside from playing a purely formal role the angel
actually supports this visionary reality, serving in a very
real sense as a mediator between the scene acted out above
and the tiny donor isolated in the initial below.?2 The leg
of the angel serves as a line leading the eye from the text
to the vision; in a very natural progression for the worship-
ping donor to follow. The whole conception hints of subtle
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trompe-l'~eil and is in keeping with Pucelle's marvelous
ability to affirm and deny the surface of the page, achieving
simultaneously for the entire page a dynamic balance between
the depth suggested in the illumination and'the surface of
the page emphasized by the text. With this step forward to-
wards the creation of an image which will rival nature, it
is significant that the donor is excluded from the space of
the Annunciation. The donor reads the text of a book, while
the Annunciation, as a manifestation of the text, takes place
above her. The unification of text and image could only take
place when the donor actually held Pucelle's Hours in her
hands. While the donor is not part of the Annunciation scene,
a far too daring idea, the donor is represented on the same
page and in the same medium as the figures of the Annunciation.
The sacred and secular realms are thus brought into closer
proximity in the artistic reality. Her experience of the image
of the Annunciation, more conceptual than actual, depends
heavily upon the text. The Annunciation page reveals the con-
ceptual and the formal elements governing the relation of
observer to image in early fourteenth century manuscripts.

The position of the donor in relation to sacred figures
achieved its most imperial form under Charles V. In a pair
of miniatures each from a different manuscript executed for
Charles, his proximity to sacred figures denotes a revolu-
tionary advance over the Pucelle miniature of about forty
years earlier (Plates 12; 13).73 The status of the patron
and context within which the image appeared were important
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factors in the formulation of the image. The intimate relation
of sacred and secular figures is because of the divine qual-
ity attributed to the French king. This representational for-
mula was repeated time and again in miniatures done for the
king's brothers and was also adopted by those who could af-
ford images and who imitated royalty. Sherman points out
Charles's interest in using literature and the visual arts
to help restore the prestige of the monarchy. It formed a
part of Charles's strategy to present his reign in a favorable
light.?4 In these miniatures there must have been a conscious
attempt to emphasize Charles's religious pie'tyand prestige
as well as to express the idea of Charles as spiritual pro-
tector of the state, responsible directly to God. By stressing
Charles's proximity to sacred figures, the miniaturist broad-
ened the base of Charles's monarchical power.

In the first of this pair of miniatures the future
Charles V is shown in prayer before the Madonna and Child
(Plate 12).?5 This image was used by Charles in his private
devotions. It relates directly to the prayer below the image
composed by Raoulet d'Orleans.?6 The artist, in a tradition
going back at least to Carolingian times, had clearly sepa-
rated sacred and secular figures.?? The prince is shown in
an attitude of devotion before a curtain and a book lying
open ona prie-dieu, addressing his prayer to the Virgin and
Child. The enthroned Virgin holds the Christ-Child with her
right hand while He blesses. The curtain serves as a foil
,indicating an intimate interior setting, perhaps a private
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chamoer, and separates the king from Mary and Christ.78 Charles;
therefore, is enclosed within his own space distinct from
the sacred figures. His hands, extending slightly beyond the
edge of the curtain, express the intensity of his devotion
and desires and indicate the direction of his thoughts toward
the object of his veneration. It is by virtue of his prayer,
his status, and the Virgin's intervention that Charles is rec-
ognized by Christ who gestures toward him.

Despite the portrait-like rendering of Charles's face
and the feeling of intimacy suggested by the artist in this
scene, particularly through gestures and the limited stage-
like space which contains donor and religious subjects, the
image is largely conceptual.79 The exact relation of Charles
to the Virgin and Child is not clearly defined. Are the Virgin
and Child actually present as sculptural objects, in visionary
form, or as miraculous figures which have come to life to
hear Charles's petitions?80 Because of the artist's lack of
representational sophistication, or perhaps because he only
intended a conceptual image giving a complimentary view of
Charles's piety it is impossible to interpret the image as
a specific moment during Charles's devotion. The image is
still complementary to the text and Charles remains confined
to his secular space. However, because Charles and the sacred
figures are shown in the same space and because Christ does
look at Charles, perhaps the artist tried to suggest that
Charles, as devout king, had access to living sacred figures
and the figures appear to receive Charles's prayers. The rela-
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tion of observer to image to text suggests that the image
results from Charles's reading of a textual passage. Since
the book was intended solely for Charles's use we must imag-
ine Charles reading the prayer, and, while reflecting upon
its contents, seeing himself before the Virgin and Child. The
results should be seen as a form of overt pride appropriate
to Charles's status. This miniature gives insight into the
intimate character of fourteenth century private devotion
before images. Meiss writes of Italian devotional images:

These images, which appeared first in the late thirteenth
and early fourteenth centuries, embody~in the most dis-
tinctive and novel way those tendencies apparent in all
the art of this period to establish a direct, sympathetic,
and intimate emotional ~elationship between the spectator
and the sacred figures.e1

We know that Charles used art to substantiate his
claim of the divine origin of his power.82 It might be expected,
and yet it is startling, to see the traditional scene of God
speaking to His Son, the normal subject for Psalm 109 (110),
replaced by God speaking to Charles (Plate 13).83 Sherman,
discussing this miniature from the Breviaire ~ Charles y,
writes:

Moreover, a direct exchange of glance strengthens our
impression that the king is no longer praying to an
image, but to a living figure.84

It is difficult, however, to accept her suggestion that Charles
actually looks at God the Son. Rather, the miniature denotes
a step in spiritual ascent, the highest stage was believed
to be a face to face encounter with God.85 That this is not
a real event is indicated by the continued use of conceptual
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devices such as size, to denote rank, and proximity, to sug-
gest status. The image is 'a unit of the page and gives form
to a specific idea described in the text. It is ideational
and represents a conceit of royalty. The image was perhaps
intended to encourage a state of mind during the king's devo-
tions: a function images increasingly fulfilled. 86

The artist who illuminated a large portion of this manu-
script has been identified as the Passion Master: perhaps Jean
Ie Noir.8? The representation of Charles in the illumination
in the Breviaire appears more advanced than that in the Bible
Historiale. The latter shows lingering influence of Pucelle.
It is rather coarse and linear, while the former shows greater
plasticity and a painterly approach. The finer poftrait qual-
ity reveals a closeness to Bondol. The more natural relation
of secular and sacred figures can be related to earlier ex-
periments in the Netherlands, particularly Utrecht. Indeed,
from c. 13?0 French painting was profoundly influenced by
art and artists of the Low Countries. The Passion Master,
associated with this tradition, introduced into the French
court changes that were not merely stylistic, but, like the
Breviaire or particularly the Pass ion scenes in Petites Heures
QQ Due deBerry, c. 1380-1385, which reveal a strong interest
in extreme pathos intended to affect the observer.88 The
Passion Master and Jean BondoL, for whom he worked, reveal a
new spirit in the handling of devotional narrative and por-
traiture which overcomes the stagnation and archaic formality
of the traditional court style. In one of his few references
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to the cultural milieu, Panofsky writes:
This modernistic rebellion--comparable indeed to the
philosophia moderna of those nominalists who found the
quality of real existence only in things "individual by
virtue of themselves and by nothing else"--was led by
artists who can be proved to have been what may be con~
jectured but cannot be demonstrated of Jean Pucelle:
immigrants from the North.89

It is this quality of portraiture and relation of observer
to image found in work by masters from the Low Countries
working in the South that should be examined in greater
detail,

Traditionally, Pucelle is credited with one of the
first attacks upon the supremacy of the text on the overall
design of the page, the dematerialization of the ground and
the introduction of a single, consistent viewpoint. Similar
discoveries were made rapidly in the Low Countries. The novel
integration of the donor into the sacred space of the image
can also be found there. Significantly, we need not look at
the most fashionable books to see this.

A Missal produced in Ghent in 1366 for Arnold, Lord
of Rummen and Quaebeke, is very interesting for several
reasons (Plate 14).90 Mary, seated, holds the Christ Child
upon her knee, presenting Him to the three Magi who have
entered from the left.91 The scene is set off against a tes-
selated background. Of particular interest is the relation
of image to the architectural frame. The shape of this frame
is similar to the shape of Christ's throne in the Breviaire
which came from Bondol's shop at a slightly later date. The
degree of depth achieved by this architectural frame as well
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as the general spatial consistency, indicate a sophisticated
understanding for this date. The frame which carries a fully
three-dimensional canopy establishes spatial unity. The sug-
gestion of interior is so complete that one could almost
interpret the tesselated background as a piece of tapestry
hung up on the back wall.

The lower edge of the frame in the Adoration appears
to protrude from the surface of the page, coming to rest
upon the borders framing the text. The frame is splayed out-
ward, suggesting some awareness of an intuitive perspeotive
and an interest in illusionism. It is also the most objective
element of the miniature and mediates between the text on
the surface of the page and the illusionistic space of the
miniature.

The artist intended to make the figures in the Adora-
tion appear real. Because sacred figures appear in the center,
the artist separated the historical scene from the contempo-
rary donors' pendant to the main scene. One is immediately
reminded of the Master of Fl~malle's M~rode Altar where ~us-
band and wife together look in upon the central scene.92 In
a very sophisticated way the artist has placed the contents
in differentiated spheres according to the hierarchical or
religious importance of the figures. Instead of separating
the figures from the narrative completely, as in the Hours
of Jeanne g'Evreux, the artist has used the architectural
frame to bring the contemporary and historical figures to-
gether in one setting. The frame defines the unit and the
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oackdrop unifies it. Behind the donors the windows open on
to even greater depth to emphasize the reality of the illu-
sionistic space. The artist's interest in the movement of
the figures leads him to develop a more convincing space.
Meiss ooserved this in Italian paintings with comparable
subject matter and purpose:

These new motifs imply a certain development of tri-
dimensional space, , •• And while each of these postures
has a special significance in the context of the historical
scene.in which it appears, they all are the expression
of a new attitude toward sacred history and the tran-
scendental realm. For the sacred figures, inhabiting a
more natural world, behave in a more familiar human way.
They tend to feel and act like the spectator.93

The miniature represents the Adoration as it might actually
have happened. The donors, through their active meditation,
imaginatively share the same stage with the Magi. The artist's
depiction of the Adoration amplifies the literary account,
making it more immediate and vivid, and shapes the donor's
experience of it. This fascinating manuscript was produced
in Ghent no more than thirty miles from Bruges where Jean
Bondol worked. It should oe pointed out that the miniature
was done at least two years before Bondol, traditionally
credited with the development of the interior by implication,
was active in Paris. The interior by implication had been
implied in Flanders. In his search for the source of Bondol's
invention Panofsky overlooks Bondol's homeland.

He applied perspective to open landscapes as well as to
architectures, and in the dedication miniature of the
Hague Bible he appropriated, doubtless from Italian
sources, the "interior by implication" •••• 94-

The artist who did this illustration in Jacob van
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Maerlant's Der Natueren bloeme suggests that the donor med-
itates before an image of St. Christopher (Plate 15).95
Byvanck has pointed out the affinity of this manuscript with
the Ghent Missal.96 Note the use of the architectural frame
to separate the donor in contemporary dress from the object
of his devotion.97 The subject of the central panel may have
been inspired by a monumental mural.98 The donor and the
group of St. Christopher and the Christ Child reveal the
characteristic Dutch interest in verisimilitude, psycholog-
ical realism, and love of natural detail. The sureness of
line lends a vigorous and lifelike quality to the figures
while it is precise enough to suggest portrait quality.

Like the position of Charles in Plate 13, the donor
is confined to his own space, but his space is here appended
to the image. ,Thile the donor is a.part of the entire com-
position, he is placed outside the sacred space which is out-
lined by a different frame. The donor is shown praying before
an image of St. Christopher perhaps because paintings of St.
Christopher served as images for absolution in the Netherlands.99
This picture again points to the importance of meditation
before images and especially before miraculous images. Char-
acteristically Northern is the intimate relation of sacred
and secular figures. As the illumination takes on a more
objective existence it becomes a substantial reality with
which the observer becomes more completely involved.

Another example of Northern art interesting both for
its expressive naturalism and the showing of a close proximity
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of the earthly and heavenly realms is the Calvary of Hendrik
ygn Rijn in Antwerp (Plate 16),100 Hendrik. provost and arch-
deacon of St. John's in Utrecht, presented this panel to St.
John's in 1363.101 There is no painting in Franoe at this time
that can compare with the sensitive and convincing naturalism
seen here. It supports the theory of a tradition of native
naturalism in Netherlandish painting before Jan van Eyck.102

The Crucifixion is the primary subject of this devotion-
al picture. An unidealized Christ hangs on the Cross, his
feet remarkably like those later painted by GrUnewald in
the Isenheim Altar. Mary and John stand on either side of
the cross and serve as intercessors. There are none of the
elements usually found in examples of the Crucifixion narra-
tive such as the centurion, soldiers or a crowd. The artist
places the figures in a spaceless, other-worldly setting,
puncturing the gold background only in the upper corners to
show the sun and moon. The donor is introduced into this scene
of symbolic crucifixion. He directs his petition for salva-
tion to the Virgin while she, sharing in Christ's suffering,
gestures towards the cross.103 There is, however, a contra-
diction in the entire conception. The figures, and partic-
ularly Christ, appear naturalistic, but their naturalness is
checked by the unnaturalistic gold ground. The relationship
of the figures is still governed by conceptual restrictions,
It would appear then that the image is a devotional image,
a petition for salvation, and divine intercession. It offered
consolation and the donor's direct contact with sacred figures.
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The donor is introduced into the sacred space of the image
and is shown in profile while the sacred figures appear full-
face. Never before has a secular figure been so intimately
involved in sacred narrative. The process of salvation, there-
fore, is related to the donor's empathic meditation before
this image. The painting is no longer dependent upon a text
and is a visual prayer. This is verified by the inscription
below which asks the contemporary observer to pray.for the
donor. Certainly the artist believed that the tenor of one's
prayers would be affected by the gravity of Christ's self-
sacrifice and the sincerity of the donor's piety. Meiss ob-
served the function of inscriptions in Italian painting.

The inscription is thus an active invitation to contem-
plate the image, to share Christ's suffering and to
evaluate its quality. It is another manifestation of
that general tendency of the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries to draw more closely together the human and
the divine, the spectator and the image •••• 104-

The painting again proves the popularity of med i,tation
on Christ's suffering depicted in images, as a means of earn-
ing for oneself the fruits of Christ's Passion. Because the
donor is depicted in perpetual meditation on the Crucifixion
the painting is a constant prayer. St. Bernard wrote that in
prayer "a holy image of the God, being born, suckling, teaching,
dying, resurrecting or ascending," is present in the mind
of the praying individual.105 Toward the middle of the four-
teenth century the invisible mental image could be concretely
presented in painting. Meditation upon images, here a Cruci-
fixion, was the first stage in spiritual illumination leading
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ultimately to union with God.106 The careful expressively
naturalistic description of the suffering Christ satisfied
the faithful who desired through meditation to participate
empathically in his Passion.

Meditation on the wounds of Christ was also a favorite
devotional theme in the fifteenth century.10? Meditation on
the wounds as well as the limbs of Christ, was important for
redemption. The reflection of the donor on the crucified
corresponds to devotional prescriptions of the Brethren of
the Common Life and Windesheim movement, that one must cling
to Christ with ardent desire and imitate Him constantly, par-
ticularly his Passion, if one desired redemption.10S Accord-
ing to Hadewijch, a mystic nun, "we return to the bosom of
the Father only when steeped in the image of the crucified
Son.,,109 We read in Denis the Carthusian's De Fonte lucis J:l&

Semitis vitae, that the first stage of spiritual ascent to-
wards union, is meditation in the form of prayer on the earth-
ly Life of Christ and the four last things. For Denis, .illu-
mination began at the foot of the cross.110 In Hendrik's
Crucifixion artistic progress is related to religious purpose.
The careful description of Christ's body, the expressive
rendering of details such as the feet, the fine portrait
quality and the nearness of the donor to the sacred figures,
all formal problems successfully realized by the artist,
ensured the empathic response of the observer. Any idea of
artistic progress must take into account that the empathic
devotion of the pious before images necessitated the vivid
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and poignant rendering of sacred events. Preceding the
Parement de Narbonne by more than thirty years, no other art
work of the fourteenth century comes close to the devotional-
artistic modernity of the Calvary of Hendrik ygn Rijn.

Panofsky does not give the Ghent ~Iissal and the Calvary
of Rendrik van RiJn the proper emphasis in his history of
Northern painting. He describes the style of the Ghent Missal
simply as "homespun truthfulness." 111 Further, comparing the
portrait of Charles V in the Bible of Charles y by Bondol,
to which we will turn, with the portrait of Hendrik van Rijn
(which is "plainly provincial"l, he writes that Bondol's
portrait could "not have been produced in the Netherlands
at this time~ (Plate 17l.112 Panofsky insists that Bondol's
contacts with Italian art made the Hague portrait possible.
He argues from the assumption that the necessary Italian and
court influences were unknown in the provinces.113 The portrait
of Hendrik suggests that Italian connections were notneces~
sary. We can compare the fine pictorially rendered portrait
of Charles (the entire miniature differs profoundly from the
other miniatures) with a miniature in the Gelre Wanengedichten
gn Wanenboek showing th~ emperor Charles IV and the Seven
Electors (Plate 18l.114 Margaret Rickert concluded that

the miniatures in the Wapenboek seem not so much to
derive from any style as to be the outgrowth of an
individual interest and a natural skill in delineating
types of persons, especially faces.11S

Delaiss~ points out that there is only one other gallery of
portraits of about the same time which might bear comparison.
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This miniature, in the Petites Heures de Jean de Berry shows
Charles V on his deathbed.116 In sharp contrast to this min-
iature attributed to Jacquemart, the Dutch painter shows an
invigorating deftness in wielding the pen which, according
to Delaisse, transcribes the experience.11?

It is the same love of careful description and insis-
tent naturalism that is characteristic of Dutch art in gen-
eral and Bondol's portrait of Charles V in particular (Plate 1).

Bondol's bold conquest of space grew out of the desire to
present a credible reality, yet, according to Panofsky,
Bondol managed this development (the interior by implication)
only because of his contact with Italian art, particularly
the art of Ambrogio Lorenzetti.11B How Ambrogio's art was
known to Bondol, Panofsky does not say. If we were to con-
sider Bondol's achievement as a furthering of the tendencies
already developed in his native land as well as in the court
ateliers, then some thought should be given to the idea of
parallel development. More important would be the reason for
either his assimilation or discovery of the unifying quality
of the frame and interior by implication. Bondol must have
recognized the potential this formal device offered for en-
hancing the credibility of his figures. Certainly the setting
in which Charles and Jean de Vaudetar are seated enforces
their presence. The frame helps establish the illusionistic
space and mediates between the painted world and that of the
beholder.119 The figures appear in a space which is increasing-
ly similar to our own. The ability of the artist to create a
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convincing illusionistic image suggests the presence of a
more sophisticated viewer and a desire to unite the observer
with the representation.

Bondol shows Charles V seated in an obliquely placed
chair.120 Charles points with his right hand to the Bible
offered by Jean de Vaudetar. The relationship between these
men is direct, honest, and intimate. The Bible occupies the
central part of the composition as it should because it was
the gift which Jean offered to Charles. Looking at the pre-
sentation by Bondol in the real Bible, we see the presenta~;
tion of the Bible at which we are looking.

Charles's robes denote his dignity as temporal ruler.
Above him hangs a circular canopy which, generally, would
have hung above an altar to denote a sacred area. Here, the
baldachino appears directly over Charles's head, encompassing
both him and the verso page of the painted Bible showing God
the Father enthroned and blessing. Charles's cushion is deco-
rated in red, white and blue (the colors of the oriflamme)
and also with the fleur-de-lis which, aside from decorating
the cushion, spread confidently over the entire dark blue
tapestry-like backdrop.121

Jean also observed a subtle color shift in the floor
tiles from a pale green in the front to a darker green behind.
The light is most intense at the front of this scene as it
enters the painted reality from our space. The coincidence
of simulated light and actual light unites the space of the
observer with the pictorial space. The use of light and frame
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enforces the unity of observer and image. Likewise, the
oblique arrangement of objects such as the throne and book
approximates a plausible visual experience.122 The formal
elements show that Bondol was interested in representing a
reality which Charles could empathically remember.

Bondol uses two frames to enclose the scene. The outer-
most border is a narrow band of gold, of high material pres-
ence, which he places all around the miniature to tie it to
the page. Within this border Bondol erects an architectural
frame with slender columns rising to carry a trefoil arch.
The columns rest on a stone ledge directly in front of the
leading edge of the floor tile. The framing architecture,
therefore, appears to be a logical extension of the room.
Bondol has learned to imply spatial continuity and asks the
observer to complete the image. He is the first Northern
artist to begin to think of the architectural frame as a
window framing a space similar to ours.123 Panofsky describes
this as an implied interior. For Bondol it was a complete
reality.

A significant step forward in the development of mimet-
ic naturalism in the North is the Parement de Narbonne done
for Charles V before 1378 and completed by an anonymous artist
whose hand ~ppears in a manuscript in the Bibliotheque Nationale
in Paris (Ms. lat. 3093) (Plate 8).124 Panofsky attributes
the work to either Bondol or Andre Beauneveu.125 The direct
relation of Bondol with Charles V and the frequent associa-
tion of Dutch and Flemish masters with works done by the
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Parement Master seem to support an attribution to Bondol or
designs by him.

The importance of the Parement has often been acknowl-
edged. Meiss declares that it is "the capital painting of
French origin during this period.,,126 He adds that

The Parement carries to a novel depth the French engage-
ment with the two great foreign pictorial traditions
of the century, the Netherlandish and the Italian.127

Both Panofsky and Meiss insist upon the indebtness of the
Mater of the Parement to earlier Italian examples although
neither writer suggests how Italian influence could have been
of so great importance. Meiss, for example, attributes some
elements of the Way to Calvary to Barna's painting in the
Collegiata, S. Gimignano.128 The Virgin supported by the two
Maries he traces back to a Crucifixion by the Master of
Citt~ di Castello. Other elements he attributes to Jean
Pucelle.129 Where he can find no prototypes he writes.

Where ••• we cannot cite models for the innovations
of the Parement Master we are not always certain whether
this lack is to be ascribed to the loss of originals,
to our ignorance, or simply to the painter's own inven-
tiveness.1)O

Panofsky comments. "The tone of the narrative is elegantly
restrained, and some of the compositions may strike us as ,almost
archaic.,,1)1 Meiss's description of the narrative drama is
perhaps more accurate and is surprising in view of his insis-
tent search for prototypes.

The new conquests of the Parement Master with regard to
the figure are frequently applied to rather un-Italian
ends. The thrust of his solid bodies is most highly devel-
oped for aggressive, even brutal action, and the novel
structure and articulation often serve violent behavior.
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The physicality of the figures, ••• recalls the Nether-
lands or Bohemia rather than Italy.132

Perhaps a clearer definition of the Parement would be: iconog-
raphy thoroughly International at this time, an idealization
of the figures, particularly the female figures, which could
be the result of court influence, and a powerfully dramatic,
Netherlandish realization of the narrative events in which
all elements serve to produce a vivid reenactment. The com-
position of the Parement is carefully considered in order to
stir the heart of the observer. This characteristic is pecu-
liarly Netherlandish. It reflects the rise of new religious
attitudes which demanded the accessibility of religious fig-
ures and events within the world of sensory experience.
Meiss points out the importance of these "new religious qual-
ities fostered by Franciscanism and the values of bourgeois"
for the development of Italian painting.133 Immediacy and dra-
matic reenactment characterized art of the Low Countries,
and the character of the devout's perception of sacred history
was informed by Bondol's characterization of it. This desire
for emotional participation on the part of the devout (here
Charles and his wife appropriately in meditation) influenced
the change from conceptual to mimetic art. The Parement Master
clearly was inventive. He must have reconstructed each event
before his mind's eye. If Meiss cannot locate prototypes, it
is artist and donor reenactment that offers a partial answer,
In an attempt to capture the violent tenor of the narrative
the artist developed an expansive spatial setting. This is
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one of the first instances of framed, narrative drama per-
formed convincingly in a stage-space. The term stage-space
is used because the Parement has the appearance of a mystery
play transformed into a devotional image. The whole is created
from the pious activity of Charles and Jeanne who, having
read the texts in their books, meditate upon the subjects
of the texts. The different spatial setting of the donors
as well as the profile view separate them from the narrative
scenes. A careful balance is maintained between narrative
and portrait demands.

The narrative scenes are grouped in three on either
side of the Crucifixion. An illusionistically conceived tri-

lobed architectural frame is used to frame this scene. A
similar device was used in Bondol's portrait of Charles V.
A light source in the observer's space illuminates the fig-
ures and creates shadows in the pictorial space. The frame
appears actual and mediates between our reality and the space
occupied by the figures. The close relation of representa.:.C ,

tional art with dramatic presentations is confirmed by the
appearance of a small house in the Flagellation scene which
is similar to those used in mystery plays. The more optical-
ly correct rendering of the house contributes to the reality
of the picture space. The artist invites the observer to com-
plete the soldier whom we see from behind. Through his efforts
to involve the observer formally, the artist is better able
to give a more vivid rendering of sacred history.

The development of space for dramatic movement pre-
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supposes that the artist and patron considered it important
to see how something occured. In the fifteenth century the
effectiveness of meditation depended upon the observer's per-
ception of the character of the narrative. For the artist to
show this meant the development of new representational means.
Note how in the Flagellation, a most violent scene, the arms
of the figures break across the architectural frame empha-
sizing the forcefulness of the swing. This centrifugal move-
ment is resolved in the calm centripetal movement of Christ's
arms. According to the view developed here, what is signif-
icant about this scene is that the artist makes important
representational advances in the depiction of space, contrap-
posto and psychological characterization and that he does so
in order to exact an empathic response of the observer. "Here,
then, consider Him diligently for a long time; and if you do
not feel compassion at this point, you may count yours a
heart of stone. ,,134

In the scene of Christ carrying the Cross the artist
attains a dramatic peak. He dwells on the emotions of the
figures in order to heighten the impact of the scene. By stop-
ping the narrative and focusing upon Mary and Christ, the
artist transforms the beholder into an eyewitness. The scene
is described in the Meditations.

When, however, outside the gate of the city, at a cross-
roads,ishe encountered Him. for the first time seeing
Him burdened by such a large cross, she was half dead
of anguish and could not say a word to Himl nor could
He speak to her, He was so hurried along by those who
led Him to be crucified.135
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The appearance of this theme cannot be attributed only to
the availibility of a text. In the late Middle Ages the devo-
tional climate was ripe for this theme to appear. There was,
in other word. a means and a need to produce it.136

Other examples illustrating the increasing degree of
emphasis upon the observer's empathy, particularly in relation
to scenes of the Passion, can be found in a manuscript whose
provenance is still uncertain. This is the Petites Heures, a
manuscript done by numerous artists.13? It is significant
that sophisticated formal and iconographic advances should
appear in a devotional book and that connections between
this manuscript and Northern painters have been noted. Meiss
proposed that the manuscript was commissioned by Jean of
Berry.138 Certain stylistic and iconographic evidence would
seem to indicate that this thesis is incorrect and that the
book may have been begun in Paris for Charles V. Delaisse
points to a note on folio A of the manuscript which says
that the book was done in 1390 for Louis, Duc d'Anjou.139

This inscription dates 1606. Meiss counters by pointing to
another manuscript in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris
(Ms. lat. 1156 El, with a similar inscription ~1ich was added
when the original patron was unknown. Still, the conclusion
does not follow that the initial patron was the Duke of Berry.
On folio 1? there is an interesting miniature showing St. Louis
in his deathbed giving instructions to his sons.140 Even Meiss
admits that Charles was devoted to St. Louis.141 Paul Durrieu,
very early, made two important. observations. He argued that
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the style of some of the miniatures resembles that of the
Tr~s Belles Heures de Notre-Dame, which may have been begun
for Charles. Second, Durrieu found prayers in both books
which refer specifically to the French king and he noted a
general similarity in texts.142 Internal evidence also shows
that this book was done in several campaigns. The donor ap-
pearing in scenes belonging to the first campaign is bearded.
One of Meiss's major arguments against Charles V as patron

143rests on his assumption that Charles was always clean shaven.
Charles, however, is bearded in a Bible Historiale executed
for him between 1362-1363.144 Finally, in the Annunciation
scene the Duke of Berry appears in the initial praying before
a gold sculptural group of the Madonna and Child {Plate 19).145
Meiss maintains that this represents the original state of
the book, and that Jean was shown here from the beginning.146

This cannot be the case. The Berry coat of arms in the Annun-
ciation overlaps the drapery of the Virgin. Meiss says that,
in the initial, the purple behind the'gold statue on the
altar is the same as that used outside the initial and that
the inner black line of the initial overlaps part of the fig-
ures.147 One would think, however, that any artist could
duplicate the same color, just as any good artist could ad-
just new figures to a predetermined space; perhaps accounting
for the overlap of the black line. Finally, there can be seen
beneath the gold cloth behind Jean, purple paint which has
been overlaid with gold, perhaps denoting a change in the
initial.
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So the Petites Heures must have been begun in Paris

for Charles V. Another reason for suggesting this, aside from
those above, is that at least one of its illuminators, the
Passion Master, was familiar with the work done by Jean Bondol
and the Parement Master. This Passion Master was also familiar
with the Baptist Master who came, like Bondol and Jacquemart,
from the Low Countries.148 Meiss and Panofsky fail to empha-
size these interrelationships. They prefer, instead, to see
a revival of Pucelle's influence or increased Italianism.
While correct in pointing to Pucellian elements in the
"Belleville-like" calendar, it is an oversimplification to
imply that the Passion Master was so totally dependent upon
Pucelle's understanding of Italian iconography for his work
that he forgot his training and experiences at home.

The interrelation of Northern artists at work for
Charles in Paris is interestingly revealed through a compari-
son of the Breviaire de Charles y, folio 416 (St. Theobald),
by the Passion Master, the Petites Heures, folio 208 (St. John
the Baptist in Desert), by the Passion Master, and destroyed
folio 56 (St. John the Baptist in Desert) of the Heures ~
Turin by the Baptist Master.,149 Panofsky attributes folio 208
to Jacquemart. pointing to the artist's closeness to Jean
Pucelle.150 It was, however, the Passion Master who took over
Pucelle's studio after his death.151 The use of the cave
occurs in folio 56 of the Heures de Turin by a Northern minia-
turist, the Baptist Master.152 The Breviaire de Charles y and
the Petites Heures were begun in the court of Charles V and
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not at that of the Duke of Berry as Meiss maintains.15) It
would appear that Charles was actually a greater patron of
the artists of the Low Countries than the Duke of Berry.

There are other iconographic parallels between the
Petites Heures and work done for Charles to substantiate our
hypothesis. While Meiss makes the Passion Master totally de-
pendent on Duccio, via Pucelle, for the Crucifixion, he over-
looks, perhaps necessarily, the importance of the Parement
Master. In the Christ carrying the Cross scene , folio 86v,
of the Petites Heures, Mary again approaches Christ and touches
the cross with one hand veiled, the other bare, just as in
the Parement (Plates 20; 8).

Delisle suggested that the Passion Master was an illu-
minator Jean Ie Noir, who worked for Yolande de Flandre and
Charles.154 According to Meiss, the Heures de Yolande de Flandre
had passed into the collection of Charles V by 1380, and he
even suggests that the Passion Master accompanied the manu-
script.155 But, rather than concluding that the Petites Heures
was begun for Charles, Meiss suggests that, because of a gift
of cloth to this illuminator in 1372, the nuke had asked that
the manuscript be begun for him early in the 1370's.156 This
presents a serious problem in dating. Because we recognize
the influence of the Parement upon the artist, and because
the manuscript seems to date about 1380, it is more consistent
to see the Passion Master in Paris with other Northern artists
active for Charles on the Petites Heures just before his
death in 1380. Jacquemart had his turn when the book passed
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into the collection of the Duke.15?

The Passion Master was perhaps the original artist in
charge of the Petites Heures when the manuscript was begun
for Charles V, because, as head of the shop, he reserved the
section of the Passion scenes for himself.158 Occupying a
central position in the contemporary scene in Paris and in-
fluenced by the Flemish love of dramatic, emotional, and un-
idealized portrayal, his scenes of the Passion exhibit a new
forcefulness. While not showing an overt interest in perspec-
tival progress, he was keenly interested in the arrangement
of his figures in order to emphasize the emotional nature of
the Passion sequence. The scenes are set within a series of
frames. The outermost frame, a heavy undulating gold frame
of high objective value, continues to tie the miniature to
the page, while it establishes a unified field of vision for
the observer. This framing motif presages the Boucicaut
Master's diaphragm arch, although it lacks the architectural
consistency of the Boucicaut Master's device. The frame does
stress the importance of the miniature as a separate object
and reality. The figures now respect the limits of the medi-
ating frame, and are seen from the observer's position.

The Passion sequence is rendered in lucid pantomime.
Although the artist resorts to conceptual devices such as
ugliness to denote depravity, he is able to contrast inno-
cence and evil convincingly. The Mocking of Christ is most
pitiful (folio 82; Plate 21). Here Christ is shown on the
central axis assaulted by sadistically aggressive tormentors
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arranged about him. The tormentors are perceptively described
and, like all men bent ondesttuction, they lose their human-
ity. In the Flagellation Christ, as in the Parement, makes
an offering of himself with arms crossed (folio 83v; Plate 22).
To emphasize this act of voluntary offering, his wrists are
not bound. Instead, the column serves as a means for Christ
to stabalize himself against the violent onslaughts of his
wicked persecutors. In the Lamentation the artist uses the
frame to cut off the group of figures at the side, implying
spatial continuity (folio 94v; Plate 23). The observers at
the periphery are less emotional than those nearer to the
center. Mary leans over the body of Christ to kiss it once
more. Some women resting upon the ground break into uncon-
trollable weeping as they gaze upon Christ's arm, holding
it up for us to see. In contrast to the Virgin's controlled
and dignified farewell, the Magdalen must physically release
her grief. She raises her arms upward in orans, above the
body of Christ, as if revealing to God and the observer the
just offering which has been made. The heavy frame about this
scene arrests the narrative, transforming it into a devotion-
al reality. These historical scenes become separate devotion-
al objects upon which the owner could meditate. This power-
fully rendered devotional narrative foreshadows Rogier van
der Weyden's Descent from the Cross in the Prado (Plate 24).
The development of the narrative Andachtsbild was stimulated
by intense private devotion before images when the devout
sought to imaginatively experience moments of Christ's Life
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and Passion.159

The Petites Heures also is interesting, because its
small devotional miniatures show secular figures in close
proximity to the sacred realm. A very interesting example
is the Annunciation (Plate 19). This scene, the Matins illus-
tration, traditionally by the director of the atelier was
done by the Passion Master. Meiss attributes Gabriel and Mary
to the Passion Master but the apostles and architecture to
Jacquemart.160 Panofsky attributes the entire page to
Jacquemart.161 Both writers insist upon prototypes by Pucelle
and Sienese artists .162 The spirit characteristic of the
Passion scenes is present here. The Virgin assumes a delicate
"S" curve, not because the Passion Master copied well, but
because this gesture could express simultaneously, humility,
fear, and the willingness to serve God. The angel gestures
upwards at the moment of her consent. That the angel points
upward is not, as Meiss suggests, because the same author
had depicted a pointing Magus in the Breviaire de Charles Y,
but because God the Father is there.163 The gesture indicates
the direction of the Virgin's thoughts.

The Annunciation is reenacted in an interior which
is flanked on all sides by accessory figures contained in
architectural niches.164 The whole page is a complex devo-
tional cult image as Panofsky suggests and the artist has
very carefully arranged the content according to the nature
of the subjects' presence.165 Disposed on either side are
ten apostles with two apostles at the bottom flanking Jeremiah
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while above appear half-length representations of the Virgin
and Child, Christ as the Man of Sorrows, and John the Baptist.166

The figures appear as framed panel paintings related themat-
ically to the Annunciation. They have less subjective presence
than the Virgin and angel. Below, the donor is shown in prayer
before a corporeal image of the Madonna and Child. The partic-
ular form of devotional piety shown to the sculptural group
is the same as the Duke must have shown to this page as a
whole and particularly the Annunciation.

On folio 97v, which Meiss says was inserted into the
book, we find a daring juxtaposition of donor and sacred
figure (Plate 25).167 The Duke appears to be self-consciously,
if not ambiguously, introduced into the scene. The artist
divides the scene bilaterally, reserving the right hand por-
tion of the miniature for a monumental Virgin holding the
Christ Child, The discrepancy in size between the figures
and the clear division of sacred and secular space denoted
by the cloth of honor behind the Virgin all seem to suggest
that the miniature augments the text. Note here, as in some
of the following examples, that the open book is the element
which unites sacred and secular areas. The image accompanies
and completes the text below which is a prayer addressed to
Christ and the Virgin. The miniature, therefore, still func-
tions as an extension of the text, although it also suggests
a form of ideal devotional experience. There can be no doubt
that the reading of the actual text, for greatest efficacy,
was to be accompanied by meditation on this image. The ren-
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dering reveals influence from the experiences of visionaries
who, during their contemplation before representations of
the Virgin and Child, believed that the figures came to life
and the Madonna showed the Child to them as they desired.168

Perhaps this image was also supposed to produce, by suggestion,
a proper mental state leading to a higher stage of devotion.
Ringbom discusses St. Augustine's division of sight into
three categories: corporeal, spiritual, and intellectual.
"Spiritual vision is that of the spirit, and consists of the
recollection of objects earlier seen, or else the imagining
of things given in a verbal description.,,169 The Duke no longer
looks at the text, rather, he appears to see spiritually or
to have a vision.170

Other visionary experiences are found in the Petites
Heures, On folio 100v a figure is shown praying and reading
from a book while opposite him is the Lord enthroned holding
the orb of the universe (Plate 26). He does not "see" the
Lord (highest stage of devotion), but rather, the scene rep-
resents a mental vision based upon the text. On folio 106
the Duke (?) is shown praying before a sculptural represen-
tation of Christ enthroned (Plate 27). He, as in the repre-
sentation of folio 100v, is shown with a book, but now he
looks at the object of his devotion. Does the artist suggest
that during the Duke's meditation upon a corporeal image it
came to life?

In a later manuscript, a collection of spiritual trea-
tises belonging t~ Margaret of York, produced between 1467-
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1477, we find Margaret before the Holy Trinity (Plate 28).171
Delaisse writesl

The group of the Three Divine Persons does not rest on
a socle but merely on top of the altar: therefore it is
not meant to represent a statue but rather to suggest
what the kneeling figure has in mind as she addresses
her prayer to the Holy Trinity.172

The artist then suggests an imaginative and ideal devotional
experience.

On folio 176v we see a figure praying before an open
text on a prie-dieu in front of an altar with a painted
Crucifixion (Plate 29).173 Hovering near the altar we see
Christ on the Cross. This is not a piece of sculpture and
it resembles the painted Crucifixion. It seems that the Duke
now looks at the apparition, an image come to life, rather
than a painted image or his text. The Duke, at a higher stage
of devotion, experiences a vision.174 It is interesting that
royalty at this time adopts the posture of visionaries. Later
in the fifteenth century the bourgeoisie in the Netherlands
commission panels with similar representations of themselves
kneeling before holy figures.

Finally, there is one other miniature on folio 196v
which shows the donor praying before the crucified Christ
(Plate 30).175 The artist depicts Christ on Golgotha without
accessory figures. We do not see the historical Crucifixion.
The Duke kneels at his prie-dieu with an open prayer book.
The book mediates between the Duke and the sacred space. In
the manner prescribed in devotional treatises like the various
Meditations, the artist suggests that the Duke imaginatively
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attends the Crucifixion. This idea was further developed
by Rogier van der Weyden in his Calvary Triptych in Vienna
where the donor. while looking at this miniature (corporeal
meditation), sees himself having a spiritual vision (a higher
stage of devotion) which can lead to intellectual vision
(Plate 31).176

Another step forward in the integration of the donor
into sacred space can be seen in the Brussels Hours, folios
10-11 (Plates 321 33).177 The authorship of these pages and
the rest of the book is disputed.177 The illuminations are
almost full-page, following a precedent set by Bondol. Folios
10-11 were not originally part of this book and it has been
suggested that they were meant to be hung on a wall as an
autonomous devotional diptych.178 The donor is shown kneeling
before a prayer desk and an open book in which is written
the versicle and response for Matins as it also appears on
folio 19 in the same manuscript. He is accompanied by two
patron saints, Andrew and John the Baptist. They protectively
introduce him and recommend his supplicatory prayer to the
Madonna nursing the Child on the right. The Child, about to
write, makes a record, as it were, of His answer to the donor.

The frame surrounding the picture has now become ex-
tremely thin and the text has disappeared, while the repre-
sentation inside the frame assumes greater reality. The border
decoration, rinceaux enriched with animals, birds, and flowers,
has been axially arranged, quatrefoil opposite quatrefoil.
The innermost points of the quatrefoils touch the gold of
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the frame and produce the impression of tying the miniature
to the surface of the page. At the same time, however, this
regularized field of decoration begins to function as a pic-
ture frame. It is at this point in the relation of text to
image that the miniature begins to dominate the design of
the page almost entirely.

The artist treats the relation of figural groups to
space differently in each page. To the left, the floor re-
Cedes towards a general vanishing area. The donor and patron
saints are located within the space circumscribed by the
frame. They relate naturally to this three-dimensionally con-
ceived space. Intimacy is suggested by their similar height,
common ground plane and the concern of the patron saints for
the Duke. A comparable relation of sacred and secular figures
is to be found at the Chartreuse ~Champmol at approximately
the same date. This modern formal arrangement suggests that
the sacred realm is directly accessible and that sacred and
secular figures can exist in the same time-space continuum.
The response of the Christ Child to the Duke is also related
to the process of integrating sacred and secular figures
because the Child behaves in a human way.

The enthroned Virgin nursing the Child occupies a dif-
ferent space.179 The throne and scroll overlap the frame at
the left. The floor tiles on the right do not recede like
those on the left. The throne and figures seem to float. The
space is sharply delimited. On the left, in the more earthly
sphere, the artist uses a deep blue background which recedes,
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but on the right a red backdrop of music making angels pushes
the throne forward. This discrepancy in spaces and atmospheres
suggests clear conceptual differences.

Panofsky has suggested that the artist used a cult
image for the Virgin and Child.1SO The artist's adherence to
this model resulted in the "herringbone" floor. Whether or
not the floor pattern resulted from copying would be hard
to determine, although it seems that an artist who could do
the floor on the left would not do the one on the right with-
out reason. It is obvious that the pattern on the right serves
to focus the eyes upon the throne which seems to be situated
in the same room in which the donor kneels. The spatial dis-
crepancy, peculiar floor design, and levitating quality indi-
cate the miraculous nature of this visionary apparition
while the corporeality of the Madonna and Child and the three-
dimensional solidity of the throne increase the accessibility
of the figures. This ambiguity built of contrasts is the
essence of the visionary.

The reality of the vision results from the juxtaposition
of the sacred and secular realms. The artist of the diptych
retains a parallel arrangement where the artist of folio 14,
a reversed copy of folios 10-11, uses a diagonal arrangement,
changing the donor-image relationship drastically.1Sl It was
impossible for the painter of the diptych to put the Duke
directly in front of the Virgin and Child because the image
is a miraculous cult image. Consequently, he placed the Duke
to one side, the Virgin's right. She does not look directly
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at him, but the Child does, because the Duke looked at the
page of the diptych as a reader does today. The intent gaze
of the Child serves to draw him and now us into the fiction.
The beholder is made to feel a part of the spiritual realm
because the nursing Christ pauses and turns sympathetically
toward him. Alberti, later, recognized the attractive value
of having figures look out of the picture.182

The nearly full-page miniature has superseded the text
in importance because of its vivid immediacy and power to
involve the observer emotionally. The only text that remains
is painted within the miniature lying on the Duke's prie-dieu.
To read it one must look over his shoulder. This device also
draws the observer into the painted reality and makes explicit
that the vision proceeds from the prayer of the Duke to the
Virgin who is not only Mother of Jesus, but mother and nour-
isher of all men.183 The nursing Madonna had special signi-
ficance for the Duke because he owned two cruets of the
Virgin's milk.184

After the Duke of Burgundy had acquired Flanders in
1369 by his marriage to Margaret, daughter of Louis de Male,
it soon surpassed Paris as the major artistic center in
Northern Europe. Netherlandish artists, however, continued
to be active in Paris in the early fifteenth century. Their
simple, direct and poignant naturalism grew in popularity.
Netherlandish artists were responsible for many major com-
missions, among them the Livre de Chasse, the Pelerinage de
la Vie Humaine (to which Meiss devotes one line), Des Cleres
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et Nobles Femmes by the Master of 1402, Oeuvres de Christine
de Pisan, the Fleur des Histoires de la Terre Q'Crient, and
a Bible Historiale.1S5

The most famous of Northern illuminators active in
Paris during the waning of the city's artistic preeminance
was the Boucicaut Master. Panofsky praises the Boucicaut
Master for his discovery of aerial perspective and the dia-
phragm arch.186 These were not, however, as singularly revo-
lutionary as Panofsky suggests. The discovery of the diaphragm
arch was implied in Bondol's work, and Dutch artists far
removed from the court show aerial perspective at about the
same time as the Boucicaut Master.

In the Hours of the Marechal de Boucicaut this master
adopted the interior by implication from Jean Bondol and
further refined it.1S? In doing this he adjusted the objects
in the interior and the frame to the position of the observer.
The Boucicaut Master erects credible architectural structures
above tiled floors with windows and doors opening into ad-
jacent space, To further ease the transition from the exterior
to interior space the artist inserts the diaphragm arch
between the observer and simulated space. This device height-
ened the sense of reality of an interior scene by cutting
out a unified field of vision based upon the position of
the observer,1SS

Traditionally, in fourteenth century illuminations,
it was common to represent the entire room or house, minus
one wall, in or around which action was presented. The build-
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ing was conceptual and existed without regard to what the
observer might actually see. A house was merely another word
in a visual sentence, not the kind that is concretely material.
But when the artist puts himself in the beholder's place
and visualizes what the observer would see in reality, the
veracity of the scene is increased. The change from ideational
completeness in Pucelle's work to the illusionistically
implied world of the Boucicaut Master marks a change in the
purpose of art.

Panofsky likes to give a discovery to a name. For
his discovery of aerial perspective he labeled the Boucicaut

. 8Master the most progressive "pr-edacasaor-"of the EyCks.1 9
Panofsky overestimates the uniqueness of this discovery
because he believes that new achievements occur in the work
done for the court. Both inside and outside the court, however,
other Netherlanders were also challenged to find the means
to represent the impressive drama of the Northern sky and
light. Within a brief period of time the Epitre Master, the
Egerton Master, and the Limbourg brothers in France made
the same discovery.190 The appearance of aerial perspective
outside the court, in Utrecht for example, reveals that its
discovery was more general than is commonly supposed.
Compare the Visitation by the Boucicaut Master with the
Carrying of the Cross in the Breviary of.Reinald IV of Guelders
by the Master Zweder van Culemborg which dates c. 1417-1423
(Plate 34).191 While the Boucicaut Master painted his land-
scape in an area approximately eleven by seven inches the
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Master Zweder worked in a space about one inch square. Yet
the Master Zweder provided us not only with a richer back-
ground, but he also was more sensitive to the dissolution of
mass by the intervening atmosphere. The sky is filled with
delicate clouds which modulate the illumination of the land
below. While the Boucicaut Master continues to use a fairly
even light from front to back, the Master Zweder shows us
a dramatic vista with pools of light bound by smoldering
shadows. This rapid development of mimetic representation
in the Netherlands indicates that while the Boucicaut Master
may have been first, he was not alone in his discovery. The
sensitivity found in Dutch landscape painting is unsurpassed
at this time. In contrast to the Boucicaut Master who ideal-
izes his figures in the midst of his attention to landscape,
the Dutch illuminators produce a more homogeneous naturalism
encompassing landscape and figures. The Boucicaut Master's
handling of landscape proved to be exceptional in France,
but in the Netherlands the love of landscape continued to
the seventeenth century.

One other Dutch miniature should be considered to
indicate how much the art of the Boucicaut Master is like
artistic production in his homeland. This miniature, a sea-
scape, comes from a Carthusian Missal (Plate 35).192 The
artist, unable to hide the difficulty of relating foreground
to background, did not resort to the use of hillocks in the
middle ground as the Boucicaut Master had. This exceptional
seascape is drawn from the artist's experience of standing
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on the shore under a constantly moving sky with a blustery
wind creating a chop in 'thewater. Delaisse writes:

The attempts of the northern miniaturists to transpose
landscapes • • • into their pictures are far from perfect
and were unequally successful. The results were attained
not by applying rules or principles, as their Italian
colleagues did, but by experience •••• In manuscript
illumination, • • • the Dutch seem to have had a deeper
vision of the exterior world and to have rendered it more
authentically, yet in a more humble way.193

The artist rendered the disciples with the same fidelity.
Dutch miniatures of this time

are not mere iconographies but reflect the personal
reaction of the artists, who drew from lively experience
anything that could help them in the realistic interpre-
tation of a theme.194

Flemish and Dutch artists made important contributions
to art at the Burgundian court.195 One could say that the
first step in the repatriation of Netherlandish artists began
at Dijon. The process was completed when the Burgundian
dynasty took up residence in Bruges.

It is in the work by Claus Sluter from Haarlem and
Jean Malouel from Guelders, both artists with provincial
origin, that we can trace the continued formal and iconograph-
ic development in Burgundy which was an important part of
the evolution of art in the North. The artists transformed,
through their increased illusionistic abilities, the court
illuminators' formulae for representing sacred and secular
figures in close proximity. Thses artists worked on a larger
scale, preferring sculpture and panel painting. Sluter, for
example, used a composition like that in the Brussels Hours
for the arrangement of figures on the Portal of the Chartreuse
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~e Champmol (Plates 32; 5).
The Netherlanders realized the importance of images

in the devotional lives of their patrons and gave to their
works greater spiritual intensity. Jean Malouel's Trinity
Tondo, an important example of Burgundian repatriation, heralds
a further development in the production of emotionally rich
images (Plate 36),196 The size of the image and composition
suggest that this painting was intended for private devotional
use.197

The subject is a Northern variation of the Gregorian
Man of Sorrows. It is a composite image showing a combination
of the Pieta and the Gnadenstuhl.198 Traditionally the Gnaden-
stuhl showed God the Father enthroned holding the crucified
Christ. Now God, like a father, laments His Son's death for
Malouel shows Him actually holding the body of His dead Son.
This human response emphasizes the piteousness· of the.scene.
The juxtaposition of three forms of lamentation (God's, the
Virgin's and the angel's) greatly enhances the emotional
impact of the painting. This humanized conception of the
Gnadenstuhl is entirely in keeping with the new devotional
outlook of the laity. The beholder is sympathetically united
with the painting because the artist presents the figures
close-up, displaying the body and describing the grief of
the sacred figures for the observer to see. The observer
could draw near the spiritual realm, examine it closely, and
reflect upon the various reactions of the figures. The image
satisfies the desire of the devout to know how this 'event
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affected those who were participants. This new half-length
composition and the artist's descriptive accuracy make the
observer a participant within the sacred space of the devo-
tional image. The image has the character of a perpetual
prayer. Indeed, indulgences were earned for prayers before
Gnadenstnhle, so Malouel's private picture, like them, becomes
a receptacle for all the Aves and Pater Nosters directed to
it.199

The Netherlandish artists who worked for Burgundian
patrons set the stage for the flowering of panel painting in
Flanders in the fifteenth century. The human quality of their
work unites the art of the French court with that in the Low
Countries.

This study indicates that a new definition of the
International Style is needed which is truly international
and in which the contributions of minor masters and regional
styles are fairly appraised. The traditional causal arguments
which explain the development of Northern renaissance art in
terms of stylistic and iconographic influences and borrowings
have led to troublesome oversights and simplistic conclusions.

Meiss and Panofsky discuss the International Style
from an aristocratic standpoint. They concentrate upon the
study of iconographic themes, the development of chronology,
and the attribution of works to names. What we have not seen
is a broader and deeper study of the less well known, but
equally important, regional contributions to the development
of representational art in the late fourteenth and early fif-
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teenth centuries. It is clear that the International Style
is not one style. The complex interrelations of the courtly
and regional styles, their common ties and functions, can be
seen more clearly by comparing the better known works of the
court with examples drawn from the oeuvre of well established
but generally overlooked provincial artists.

It is apparent that why art changed and became more
naturalistic cannot be explained solely in terms of stylistic
and iconographic influences. While many artists were influenced
by Italian iconography and style, the availibility of models
did not explain the choices made by the artists.

We have seen that Netherlandish influence at the French
court demands more than a traditional form and content dis-
cussion. The Netherlandish miniaturists had a new attitude
regarding naturalism and the use of images for meditation.
The vigorous, simple, and direct view of nature, the power
of intense observation, and a concern for an active spiritual
life found in the work of the Netherlandish masters tie"the
fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries together and make it
all the more important that their contributions be reevaluated.
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Low Countries, trans. by D. Altwater (London, 1954~H. A.
Oberman, The Harvest of Medieval Theology, Gabriel Biel and
Late Medieval Nominalism (Cambridge, Mass".I Harvard University
Press, 1963); Th. van Zijl, Gerard Groote, Ascetic and
Reformer, 1340-1384 (Washington, 1963); S. Axters, "Inleiding
tot een Geschiedenis van de Mystiek in de Nederlanden,"
Bulletin Y§D de Koninklijke, Vlaamse Academie ~ Taal- en
Letterkunde (Ghent), 1967, pp. 155ff.; R. R. Post, The Modern
Devotion: Confrontation with Reformation and Humanism
(Leiden, 1968); and Pierre Debongnie, "D~votion moderne,"
Dictionnaire de Spiritualite, III, cols. 727-47.

15 De Lad as si, Dutch Manuscript Illumination, p. 96.
16 Panofsky, ENP pp. 91-129.--,
17 Panofsky, ENP, p. 37; and Panofsky, Renaissance,

p. 159.
18 Panofsky, Renaissance " p. 160.
19 Ibid. , p. 163.
20 Ibid. , p. 162.
21 Ibid. , p. 163.
22 Ibid. , p. 162.

23 Ibid. In ENP, p. 129, Panofsky writes I "If the indig-
ous tradition did not provide the seeds for the great

;~eming' s garden it did provide its soiL"

24 Renaissance, p. 165.

25 Panofsky, ENP, pp. 68-69.

26 Ibid., p. 123.

27 Ibid., pp. 123-29; Otto P~cht, review of Early Nether-
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landish Painting, by Erwin Panofsky~I, BOO, 98 (April, 1956),
p. 115. For example~ Virgin with crossed arms in Les Tr~s
Belles Heures du Duc de Berry by Pol Limbourg; Angel with
lil~es in the Annunciation in Milan, Biblioteca Estense, Ms.
lat. 862, fol. 21v-22; Madonna of Humility in London, Brit.
Mus., Harley 2952; Joseph with candle and midwives in London,
Brit. Mus., Ms. Add. 29433, fol. 56.

28 See note 27.

29 Held, review of ENP, p. 209. Master of 1402, Paris,
Bibl. Nat., Ms. fro 598 (ENP, II, 53, 55, 56) and Paris,
Bibl. Nat., Ms. fro 12420 (ENP, II, 54); Gaston Phebus,
Livre de Chasse, Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. fro 616 (ENP, II, 50).
The Master of 1402 was one of the first artists to-Challenge
the artistic stagnation of the French court, emphasizing
empathy over elegance and providing a startling sense of
immediacy. Panofsky, ENP, pp. 51-52. Panofsky only emphasizes
the Flemish stylistic characteristics of the Master of 1402,
but the Master of the Livre de Chasse also belongs to the,"
group of Franco-Flemish artists.

30 Panofsky, ENP, p. 51.

826,
31 New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. 785 (Meiss,
827; ENP, II, 135, 136, 137). Panofsky, ENP, p. 106.

II,

32 ENP, p , 107.
33 Ibid., p. 108. Brussels, Bibl. Royale, Ms. 11041;

Lyna, "Le Realisme pnfeyckien," p , 114, pL, 11.

34 Delaisse, on the contrary, finds the book very im-
portant. "That a text of this nature was exchanged between
a prelate and a prince indUbitably reveals an interest in
science uncommon for the time, and is probably one of the
first manifestations in the West of the new Humanism."
Dutch Manuscript Illumination, p. 54 n. 2.

35 P~cht, review of ENP, pp. 110-16.
36 Panofsky, mll'., pp. 73-74; Held, review of ENP, p. 210.
37 Panofsky, ENP, pp. 71-74.

38 Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. lat. 10483-10484 (ENP, II, 11).
Delaisse writes: "••• the unstable politi.cal situation in
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the north was certainly not favorable to the luxurious ar-
tistic production found in France, the duchy of Burgundy,
and the kingdom of Bohemia. The humble, almost earthy fervor
of the religious and cultural milieu could only encourage
simplicity and sincerity in artistic expression." Dutch Manu-
script Illumination, p. 12.

39 Wiesbaden. Staat~archiv, Ms. B 10, fol. 132. The
manuscript dates 1410. For this manuscript see Delaiss6,
Dutch Manuscript Illumination, pp. 27-28; Lyna, "Le R4alisme
pr~eyckien," p. 115.

40 Delaisse, Dutch Manuscript Illumination, .p. 27.
The context in which the illustration occurs is important.
Rapiaria were not generally illustrated and this artist was
not concerned with the illustrative function of the image.
Therepreseiltational Image reflects,directly the :t:eligi,ousand
artist~c outlook of the 'artist• Iiiaddition to Delaisse, for ..
rapiaria,seel Hyma, Christian Renaissance, p. 121; Axters,
Spirituality, p. 74; and Debongnie, "Devotion moderne;" coL728.

41 Delaisse, Dutch Manuscript Illumination, pp. 92-94;
Lyna, "Le Realisme prEfeyckien," pp. 106-18.

42 Meiss has demonstrated how visions might have played
a part in naturalistic development. In devotional treatises
and visions when Mary is said to be seated on the ground,
for example, the image in the mind allows for foreshortening
or recession into space. The problem for the artist was to
develop means for describing this. Millard Meiss, Painting
in Florence and Siena after the Black Death, Harper Torchbooks(1951; rpt. New Yorkl Harper & Row, PUblishers, 1964).

That contemporary figures appear to be preseht in
historical devotional scenes in the art of Rogier is merely
an outgrowth of a similar attitude in the theater where
contemporary figures played parts in the dramatic reenactmentof sacred events.

43 Trans. by Willard Trask from original German edition,1946, Doubleday Anchor Books (Garden City, New Yorkl Doubleday& Company, Inc., 1957).
44 Ibid., p , 138.

45 The Limbourg brothers were sensitive to the vast
difference between the reality of the peasant and the aristo-
crat in the February and April pages of the Tres Riches
Heures (ENP, II, 89, 91). Landscape and the poor are vividly
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depicted while the members of the court are idealized.

It should be pointed out that theater in the Low
Countries developed rapidly and was very popular among the
lower clergy and people. Auerbach writes. "The subliterary
survival of the tradition of the antique mime and the more
conscious,morestrongly critical, and more forceful observation
of life, which, beginning with the twelfth century, seems to
have set in among the lower classes too, led at that time to
a flourishing development of the popular farce, whose spirit
may well be assumed to have soon found its way into religious
drama as well. • • • the extant documents of Christian dra-
matic literature indicate that the realistic and in partic-
ular the grotesque and farcical element became increasingly
current, that it reached a climax in the fifteenth century ••••
Mimesis, p. 139.

46 Mimesis, p. 139.

47 See chapter I,

48 Sixten Ringbom, Icon to Narrative, the Rise of the
Dramatic Close-up in Fifteenth-Century DevotionalPaintin~,
Acta Academiae Aboenses, S. A, ~~XI, 2 (Abol Abo Akademi, 1965),
pp. 12-13.

49 For those examples described in the text and others,
as well as a study of the interrelationship between pietis-
tic treatises and art as stimuli for visionary experiences,
see Sixten Ringbom, "Devotional Images and Imaginative
Devotions," GdBA, 6 serf 73 (March, 1969), pp. 160-62; Meiss,
Painting in Florence and Siena, pp. 105-30; Ringbom, Icon,
pp. 17-22; H. Focillon, Le Peintre des miracles Notre Dame
(Paris. P. Hartmann, 19501; H. Farmer, "The Vision of Orm,"
Analecta Bollandiana, 75 (1957), pp. 72-82; and J. Kollwitz,
"Bild und Bildertheologie im Mittelalter, " in Das Gottesbild
im Abendland\ ed. by Wolfgang Sch8ne (Witten, Berlin. Eckart-
Verlag, 1957;, pp. 109-35.

Stories of images that came to life and of visions
that occurred during meditation before images reveal the
popular belief that the figures represented inhabit the image.
Meiss describes several instances in which images were used
as "stand-ins" for the people they represented. Images were
thought to pray constantly and were sent on pIlgrimages; .
Millard Meiss, French Painting in the Time of Jean de Berry
(New York. Phaidon Publishers, Inc., 1969), I, p. 74. In
some books of hours the devout is asked to pray or read spe-
cific texts before certain images as, for example, in a manu-
script in Brussels, Bibl. Royale, Ms. IV, 414, fol. 54.and
in Brussels, Bd.bL, Royale, Ms. 11231-36, "••• voor een
kruisbeeld zou plaatsen om een navolgend gebed tot de oogen,
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het hoofd, de borst, de armen, het aangezicht en de voeten
van den Zaligmaker te verrichten •••• " (To stand before
a crucifixion and to direct the following prayer to the eyes,
the head, the breast, the arms, the face, and the feet of
the Saviour •••• ). Maria Meertens, De Godsvrucht in de
Nederlanden naar.Handschriften en Gebedenboeken der Viiftien-
de Eeuw,Leuvense Studieen en Tekstuitgaven (Louvain, 1930-
193~II, p . 51.The belief that statues could come to life derives
from stories about the powers of miraculous images, legends
regarding visionary appearances of sacred figures during med-
itation, and belief in the benefits deriving from private de-
votion before images. Examples in which paintings or sculp-
tures came to life generally occurred during private medita-
tion before images that were associated with grace and indul-
gence. Evidence that visions derived from painting and sculp-
ture as well as literary descriptions is found also inW. Moll, Johannes Brugman gu het Godsdienstige Levenonzer
Vaderen in de Vijftiende Eeuw-rAmsterdam, 1854), II, pp. 88-
97; "De kranke zuster, die uit het passieboek het beeld van
den mishandelden Christus overnam om het in haar harte te
prenten, aanschouwde hare eigen geliefkoosde gedachte, ter-
wijl zij, voor haar lijden verzachting zoekende in de herin-
nering van het grooter lijden des Heiligen, den gebogene in
zijne smarten zoo bebloed gu geslagen. alsof hij reftevoort
ge~eSeld ~ geweest, voor haar leger zag staan." pp. 90-
91 • (The sick sister, who had adopted the image of the tor-
tured Christ from a passion book in order to imprint it,on
her heart, beheld her own cherished image while she, seeking
relief for her suffering in the memory of her Saviour's
greater suffering, saw standing before her bed the sorrowful
broken Christ, blood-covered and beaten ~ though he had
just been scourged.)

Because of her infertility Elsebe Hasenbroecks from
Diepenveen undertook a pilgrimage to a miraculous image of
the Virgin at Einsiedel (p. 83)1 " ••• terwijl zij voor het
beeld 'der zoete Vrouwe' stond," she was granted grace and
several children. Later, at mass she saw a vision of the Man
of Sorrows type. It is possible such an image was located on
the altar. She turned toward the altar and suddenly "gevoel-
de zij zich geheel overstort te wezen met het heilige, dier-
bare bloed van Christus, en zij zag daar de engelen op het
altaar met groote reverentie bij het waardige ligchaam van
Christus staan." (p. 84) (She felt herself covered with the
holy blood of Christ and she saw the angels standing with
great reverence by the worthy body of Christ on the altar.)

Lidwina van Schiedam saw drops of milk flow from the
Virgin's breasts (p. 105). and received the stigmata while
meditating on a crucifix (p. 106). She was also told by a
miraculous image of the Virgin that it wanted to remain in
the church at Schiedam. This story is similar to a legend
occurring in Gautier de Coincy's "Le Miracle de Notre-Dame
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de Sardenay," in Focillon, Le Peintre des miracles Notre
Dame, p.45.Belief in miraculous images persisted even in the time
of Petrus Christus who, in 1454, was asked to paint three
copies of a miraculous image of the Virgin; Cuttler, Northern
Painting, p. 128. This would imply that the efficacy of the
prototype was transmitted to the copies; J. J. M. Timmers,
Symboliek gn Iconographie der Christelijke Kunst (Roermond-
Maaseik, 1947), p. 419 n. 937.Panofsky is also enlightening regarding the artistic
problems of suggesting visions when truth to nature is re-
quired: '''Torealize a vision in a work of art,' if I may be
allowed a self-quotation, 'the artist has to fulfill two
seemingly contradictory requirements. On the one hand, he
must be an accomplished master of 'naturalism,' for only
where we behold a world evidently controlled by what is
known as the laws of Nature can we become aware of that tem-
porary suspension of these laws which is the essence of a
'miracle '; on the other hand, he must be capable of trans-
placing the miraculous event from the level of factuality to
that of an imaginary experience'." ENP, p. 111. Panofsky
only briefly mentions the relation of visions and pictorial
representation; pp. 469-70 n, 3,

50 Isa Ragusa and Rosalie B. Green, ed., Meditations
on the Life of Christ, trans. by Isa Ragusa (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1961). For a discussion of fif-
teenth century Netherlandish spiritual exercises, their re-
lation to Pseudo-Bonaventura's Meditations, and the impor-
tance of empathic meditation on Christ's Life and Passion,
see Debongnie, "Devotion moderne, " cols. 729-49. He discus-
ses many of the devotional treatises written by the Brethren,
especially Gerard Zerbolt, Dirc de Herxen, Jan Vos de
Heusden, Thomas ~ Kempis, Jan Dircs de Schoonhoven, and
Hendrik Mande. Moll, Johannes Brugman, II, p. 68, discusses
the influence of Pseudo-Bonaventura's Meditations on the
Northern writers. Mikkers, "Sint Bernardus," believes that
Thomas was greatly influenced by St. Bernard (p. 164).
"Doch op een punt komen de Moderne Devoten met elkaar over-
eenl zij hebben een onderdeel van de Bernardijnse leer tot
het centrale punt van hun spiritualiteit gemaakt, nl. de
beschouwing van en de devotie tot de H, Mensheid van Christus
en hierin mogen wij ongetwijfeld de hoofdbijdrage van
Bernardus zien voor hun spiritualiteit." (pp. 171-72)
(On one point the members of the Devotio moderna agree with
each other: they have made a part of Bernard's teaching the
central point in their spirituality, namely the meditation
on and the devotion to the Holy Humanity of Christ and herein
we can see without doubt the main contribution of Bernard
to their spirituality.) The importance of methodical medita-
tion on the Life of Christ is perhaps no where else in Europe
so greatly stressed as in the Devotio moderna. According to
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Denongnie, in one of the most excellent brief articles on
the Devotio moderna, there are more than 600 extant manu-
scripts of Thomas' Imitatio and 55 editions; "D~votion
moderne," col. 728.

Mikkers, "Sint Bernardus, " p. 174'''Gelukkig de ziel,
wie het allerbitterst lijden van Christus tel'harte gaat en
die zich dagelijks daarmede bezig houdt door overweging,
lezing en gebed." (Happy is the soul who has Christ's bitter
suffering at heart and who exercises daily through reflec-
tion, reading, and prayer.) From Sermones de Vita et passione
Christi, in Thomae ~ Kempis Opera Omnia, ed. by M.J. Pohl,
(Freiburg, 1902-1922), III, p. 196.

51 Cited in Smits, ~De Moderne Devoten en de Kunst,"·
p. 337' "Ik zal een vuurtje maken, het met ijver aanblazen,
ik zal de tafel dekken en het water aandragen," From Sermo
de Vita et passioni Domini, 7, in Opera Omnia, III, pp. 104,
106.

52 "Eene Diepenveensche non onderscheidde zich door
buitengewonen ijver, wanneer zij met hare zusteren brandhout
naar de kloosterkeuken moest dragen 1 • • • vertroostte zij
zich met de gedachte, dat zij thans den kruisdragenden
Christus geleekl" Moll, Johannes Brugman, II, p. 74.

53 Bibliography for the Devotio moderna is cited in
note 14.

54 The Brethren's acceptance of secular influence,
belief in the importance of lay education and instruction,
and conviction that a religious life need not be a monastic
life mark the upsurge of humanistic culture in the Low
Countries. The formative influence of the Devotio moderna
upon the ars nQYa has been little studied.

The Brethren translated parts of the Bible, wrote
devotional treatises, and preached in the vernacular. See
Hyma, Christian Renaissance, pp. 13 and 17. It is apparent,
from numerous arguments waged in the fourteenth and fif-
teenth centuries against the use of the vernacular, that
many clergymen and a large portion of the laity could not
read Latin. For the question of vernacular prayer, see
O. C. Thurston, "The 'Our Father' in English," rpt. in
Familiar Prayers, their Origin and History ed. by P. Grosjean
(Oxford, 1953). .

Margaret Aston, The Fifteenth Century. The Prospect
of Europe, History of European Civilization Library (19681
rpt. Harcourt, Brace & World. Inc., 1970), pp. 149-58.

55 Delaiss6, Dutch Manuscript Illumination, p. 12.
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56 The appearance of pen drawing in manscripts (Wiesbaden,

Ms. B 10) and the development of block books is to be asso-
ciated with popular educational-devotional mission of the
Brethren of the Common Life. See Delaiss~, Dutch Manuscript
Illumination, p. 27. The Brethren taught the laity to read.
John Cele offered courses to farmers and businessmen in Bible
reading. The individual's ability to read encouraged the
growth of private devotion detached from the Church.

57 Johan Huizinga, The Waning of the Middle Ages, trans.
by F. Hopman, Peregrine Books (1924; rpt. Harmondsworth,
England I Penguin Books, Ltd., 1968), p. 268 for relation of
artistic and literary description. Auerbach, Mimesis, pp.
216-17, explains the appearance of realism in art in terms
of the religious views of the late Middle Ages.

Dutch spiritual treatises, according to Delaiss~,
display a directness found in their painting. This he asso-
ciates with the Devotio moderna. "The directness, the sin-
cerity, of the Dutch miniaturist's approach to his sUbject
corresponds to a similar attitude in the religious litera-
ture of the time." Dutch Manuscript Illumination, p. 90.

58 Ragusa and Green, Meditations, pp. 50 and 68.

59 Moll, Johannes Brugman, II, pp. 62-63, 269 and for
the Bonaventura-Ludolphian Life, p. 202.

60 Ibid" p. 386. So, with us, will kiss the Holy Feet
of our Lord.

61 Meiss, Painting in Florence and Siena, p. 127.
62 Moll, Johannes Brugman, II, p. 75. For the subject

of prayers to specific images such as the Veronica, Man of
Sorrows, Wounds of Christ, and Christ carrying the Cross,
see Meertens, De Godsvrucht, II, pp. 47-95.

63 Thomas' contemplation of the wounds ofChrist·s
hands, feet and side is so direct that, as Meertens says,
the holy body is clearly present. De Godsvrucht, II, p. 57.
The devout saw in the painted wounds the real wounds of
Christ. Thomas believed that when he meditated on the wounds
he imitated Mary's lamentation on the body of her Son. A
further development of this attitude can be seen in the work
of Rogier van der Weyden, where the donor actually partici-
pates in sacred events by impersonating a sacred figure.
See Meiss, Painting in Florence and Siena, p. 150 for a dis-
cussion of impersonation. It seems, however, that the imper-
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sonation o£ a sacred figure by a secular figure is again
preceded by dramatic presentations in which secular figures
played the parts of religious £igures.

64 There was a growing recognition in the church that
images were more e£ficacious than sermons; Oberman, Gabriel
Biel. Biel believes that "man is more susceptible to the
images which he.can see than the sermons which he hears."
Oberman, p. 272 n. 87.For Thomas on painting, see Moll, Kerkgeschiedenis,
II, p , 193.

65 Perspective serves to join the observer to the image
in that all lines meet at a vanishing point or area depen-
dent upon the observer's position. This implies that the ob-
server when looking at a miniature is more than a reader;
he is a participant. For a discussion o£ this, see Miriam S.
Bunim, Space in Medieval Painting and the Forerunners o£
Perspective (New York: Columbia University Press, 1940);
p. 1511 and Leone Battista Alberti, On Painting, trans. by
John R. Spencer, rev. ed. (New Haven and London: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1966), p. 22.

66 For a discussion o£ the relationship of miniature
to page see: Otto Pll.cht,"A Giottesque Episode in English
Mediaeval Art," JWarb, 6 (1943), p. 60; Otto Pll.cht,The
Master o£ Marv o£ Burgundy (London. Faber and Faber, 1948);
and Sven Sandstr6m, Levels of Unreality, ed. by Nils G6sta
Sandblad, Upp~ala Studies in the History o£ Art, N.S. 4
(Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 1963), p. 61.

The development of illusionistic pictorial space in
panel painting led to a reevaluation o£ the relationship o£
frame and image. The frame could, while stressing the object
quality of the altarpiece, separate the observer £rom the
scene. The problem for the Northern painter was to attack
the £rame. Jan and Rogier approached this problem by giving
the £rame a highly objective quality by imitating stone or
by using a proscenium arch. The employment of brilliant
colors, rich interiors, reflections, mirrors, figures look-
ing out o£ the painting, and other £ormal devices enabled
the artist to draw the observer into the picture space. Of-
ten objects in interiors are given a highly tangible pres~
ence. The architectural frame in Rogier's Miraflores Altar
and the parapet in Jan's Timotheus, both painted of the same
material as the figures within, provide a smooth transition
from the space of the observer into the space of the image.
Panofsky, ENP, II, fig. 261 and Plate 38.

While Rogier's and Jan's solutions are very sophis-
ticated, their use of the frame as a mediatory device marks
the culmination of a long development which began with the
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diaphragm arch. The use of the architectural frame in North-
ern art represents only one aspect of the artist's develop-
ing representational vocabulary. Attention to the frame,
color, interior space and figure corporeality served to con-
vince the observer of the reality of the illusion.

67 Delaiss~ and Lyna are the only art historians to
give serious attention to the importance of the Dutch
artist's contribution to the development of the ars ~.
Delaisse, "Enluminure," Dutch Manuscript Illumination, and
review of French Painting; Lyna, "Le Re'alisme preeyckien,"

The term "native naturalism" is Delaisse's. In tne
Winter of 1970, Delaisse discussed with me his interest in
the problem of Netherlandish naturalism and the ~ nova.

68 New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art (The
Cloisters Collection, fol 16). The manuscript dates 1325-
1328. See Panofsky, ENP, pp. 29-32.

69 ENP, p . 31.

70 ~laster Honore, Scenes of the life of David, Breviary
of Philip the Fair, Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. lat. 1023, fol. 7v
(ENP, II, '2T:"

71 Meiss writesl "The conquest of space enabled Pucelle,
just as it had enabled Duccio and Giotto, to enrich the nar-
rative." French Painting, p. 19.

72 For angels as intermediaries, see references in
Ringbom, Icon, p. 68 n. 74.

73 Bible Historiale, Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. fro 5707,
fol. 368; Breviaire de Charles y, Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms.
lat. 1052, fol. 261.

74 Claire R. Sherman, The Portraits of Charles Vof
France, 1338-1380 (New York: New York University Press70r
the College Art Association of America, 1969), pp. 13-22.
One is reminded of the foundation of St. Denis under Suger
and his efforts to increase the prestige of the monarchy.

It is known that Charles ordered numbers of ancient
philosophical treatises concerning the proper manner of gov-
ernment, such as St. Augustinus' City of God (Paris, Bibl.
Nat., Ms. fro 22912)"and Aristotle's Ethics (Brussels; Bibl.
Royale, Ms. 9505-06) and Politics(dating'1372), translated
into French. In addition he ordered new writings made which
illustrated his role as a wise ruler familiar with brilliant
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rulers of the past and informed by their virtues. These views
are present in the Songe du verger (London, Brit. Mus., Ms.
Royal 19 C IV, fol. 2, dating 1378). In it we find references
to Charles's claim to supernatural authority; Sherman, Por-
traits, p. 13. Charles considered his power to rule to come
directly from God; E.H. Kantorowicz, Laudes Regiael A. Study
in Liturgical Acclamations and Medieval Ruler Worship (Berkeley.
Universi ty of California Press, 1946), p , 5 n , 13. It is, per-
haps, by virtue of Charles's semi-divine nature, confirmed
by his consecration with divine oil, that he can appear in
close proximity with divine figures without a patron saint.
Meiss, French Painting, pp. 99-100.

75 Sherman, Portraits, pp. 46-47; Meiss, French Painting,
p , 314.

76 The text in the book lying on the prie-dieu begins:
"Ave Maria • • .' while below the real text begins:

"Courtoise Vierge, fille et mere,
Honnoree du tres doulz pere,
Auouel nuls n'a comparoison,- /Recevez en gre m'oroison."

Sherman, Portraits, p. 47 and n. 13. The prayer is rhymed
and is therefore in a more SUbjective form in keeping with
the more subjective nature of private devotion before images.
See Ringbom, Icon, p. 31. for a discussion of Pia dictamina
(rhymed prayers;:

77 Eva Lachner, "Devotionsbild," Reallexikon zur deutschen
Kunstgeschichte (Stuttgart: Alfred DruckenmUller Verlag, 1954),
II, cols. 1367-69.

78 For a later scene of the same subject. see Traite
sur l'oraison dominicale, trans. by Jean Mielot, Brussels,
Bibl. Royale, Ms. 9092. fol. 9r, Philip the Good attending
mass, by Jean Ie Tavernier. Brussels. Amsterdam, Bibliotheque
Royale de Belgique, ~ Siecle g'Q£ de la miniature flamande,
le mecenat de Philippe le~, introduction by L. M. J. Delaisse,
Exhibition Catalogue, 1959, cat. 90.

79 Greater physiognomic fidelity in portraiture marks
one of the first steps in the development of naturalism in
the North. (Sherman is of the same opinion, see p. 47). But.
at the same time, it serves to separate Charles from the
highly idealized Madonna. Such a separation is retained by
Jan van Eyck.

80 See Sherman, Portraits, p. 48 and Ringbom, Icon, p. 14.
Charles owned numerous art objects including statues, gold-
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smith work and two paintings of the Madonna. See Jules Labarte,
ed., Inventaire du mobilier ~ Charles V, roi de France,
Collections des Documents Inedits (Paris, 1879~ p. 2278.

81 Painting in Florence and Siena, p. 145.

82 Sherman, Portraits, p. 14.

83 No more audacious perhaps is a miniature showing
Charles V receiving a translation of the Cite de Dieu from
Raoul de Presles, (Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. fro 2291~01. 3),
where angels hold up a cloth of honor behind Charles. Sherman,
Portraits, fig. 7.

84 Sherman, Portraits, pp. 47-48.

85 Many mystic writers in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries described three stages of spiritual ascent; the
first is a response of the heart which makes a person desire
to live a more virtuous life. Recommended sUbjects for con-
templation at this level include the earthy Life of the
Saviour, the Crucifixion, and the Last Judgement. J. van
Ruysbroeck (d. 1381) ,"The Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage,"
in Axters, Spirituality, pp. 31-36; and J. van Leeuwen (d.
1374), in De fonte locis ~ semitis vitae, in Axters, Spir-
ituality, p. 48. The most modern and thorough discussion of
the stages of spiritual ascent in devotion is to be found in
Ringbom, Icon, pp. 15-22 and "Devotional Images," pp. 162ff;
Jean Chatillon, "Devotio," Dictionnaire deSpii-itualite, III
(1957), cols. 710-16; and J. W. Curran, "Devotion (Fondement
theologique)," Dictionnaire de Spiritualite, III (1957),
cols. 716-27;· and Smits, "De Moderne Devoten en de Kunst,"
p, 333.

86 Ringbom, Icon, p. 12.

87 Meiss, French Paintin~, pp. 160-61; Sherman, Portraits,
n. 15. The appellation "Passion Master" is Meiss's.p. 47

88 Paris, BibL Nat ,, Ms. lat. 18014 (Meiss, II, 107-
13). Panofsky points out the intensity of the Pas~ion Mas!er's
representation and writes ,< ~'Thistiny miniature Lfol. 28Q/
is the germ from which were to flower the Passion scenes of
Roger van der Weyden." ENP, p. 44. Yet, he gives only a cur-
sory examination of this master who, truly, is one of the
most revolutionary fourteenth century illuminators, and who
I believe, should be better studied in order to reveal the
strong Flemish influence (of the type Panofsky later calls
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the "genre rustique") on the court style. Meiss writes:
"Such mockeries of Christian sUbjects, ••• are not uncommon
in earlier Gothic art; they become rarer'in the late four-
teenth and early fifteenth centuries." French Painting, pp.
163-64. On the contrary, Rare it is that the Passion Master
was able to maintain his unique style and feeling for narra-
tive despite the influence of the court.

89 ENP. p. 35.

90 The Hague, Museum Meermanno-Westreenianum, Ms. 10 A 14,
fo1. 27V. Panofsky, ENP, pp. 36 and 98; A. W. Byvanck, "Les
Principaux Manuscrits a peintures conserv~s dans les collec-
tions publiques du Royaume des Pays-Bas," Bulletin de la
Societe Fran¥aise de Reproductions de Manuscrits ~ Peintures,
15 (1931), pp. 99-102. Byvanck writes that St. Leonard appears
in the Calendar on the fifth of November when he appears on
the sixth.

91 The Adoration is here treated as a separate devotion--
al image stripped of all of the usual accountments. In the
North the three Magi were particularly celebrated for their
service in protecting one from "schade, schande en zonde" or
harm, shame, and sin. Moll, Kerkgeschiedenis, II, 4, p. 99.

92 4Panofsky, ENP, II, fig. 20 •

93 Painting in Florence and Siena, p. 150.

94 ENP, p. 37. He also mentions that Bondol's use of
small barrel vaults is Italian, however, they are used in
this manuscript (fol. 143).

95 Jacob van Maerlant, Der Natueren bloeme, produced
in Utrecht (?), c. 1370; Le.Iden,Bibliotheek der Rijksuni ver-
siteit, Ms. B.P.L. 14 A, fol. 25v.

96 The coats of arms beneath the miniature have been
identified as the arms of the IJsselstein family of Utrecht.
Byvanck suggests it belonged to Arent van I~sselstein, the
founder of a Cistercian monastery of Marienberg; A. W. Byvanck,
and G. J. Hoogewerff, La Miniature h.ollandaise dans les
manuscrits des guatorzi~me, auinzieme et seizi~me si~cles
(The Hague: M. Nijhoff. 1922-1925), p. 3 n. 6. Vogelsang,
according to the entry in the Rijksmuseum Catalogue, suggested
it was Arnold van IJsselstein; W. Vogelsang, Hollgndische
Miniaturen des spgteren Mittelalters (Strasbourg. 1899), p. 12,
cited in Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, Middeleeuwse Kunst der
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Noordeliike Nederlanden, Exhibition Catalogue, 1958, p. 116.
Hoogewerff believed it to be made for Arent who, with his
father Gijsbrecht, founded the Cistercian cloister near
IJsselstein--seeing in the white frock worn by the donor and
his gold pouch a reference to his deed; G. J. Hoogewerff,
De Noord-nederlandsche Schilderkunst, I (The Hague: M. Nijhoff,
1936), p. 77. See also A. W. Byvanck, La Miniature dans les
Pays-Bas septentrionaux, trans. by Adrienne Haye (Paris:
Les Editions d'Art et d'Histoire, 1937), pp. 19, 142; fig.13.

97 The many paintings of St. Christopher testify to
his popularity in the Low Countries. One appealed to him for:!
protection against unexpected death and to aid one in living
a pious and devout life. See Moll, Kerkgeschiedenis, II, 4,
p , 99.

98 See Amsterdam, Middeleeuwse Kunst , 1958, p. 116,
for further discussion of this possibility.

99 Sandstr8m, Levels, p. 32. It seems that absolution
gained from image worship leads the patron to desire a rep-
resentation which suggests his constant devotion; see Sixten
Ringbom, "Maria in Sole and the Virgin of the Rosary,"
JWarb, 25 (1962), pp. 326-30. A beautiful example of the
donor praying before an absolution image is found in New York,
Guennol Collection, The Book of Hours of Catherine of Cleves,
fol. 1. The donor kneels before an image of the Madonna of
the Sun which was an absolution image established by Sixtus
IV; see Ringbom, "Maria in Sole," p , 326.

100 Musee Royal des Beaux-:Arts; panel, 52 3/8 x 51 5/8",1364. See Antwerp, Musee Royal des Beaux-Arts d'Anvers,
Maitres anciens, Musees de Belgique, ed. byL'Administration
des Arts, des Lettres et de l'Education populaire, 4th. ed.
(Antwerp: Patrimoine du Mus~e Royal des Beaux-Arts d'Anvers,
1965), cat. 9; Panofsky, ENP, pp. 36-37.

101 Panofsky, ENP, pp. 36-37.

102 Lyna, "Le Realisme preeyckien," pp. 106 passim.

103 Otto von Simson; "Compassio and Co.;;redemptioin
Roger van der Weyden' s Descent .fi:Qm. the Cross," AB, 35 .
(March, 1953), pp. 9-16. Mary's relation to her Son must
have served as a model to the fourteenth and fifteenth cen.;;
tury devout. Mary, in her compassion, shared in Christ's
suffering. She imitated Him perfectly and invites the devout
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to do the same. For imitation of the Virgin, see Oberman,
Gabriel Biel, pp. 302-21.

104 Painting in Florence and Siena, p. 123. The text of
the manuscript seems to serve the same function as tituli
written of the frames of paintings or prayers written on the
wings of a diptych.

105 Ringbom, Icon, p , 15.
106

15-19.
Axters, Spirituality, pp. 47-51; Ringbom, Icon, pp.

107
with St.
Icon, p.

Detailed meditation on the body of Christ began
Bernard's prayers to Christ's limbs; see Ringbom,
49.By the fifteenth century indulgences were connected

with prayers before this image amounting to 10,000 days; see
F. K. Haimerl, Mittelalterliche Fr8mmigkeit im Spiegel der
Gebetbuchsliteratur Sfiddeutschlands, Mfinchener Theologische
Studien (Munich, 1952), I, 4, p. 56. Devotion to the wounds
of Christ is related to devotion to Christ's limbs; see
Meertens, De Godsvrucht, II, p. 49. She gives examples of
such meditations by Thomas a Kempis.

108 Moll, Johannes Brugman, II, p. 65.

109 Axters, Spirituality, p. 24.
110 n.ia., p. 48.

111 ENP, p , 36.
112 Ibid., p. 37. The Hague, Meermanno-Westreenianum,

Ms. 10 B 23, fol. 2.

113 Meiss and Panofsky would like to identify Bondol
with the Boquetaux Master because of the inscription at the
beginning of the Bible of Charles Yi French Painting, p. 22;
and ENP, pp. 36-37. Delaisse in "Enluminure," p. 111, offers
a new interpretation of the inscription translating it so
that Bondol was only in charge of the dedication miniature.
Both Delaisse and Cuttler (Northern Painting, p. 14), rec-
ognize the avant-garde naturalism in the portrait and this
makes it rather untenable that Bondol could so easily adopt
the harder and more stylized manner of the Bouquetaux Master.
I think the Bouquetaux Master is really many masters, some
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of 'whom were influenced by the more dramatic and emotional
narrative of the Low Countries. Again, this point is made
merely to suggest the need for a fresh view of art in Paris
which emphasizes the diversity of the styles at the court
and their interactions. That Charles chose Bondol for the
portrait sheds light upon the high esteem for Flemish por-
traiture.

She;;:.ma~agrees with DeLalase, She writes I "Examination
of the MS LsiQ/ led me to agree with Delaisse's view because
the syle of the dedication miniature seems far more advanced
than that of the other illuminations." Portraits, p. 26 n. 53.

114 Brussels, Bibl. Royale, Ms. 15652-56, fol. 26v.
The major sources include I Victor Bouton, Wapenboek ou
Armorial de ~ ~ ~ • • • precede de poesies h6raldiques
par Gelre, heraut ~rarmes (Paris, 1881-1886); W. A. Beelaerts
van Blokland, Beyeren quondam Ge+re, Armorum Rex de Ruyris
(The Haguel Koninklijk Nederlandsch Genootschay voor Geslacht
en Wapenkunde, 1933); Camille Gaspar and Frederic Lyna, Les
Principaux Manuscrits ~ peintures de la Biblotheque Royale
de Belgique (ParisI SocietJ Fran~aise de Reproductions de
Manuscrits a Peintures, 1937-1947), I, pp. 372ff.; Lyna com-
ments upon the realistic quality of the portraits and finds
the portraiture superior to work by Bondol and Jacquemart
(p , 376); Lyna, "Le Realisme pr-eeycki en;" p. 116; Margaret
J. Rickert, The Reconstructed Carmelite Missal; an English
Manuscript of the Late Fourteenth Century in the British
Museum (Londonl Faber and Faber, 1952), pp-.-8~85-89, 140;
and Delaisse, Dutch Manuscript Illumination, pp. 13-16, 18,
92-93; fi~. 1 (color reproduction). Beelaerts van Blokland
suggests (pp. 24ff.), that the miniature represents Charles
IV and seven electors. Gaspar and Lyna (p. 375), suggest this
is Charles IV and the estates of Germany--Clergy, Nobility,
the Bourgeoise, the Peasantry and the last figure on the
right the herald Gelder. Rickert (p. 83), compares the style
of the miniature with that by a Dutch artist, Hand A, who
worked on London, Brit. Mus., Ms. Add. 29704-05, 44892. She
also doubts the identification of the Gelre herald with the
painter of the miniature in the Wapenboek. She suggests it
is Hand A who did the miniatures.

115 Rickert, Reconstructed Carmelite Missal, p. 86.

II,
116

89),
Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. lat. 18014, fol. 17.(Meiss,
The miniature is given to Jacquemart by Meiss.

117 Dutch Manuscript Illumination, p. 15.

118 ENP, p. 37.
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119 The miniature is actually a small "parie L" painting
and I believe Delaisse's recognition of this led him to sug-
gest that Bondol did only the portrait page which he (Bondol)
called a pictum, signing himself as painter. It occupies
approximately two-third of the folio. Sherman has pointed
out that an image of this size is not characteristic of
Charles's other dedication miniatures; Portraits, p. 27.

120 John White, "Developments in Renaissance Perspective~I,"
JWarb, 12 (1949), pp. 58-79. Although the oblique view was
available to French artists it was only successfully adopted
by Bondol, a Fleming. Its use, in stressing spatial consis-
tency, was utilized fully in the art of the Flemish Limbourg
brothers. Sherman, Portraits, p. 27 n. 55, has corrected
Panofsky's identification of the king's costume as that of
the Master of Arts; ENP, p. 37. The white fur pieces attached
to the robe denote, according to Hargreaves-Mawdsley, the dig-
nity of:the king's temporal powers; W. N. Hargreaves-Mawdsley,
! History of Academical Dress in Europe until the End of the
Eighteenth Century (Oxford, 196]), p. 38.

121 The fleur-de-lis are also associated wit~ God, the
oriflamme with the Son, and the unction with the Holy Ghost.
Sherman, Portraits, p. 14 and n. 60. Reference to the unction
Charles 'received at his coronation is suggested by the beguin
he wears on his head; Sherman, p. 26 and n. 50.

122 White, "Developments," p. 192.

12] In contrast to Pucelle, whose figures seem to gen-
erate space, Bondol is able to place his figures in a con-",
sistent space. Bondol realizes that space is where something
is not.

124 The principal bibliography for the Parement is:
Grete Ring, ! Century of French Painting, 1400-1500 (London:
Phaidon Press, 1949), cat. 2, fig. 26; Panofsky, ENP, p. 42
and n. 1; and Meiss, French Painting, pp. 99-107.

125 I,ENP, p.....1.

126 French P , t' 100a~n ~ng, p. •

127 Ibid., p. 107. Meiss seems almost contradictory.
On p. 100 he writes that painting in metropolitan France
vacillated between Italian and Netherlandish styles and in
the next sentence calls the Parement the capital painting of
French origin. On p. 102 he writes that "The immediate origins
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of the art of the Parement in French painting of the mid-
century remain undiscoverable today." He concludes on p. 107
by stressing the importance of the Netherlandish and Italianinfluence.

128 French P . t' 103aln lng, p. •

129 The Hours . de Jeanne g'Evreux, according to Meiss,
could have entered the collection of the Duke of Berry in1380; French Painting, p. 311.

130 French Painting, p. 104.
131 ENP, p. l.j.2.

132 French Painting, p. 102.
133 Ibid. , p. 106.

134 Ragusa and Green, Meditations, p. 329. According to
J. van Ruysbroeck, prior of Groenendaal and important influ-
ence on Geert Groote, there are two types. of .gr-acsi .exterior and
interior. Interior grace comes from meditating on Christ's
sUffering. See Axters, Spirituality, pp. 29-33.

135 Ragusa and Green, Meditations, p. 332. Note how the
artist has loaded this image with devices to affect the heart,
nails hammer fists, horrible faces, knives, etc. and plays
these' off against the Virgin's delicate right hand and a cov-
ered left.

136 pgcht, review of ENP, p. 275 n. 37.

137 P 's Bibl. Nat., Ms. lat. 18014 (Meiss, II, 107M13~.. arl,'·o ra hy is: Panofsky, ENP, p~. 43ff.; L. 1 ••

The prlmary blbl~ g ~s dans quelques manuscrlts de Jean de
Delaisse, "Reman6lemen62 (1963>, pp. 123-46; and Meiss, French
BY" GdBA, ser , .
p:I~ting:-P:P. 155ff•

138 French Painting, pp. 155-59.

" 129-33."Remaniements, pp.139

P . ting II, fig. 89, fol. 17.140 French aln -'
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141 French Painting, p. 158.

142 Paul Durrieu,"Les 'Tree Belles Heures de Notre-
Dame' du duc Jean de Berry (Fragments de Turin, du Baron M.
de Rothschild, du Prince Trivulzio et du Louvre)," Revue
Archeologigue, 16 (1910), pp. 46-48.

143 French Painting, p. 158.
144 6Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. fro 5707, fol. 3 8. See

Sherman, Portraits, pp. 46-47.

145 Fol. 22. Panofsky, ENP, p. 44, attributes this page
to Jacquemart. Meiss attributes it to the Passion Master and
Jacquemart.

149 Meiss, French Painting, II, figs. 369; 167; and 29.
Meiss's attributions are used here.

150 ENP, pp. 44-45.

151 Panofsky even suggests that the composition on fol.
208 by the Passion Master (Panofsky-Jacquemart), derives
from a Pisan NativitYl ENP, p. 45. Actually, the Pisan
Nativity dates after the Passion Master's St. John.

152 Meiss, French Painting, pp. 129, 248ff. Meiss de~
scribes his style as "noisy naturalism" (p.'250).

153 In 1884 Delisle suggested that the Tres Belles
Heures de Notre-Dame was written for Charles VI Leopold V.
Dehsle-, -"Les Livres d'heures de Duc de Berry," GdBA (1884),
I, pp , 281-92. Meiss attempts to attribute. the origins of
the Tres Belles Heures·to Jean de Berry alsol "If we weigh
all the evidence, of text as well as illumination, we must
conclude that the illumination of the Tres Belles Heures de
Notre-Dame was being carried forward by Jean de Berry around
1382 •••• " French Painting, p. 111. Delisle pointed out
that two prayers in this manuscript, fols. 58v and 77v, ex-
plicitly concern the king of France. FoL, 77v I "Servo tuo
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auxilium et consilium Franoorum regi tribue •••• If "Les
Livres," p , 290. This same prayer appears on fol. 121v of
the P,tites Heuresl But Meiss, rather than ooncluding that
both were begun for Charles, insists on giving them to Jean
de Berry. What could be more conoluSive than the faot that
the Parement Master, associated with the Parement de Narbonne,
worked obviously for Charles V, along with the Baptist
Master and that the Baptist Master used the same composition
as the Passion Master?

154 Leopold V. Delisle, Recherches
Charles Yo( Paris, 1907), I, pp. 214ff.,

155 French Painting,p. 168.

156 Ibid.

s~r ~ librari, ~3 5.

157 Jacquemart seems to have entered the Duke's employ-
ment o. 1384. Cuttler, Northern Painting, p. 18. Cuttler,
among others, notes strong Pucelle influence in hiswotk.
Is it not possible to assume that the Passion Master and
Jacquemart worked together for Charles V and then passed
into the Duke's service in, or shortly after, 1380?

Jacquemart could not have known of the Belleville
Calendar, nor the Passion Master for that matter, if he
had not worked for Charles V. for the Belleville Brev.tary
was in the collection of Charles V until 1380 and it only
passed into the Duke of Berry's oolleotion in 1399t Meiss,
Frenoh Painting, p. 316. Cuttler is perhaps mistaken when
he writes that the "Heures de.Pucelle" (Hours :Qf Jeanne
~'Evreux) direotlyinfluenced Jacquemart when he worked on
the Petites Heures in 13851 Northern Painting, p. 19. It is,
however, questiona15le'if the Hours of Jeanne ~'Evreux were in
the oollection of the Duke of Berry when Jaoquemart worked
on the Petites Heuresoin the mid-1380's. Likewise, both
Panofsky and Meiss give considerable attention to dependenoy
on Puoelle for the production of the Petites Heures.
Panofsky, like Meiss, believes that Jean de Berry oommis-
sioned this book.

158 Panofsky, ENP, p. 43.

159 Ringbom, Ioon,pp. 55-57, C. L. Kuhn, German ~
Ne herlandish SculPtUre, 1280-18001 Th, Harvard Collections
Cambridge, Mass, 1 Harvard University Press, 1965>, p. 7.

160 . P 66French ainting, p. 1 • Why the Passion Master
oould not have done the arohitecture is unolear for several
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reasons. First, since it is the most important page of the
manuscript, he alone should, at the very least, have planned
the entire page. It would not be possible to have rendered
the figures as they are without some knowledge of the set-
ting before hand. The Passion Master had already shown him-
self perfectly capable of rendering an interior Annunciation
with coffered ceiling seen in perspective in the Breviaire
de Charles V. Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. lat. 1052, fol. 416
(Meiss, 11,-368). Here, too, the baton of the angel held in
the left hand "does the pointing." Surely Meiss is mistaken
when he attributes the apostles to Jacquemart rather than
the Passion Master. A close analysis of the drapery indicates
only one hand.

161 ENP, p, 43.

162 Ibid.; Meiss, French Painting, pp. 165-67.

163 Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. lat. 1052, fol. 39vl Meiss,
French Painting, p. 166; II, fig. 367.

164 Note how the artist has skillfully enhanced the
objective presence of the simulated architecture. He accom-
plished this by extending pieces of architectural ornament,
framing the three figures at the top, over the gold frame.
While Karl Birkmeyer did not consider this important min-
iature in his study "The Arch Motif in Netherlandish Paint-
ing of the Fifteenth Century," AB, 43 (March, 1961), pp , 5-13,
it is a direct predecessor of Rogier's Miraflores and St.
John'§.Altars.

165 ENP, p. 43. A comparison of this page with fol. 155
of the Tr~s Belles Heures de Notre-Dame indicates the close
relationship of the two manuscripts :(Meiss, II,·15) •

166 Note how Christ's hands overlap the gold frame'in
front of him--actually rising off the surface of the page.
This is not inconsistent with the cultic function of this
image and the page as a whole. The Arma Christi was an in-
dulgence image promising an indulgence, in some cases, of
14,000 years; see Ringbom, Icon, p. 26.

The half-length Virgin and Child is exceptional
at this time. The juxtaposition of the Virgin with Child
next to a Man of Sorrows makes a poignant contrast. The in-
timacy of the scene encourages empathic devotion. Note the
initial where a figure prays in quiet conversation to a sculp-
tural Madonna and Child. Complementing the Madonna and Child
is the Lamentation, fol. 286. The Virgin and Child and Christ
are presented as intercessory images. Meiss, French Painting,
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p , 17°.

167 French Painting, p. 157.

note
168
49.

169 Ringbom, "Devotional Images," p , 162.

Ringbom, "Devotional Images," pp. 160-61, and

170 Ibid., pp. 164-66; "Maria in Sole," p , 328.

171 Produced in Ghent between 1467 and 1477; Brussels,
Bibl. Royale, Ms. 9272-76, fol. 182. See L. M. J. Delaisse,
Medieval Miniatures from the Department of Manuscripts of
the Royal Library of Belgium, foreword by H. Liebaers, /
introduction by F. Masai, commentaries by L. M. J. Delaisse
(New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., n. d.', cat. 45, pp. 192-
95. Interestingly, the manuscript contains a treatise on
faith in Latin, Thomas a Kempis' Imitation in a French ver-
sion, and Jean Gerson's Traite de mundicit~ spiritual, Livre
de l'ame mendiant aumemes spirituelles. Obviously Margaret
was well informed of modern devotional practices.

In the prayer below the image the writer (donor)
speaks in the first person to the sculpture. The painting
is a Gnadenbild, an image of grace. Ringbom, Icon, pp. 25-
29. Gabriel Biel, the founder of TUbingen University and a
member of the Brethren of the Common Life, believed that the
infusion of grace was accompanied by the inhabitation of
the Holy Spirit, Christ, or the Holy Trinity. Oberman, Gabriel
Bid, p. 353.

Ringbom, Icon, p. 30: "Both the Gnadenbilder and
the images of indulgence in some cases adopted identical
motifs and pictorial formulas, ••• In fact, both represent
the same trend of late medieval piety, the tendency, that is,
to regard the devotion in front of an image as an effective
means of supplication, the efficacy in the one case consist-
ing of the alleged 'authenticity' and miraculous power of
the image itself, in the other being the prospect of salva-
tion. . . . II

172 Medieval Miniatures, p. 194.

173 Meditation on a crucifix was one of the most pop-
ular forms of private devotion and gave rise to many vision-
ary experiences. During St. Juliana's meditation on a cruci-
fix she saw the corpus come to life--this figure "she saw
by a corporeal ('"bodily", spiritual ('by words formed in
my understanding') and intellectual ('ghostly') sight."
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Ringbom, Icon8ip. 18, from P. Molinari, Juliana of Norwich
(London, 195 ,PP. 21ff., 33.

174 st. Francis and St Catherine saw crucifixes come
to life.,M?iss,.Painting in Florence and Siena, p. 117, from
Legenda ma~or, ~n Acta sanctorum, April, III, p. 901; Farmer,
"The Vision of Drm," pp. 72-82. See also St. Lidwina van
Schiedam, n. ~4! and St. Juliana of Norwich, n. 178 for other
examples of v~s~ons inspired by art.

175 Fols. 196-99 were inserted later into the book.
See Meiss, French Painting, p. 157.

176 See note 87 and for Rogier's Calvary Triptych, see
chapter V, note 24.

177 Brussels, Bibl. Royale, Ms. 11060-61. Gaspar and
Lyna, Les Principaux Manuscrits, pp. 399-409 and n. 167;
Panofsky, ENP, pp. 46ff.; Delaisse, Medieval Miniatures,
pp. 90-95; and Meiss, Fr'ench Painting, pp. 198-246.

178 Panofsky, ENP, p. 47 n. 1.

179 The popularity of the Nursing Madonna as a devotional
theme, isolated from the Nativity, testifies to the popular
desire to see the Madonna and Child made more human. Meiss,
Painting in Florence and Siena, p. 150.

180 ENP, p. 48 n. 1.
181 Meiss, French Painting, II, fig. 181.
182 Alberti, On Painting, p. 781 "In an istoria I like

to see someone who admonishes and points out to us what is
happening 'there:;or beckons with his hand to see; • • • or
invites us to weep or to laugh together with them."

183 Meiss, Painting in Florence and Siena, pp. 151-51.

184 Meiss, French Painting, p. 128 n. 147 and his ref-
erence to M. J. Guiffrey, Inventaires de Jean, Duc de Berry
(1401-1416) (Paris, 1894-1896), I, p. 31 n , so. p , 292 n , 1111;
II, p. 274 n. 1070.

185Paris"BibL Nat., Ms.fr. 616 (Meiss, II, 439);
Brussels, Bibl. Royale, Ms. 10176-78 (Meiss, II, 828);
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Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. fro 598 (Meiss, II, 291, 294 and 561);
Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. fro 835-36 (Meiss, II, 324), Paris,
Bibl. Nat., Ms. fro 12201 (Meiss, II, 438); Paris, Bibl. de
l'Arsenal, Ms. 5057-58 (Meiss, II, 829).

186 Panofsky, ENP, pp. 56-61.

187 Paris, Mus6e Jacquemart-Andr~. Ms. 2; c. 1409.

188 See Panofsky, ENP, II, figs. 61 and 62, for the
interior by implication and diaphragm arch in the Boucicaut
Hours; and Birkmeyer, "The Arch Motif," p. 8.

189 Panofsky, ENP. p. 61.

190 Epttre Master, Mutacion de Fortune. Chantilly, Musee
Cond~e. Ms. 494, fol. 16 (Meiss. II. 835); Egerton Master.
Reures de Charles Ie Noble, Cleveland. Museum of Art. Ms. 64.40,
pp. 395. 405 (Meiss. II. 813. 805); Limbourg brothers, Les
Tras Riches Heures de Jean de Berry, Chantilly, Musee Condee.
Ms. 65, April page, fol. 4v-rENPJ II, 91).

191 Paris, Musee Jacquemart-Andre. Ms. 2, fol. 65v (~,
II, 59); New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. 87, fol. 199v;
c. 1417. Delaisse, Dutch Manuscript Illumination. p. 24;
Amsterdam. Middeleeuwse Kunst der Noordelijke Nederlanden,
pp. 119-20.

192 Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, Ms. 174, fol. 101v,
The Calling of Peter; c. 1430. Delaisse, Dutch Manuscript
Illumination, pp. 24-25; Dorothy E. Miner, "Dutch Illuminated
Manuscripts in the Walters Art Gallery," The Connoisseur Year-
book, 1955. pp. 66-77; Amsterdam, Middeleeuwse Kunst der
Noordeliike Nederlanden, pp. 122-23.
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CHAPTER III

MEDIEVAL OR RENAISSANCE? PROGRESS IN FIFTEENTH
CENTURY NORTHERN PAINTING

In the late Middle Ages modern spiritual movements
in the Low Countries emphasized personal experience in seek-
ing divine knowledge. The Brethren of the Common Life encour-
aged an intense, inspiring, and individual perception of
Christ's Life and the Bible which they believed was essen-. ,

M ~

tial for meaningful spiritual and moral development. Reference
has been made to the importance of the Devotio moderna move-
ment in the Low Countries for the development of manuscript
illumination. In the fifteenth century the private devotional
painting also became a favored means for empathic meditation
whether in the church or at home.l It was precisely the pub-
lic's demand for elevating and inspiring meditation before
images and the artist's ability to render the invisible sa-
cred realm visible that stimulated the progressive develop-
ment of painting in the North in the fifteenth century.

Once the faithful expected sacred figures to be por.
trayed in a world like their own the problem of integrating
the sacred and secular worlds in a plausible pictorial con-
text became inevitable for artists north and south of the
Alps. In the fifteenth century patrons are depicted in in-
creasingly closer proximity to sacred figures.2 Individual
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Some critics of Northern tenaissance painting have
indicated that it is now time for a comprehensive reevalua-
tion of Northern painting. Their interest in a more general
history which relates painting to the social milieu within
which it developed shows similarities to studies done a half
century ago. Indeed, the direction of the writing of several
critics examined here appears to be a reaction to more limited
studies of Flemish painting,which can be divided into two
groupsl those that deal with particular artists (the mono-
graphic) and. those that define the whole period (the ~_
geist). Both approaches to the study of Northern painting
treat the development of a naturalistic style, but neither
one has explained adequately why it developed •

.Monographic studies are inductive. By piecing together
an artist's oeuvre the writer describes the artist's develop-
ment, usually according to an undefined standard of greater
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-,orless representational accuracy. These histories often
seem sterile, when, as sometimes happens, the study of one
artist hardly considers him in the context of the society
and culture of which he was a part. On the other hand, the
more theoretical and general Zeitgeist interpretations, par-
ticularly of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centu-
ries often present a less specific picture of the course
of social and artistic development. The study of a whole

,period may seem unconvincing if it suffers from three funda-
mental fallacies which often occur. The first fault of such
approaches is a lack of attention to specific works of art.
A particular painting may be treated as though it had value
only in so far as it substantiates the author's general cul-
tural hypothesis. Artistic uniformity seems to be preferred
to artistic individuality. Second, cultural forces are said
to affect art, but it is frequently not shown how art affects
the times. Third, the development of naturalistic style de-
pends upon the artist's mastering certain representational
skills. It is impossible to define style adequately as an
expressive meaning system ofa period unless one also de-
scribes the evolution of technical skills necessary for plau-
sible representation. The development of naturalism in North-
ern art cannot be explained or defined solely in terms of
the evolution of certain stylistic characteristics (e.g.,
corporeality, perspectival space) or simply as an expression
of a general cultural attitude. Rather,the development of
plausible representational art must be seen as a language
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of experience, a record of how man perceived his relation
to the natural and spiritual world. The development of mi-
metic art in.the North in the fifteenth century presupposes
a value in the re-presentational experience both for the
artist and patron.

Johan Huizinga was one of the first writers about late
medieval. and ~arly,rel'laissanceculture'to;'evaluaj;~"th,e
development of the arts in the North in their social and cul-
tural context.4 Although not usually identified with the
Kunstw0l*enor Zeitgeist schools of art history, Huizi~ga
analyzedthef()rmal expreseions of late f'Ourteenth and early
fifteenth century culture in order to develop a definition
for the whole period and describe the differences between
medieval,and renaissance culture.S He suggests that the early
fifteenth century can be divided into medieval and renais-
sance parts ,and that the art of Jan van Eyck closes a pilriodl
that is to say, it is mediilval. This conclusion is based
upon selective formal analysis which is, in turn, based upon
certain moral-aesthetic jUdgments of his own.6

The same kind of argument appeared earlier in Max
Dvorak's famous study, Ide!&lism.lllll!Naturalism 1D. Go;ljhiQAr,:t..7
Dvorak, like Huizinga, expressed the need for a broad cul-
tural approach in order to understand the art of a period.
He was not so much interested in defining what constitutes
a medieval or renaissance period as he was in identifying
those rel.igio-philosoPhical attitudes of that culture which
influenced. the shape of its art. Greatly influenced by Frans
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V /1 •Wickhoff and Alois Riegl, Dvorak developed h1S own theory

of the late medieval Weltanschauung and compared changes in
art to changes in the society-.the birthplace of form and
change. Style, he suggests,\is the amalgamation of social
factors and the artist's "world view"which is influenced by
the times. Each art object is expressive of its time. Adopt-
ing Riegl's idea of the.natural evolution of art, Dvorak com-
bined it with a dialectical view of.history. 1his resulted
in a deterministic view of art history in whioh the style of
one period is inevitably replaced by an opposing one. Change,
in other words •.causes change. Accordingly, renaissance art
appears to grow out of medieval art by a prooess of rejection.
Medieval art is oharaoterized by the spiritual withdrawal
from the world of sensory experience. "Medieval man" was a
spiritual personality whose art refleotsan other-worldly
attitude. There oan be seen at the end of the Middle Ages, a
time of crisis, a struggle between the realm
spiritual truth and the world of the sensory

of the conceptual-
8 v'truth. Dvorak

finds evidence for this oonfliot in art and philosophy. The
resolution which must by neoessity follow was brought about
by new intrusions of Aristotelian philosophy which served to
loosen ".the ties that bound the intellect to transcendental
thought."9 Dvorak's theory can be reduoed to the proposition
that medieval art, which was spiritual ahd trans 0endent ,
stands in profound opposition to renaissance art which is
n~tural1stic.andtherefore prOfane.10

Many objec~ions can be raised to Dvor8k's hypothesis.
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First,artists are portrayed as mechanical barometers of eul-
tural pressures. The idea of the artist as a critical inter-
preter and innovative craftsman plays only a small part in
his philosophy. GombriOh writesr

Both in the writings of Riegl himself and in those of.his followers and interpreters, such as Worringer, Dvo~ak,
and Sedlmayr, there .is a.wealth .of challenging histori-cal problems.~d suggestions, but.I would assert thatwhat is their greatest pride is in fact their fatal flawlby throwing out the idea of skill they have not only sur-
rendered vital evidence, they have made it impossible torealize their ~mbition, a valid psychology Of stylisticchange.11.· .

MUch art is born from art and not from nature or the social
ethos. Dvorak does not discuss the actual methods of learning
to SCUlpture and paint and assumes that naturalistic art re-
sults simply because the artist now draws his raw materials
from life rather than from an ideal. Both Arnheim and Go~rich
have indicated the untenability of this conolusion, pointing
out that representational art also is conceptual.12

Dvorak's argument that the divorce between conceptual
truth and sensory truth increased in the late Middle Ages,
and that this divorce allowed the artist to approach nature
anew, is inconclusive.1; 1ftthe twelfth oentury St. Bernard
and Abbot Suger held different views about the relation of
conceptual and physical trUth.14 St. Bernard feared that
physical forms would blind the faithful to the greater glo-
ries of.heaven.On the other hand, Suger realized the a~trac-
tive and mediative value of splendid works of art. Meditation
on art moved the observer and provided a glimpse of heavenly
reality. Thisspirltual reality was accessible for all to
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see. Suger's attitude marks a point in history when the de-
votional value of art was placed upon an equal level with its•
didactic function. Consequently, one should say that defi-
nitelyby the thirteenth century, art was seen to serve an
important function in the process of humanization. Then the
experience of the art object and its content assumed new val-
ue. Far earlier than the fourteenth and early fifteenth cen-
tur~e:s_the harmonious union of the spiritual and the physical
had begun.15

There are more recent adherents to the questionable
idea of the irreconcilable conflict between religious ideal-
ism and naturalistic truth developed by Huizinga and Dvo~ak.
Panofsky describes his position most clearly in the ~hapter
"Reality and Symbol in Early Flemish Painting ...16 Where
Huizinga disparaged the glut of detail in Flemish painting,
which he described as a manifestation of the late medieval
mind, Panofsky finds that these details have meanings here-
tofore unrealized.I? His search for the disguised symbol de-
rives from.the old belief that naturalism diminished spiritual
content. He proposes that increasing development of a natu-
ralistic style in the fifteenth century made it difficult
to maintain traditional spiritual values. Therefore sacred
content or symbols had to be "disguised" (made natural) in.
order to be SMuggled into the naturalistic pictorial space.
He writes.

In High Medieval representations, personages of the remote
past or the distant f~ture eould share the stage of time--
or, rather, timelessness--with oharacters of the present.
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Objects accepted and plainly recognizable as symbolscould mingle with real buildings, plants or implements18on the same level of reality--or, rather, non-reality.

However. because of the inherent conflict of secular and sa~
cred realities "a way had to be found to reconcile the new
naturalism with a thousand years of Christian tradition.,,19
According to Panofsky;

There could be no direct transition from St. Bonaventure'sdefinition of a picture as that which "instructs, arousespious emotions and awakens memories" to Zola's definitionof a picture as "un coin de la nature vu a travers untemperament. "20
Despite the unfortunate comparison Panofsky presents

here, it is quite clear, from fifteenth century writings and
knowledge of increased image worship, that the devout re-
sponded to painting in much the way St. Bonaventura described
and this is precisely the point Panofsky does not consider
in enough detail. How did the observer respond to paintings
and what effect did this have on the making of them?21 Even
in early art criticism there is only high praise for the
"realness" of painted figures and no mention of the problem

22 .of too much naturalism. If increased naturalism posed a
threat to traditional content of the Middle Ages, would it
not be reasonable to expect to find naturalism rather than
symbolism smuggled into compositions?2J In an age when legend
and folklore formed part of the education of the people per-
haps it would be better to speak of an obvious symbolism.24
In the end it cannot be proven that inoreased naturalism
was felt to pose a threat to traditional sacred content. On
the contrary, it was the artist's more plausible narration
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of sacred events which earned the artist fame and praise.

Panofsky's work, in contrast to monographic studies of
fifteenth century Flemish painting which conoentrate on sty-
listic and chronological problems, proposes that iconographic
understanding is equally important.25 Rather than discuss
the uniqueness of Jan van Eyck's naturalism, which he accepts
as apparently inevitable, Panofsky concentrates on his use
of disguised symbolism. He argues that the Master of Fl~malle
persisted in painting Objects "devoid of meaning," while in
Jan's art "'the significant objects neithe!' compete with non-

26significant ones nor do they ever step before the footlights."
What is one to conclude from this? Does it mean that the
Master of Flemalle was more naturalistic than Jan but less
brilliant theologically, or that Jan was theologically sound
despite his technical competence? PIcht perceived this dif-
ficulty. He writesl

The existence of the phenomenon. called variously natu-
ralism and realism, is stated as a fact, and, if it were
not for the magnificent paragraphs on the growth of the
space concept, the superficial reader of Panofsky's book
could easily come to the conclusion that the conquest of
the phenomenal world, the replacement of the conceptual
by the optioal image, was really only a means to ah end,
a by-product in the struggle for a cogent communication
of metaphysical ideas.27

Jan's art, for Panofsky, is the learned painting of symbols.
This is misleading because it overlooks Jan's formal precise-
ness. Panofsky argues from the position that the times in-
fluencedthe development of No!'thern painting, however, an
artist's work is seen as significant only in so far as it ful-
fills his cultural hypothesis.
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The formal integration of sacred and secular realities

was a major concern in the development of Flemish painting.
Panofsky says nothing regarding the importance of religious
reform in the North for the development of painting. Neither
does he discuss the important theme of empathic participation
whether in.drama, religious beliefs or literature. In over-
looking the manner in which the devout approached religious
painting and the artistic problem of ensuring a proper re-
sponse before the image in terms of participation in the mi-
metic reality he has overlooked one of the most important
elements of the transformation of Northern painting. The
uniqueness of Jan's art is to be found in his awareness of
the ability qf.representational art to continue to serve the
popular desire to "be present at the event" by making the
sacred realm accessible •28

There remain two more recent writers on Flemish paint-
ing who share Panofsky's view of the conflict of spiritual
and naturat reality and show a new interest in a broader his-
tory of Flemish painting. Birkmeyer and Blum argue that in
Flemish painting the impact of Italian perspective upon local
tradition~ threatened spiritual content.29

Birkmeyer, like Panofsky. suggests that Flemish paint-
ing of the early fifteenth century underwent a process of
adjustment to increased naturalism. He begins his study. "The
Arch Motif." by asking the questions "How did the art of
painting change from a devotional purpose to a representa-
tional illusionism"?30 He then establishes chronological
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limits for his problem, beginning with Jan van Eyck's Ghent
Altar and concluding with Bouts's Altar ~ the Blessed Sac-
rament (Plates 2, 37). Between these extremes, Jan's painting
governed by devotional concerns and Bouts's by aesthetic
considerations, one finds Rogier vander Weyden's work. In
Rogier's painting the devotional arid representational illu-
sionistic concerns are balanced. It remains, then, for Birk-
meyer. to arrange Netherlandish paintings, falling within
this period. in their proper sequen<:le.By doing so,"it
should be possible to reconstruct the
to an unfolding naturalistic concern.

stages of
"31• • •

adjul!ltment
The results

are
not so much concerned with the coherence and unity of
one artist's oeuvre, ••• as ••• with the supra-
individual course of a changing attitude.J2

He concludesl
By drawing upon the tendency of the period,specifie
paintings can be related to it as individual answers
to a common challenge. 3) ,

He continueSI
.,. • the tendency of the pe):ioA can be traced by making
a number of comparisons on Lsi~ a more or less eonBtant
motif. By fitting the results of these investigations
into the documented and dated sequence of some of the
milestones of the evolution, it should be possible to
recogni~e the modes of adjustment from a ~evotional-
symbolic to a narrative-representational attitude.34

By stUdying the process of adjustment in art from the North.
one can also discern the "changes in the function of pictorial
art.M3S

.On the surface. we might expect some challenging re-
sults from Birkmeyer's stUdy. However, after careful exami-
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nation of his arguments and particularly his terminology,
the conelusions are less satisfying. Birkmeyer merely per-
petuates Panofsky's basic tenet that spiritual content was
threatened by an all-pervasive naturalism. Consider for a
moment his views regarding the two paintings which open and
conclude.his studYI Jan's Ghent Altar and Bouts's Altar of
the BlessedSacfament in Louvain. He writesl

In the Ghent Altar, symbolism in the guise of naturalismis responsible for the.deliberate and careful transcrip·tion of physical reality.36 .
According to him, the artist's regard for symbolic content
(Birkmeyer says symbolism itself) diotates the entire oom-
positioh. The opposite is true in the Blessed S!crament Altar.
There, concern for pictorial design governs the arrangement
of the composition. He then describes what he considers to
be the primary.differences distinguishing devotional paint-
ing from representational painting. The devotional painting
is incompletel

It·oomp1etes its function only if it operisfor the devout
the entire thought realm of the religious view of humansin and.salvation.J? .

The representational painting, on the other hand,
is,..complete·.'Jn"itsUn,.·~ •.Its completeness lies with-
in the unity of its composition, which is based on theplausib~lity of its rep~esentational forms.'S'

This distinction is not cOnvineing.39 There is little ~eason
to believe that Jan van Eyck's Ghent Altar, conceived. accord-
ing to Birkmeyer, symbolically asa .devotional image, is any
more or less complete a statement than Dirc Bouts's Altar Qt

~Blessed Sacrament.40 As vehicles for communicating theo-
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logical ideas both objects are complete. Certainly Jan van
Eyck would be amazed to hear that the Gbent Altar "has mere-
lythe value of a single word out of a long sentence· while
Bouts would b,e equally amazed to find that his ~Supp§r
is organized according to principles of pictorial design
alone.41 Indeed. it is t~ly disappointing to have Birkmeyer
promise some disoussion.regarding "the tendency of 'the period"
as well as the "function of pictorial art." only to flnd no

". . " . .

discussion e1ther of reasons for the development of represen-
tational art or the use of images by the laity for 1magina-
tivedevotion •.Ir the art of painting changed. what effect
upon the observ,:!l"s.relation to image resulted? Did the nature.
o! medi tationbefore images have any effect on representa:'
tional format?

Birkmeyer accep~s Panofsky's theory of disguised ,ym_
bols in Fl~mish painting. He adds that the fifteehth century
artist. 'fOr fear ,of producing meaningless. art. introduced
symbols into representational paintings. Birkmeyer goes a
step further when he makes "symbolism in the guise of natu-
ralism" ai::ausalprinciple in artistic creation.42 This is
to say that concern for content dictated the movements or
Jan.van E:yck·s'brush. Bit'kmeyer rewrites Panofsky's hypoth-
esis. of.naturalism versus symbolism to read devotional paint-
ing versus representational illusionism.4J Devotional paint-
ing, to Birkmeyer.ls symbolic painting.44 :But is it not pea-, .

sible thittrepresentational painting oan be. devotional? A
descriptive, narrative account of the Passion is as devotional
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asa symbolic presentation of the Crucifixion. The narrative
devotional form can be more specifio and more emotionally
affecting. We have already seen instances in devotional trea-
tises which encouraged the observer to be "present" and to
focus his
rative as

attention on specific moments in the Passion nar"
. . 45it unfolded dramatically before the mind's eye.

Among many late medieval writers. especially among members
. of: the.pevotio moderna movement and the Brotherhood of the
Common Life, meditation upon the Passion was the Illosteftec"
tivemeans of ensuring a deeply intense spiritual life~ Like"
wise, representational art served a devotional purpose.46
The naturalistic depiction of saored history provided a oon"
centrated description of the setting, emotions. and inter-
relations of:thefigures which heightened the empathic rela"
tion of observer to image because it provided a vividly com-
plete':recounting or sacred history. Devotional painting and
representational devotional painting can be considered one
and the same.47 Why painting changed, a question raised by
Birkmeyer, can be understood by considering how the observer
responded to representational painting.

Birkmeyer's main intent is to describe the step by
step transformation of painting from a devotional to a rep-
~esentational purpose in order to reveal the "tendencies of
the period," The various stages of transformation ean 'be
clearly Seen by analyzing the different uses of the framing
arch. Because his formal analysis is prejudiced by the belief
that increasing naturalism diminishes sacred meaning, he fails
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to streSS the importance of the arch as a dynamic element

,

of the co~position which serves to heighten the reality of
the painted image and to draw the observer into the image.48
Rather, because of his concern for the integrity of the ico-
nography, he.sees it as a reactionary device used to preserve
sacred meaning. This view of the use of the arch motif is
inadequate because it presuppOses a conflict between repre-
sentational and devotional purposes and it overloOkS the
great achievement of Flemish painting which is the inoreased
veracity of representation. This awareness of the formal as-
pects of artistic·creation, just as much as the iconography,
was not understood by the artist only, but also by the ob-
server.49 Rogier's mature illusionisM in the Miraflor~s Altar,
his use.of perspective and simulated architectural frame, in-
vitethe observer to accept the reality of simulation (Plate 38).50
These formal devices, aspects of the developing representa-
tional vooabularywhich can be compared with certain formS
in devotional literature already discussed, served a devo-
tional function.

A look at Rogier's Descent ~ ~ Cross helps in
analyzing Birkmeyer's hypothesis more closely and makes it
clear that other interpretations are possible (Plate 24).
Birkmeyer says that Rogier was fearful of the detrimental
effects of an all-pervasive naturalism and, to offset these
harmful effects, Rogier emphasized the symbolic character of
his work.51 In this painting Rogier rejects the spatial natu-
ralism of his predecessors and. according to Birkmeyer, cre-
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ates a spatial ambiguity, a symbolic space, which transforms
the representational narrative into a monumental devotional
image.52

To Birkmeyer, the incongruity of the sise of the fig-
ures (Which are about life-size) in relation to the setting
implies that Rogier intended a symbolic interpretation of
the entire work.53 He writes.

TheSchnitzaltar puts a check on the "almost sensuous
vitality" ••• ; it restores to the group that sacred-ness which the naturalism tends to dilute.5~

This view. is misleading because it obscures several important
advances made by Rogier which are crucial to the transforma-
tionaf Flemish painting so that it becomes a devotional me-
dium. Rogier did place his figures ina Schnitzallar setting
but the figures are life size, and it seems, therefore, that
Rogier meant the figures to exhibit the greatest possible
degree of physical presence and sensuous vitality. The set~
t~,~R~d~~i~ing~e~~es~~M~~an-
hances it. It provides a neutral stage upon which ~ese play-
ersact out a moment of sacred history central to Christian
belief. The term! "players" is not arbitrarily chosen. The
effect of the altar closely approximates a tableau-vivant,
Since the panel was intended to be placed over an altar,
Rogier's solution appears even more brilliant.55 He revolu- .
tionized theSchnitzaltarby bringing the formerly static
WOoden figures to life. The body of Christ, extending· over
half of the width of the painting, is held forward and dis-
played to the faithfUl as they pray or receive the Eucharist.56
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Mary, in her passion and compassion, physically shares in
Christ's Buffering and suggests an emotional state suitable
for imitation by the pious.57 The biblical narrative is de-
picted this way because the tenderness of Nicodemus. the ag-
ony of the Magdalen' and the intensity of the,Virgin's Suf-
fering are worthy of tne observer's thought. Rogier's dra-
matic depiction of emotions to be foUnd at the Descent brings
that moment to life as it must have happened and invites the
observer to be attentive. to participate reflectively, and
to experience, empathically sorrow and agony.58 Pseudo-
Bonaventura writest

To meditate on these things I call wisdom ••• that is.the works of Christ according to humanity. as is proposedmore easily, not to the most perfect, but to the vulgar.to look at. for in it, as in the active, we purge our-59selves of vices and fill ourselves with virtues ••••
In response to Birkmeyer's statement that Rogier

realizes that increasing naturalism will convert reli-gious events into historical narratives and answers it.therefore, by monumentalizing the devotional image, ••• 60
it could be said that Rogier, by converting historical nar-
ratives into religious events, transformed naturalistically
the devotional image. Rather than overlook Rogier's dramatic
narrative, as he must do because of his idea of Rogier's
place in the history of Flemish painting midway between com-
pletely devotional and representational art, it should be
realized that the Descent from the Cros~ was the most success-
ful narrative depiction to that date in the North.61 Rogier
was not a reactionary who feared increased naturalism, as
Birkmeyer maintains. Instead. like his colleagues, he trans-
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formed sacred narrative into an intense devotional reality
appropriate for empathic devotion.62.

Shirley Blum maintains several points of view we have
already examined.63 It is apparent that she owes a sizable
debt to both Panofsky and Birkmeyer. Like them she is inter-
ested in describing the transformation of Flemish painting.
Following Birkmeyer's methodology, she arranges the pictures
chronologically and proceeds to examine them both formally
and iconographically in order to determine the various stages
of stylistic and iconographic adjustment to increasednatu-
ralism throughout the fifteenth century. While Birkmeyer
used the arch. motif as formal common denominator to detect
the stages of adjustment to the new naturalism, Blum concen-
trates on the evolution of the triptych from its beginning
to its dissolution. She, too, like Birkmeyer, stresses the
need for a broader contextual understanding of the revolution
in Flemish painting in the fifteenth century.

The problem, however, with her hypothesis is her ac-
ceptanceof Panofsky'sand Birkmeyer's basic assumption that
naturalism diminished sacred symbolic content. Blum suggests
that during the early fifteenth century, the period in which
the triptych emerged in the No~th, the function of the trip-
tych and the role of the artist 40d patron in the planning
of the triptych were in balance. The artist played an essen-
tial role in iconographic innovation. She sees the triptych
as a perfect form for the expression of symbolic-sacred mean-
ing because:
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TtheieSSentially additive and hierarchical nature of the
r ptych • • •.made it uniquely suitable for a period
whose thoUgh.twas still largely medie~al in its contentand sYmbolism.6lI. .

The medium, in other words, preserved symbolic content.65
From this Point of view, the Ghent Altar is illustrative of
the predominant concern of artist and donor for iconographic-
symbolic meaning. Blum sees fifteenth-century observers
standing "in admiration before the complexity of the iconol-
ogy.,,66

Her view of Rogier van der Weyden's triptychs is sim-
ilar to Birkmeyer's. Rogier, rather than following the ten-
dency of the times towards a greater representational illu-
sionism, reacted against this tendency, stressing in his
famous triptychs a symbolic interpretation. 67 Blum writes.

In these and many other paintings, Rogier de-emphasizedthe historical particulars of the subject in order tore-create a new devotional icon.68
'!'woconclusions can be drawn. The first is that Blum,

like Birkmeyer, believes Rogier felt that representational
narrative obscured religious meaning. This is implied when
she compares Rogier's art with Memling'sJ "Rogier's subtle
means of combating creeping naturalism were rarely, if ever,
repeated by Memlinc ...69 This, as the discussion of Panofsky
and Birkmeyer has shown, is questionable. Secondly, she
writes about.theMiraflores Altar. that Rogier "de-emphasized
the historical sequence" in order to create a new devotional
icon (Plate 38).70 It'isdifficult to determine what this
means. Is not the "symbolic" content of the archivolts of,
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the Miraflores Altar historical narrative? Stone narrative,
symbolic content, if one must use the term, provides a back-
ground for and supplements the scene. Mere precisely, to con-
centrate solely upon Rogier's iconographic SUbtleties at the
expense efhis forlllal'adva.noes1s to'fail to recognize
Rogier's,genius. Symbols themselves are conceived according
to principles of representational accuraoy. The symbols (his-
torical narrative) have been made into sculpture and thereby
gain in physical presence. Yet, at the same time, they are
meant to be perceived as sculptures and, in contrast with
the ,main scenes, serve to 'emphasize the presence of 'the real
flesh and blood actors. We have, then, content with differ-
entiated levels of presence, but the differentiation itself
is most modern, and is naturalistically determined.?l Rogier
realizes that the observer's awareness of the distinct levels
of ,reality within the pictorial space is'an indispensable
part of artistic e~perienoe. Is this not what Alberti meant
when he wrotel

Thus all things, are known by comparison, for comparison
contains within itself a power Which immediately damon-strates in objects which itJmore. lElsSor equal. 72 '

Rogier was not a reactionary interested only in preserving
symbolic meaning. He was keenly aware of the power of artis ..
tic reality and the place of 'the observer in relation to it.

,
,In his'work he creates an experience which the observer per ..
ceives formally and emotionally, and in that sense, symbolism
and naturalism are inextricably united components of that
experience.
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Blum attributes the disappearanoe of the triptyoh
in the latter third,.,ofthe fifteenth century to increased
interest in representaticnal illusionism.

In the North. • • • when the interest of the painterturned to the art of.depicting a rationalized unit of
space. the triptych form·with its architectural divi-sions and its many fields for rep~esentation be9ame in-convenient.7J .. .. .

According to Blum. interest in verisimilitude replaced reli-
gious content.74 ·Painting of the latter part of the century
is characterized by an increasingly naturalistic style and a
10sa, of religious content.,,?5 In oontrast with this model'l'l
movement. Rogie~'s art establishes a norm in which a SUbtle
balance is maintained between symbolism and naturalism. a
balance among painter, donor and eontent.76

Whereas Rogier continued to paint until 1460 without
modifying his fundamental attitude toward religiouspainting. younger men such as Christus and Bouts becamedeeply involved with the art of pictur~ making. V~aualeffect began to take precedehce. minimizing the role ofthe donor and simplifying the iconographio eontent.77

While it is.possible to accept her opinion that Rogier did
maintain a fundamental attitude toward religious painting
throughout .his life, it is difficult to agree that this at..
titudeeonsisted solely of aOhieving a homeostatic balance
between symbolism and naturalism. Rogier shows consistent
improvement in his ability to ~ender the invisible spiritual
realm in a convinoing manner. The emotional-dtamatie inten-
sity of his work depends· upon the presence of the events he
portrays. Preservation of immediaoy. for Rogier. necessitated
a highlY complex representational vooabulary. This vocabulary
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he continued to develop and refine in order to insure a prop-
er and empathic relationship between image and observer,

Rogier's art did mature according to the principle
of representational similituder although Blum does not think
so. She ..writes of Rogier's Bladelin Triptych that "in this
pseudotriptych there seems to be an incipient conflict be-
tween the descriptive and the devotional."78 The conflict
which Blum discernS does not derive from the painting. Like-
wise, if we were to compare the §!. John Altar with. the
Miraflores Altar it is clear that Rogier has refined the
Miraflores theme. making it appear more natural.79 The three
distinct panels are now more closely united. The horizon con-
tinues·through all three scenes at thlJ'same level. The archi-. ,

tecture is more inclusive and unified. But most importantly,
the interiors seen in the lateral panels are turned diago ..··
nally~ This adjustment is made. in response to the position
of the donor. It is.a formal consideration. intended to draw
the observer into the reality of the painted image. Rogier
has here realized the importance of space as a medium for
moral action because the na~rative now takes place in real
space.aoHe was acutely aware of the value of historical nar-
rative, just as he had been in.the Miraflores Altar. Here, .

again simulated .Sculptures contrast wit~ painted ~lgures, set-
ting up a hierarChy or objective-subjective appearances. Most
lmportant,the figures, which in the Miraflores Altar were
located behind the architectural frame,now have been moved
forward and dominate their architec'tural surroundings. They
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appear to share the observer's space. A marvelous contrast
results. The objective reality of the architeotural frame,
serving also as a real frame, is heightened by virtue of
the figures moving in front of it. Note how carefully Rogier
has established a light source which causes shadows to fall
on the arch. Consequently, the arch increases the presence
of the painted figures just as the painted figures, gaining
in material presence, increase the reality of the architec-
ture. Both sculpture and architecture play a mediating role,
uniting the observer's space and the image's space.8! TO·
conclude. as Blum has done, that Rogier's attitudes toward
religious painting remained unchanged is to overlook his
import~nt formal innovations. His better understanding of
representational problems served to make the past present
in a way that it could emotionally involve the observer.82

In her final chapter "The Dissolution of the Triptych,"
Blum includes paintings by Hans Memling and Gerard David.
Their work, and paintings by Petrus Christus, she considers
to be theproduots of the art of "picture-making" because
visual effects began to take precedence over meaning.8)
This happened.beeause the balance among function of the ob-
ject; the donor, .and artist was upset. Painters· Who followed
Jan and ~he Master of Flemalle had become specialists with
little regard for hidden symbols or iconographic meaning.84
Art lost religious meaning.85 The whole body o-f· symbolic
meaning in early fifteenth century painting which Blum ac-
cepts from Panofsky. is no longer evident I partiallY as a
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result. of a naturalistic outlook and partially beoause the
artist as specialist was no longer influenoed by the donor.B6

At the same time, the donor, who formerly was shown included
in religious events, was cast aside, because visualauthen-
ticity became more important than religious meaning. But,
while Blum laments the removal of the donor from the sacred
space, she, .in the same chapter, criticizes David for inOlud-
ing the donor in the same~pace as Christl

In David's "Baptism" the presentation of the donor isthe most overt example of a secular.figure directly.sharing the sacred grDund of Christ. In no other trip-tych have we encountered sUQh a presumption, such a loss.ofhieratic respectability. 57 (Plate 39) .
She does not find this to be so in Jan van Eyck's Rolin
Madonna because there, the pervasive naturalism is checked
by disguised Symbolism.B8 One might argue that, even though
a naturalistically portrayed event is enriched by symbols
(conceived illusionistically), it does not necessarily fol.
low that, for example, Jan's paj,.ntingis more religious than
David.'s. The symbols do not deny the reality of the depicted
scene, but augment it. In painting of the mid and late fif-
teenth century Blum finds that I

The barrenness of saored content and the visual plausi-bilityof the whole scene both add to the verisimilitude,which begins. to supersede the religious content.89
Such a view is untenable, if for no other reason than that
it contradicts a half century of painting with religious
subject matter in the Low Countries. Certainly, if the devout
patrons of the latter part of the fifteenth century felt
that sacred art was undermined by naturalism, art would have
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developed quite differently. Finally, while Blum speaks of
religious values, she does not seriously consider either
contemporary devotional attitudes and practices or the use
of images as aids in devotion. The relation of observer to
image, while of primary importanoe to the religious painter,
is not seen as having a formative influence upon the painted
image.90 An unrepresentative account of the development of
Flemish painting results because she does not consider the
use of representational devotional images for private devo-
tion.

Memling's Passion Alta.r is,an~ejccellent example of
a latter fifteenth-century narrative devotional image ,::,i
(Plate 40).91 Blum's disoussion of the altar is anticipated
by Panofsky.

Even suoh exceptionally complex and, at first glance,somewhat chaotio panoramas as the so-called "Seven Joysof the VirginWatMunioh or the "Passion of Christ" at
Turin reveal. upon anaJysis. a ,cautiouS equilibrium.And ,on the whole his LMemling'§7 design is governed. notonly by verticalism, ,but also by strict. almost pedanticsymmetry, a comparison of Roger's Columba altarpiecewith its,translations by Memlinc, the early "Adoration
of the Magi" in the Prado and the Floreins triptych ••••
speaks for itself.However, this apparent affinity to the Cinqueoentois negative rather than positive. it is due to retarda-tion rather than progressiveness, and to the absence ofLate Gothic Baroque tendencies rather'than to the pres-ence of a High Renaissance spirit.92

Panofsky imposes an a priori judgment upon Memling's signif-
icance as a Painter in general and his works in particular.
Birkmeyer, for different reasons, also denegratesMel!lling's
art. He,thinks it marks a standstill within the development
of painting of the later fifteenth century.
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Memling is the first artist of the fifteenth century whothinks in terms of beauty. a beauty which, it seems to
me, is meant to cover up emptiness and vagueness, beautyalmost in the sense of an escape.93

Shirley Blum compares the Passion Altar with the
Greverade Altar, dOne c. 1480. because of their similarities.
Hence her criticism of the Greverade Altar may be useful in
considering the Turin Passion Altar as well.94 She writesl

But his LMemling'i7 lack of concern for the totalwork .is ilotat all'characteristic>of the earlier.mas-
ters .-_':~....:•.- ,"._~ ., _,

The balance between the storytelling elements and
the devotional elements is lost •••. ' .What appears to be a conflict of styles within theGreverade altarpiece actually constituteS a deeper con-
flict of meaning. The contemplative realm of devotionand the active~ealm of narration are harshly juxta~posed. • • .LThe donoL? and his devotion are utterlylost within the animation of the Passion scenes.95

The conflicts Blum discerns stem from her terminology
and the premises of her argUment, not from the painting.
Indeed, it is peculiar that both Birkmeyer and Blum have
overlooked the most obvious aspect of the Passion Altar,
which II its devotional appropriateness. The donor and·his
wife are shown kneeling within, yet carefully separated from,
the narrative which is acted out behind them.96 Their posi-
tion is both symbolic and naturalistic. In an imaginative
and spiritual sense they see themselves as first hand ob-
servers, actively watching and meditating upon each moment
of Christ's Passion. At the same time. Memling has preserved
the integrity of historical and sacred reality by removing
the figures from the scenes behind. But the proximity of the
figures to the sacred realm, the suggestion that they share
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the same space as the sacred figures and that the Paasion is
the object of their intense devotion reveal the pronounced
emphasis in contemporary devotional thought upon active em-
pathic imitation of the Life of Christ. Meditation on the
Life and Sorrows of Christ was considered one of the basic
steps in the spiritual elevation.97 The immediacy and vivid-
ness of Memling's visual account of Christ's Passion greatly
enhanced private devotion. Neither is there a conflict be-
tween the devotional aims and the artist's interest in
narrative-representational portrayal nor is there a need for
disguised symbols or "symbolic restraint." Memling's repre-
sentation of the'Passion narrative made the spiritual world
an object for simple meditation and empathic experienoe.
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1 The rapid growth in numbers of private devotionalimages points to the popularity of this flilrmof meditation.See Sixten Ring~om, I.I12!l to Narrative, the Rise .2l the Drs-
matig Close-up.,Ul Fifteenth Century Devotional Painting.Acta Academiae Aboenses •.S. A, XXXI, 2 (Abol bo Akademi,
1965),pp. 31-32 •.TheDevotio moderna movement encouragededucational programs. translations 'of the Bible intbthe
vernacular and.production of devotional treatises fOr thelaity. Their efforts were not always looked upon favorablyby the Catholic Church. See Georges Duby, Foundat 0 s Qf ~
New Humanism, 1280-1440. trans.byP~ter Price Geneva ISkira, 1966), p.l0~ .Duby 'Writes that the leaders of the
church "wer.enot ahXious that layman should read. the BibleOn their own. • • ." Hence little effort was made to make
translations available. The Brethren of the'Common Life re-
acted against thi!3.merttality,stressing the need for the
laity to renew their spiritual life through greater under-standing made.possibleby the laity's access to translationsand art. Geert Groote and members of the Devotiomodernain the North, like Francis of Assisi in the South,questionedthe effectivenessof.the church in reaching the common man.

Geert Groote was censured by the archbishop of Utrechtfor his preachirigand'his reformist views. See Albert Hyma,
The Christian R na ssan el A HistO£j Qi the "Devotto Moderna,"
Ann Arbor .Books Grand Rapids, 192 ,p •.15.A.complete study of the relationship between religiousreformation.and artistic renaissance in the North has yet·tobe written •.Inchapters IV and V, I have been.able to sug-gest briefly specific relationships. I recommend Ernst .
Cassirer's seminal study ~ Individual In4 the Cosmos inRenals$ancePhilosonhy, trans. by M. Domandi, 2nd. ed.(New
Yorkl Harper & Row, 1964) .Cassirer,· hOWever, concentrates
upon Italian culture. There is an.urgent need to examinefurther the impact of.thenew'religious movements in the
Low Countries and ,Germany on the development of Northern art.Cassirerhas pointed out that "renewal" and "rebirth,"
n:f391~~ioand renasci.bavetheir roots in religion (p. 67

The new religious views of the Netherlandish la.ityand the interest in owning private images doubtl~ss affected
the direction painting took. The tone of devotional art and
literature in the fifteenth century is decidedly personal
and natural. The return to nature belongs to both the spir-
itual and artistic spheres of fifteenth century man's aativ-
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ity and both are rooted in the lay-devotional movements 1"Seen in this light, however, art no longer lies Qutsidethe province of religion but rather becomes a moment. of thereligious process itself.~ Cassirer, p. 67. Ideas suggesting
the incompatibility of "naturalism" and religious meanin~are untenable because they conflict with what we know ofthe tendenoies of the period.
. 2 Michael Levey, EArly Renaissance, Style and Civiliza-tion (Harmondsworth,England. Penguin Books, Ltd., 1967),

p. 53l C. L. Kuhn,.German.gng Netherlandish Seul~ture, 1280-1800 1 The Harvard ..Collections (Cambridge. Mass. 1 .HarvardUniversity P~ess,.1965), p. 11 •.

3 Visionary experiences of the fifteenth century often
resembled paintedexperienees. See Millard Meiss, Palntiru;1n Florence and Siena after the BlAokDeath, .Harper Torch-books (1951Irpt.NewYorkl Harper & Row, 1964),pp.105ff.See a.lsoKuhn, German an(n~~ethElt'landishSculptt!re,PI>. 6-7 1
"Theamerging mysticisni of the.early:fourteenth century in-volved a form. of worShip quite different from that dependentupon theofficial.liturgy of the Church. Mysticism emphasizesindlvidual.worship and.the attainment of a state of gracethrough.prayers and right oonduct without adherence to·pre-
scribed ritual. Periods of contemplation produoadvisionsand revelations in which the worshipper himselfbeoame an
actor in the.Biblical event." Erwin Panofsky, Early Nether-landishPaint~ng (1953Irpt. Cambridge, Mass.l Harvard Uni-versity Press, 1966),p.277 n, 31" ••• St. Bridget'svisions,. like those of many other visionaries, were stronglyinfluenced by pictorial representationSlthey combine, as
Bertrand Russell would say, 'imagination-images' with 'memory-images· ...

4 Johan HuiZinga, ~ ~ Qtthe Midd~eAges, trans.
by F. Hopman, Peregrine Book (1924, rpt. Harmondsworth.,Eng-land 1 Pel'lguinBooks, Ltd., 1968).. . .

5 For a discussion of Kunstwollen-Zeitgeist art history,seel Julius von Schlosser, "Die Wiener Schule der Kunst-
geschichte." Mitteilungen ges Oesterrelchisehen Instltut§ftlr'Geseh1ehtsforschung, Xln, 2 (1934J. pp.186-90, A. Chastel,"Artet religion dans la Renaissa.nce italienne," BPlioth~QUe.Il'Humanismeet de la Renaissaneg; 7 (1945),1>p. 7- 1,·Meyer Shapiro, "Style," in Anthropology Tod!!.Y,ed. by A. L.
Kroeber (Chicagol Chioago University Press, 1953), p. 3021
Ernst. H. Gombr1ch, Art·lmd Illusion. A Study .1n,~ P§ychol-
QC.:l. Qt Plctorid Representation, llollingen Series XXXV, 5,
2nd. ed •• rev. (1961t rpt. Princetonl Princeton University
Press, 1969), and Otto Picht, "Art Historians and Art Criticsl
Alois Riegl," ~, 105 (1963), pp. 188-93.
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6 ~ Waning, p. 252.
7 Max Dvo~ak, Idealism ~ Naturalism in Gothic AI1.trans. by Randolph J.Klawite~ from "IdealisIDUs und Natura-lismusin der gotischen Skulptur. und Malereii" in Kunst-geSChiChfg als Geistesgeschichte, 1928.,preface by Karl. M.Swoboda Notre Damel University of Notre Dame Press. 1~67).

8 Gombrich. in many places, attaoks this view. He writesl
"This line of thought is really only a refined form of thewidely held assumption aocordingto which the withdrawal from
realism represents a withdrawal from the world. or a tran-scendence of.nature. or that the so-called transcendentalismof mediaeval art is a direct reflection of transcendentalmetaphysics •••• In such jUdgements the style as a wholeexpressive system is set over against a hyPostssized collec-
tive personality--either of a people or a periad--of'whichit is held to be the expression." Ernst H.Gombrich" "Achieve-
ment in Mediaeval Art." in Meditattons Qn ~ HobbyHorse
(London I Phaidon Press. Ltd •• 1963 • p. 75.

9 Idealism and.Naturalism, p. 28 of preface by Swoboda. .
Dvorak has very little to say about the rise of nea-Augustinianthought. a movement which was as important asneo-Aristotelian-ism. Chastel, "Art et religion, II p. 38. argues this poirtt .
fully.

10 See Chastel. "Art et religion," pp. 7-28, for a dis-
cussion ot this sort of criticism.

11 Art and Illusion, p. 21.
12 . .'. .R •.Arnheim. Towards ~ Psychology Sf !r11 CollectgdEssays. (Londonl Faber and Faber, 1966l,pp. 154-55, Gombrich,Art and Illusion, p. 871 "The artist, no less than the writer,needs. a vocabulary before he can embark on a 'copy":o:£'reality."

13 Idealism and Naturalism, pp. lo5tf.

1~ For the different viewpoints of St. Bernard (1091-
1153) and Abbot Suger (1081-1151), see EliZabeth G. Holt, ed.,
A Documentary History Sf Art, II The Middle ~ and theRenaissance, Doubleday Anchor Book, 2nd. edt (Garden City,
New York I DOUbleday & Company, Inc., 1957), pp.19-)o.

15 Dvorak, Idealism ~ Naturalism, pp. 161-62 n. 47.
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16 ~. pp. 131ff.

17 Huizinga, The Waning. pp. 251·52.

18 ENP. p. 140. Where Panofsky says "on the same levelof reality ••or, rather, non-reality." I.would say simply "on
the same level of reality."

19 Panofsky. ~, p. 141. Here is the crux of the p~ob-
lem. I cannot agree with Panofsky that it was necessary toreconcile a naturalistic style and Christian ioonography. Inorde~ for there to be illusionistio art there must be somedesi~e for it to exist. Northern artists from the thirteenthcentury had shown a consistent interest in new ways in whichto show sacred history. .Illusionism presupposes an attitude on the part ofthe observer since everything within the visual field is di-rected toward the observer. If representational illusionismwas desirable, it seems difficult to believe in any notionof "conflict." It is wrong to characterize the·developmentof Northern painting as a process of reconciliation. It wasa transformation. based upon the desire of the devout for
plausible experiences of the sacred. It would appear thatNorthern art was more dependent upon religious attitudes forits.development than contact with antique art.

20 4m!R, p , 1 1.
21 .. .. .Otto G. von Simson,"C0!!lI1assioand Co-r~demptio inRoger van der Weyden's pescen# ~ the Cross," !ft, 35 (March,1953). p. 151 "If Mary was believed to have partaken ofChrist's sacrifice beoause of her poignant share in his SUf-.re:dngsiitwas not the ab.stract theological doctrine thatmoved the late Middle Ages but its meaning in terms of humanexperience. Orrather,the doctrine had to be lived to become

effective. In order to earn the fruits of Passion and Com-passion. the faithf~l must be able to relive them empathic-ally." If we understand Von Simson correctly, Mary was thefirst and ideal .observer. This might explain her direct appealto the contemporary observer in.many Flemish paintings.
22 Hippolyte Fierens-Gevaert, ~ RenaiSsa?Ce Septen-

trio~ale ~ les premiers mattres des FlandresBrussels,1905 i· p , 26, mentions a certain Wilhelm "dont la chronique
de Limbourgs dit.qu'il peignai t tout homma , quel qu'11 faitcomme s'il etait vivant.~ Bartolomaeus Facius praised Rogier
for his portrayal of sorrOw and tears that looked real. Seechapter V note.).
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23 Otto Ploht. review of Early Netherlandish Painting,
by Erwin Panofsky, ~, 98 (August, 1956), p. 275.

24 L. M. J. Delaisse, "Enluminure et peinture dans les
Pays-Bas, a propos du livre d"E. Panofsky'Early Netherlatldish
Painting'," Scriptorium, 11 (1957), p. 114. It .would probablybe possib~e to show that the more spatial works of the fif-teenth century have more symbolic content than the older eoh-ceptual art simply because the illusionistic space gives moreroom for the depiction of objects. The real problem, of course,
is to know when to interpret what one sees in a literal. senseor.an allegorical sense. See PICht, review of ENP, p. 275.
A case in point would be the terrier in the Arnoltini Weddingby Janvart Eyck. Jan realized that a faithful dog makes a .good symbol of fidelity. Jan's dog has the dogginess.of a dog
who scrutinizes the observer as he enters this private cham-ber.

25 ~, p.'142. "In Early Flemish painting, .0 • the
method of disguised symbolism was applied to each and every
Object, man-made or natural." Jan's painting perhaps mostcompletely supports Panofsky's views about.Flemish art, buthis art.is only a fragment of the whole development in theNorth and it is doubtful that even in Jan's painting. eachand every object was a disguised symbol. If,however, we'
accept Panofsky's view of .Eyekian symbolism it still remainsto .show that other painters were also familiar with this .body of.material and used it in their compositions. Delaisseraises two interesting points. He shows the p~obable originof some of.the *symbols" in folklore, and he wonders, as
P!oht does, what determines the limits of symbolic irtterpre-tation. When, for example, does an orange signify and when.does it merely enliven the oomposition? See De1aisse, "·'Enlulllinure,"p. 114.

26 .EMF, pp. 14~, 143-44.

27 Review of ENP, p. 275. See also Delaisse, "Enluminure,"pp. 114-15. for a similar point of view •.

28 InstanCes, in which the observer is addressed in this
manner can be found .Ln W. Mo:n, Johannes Brugm!W M het .
Godsdienstig .~.' onzerVaderen .in de Vljf,tieride~, II{Amsterdam, 1854J.pp.57-63, Isa Ragusa and Rosalie B. Green,
ed.,Meditations mlthe .1it:!. .Qf. Christ, trans. by Isa Ragusa(Princeton. Prinoeton University Press, 1961), pp. 49ff.
Thomas a Kempis also emphasized the importance of empathic
imit,t!P. See Ludolf of Saxony, Vita Jesu Christi (Lyons,
1510 , Moll, Johannes Brugman, II, and Guido M. Dreves, fu·
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dictamina, I~VII, Analects Hymnica (Leipzig), 48 (1905),
p. 510 n. !j.89.The artist's ability to emotionally affect the ob-
serVer by imitating nature, served a religious purpose. SeeNicolas Calas, "What is the Real Illusion?" ~'~ ..61
(1.962),pp. 33-341 "The creation of the illusion of realitycorresponds ••• to the urge to communicate an experienceto one's neighbours." Von Simson, "Compassio,- p. 161 "In
distinguishing image and similitude, St. Bonaventure finds
in similitude a,correspondence of quality, in the image oneof quality. only. And since the quality by which the soul is
prinei.pally assimilated to God resides in the will (oJ:'... .affect), it follows that it is in the affectivepower(that
similitude is said.to reside." Von Simson refers here.t~ anarticle by H. B. Gutman. "The Rebirth of the Fine Arts andFransciscan ~hought," Franscisc@Jl Studies, 5 (1926), pp.
215ft., 6 (1927)~ pp. 3ff. .

The idea of teaching and converting through dramaticexamples is to be found earlier in the Confe€@ions of St.Augustirteand Plato's D~alogues. I thank Prof. KennethReckford of the Classics Department of theUl'liversity ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill fOr this information. See also
Meiss, Painting1n Florence ~ Siena, pp. 150-51.

"'.

29 Karl.M. Bitkmeyer, "The Arch Motif· in Netherlandish
Painting of the Fifteenth Century," ~, 43 (Ma~ch, 1961).
pp , 1-20, (June. 1961), pp , 99-1121 Shirley N.Blum, P;ar1XNethej;'lflJdishTriptYChs: A Study in Patronage (Berkeley IUnlverSlty of Californi~ Press, 1909).

)0 "TheA~Clh Motif." p. 1. The question. could be recast
in an other forml how did medieval art become renaissanceart? Again Birkmeyer answers the question h.QJr! by considering
D1changed rather than m.

31 Ibid •• pp. 1-2.
32 Ibid. , p. 2.
3J Ibid.
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid., p. 1.

36 Ibid.

37 Ibid.
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38 Ibid.

39 Birkmeyer makes this distinction in order to intro-
duce a point he discusses later. He proposes that Rogier'suse of the framing arch transforms "pictorial space into S8-cred -ground." ,"The Arch Motif'." p. 13.

40 tiThe,Arch Motif," p. 1. Birkmeyer writes 1 ". • •
symbolism in the guise of naturalism is responsible for thedeliberate and oarefultransoription of physical reality."On the contrary, Jan's rendering of Adam is based upon truthto nature. See ohapter I. p. 42.

41 Ibid,. p. 1.
42 Ibid.

43 Ibid •• p. 1)1 "However, the painte~ly means of nat-
uralism increase rapidly. The similitude to nature becomesgreater and greater. • • • It becomes difficult to distin-guish between genre and symbol. The devotional functionoanbe obscured by the narrative appearance." '

44 Birkmeyer's formal argument doeS not comprehend the
entire problem of,the relation Qf,devotiortal images.to nar-rative or'representational images. Th,eterm "devotional image"derives from ,the German word Agdachtsbilg which was intro-
duced into art historical writing by German art historians.For references to ~he earlyqibliography. see Dorothee Klein,
"Andachtsbild." in Real*e~ikoI zurdeutschen KunstgeSchi~~i~:(Stut-tgar,:j;.'dAlfredDruckeI'mr!11erVerlag. 1954). I. col. ' " •It was Finder who divorced the Andachtsbil~ from narrative ,
art,Wilhelm Pinder.Die deutsche Plastik~ yierzehnten
Jahrhunderts (Munich. K. Wolff. 1925), p. 35 and ~.deutsche
PlasUlC'X!imausgehenden M,.i,ttelalterbiT !Y!!l ~ ~. Renais- ,~. Handbuchder Kunstwissenschaft WildPark,-Potsdam,1929J,pp. 92ff. This view has been criticized,by Rudolf 'Berliner in "Bemerkungen zueinigen Darstellungen des Erlesers
als Schmerzensmann," Das MUnster. 9 (1956). pp. 97ff. n. 13,end Ringbom. Icon,p.e55.He writes 1 "The Andachtsbild is'an incentive or object of a devotional attitude and prayer'.and a comprehensive narrative can just'as well as an isolatedfigure in that narrative become an Andachtsbild."Birkmeyer also overlooks, the important fact ,that the
use of narrative devotional images, capableot expressing
oomplex theo~~gicalconcepts. continued to increase through-
out the fifteenth century. See Ringbom, l£Qn, pp. 56-58.

45 Rhymned prayers. the Pia dictamina. 'are, like the
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narrative devotional image, a more sUbjective artistic form.Their appearanoe in prayer books and books of hou~s coincides
with the rise of private devotion. The narrative devotionalimage, like the ·Pia diotamina, invites a more intimate sub-jective response from.the observer~ See Ringbom, Icon, pp.
31ff. and n. 3, referring to Dreves, ~ dictamina, I, pp.
Sff.

46 Great importanoe was attached ~o the praotices of
meditating on the Passion of Christ in the fifteenth century.Moll writes I "IJverige bijbellezers. als de middeleeuwschemyetieken meestal waren, hebben. zij dien eiseh met bijzonderebelangstellingerkend, en niet slechts een Thomas a Kempie • • •maar duizenden voar enna en met hem hebben, ofmondeling
in hun 'godvruehtig verkeer met hunne geestverwanten. of'.schrift.elijkin hunne stiehtelijke boeken , de overtuiging
uitgedrukt, dat.de navelging"an Christue'eene h.oofdzaak.isin het ware christenleven.~ Johannes Brugman, p. 70.
(Zealous. Bible readers. as medieval mystics were,. t,lavElrec-ognized,this demand with particular interest, ai'ldnotenlyThomas a Kempis _ •• but thousande before and after haveexpressed the.conviction, e1ther orally in their religious
conversation with .adherents,or in their written treatises,that the .imitation of Christ is essential in'the true Chris-tian life.) .i . . .. ' .

.A nun'fromthe Meester-qeertshuis at Deventer foundoontemplation .of Christ's sUfteting ben&ficial in wardingoff the devil',"Omdat zij'har-en tijd al den dag door alzoo·
met oefeningenvan hetlevenen lijden van Christus haddengeordineerd,datde duivelgeene gelegenheid kon vinden omhaarte bekoren." Moll, Johannes Brugman, II, p. 71.
(Because she spent the entire day in the spiritual exeroiseof meditating on Christ's life and p~ssion the devil couldnot tempt her.)

::r,·.'4 .... ....
"'7 R. Bernheimer, The Nature.2i: Representation (NewYorkrNew York University Press, 1961), suggests that there is noinherent conflict between symboliSm and representation.Sym-

bolic awareness does not end with representation. See chapterIX and esp. pp. 132-33r "To speak of representation and itssubject matter as if the~were interChangeable terms ••• isnot permissible." (p. 134). Birkmeyer does this in his dis-cussion of painting after Van del',Weyden. Symbols are natu-
.ralistically rendered in FlemiSh painting and are therefore
"representations" in a mimetic sense, as Bernheimer shows
(p, 127).

48 Birkmeyer. "The Arch Motif'," p. 15. The function of
the frame was discussed in Chapter I. Birkmeyer haS com-
pletely overlooked its function. the contrasting reality of
the various figures, and the worm's eye vieW when he says
that the Ghent Altar was conceived with regard only for sym-
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bolie meaning (p. 1).", See also M. Jacques Lavalleye, "De l'espace-limite
8.. l' espace-milieu. SluteI', Van Eyck, Witz. Maitre de I'Annon-eiation d'Aix, Van,der Weyden, II Publieation .!ll! Centrli!.Europeen
l1'Etudes Burgundo-Medianes.4 (1962), pp. 98ff. Lavalleyesays that the relation of image to frame and the manner in
which passage from one to another'is conceived "d6bouahantsur Ie trompe-l'oeil n'a pas:encoreetetres etudie." (n. 20).For some interesting observations on this problem see Sven
Sandstr8m, Levels Q! Unreality, ed. by Nils G6sta Sandblad.Uppsala Studies in the History of Art, N.S. 4 (Uppsala' ActaUniversitatis Upsaliensis. 1903), pp. 61ff.

49 Sandstr8m, Levels, p. 161 "Consciousness of artistic
fiction is an indispensable condition of artistic experience."

50 John R. Spencer, "Spatial Imagery of the Annunciation
in Fifteenth-Century Florence,", AB, 37 (1955), n- 274,
John White, ~ Birth and Rebi~th Q! Pictorial Space (Boston IBoston Book and.Art Shop, 1967 • p , 1071 "With illusionism •••the onlooker is now completely free tothitlk'of the appear-
anee as the actual thing." References to illusionism in Whiteare too numerous to cite.

51 "The Arch Motif," p. 15.
52 Ibid.

53 The altarpiece measures 7' 2 5/8" x 8' 7 1/8" and the
figures are about five and a half feet tall on the average.

54 "The Arch Motif," p. 15. Birkmeyer here quotes Panofsky,ENP, p. 258, directly •.I have earlier shown that this" inter-pretation of the transformation of Flemish painting perpet-uates Panofsky'sview of the antipathy of naturalism to s~-bolie meaning. ' '

55 Fri!!dll!nd!!rsays that the altar wa~ originally located
in the crossbowmen's chap!!l in the church of Our Lady Outsidethe Walls, at Louvain.Max,J. Fried!£lnder, E!p'ly NetherlandishPainting, trans. by Heinz Norden from the original German
edition ,of Die altniederll:lndiseheMalerei, 1924-1937. com-ments and notes by ,Nicole Veronee-Verhaegen, II. (New York I

Frederick A. Praeger, 1967), p. 60 cat. 3.
56 The body whieh 1s lowered from the cross is the sacra-

mental offeri~goffered to us to see. Ludolf of Saxony had
interpreted the.Desc!!nt in this manner. See Ludolf of Saxony,
Vita Jesu Christi, fol. 4 in Ringbom, Icon, pp. 124-25 n. 64
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and H. A Oberman, The Harvest 52! Midieval Theology, Gabriel
Biel IDld· Late Mediev~ NomioalismOambridge , Mass. 1 HarvardUniversity Press, 19 3), pp. 274-75.

57 For adisc?ssion of Mary's role as oo-redemptrix and
exampla.worthy of 1mitation, s~e Oberman, Gabriel~, pp.281ff., .esp, p. 302; and Von S1mson, "Oooassio," p , 16 n, 46.

58 Michael Baxandall, "Bartholomaeus Facius on Paintingl
A Fifteenth-cen.tury Manuscript of the ~ viris Illustribus,"JWarb, 27 (1964), p. 921 "Simonides calls pa nting wordless
poetry and poetry verbal paintings for the actions which.painters portray as taking place in the present, literature
narrates and records as having taken place in the past. • • •
and the successful historian is the one who makes his·nal;"-
rative like a painting by representing vividly emotion andcharacter." Facius again sayss "No painter is accounted ex-
cellent who has not distinguished himself in representing
the properties ofhls subjects as they exist .inreality."
(p , 93).

Bernheimer addsl "What matters is that the import will
merge with the aesthetic means, producing a situation equi~valent to that which in more primitive times overcame the
tension between likenesses and their real prototypesl only
now the acknowledged uniqueness of the work of art is l).ot.the mere result of a parochial frame of mind discounting allrival claims by kindred works but of the specific configura-
tion ~ere of the action? within the painting or sculptureitself." Representation, p. 152.

59 Ragusa and Green, MeditAtions, pp. 264-65.

60 Birkmeyer, "The Arch Motif," p. 15, Otto Plcbt, "A
Giottesque Episode in English Mediaeval Art," JWarb. 6 (1943),
PP. 51-70, esp.p. 67. Where_PIcht disQusses the developmentof the psychological organilZa"tion"'of~-na.rratiV'e.

61 See Ringbom, Icon, p. 146, for ~he.development of
mid-fifteenth century narrative representations ot the Descentand the Man of Sorrows themes and Max J. F:t'iedlll.nder,From
Van !YCk to Bruegel, trans. by Marguerite Kay reV.'ed .. ,(195 J .rpt. London I Phaidon Press, Ltd., 1965~, pp~ 18-19,
for a sensitive description of the effect of Rogier's altarupon the observer •

.62 Smits believes that Rogier WaS influenced by Thomas
'Ii Kempis, particularly with regard to Mary's compassion.
K. Smits, ~ Iconografie ~ ~ Nederlandeche Primitieven
(Amsterdam, 193~), pp , 103ft. .

Thomas a Kempie emphasized the virtue of participat-
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ing in MaryOs compassion as an effective means to salvation.
~ee Drev~so"~ dictamk~a, p. 510 n. 489, cited in Von Simson,
.CO!!1passl.oop. 15 n. •A favored devotional practice was the active medita-
tion on Christ's Passion. Margery Kempe is typical of many
fifteenth century nuns who used the term meditation to meanimaginative re-enactment of the scenes of the Gospels withthemselves as.active participants. See Joyce Bazire and'E.
Colledge, ~Chastising ~ God'~ ~ildren ~ ~ Treatise~ Perfection ~ :lih&Sons 9.! God (~ford, 1957), pp , 81-82.. It should be pointed out that in ccmtrast with Bazire
and Colledge's statement onp. 82, that the Beguines livedby their own labors, the opposite is true. They were notorious
beggars and their name bee~e a derogatory term at timesimproperly applied to the Brethren and Sisters of the CommonLife. .

63 Triptychs, Despite the criticism of Blum's book
offered here the book provides many new insights into partic-ular problems of iconography and provenance in Northern paint~
ing.

64 Ibid;;.p~ 5. Compare with Birkmeyer, "The Arch Motif,"
p. 1.

65 Ibid.~ p. 6. The triptych serves the same purpose
in her argument that the framing arch does in Birkmeyer's.

66 rsse., p. 16.
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presence. This is quite important particularly in a discus-
sion regarding the nature of Rogi~r's art in general. Cer- '
tainly' it.represents the mostp~rc~ptive understanding ofillusionism since Jan 'van Eyck's Ghent Altar and tM devel ..
opment of grisaille simulated sculpture.

71 Sandstr5m. Levels. pp. J2-35. The differentiation of
levels of ~eality is ultimately based upon Rogier's interestin complete mimesis. Symbols and figures are both real. ThatRogier intended us to accept his figures as living is impliednot only in the comparison of simulated figures and sCUlpture
(which becomes real sculpture just as the painted fi~res.becomereal £igureswhen the observer accepts the simulation),but. als.o.by.so:minor·a detail as a piece of drapery which'falls over the architectural framelLamentatiotl). This detailleads the eye into the pictorial space~B'ernheimer. Repre-
sentation, p •.1~3writes1 "It is because' he assumes aware-ness.ofan intention to.represent that the artist can play
tricks with our state of mind by operating close-- • • • to-the boundary betw&en his and the real world. If he is apainter. he may place the figures so rar forward in spacethat theywlll seem to disport themselves in front of theframe.... .

72 .Leone Battista Alberti, Qn Painting, trans. by John
R. Spencer. rev edt (New Haven and London. Yale Universi~Press, 1966), p. S5. .

73 Triptychs. p. 114.
74 Ibid.
75 Ibid •• p. 84.
76 Ibid •• p. 59.
77 Ibid. , pp. 59-60.
78 Ibid., p. 231 Panofsky. ENP. II. fig. 336.
79 Papolsky, EN:? fig. 342.
80 I cannot agree with Bi.r,kmeyer·sanalysis !),fRogier's

innovation •.He wri tei;n "This Lillusionistic spacV, from a
purely formal point of ~iew, admits a deviation from the de-
votional function. of the Mary Altar. • •• The painting doeS
not reach for an emotional religious appeal. It narrates • • •
a story that has to be read and understood intellectually
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more than to be felt b~ pious compassion." (p. 17). Birkmeyerarrives at this conclusion because he feels that in Rogier's
art sacred symbolic meaning has not yet been replaced bynarrative-representational illsuion. Rogier, I believe. insists
that these scenes from John's life are significant and thattheir purpose is to stir our emotions. Rogier .has carefullyshown us Elizabeth lying in bed «: adding to our delight throughhis Mantegna-like foreshortening. The sanctity of domestic
simplicity is then contrasted with the extravagance of thecourt which will go to any length, for entertainment. Theinnocence of the child and gentleness of the··Virgin and kind-ness ot John's father. are contrasted with the vUlgarity of
the executionor and harlot. The contrast is painful and in-structive.. I cannot agree with Sirkmeyer when he says. "The St.
John Altar is the only work by Rogier where action is de-picted." (P. 19). The Prado Descent ft2m ~ Cross showsaction clearly.

81 Blum fails to point out that the artist now creates
a sequence of spaces into which the observers can look. This,like perspective. draws the observer into the space of theimage. .

Birkmeyer writes. "In the St. John Altar. Rogier·clearly distinguishes two areas. the illusionistic one inthe principal scenes and the symbolical one in the framework."(p. 20). What he failS to point out is that the sculpturesare as illusionistic as the central figures.

82 Blum and Birkmeyer both o~erlook another important
inno~ation by Rogier. the half-length narrative. Numerouscopies of a half-length Descent ft2m ~ Cross remain forwhich it is possible to postulate a lost Rogerian original.
See Ringbom, l£Qn, pp. 125 and 141. The half-length renderingof the Descent concentrates the event, brings it closer tothe observer. and focusses upon the display of emotions.

83 :Blum. TriptYChS, p. 60. "Bouts was concerned not withreligious, but rather with Visual. rationality." (p. 74) •.

84 Ibid., pp. 75·76.
85 See note 47.

86 Blum, Triptychs, p. 97.

87 Ibid., p. 114. She is mistaken here. In most trip-
tychs of the early fifteenth century donors. when they appear,
are usually confined to the wings. Ironically, Rogier is one
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of the first painters to integrate contemporary donors into
the historical narratives.·See the center panel of Rogier'sCalvarY Triptych. Vienna (Plate 31). Generally, sacred andsecular figures appear together in single. monumental panels,
many of which were intended.for private devotion. In oneinstance where Blum does find a contemporary figure Withinthe .realm of sacred personages (Rolin, in the Beaunne Last
JUdgme9t Altar). her identification of the figUres is mistaken(p. 46 • The figUre behind Peter is not Rolin but, probably,his confessor who looks out of the painting at Rolin. See
C. D. Cuttler~ Northern Painting, from Pucelle to Br~egel IFourteenth, Fifteenth, and Sixteenth Centuries TNew~ ork.
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Ino., 1968). p. 117, for a dis-cussion of the identity of this figure. Rolin, praying beforehis altar in the hospital, is addressed by his intercesSorwho has access to Christ and the saints as the painting shows.The donation of the hospital by Rolin represents an act of
misericordia for which Christ grants a place in paradise.Inscribed on the frame are verses from Matthew 25. )4-40which beginl "Come ye blessed of my Father. inherit the King-dom prepared for you •••• " So, rather than seeing the fig-ure looking put at us as Rolin, we should see the figure asRolin's inte~oessor who, steadfastly gazing out of the paint-ing, complements the inscription on the·frame. The words that
are written are, so to speak, spoken to Rolin just as thepatron saint who. looks out of the·painting looks·at the Ohan-
cellor. The painting is, therefore, the commemorization andrealization,of'apromise which is, as Rolin prays, spoken tohim. In this>painting the sacred and secular are again joinedby art.

88 Triptychs,.p. 13. Panofsky, ~, II, fig. 244.
89 Ibid., p. 114.

90 The exception might be Blum's discussion of earlyfifteenth century triptychs.

91 Turin, Sabauda GallerYI c. 1470.

92 Panofsky, ENP, p. 350.

93 "The Arch Motif," p. 110.

94 Triptychs, p. 106.

95 Ibid., pp. 107-08, Here Blum's criticism becomes more
personally preferential. In esSence she suggests that Memling's
eclecticism was limited only by his poor technique. There was,
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perhaps,n:o finer craftsman since Jan van Eyck than Memling.
A; ca!'efulexamination of details in his work, such as the
reflections in the armor of the soldiers of the Shrine Qf §!.
Ursula in Bruges~ reveals his love of detail and perseverance
in the realization of optical truth.

96 Fort.he relation of the Turin Passion Altar to con-
telJ1Rorarytheater preE!!-!ntations,see Valentin Denis, ,MLe
Theatre et lllsPrimittfs," b'Oeil, 23 (19.56>, p, 221 "',
"••• Jean Meml1ng a.repris tout simplement les hourts des
Jeux de lIIyst~restelsqu'il les avait vu realiser." There is
probably little reason to suggest direct borrowing by Memling
from theater presentations as Denis proposes •.By this date it
is more probable that his ability to visualize and realize
the scene three-dimensionally.would account for any similarity.

There is:present here a very subtle division of content
into differentiated spheres of reality. The donors do not
elbow their way. into the sacred sphere as Blum proposes. While
Memling is.true to .principles of representational truthful-
ness the sacred content retains its special meaning. That the
two worlds coexist is indicative of Memling's understanding
of the nature of representation. The painted donors are real
yet their presence is different from that of the sacred fig-
ures. They are ideal donors by virtue of their meditation.
While present at the events of Christ's Passion they do not
look at them. What we see is what is'.in the minds of the donors
in their meditation. The real donors, as they in our space
would have. looked at the painting, would see themselves in
an ideal state of devotion, attentive to the scenes of thePassion. .

97 See chapte!' II, note 8.5.



CHAETER IV

OBSERVER EMPATHY AND THE RENAISSANCE OF THE ARTS IN THE
LOW COUNTRIES. THE EARLY FIFTEENTH CENTURY

The most advanced representational devotional medium
throughout the late Middle Ages was sculpture.1 There are,
perhaps, many reasons for this, but chief among them is the
immediate objective reality of sculpture. There is no need
for the observer to recognize an implied third dimension when
he looks at free standing sculpture. Painting in the Middle
Ages shows little depth, and the figures generally move par-
allel to the picture plane. In contrast to painting, sculp-
ture, by the thirteenth century, extends into the space of the
observe~,displacing space as we do. Sculpture became a popular
devotional medium precisely because it could suggest the real
presence of holy figures. A sacred figure represented in
sculpture has a very objective material presence. He appears
to exist in the spatial order of the physical world. While
the Byzantine East, after Iconoclasm, rejected three-
dimensional sculpture, the West began to experiment with the
lifelike illusionistic effects sculpture allowed. This proved
to be important to the development of increased naturalistic
representation in the North in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. Gradually the bonds separating art and reality
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were loosened.
In the early fifteenth century Northern painting be-

gins to surpass sculpture as the most popular devotional me-
dium. This is because of the representational completeness
and emotionally affective power of painting and the desire
for empathic devotion before images. Fifteenth century art
in the Low Countries provided a rich variety of emotional
experiences during private contemplation in which the observ-
er imagined himself an active participant in the depicted
event. As the artist's representational abilities improved,
the observer's response to devotional painting intensified.
In this chapter several chronologically arranged Northern
paintings are considered in order to describe the close rela-
tionship between formal progress and the devotional use of
painting and the reasons for increased naturalism in North-
ern painting. It is our purpose, guided by what we know to
be historically true, to reexamine this art concentrating
not so much upon formal or iconographic problems, but rather,
on its use as an inspiring devotional medium.

Sluter's portal at the Chartreuse ~ Champmol and
his Moses Well mark an important moment in the naturalistic
transformation of art in the North (Plates 5; 6). In his
work sacred and secular figures, in close proximity, are
lifelike. The task of integrating and distinguishing both
groups of figures in order that the observer would neither
confuse them nor fail to perceive the reality or the scene
was a major representational problem for the early renaissance
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artist. Sluter solved the problem while approximating faith-
fully nature. The effectiveness of his solution depends
upon the observer's willingness to accept his simulation.
Then, and only then, do the invisible sacred figures seem to
assume life as Sluter intended. Sluter's art indicates that
he organized sUbject matter in order to awaken the greatest
possible spiritual participation by the observer. He was,
clearly, aware of the religious purpose of art, and of the
tradition by which this had been fulfilled. Religious expe-
rience and artistic reality are one and the same in Sluter's
work.

The portal of the Chartreuse ~ Champmol was commis-
sioned by Duke Philip the Bold of Burgundy •.The ensemble,
showing the Duke,his wife Margaret, their two patron saints,
John and Catherine, and the Virgin and Child on the trumeau,
was finished by 1397. The donors are shown praying, flanked
by their patrons who commend them to the Madonna and Child
in the center. The portrait quality of the faces reveals
Sluter's precision in recording physiognomic details. Margaret
of Flanders is not idealized. She is depicted, as she no
doubt appeared, somewhat matronly with double chin. If the
quality of portraiture is striking in its naturalism, the
scale and location of the scene are equally so. Panofsky has
pointed out that this is the first instance of kneeling life-
sized portal sculpture freed from the wall behind.2 The seale
of the work 1s in keeping both with the character and pres-
ence of the donors.
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Iconologically the meaning of the portal is clear.
The Chartreuse was the pantheon of the Burgundian dukes. As
befits memorials the Duke and Duchess are shown kneeling, ex-
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a loss of hieratic respectability, loss of religious meaning,
or increased secularization. It is simply the formal expres-
sion of the more personal nature of early fifteenth century
devotion.

Sluter realized that sacred figures could appear next
to secular figures only when the observer would accept their
presence as visionary. While it is clear that all of the fig-
ures are simulated, Sluter distinguishes between those that
are real and those that are spiritually present, as in a
vision~5 Panofsky sees differently. He writes:

In ••• Claus Sluter's portal of the Chartreuse de
Champmol. and many funerary monuments, the donor, •••
had been granted an artistic status equal to that of the
Madonna and the Sain,ts. • • • But this had been possible
only because ,the scene was laid in a superterrestrial
environment, the figures being set out against an ideal 6
background often explicitly characterised as "Heaven;. j;' 'v i

Panofsky's opinion, as we ;how;~xnow,rests upon the'pres?mp-
tion that naturalism posed a threat to spiritual content. Con-
sequently, h~'is obliged to give the representatiohas~bol-
ic interpretation, removing the entire scene to an extrater-
restrial realm. It. is difficult to agree with him for Several
reasons. First, because he denies the image its quality of
empirical immediacy. Second,he fails to ;J;'elatethe portal
sculpture to'the tradition of devotion before images and vi-
sionary experiencesiContemporary writers of spiritual trea-
tises and exercises emphasized individual attainment of grace,
often evidenced by visions. through empathic meditation before
images. Descriptions of these visionary experiences in which
images come to life leave little doubt regarding their imme-
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diate. tangiole character or of the role of art in producing
them.? The artist made the secret realm accessible to man in
a world which resembled his own. To deny the real presence
of these figures is to deny the possibility of visionary ex-
perience. Finally. Panofsky does not consider the fOrmal re-
finements involved in the integration of sacred and secular
reality. He suggests that Sluter avoided the problem of inte-
grating sacred and secular figures by removing the entire
scene from earth. On the contrary. Sluter insists upon the
reality of his creation. Duke Philip naturalistically assumeg
an ideal devotional role proper to his position as head of
state. Ris access to the Virgin is an important ap i.r Itual and
political reality. just as it had been for the Duke of Berry
and Charles V.

Panofsky discusses the pictorial chara6ter,orSluter',s
work at Dijon. Sluter's portal does become ,a "tableau." but
.not precisely of the kind Panofsly sees.8 It is a tableau
vivant in which sacred. figures appear beside secular figures
in a natural way~' Panofsky argues that
terrestrial.9 .Sandstr6m disagrees.10 He

the,reality is extra-
points out that the

patron saints appear to stand on clouds while the ducal
couple kneels on.real cushions. Rewrites.

This. then. is a picture of the patron anti patroness
praying before the picture of the Madonna. and not before
Her person. By ~ontrast with these three. the saints ~o
not occupy the sphere of imagine~ reality. but discharge
their attributivefunetion more as visions.' ••• 11

Is it not possible to assUme that Sluter ordered this vision-
ary reality according to nature? The Duke and Duchess.
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intended to appear as living figures, speak their silent
prayers which become actual prayers and the Madonna and
Child appear to come to lite accompanied by the donors'
patron saints. It is by virtue of Sluter's insistent realism
that his figures assume lite. This can be gathered trom the
quality of the portraits as well as th~ scale ot the figures.i2

It the reality of the scene were totally extraterrestrial~
as Panofsky suggests, Sluter would not have made any ditfer-
entiation ot the content. The patron saints would not have
needed to stand on clouds. It will be noticed that the Virgin
and Child do not direct their attention outward. Tney.remain
the recipientsot the petitions of earthly creatures appear-
ing before them!,but~at the same time, they seem to retain
the distance o:fvisionary beings. Finally, all of the tig-
ures are created of the same substance within space. that is.
they are sculptures. But the naturalistic distinctions made
by Sluter to separate sacred and secular figures presuppose
a belief in their li~elike appearance. Sluter's naturalism is
complete only if he can convince us that the figures he por-
trayed.assume and act out the roles created for them.i3

Huizinga, after describing the luxurious decoration
of the Moses Well, its gilding. pOlyohromy,and ooats of arms,
writes I

Can one ask for better proof of the spirit in ~hich theduke conceived this great monument cfhiapiety? As a
crowning'bizarrerie' ~\a pair of.speotacles. 9f gilded
brass, •..•". were placed on Jereiniah·s nose.1Lf

He concludes that "the art of the SCUlptor at this epooh is
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a servile art.Mt5 Why is this? Sculpture was servile because
sculptors were governed and "influenced by the taste of the
time."t6 Rather than perceiving the consistency of thought
uniting spectacles, polychromy, and descriptive presence
with Sluter's view of mimesis, Huizinga would rath~r believe
that the entire crea'fion·derives from the Duke's "lack of taste
and refinement."t?

It is consistent with Panofsky's view of Northern art
that he should minimize Sluter's interest in the imitation
of nature. He writesl

We are, quite understandably and justi:(ia:bly,en.thralled
with the purely plastic quality of its statuary. But this
magnificent statuary appeared within the context of a
gigantic'showpiece, ••• which must have struck the con-
temporary'public much as ••• a gigantic work of pastry
cooking. • • .18

Panofsky has great praise for Sluter's "plastic quality" or
the "pictorial images" that S14tercreated. but he does not.
evidently, approve of Sluter's insistent realism. Rather than
interpreting the experience of the Well in terms of its dra-
matic, intricate, and subtle interrelationships of figures
and meaning Panofsky. as a post-W6lfflinian art historian,
concentrates upon the formal characteristics of the Well.

Sluter's works ~orce us to explore the forms as with a
surgical probe, ••• Instead of gliding along the plas-
tic shapes, our eye seems to draw them into itself. then
project them onto an imaginary picture plane, so that
the question of whether a figure is conceived after the
pattern of an "s" or a "0" becomes irrelevant as COm-
pared to its optical appearance in space.19

Sluterprobably never intended that we send out "rays of
vision" and sensitively examine every fold, penetrate each
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recess, and halt before reflecting protuberances. For Sluter
drapery was a necessary addition to the figure. It gave him
an opportunity to show movement, strength, vigor and life.
For Sluter a figure, when properly endowed with life, need
not conform to an "S" or "Cu pattern. After all, is nut the
"S" curve merely a eonceptual notatioil.for movel\lentrather
than a·l'ltyllsticdevice? If an "S" curve is to be found·in
Sluter's work it is because the body moVes delicately in that
way.20

Sluter'sprophets. like Donatello's Zuccone. need
only have voices to speak. No greater compliment could be
paid to an artist. And this quali~y of life antlpresence must
have been foremost in Sluter's mind as he worked upon his
prophets. All formal and iconographic analysis must follow
from this.

The Moses Well is. like the portal of the Chartreuse, .
~ oeuvre nar1ante,a dumb show. comparable with contemporary
mystery p1ays.21 In mystery plays it was customary that
prophets appear on the stage and deliver their prophecies.
The Life of Christ followed, culminating in the Crucifixion.
To plaoe an actual dramatic presentation oVer a well was an
impossibility, but a sculptural presentation could serve bet-
ter .the same dramatic purpose. Sluter. included many elements
of a mystery play in his conception.

Six prophets are arranged about the base or pedestal.
All of the figures are magnificently carved. One senses. in
gazing at the face of Moses. that many painful years of labor
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and anxiety are responsible for the carving. The drapery
hangs heavily upon the figures, echoing their heavy spirits.
Each holds a scroll upon which are written the words he would
speak if he were able, but overcome with grief each is silent.22

Above the prophets appear mourning angels dressed in litur-
gical vestments appropriate to the moment of sacrifice por-
trayed in the Crucifixion. The angels, bearing the weight of
the visionary Crucifixion upon their shoulders, grimace, weep.
and lament with wordless cries. The well below. or the ~
vitae with its life-sustaining water. is united with the Cru-
cifixion above through the. prophets. These historical figures
move and prophesy in our space. They confront us as only
living mert can do. Naturalism in Sluter's work denotes the
appropriate degree of lifelikeness with which each figure is
invested. The polychromy, the spectacle~and the dramatic
carving give life to the figures. For the monks of the cloister,
the act of drawing water daily made them participants in a
sacred drama.

Huizinga writesl
The gestures of the hands by which the attention is di-
rected to the texts are so emphatic, and there is an ex-
pression of such poignant grief on the faces, that the
whole is in some danger of losing the ataraxia which
marks great sculpture. It appeals too directly to the
spectator.2J

Huizinga, unknowingly, paid Sluter the finest compliment a
critic can give. Through his ability to imitate nature so
closely that the observer momentarily can be emotionally
moved through the experience, Sluter won a great victory.
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Jeremiah's glasses are not mere "bizarrerie." They are con-
sistent with the pervasive naturalism characteristic' of the
entire work. Sluter's Jeremiah is a prophet because he con-
fronts us as a profoundly wise and serious man·.24

The wings of the WerlAltar indicate another step in
the development of devotional art in the North (Plate 41).25
The use of the mirror and other formal devices reveals an
advanced understanding of the formal problems of representa-
tional art and the devotional purpose painting served.26
The donor, in one of the earliest instances in panel paint..
ing. assumes a natural position in relation to the sacred
figures. The plausibility of this naturalistically described
devotional reality serves t{)invest the secular world with
sanctity.

The Warl Altar was finished in 1438 for HeinriCh von
Werl. who was a professor at the University at Cologne and.
temporarily. prOVincial of the Minorite Order.27 Heinrich
was a most pious man. as his portrait in the left wing of the
altar confirms. He is shown kneeling in devotion. in the ante-
room of a building, before an open door leading into an ad-
jacent chamber. Standing behind Heinrich is John the Baptist.
his patron saint. Behind them. above an opening in the back
wall of this Chamber. is a statue of a :fourteenth century
Virgin and Child.

The painter of the ~ Altar adamantly insists. as
Sluter does. upon the actuality of the simulated r~ality.
Here. in contradiction to Blum and Birkmeyer's designs. sym-
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bolism does not account for the unity of the altar. Rather,
the unity of the altar results from our understanding of the
very sUbtle articulaticn of the content. In the left wing
Heinrich vOn Werl is shown kneeling in devotion, within, yet
partially divorced from, his surroundings. The architectural
frame defines the limits of the pictorial spaee, emphasizes
the ex'istenceof the altar as an object, and unites the pic~
torial reality with the observer's spaee. The simulated outer
architectural frame is joined with the interior. Note how the.
artist has adjusted the diaphragm arch to oorrespond to our
position.28 The light enters from our spaoe, as it did in
the Ghent Altar, and also stresses continuity from observer
to pictorial space. The painted frame is of the same substance
as the paintedfigtires and therefore, because of its highly
objective presence, enhances their reality. The lighting,
intimate interior, and frame serve as transitional elements
inviting the observer into the pictorial illusion.29 Note
how Heinrich's belt and a piece of drapery (an instance of
trompe~l'6HJ. painting) appear to fall in front of the picture
plane. thereby gaining in objective presence and blurring
the point separating reality from simulation. A hierarchy of
presence or levels of reality has been conscientiously worked
outo each level, like a link chain, dependent on the next,
leading from the inscription in stone and outer frame. the
point of greatest objective presence. to Von Werl, who has
the greatest subjective presence.

Heinrich is actually present in a carefully defined
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spatial setting. Integrated into this space is the figure of
John the Baptist, who. like the patron saints at the Chartreuse,
shares the same stage with Heinrich, but not the same level
of reality. St. John enters as a product of devotional and
artistic activity and his presence is confirmed by his reflec-
tioninthe mirror. Like St. George in Jan van Eyck'sCanon
van der Paele Madonna, St. John is shown standing on Heinrich'S
drapery (Plate ~2). This denotes Heinrieh·s dependence upon
St. John and reveals St. John·s greater spiritual presence.
The separation of sacred from secular figures can only be
shown this way when everything within the Painted reality is
compared with life. Thus, while the sacred realm exi~ts in a
secular world, it retains, naturally, its sacred identity.
The mirror in the Werl Altar gives a factual reflection ~f
the scene. That is, it represents what is real within the
confines of the frame.but it also reflects the world of the
observer-~the real world--within the pictorial world. The
mirror reflects the truth of the event which is portrayed
and makes US witnesses to the same event.

'"The Master of Flemalle could have known Jan van Eyck's
Arnolfini Wedding, but need not to havederi~ed the use of
a mirrer from Jan for mirrors had begun to app~ar frequently
in Flemish painting.3?:"There'ar~"perJ:l.aps:seYeralrea:sonSf'6r
this.'1 The·mirror.proved a practical device for co~eeting
works of ~t in the process of their produetiort. Villani,
for example. records Giotto's use of the mirro~.32 Albarti
points out that weaknesses in a painting are more easily de-
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teeted in a mirrorl "Therefore things taken from nature are
corrected with a mirror.")) Painting could also be an improve-
ment upon nature.

The frequent appearance of mi'rrorsin paintings suggests
the growing use of mirrors in the Flemish studios. In Flanders.
and partIcularly Bruges. glass ..blowers and mirror-makers
belonged to the same guild as painters. the guild of St. Luke.J4

Thus a close link conneoted the painters who sought toattain atlJimage as precise and true as only the mirror ..-
symbol of truth--could yield and the mirror-maker who
could provide the artist with an aid enabling him toreflect. and retain such an exact image of reality.35

The Werl AJ.tar.is a perfect reflection of t.henatural world.
It is in this particular fOrm of conceit that tile

mimetic intentions of the Flemish paihter can be seen. The
c; • . ' .

mirror in this picture confirms the'presence of the spiritual
.figuresinreal1ty. The painted image is seen as a mirror
image. an image'which the artist need only imitate. While the
Italians continu~d to look theoretioallyat painting as a
projection behind a window. the Flemings worked more empir-
ically andintuitively~ relying upon optical observation.
Whereas representation for the Italian arti~t allowed fOr con-
siderable individual interpretation, the Northern painter
appears to have accepted the precision of the mirror image

'I'-' ,

as his model. The effect, however. is hardly different. Both
approaches reveal a more objective~scientific attitude toward
painting in which the artist steps aside from his task of
creating to "measure" his results. This. as Gombrich has
pointed out, is a most necessary step in the development of
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painting.36 Related to this critical approach is the artist's
growing awareness of his ability to imply spatial continuity,
thus avoiding the mistake of earlier artists who often
showed too muoh of what they were describing.3? The result
is that the artist relies upon the observer to continue the
space of the painting and, in so doing, to imag:trtehitiis~lf
a part of. the representational space.

Northern paintings are, for the most part, small. To
overcome the limitations of scale, and in order to involve
the observer directly in the space of the image, Northern
painters developed formal means of convincing the observer
of the reality. of the illusion, such as framing motifs, sump-
tuous interiors, reflections in armor, perspective, views out
of windows into the distance and mirrors. The artist of the·
Werl Altar uses the mirror to transform the obServer's space
into pictorial space.

In Italian art, lifesize figures are often placed in
a spaoe w~ich appears to be an extension of the observer's
space. In Filippo Lippi's Annunciation in San Lorenzo monu-
mental false architecture and a perspectival space are used
to persuade the observer to accept the simulated reality
(Plate 43), All action is disposed behind the Brunellesohian
frame, the point of transition between the observer and pic-
torial space. The mirror in the Werl Altar transforms the
observer's space into pictorial space beoause that spaoe is
reflected in the mirror. The observer, therefore, if he acoepts
the artist's simulation, finds himself inoluded in the paint-
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ing. The artist's use of the mirror as a formal device to
increase observer empathy reveals his awareness not only of
the usefulness of art for devotion, but that painting is
the "one art which can truly mirror the world.,,38

The mirror also symbolized the Virgin's chastity and
purity.39 Heihrich, you will remember, is shown praying, He
waS meditating perhaps upon the sculptured Madonna and Child
behind him. He looks, however, in the direction of the missing
center panel. Now. if the missing panel of the triptych did
indeed represent the Madonna and Child, it is then possible
to conclude that Heinrich, at this very moment, witnesses
their presence in a chamber adjoining his.40 Heinrich has
passed from meditation on a corpo~eal object to a higher
stage of meditation.41 He sees a vision with his inner spir-
itual eye and attains a state of graee,

St. John, like the Virgin and Child, has become visible
within the devotional reality. While the mirror reflects the
figure of St. John it does not show Heinrich, nor are we re-
fleeted in the mirror since we stand to the right of the
center. One might conclude that Heinrich is the invisible
figure and St. John is the real figure in this simulated real-
ity. However, .the suggestion that Heinrich is actually pres-
ent in the room cannot be disputed because a piece of his
drapery falls over the frame into real space. The mirror's
image is a reflection of reality just as the painting is a
mirror in which Heinrich in actual life sees himself reflected.
He, standing Where we do, does not see himself reflected in
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the mirror, but he can assume the posture he does in the
painting by participating in the artist's simulation of real-
ity, The picture, then, while it is an object of devotion,
inspires a proper ideal spiritual state and is the means to
achieve it, The Werl Altar is a perfect reflection of Hein-
rich's spiritual attitude.

Jan van Eyck's minuscule Madonna in ~ Church, painted
about 1425, marks the transitional point from the supremacy
of sculpture to the supremacy of painting as a devotional
medium. (Plate 44).42 Meiss writesl

But if artists of his time in the Low Countries enjoyed
debating the relative merits of the several arts, as
they did in Italy, we can surmise Jan's contribution to
the "paragone," He wOtlld have argued of course for the
supremacy of painting. and his thesis might conceivably
have been that painting is not only the one attwhich
can truly mirror the world, but that it incorporates,
in a sense, the other arts. As proof he could point to
the church, the sculpture, and the beautiful specimen
of goldsmith's work in the Virgin in the Church.~J

Jan's painting is more than a mere display of virtuosity in
painting. It is a significant step forward in the develop-
mentof representational painting intended to serve a devo-
tional purpose. Jan's Madonna in ~ Church was surely painted
at least a dozen years before the Werl Altar, yet it has many
similar features, In the Madonna in ~ Church we see evidence
of the idea of "paragons" in the contrast of sculptured fig-
ures and painted figures and a duality of realities.

As a setting for the Madonna and Child Jan has erected
a convincing church with an elevated choir, rood screen,
SCUlptures, ambulatory,and three-aisled nave. Light gently
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filters through the windows, being brighter in the transept
and nave and dimmer in the aisles. Variations in its inten-
sity cause a full modulation of tonal values which Jan's
skillful use of the oil medium records. All descriptive means
are used to create the illusion that we stand within a real
building. 44

The church is munificently furnished with rich orna-
ments and sculpture. Atop the rood screen is the Crucifikion
flanked by the Virgin and presumably St. John (who is not
shown). In the gables of the rood are representations of
the Annunciation to the left, and in the center, the Corona-
tion of .the Virgin. A scu1pture:.of'·the Madonha and Child appears
beneath the Annunciation in a niche which is illuminated by
two candles. The burning candles would seem to suggest that
the Madonna and Child are being shown special veneration
on this most beautifu~ day.

There is nothing unusual about the richness of this
setting but the Madonna standing in the nave of the church,
as high as its arcade, is a disturbing presence. The feeling
that something is awry is sUbstahtiated when we look through
the rood into the choir to find two beautifUlly and richly
clothed apge1s celebrating the mass. One is right to be deep-
ly troubledby'the apparent inability of the artist to ad-
just the scale of the Madonna and Child in order to fit them
into the correctly constructed setting. What has gone wrong?
Some critics look upon this as a sign of technical immaturity,
They argue that Jan doubtless intended that the Virgin and
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Child more correctly correspond with the architectural set-
ting. Unable to realize this Jan settles for this "dispropor-
tion.N45 Such a view is difficult to accept in face of the
accuracy of the building as a whole and convincing depiction
of the figures. No artist so technically advanced as Jan
clearly is could have failed to adju~t proportions because
of technical incompetence. Others. most notably Panofsky and
Huizinga, simply accept this change of scale as a eonsequence
of the irreconcilability of religious idealism and mimetic
fidelity. Huizinga sees in late medieval art in,general. and
Jan's painting in particular, the last vestiges of the medi-
eval will to allegory. a desire "to turn every sacred idea
into precise images~ which. when coupled with a simplistic
yet unfortunately enthusiastic realism, leads to the prolif-
eration of insipid, dull yet precise allegory.46 Marvin
Felheim and F. W. Brownlow have described this form of criti-
cism.

Such criticism sees an art committed both to religious
idealism and to natural truth. and finds them irrecon-
cilable, or perhaps. more accurately, it finds the ide-
alism boring and the realism interesting. and judges
the attempt at reconciling them a Medieval error.~7

Panofsky resolves the conflict of·figures and setting by

concentrating upon the symbolic meaning. In Jan's art. accord-
ing to Panofsky. "••• all meaning has assumed the shape
of reality, or ••• all reality is saturated with meaning~
.... n

48 This is consistent with his view that naturalism
and sacred meaning are incompatible in the early fifteenth
century. 49
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Panofsky suggests that Jan allew~d this discrepancy
in order to put a check on insistent naturalism. ~he spatial
discrepanoy preserves the primacy of the symbolic content.
Panofsky concludes that "•• ~ in spite of its al'parent
naturalism, an.age-old tradition both in idea and in form"
is lIlaintaine~~:50>·SUOha view overlooks the dualism which.
despite its meaning is still present. Jan's formal refine-
ments.and subtleties as well as devotional function are over-
looked. There is a duality in Jan's painting, but that is
not to say that Jan does not provide for its resolution.
There is, however, ho confliot between religious idealism
and visual verisimilitude. Both contribute to the same meaning-
ful experienoe.

Before returning to the problem of the disproportion,
it is important to make a further observation about the state
of the original altar. Several copies were made of Jan's
Madonna in .!!:.Churchin the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
One of the most pleasing and, unfortunately, unappreoiated,
is that by the Bruges Master of 1499, now in Antwerp. done
for the Abbot Christian de Hondt (Plate 4;>,;1 The painting,
a diptyoh, is small and probably served as an aid in De
Hondt's private devotions. Proof of this is to be found in
the painting itself, for on the back wall of his chamber is
a small devotional diptych. Now, however, Christian has di-
rected his attention elseWhere, praying, as it were, before
the ima~e in the left wing, We might more oorrectly say that
De Hondt experienoes at this moment a vision; depicted at the
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left, which is inspired by the text of the open book On the
pr~e~dieu. Irt.bnth this copy and a sixteenth century copy
in the Doria Gallery, a praying donor occupies the right
wing.52 It seems therefore reasonably certain that Jan's
Madonna and Child originally formed the left wing of a small
devotional diptych •

.The conflict, which many critics recognize, can be
dismiSSed if one accepts the position that the Virgin and
Child are actually invisibl~ figures made visible. Although
the Madonna occupies space within a naturalistically conceived
setting, she, in effect, exists in a different mode of be~g.
·Sheis II. symbol which has been made actual within the mind
of the devout observer, The.Virgin appears to be weightless
and the Christ Child floats effortlessly in her arms. This
impression is not the result of artistic incapacity, but is
observable in.several other works by Jan. The sacred figures
are idealized.·

We saw above that there was, in all probability, a
representation of a donor in prayer in the right wing of the
altar. We also saw, in the church, a statue of the Madonna
and Child ina.niche with candles burning before it.5JWti
noted a mass being said and it was suggested that special
veneration was given to the Virgin and Child on this day.
Written on the hem of the Virgin's robe is part of the text
from the 11'ttlechapter for Lauds on the Feast of the Assump-
tion.54 These words were. perhaps, read by the donor in his
book before the statue of the Virgin and Child. During his
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devotion the Virgin and Child miraculously appear to come
to life.55 Jan has presented a devotional experience as it
might take place and, indeed, as it actually did according
to references to contemporary Visionary experiences. What we
see. therefore. is the·concrete representation of a visionary
experience which serves as a model for devotion. The painted
Virgin and Child are Visionary and occur only in the mind
of.the observer. This visionary experience originates, however.
as many visionary experiences did, before an image--h~ne the
Madonna and Child in the niche--which has, ~t this moment,
come to 1ife.56 Meiss writes.

The painter and his audience would have known of similar
occurrenceS •••• they were certainly familiar with theaccounts of the animation of statues of the Madonna given
by many of her most ardent worshippers. including St.Bernard.57

The Virgin and Child are imaginary, their appearance depend-
ing as ..much upon the ar.tist·s ability to suggest their real
p~esenee as upon the devout·s desire to participate empathi-
cally in the devotional-artistic reality.58 Pious donors of
the fifteenth century desired visionary experiences in the
world of.their, own experience and the task fell to the artists
to meet. this demand for their representation. Sacred figtn'ss,
therefore. are shown, as here, responding in a familiar way
to the particular deMands of the observer.59

It is clear that the apparent dispatity in scale
between. the Madonna and Child and the arohitecture cannot
be attributed simply to alack of artistic skill. It is iron-
ical that Panofsky fin~s it hard to explain the apparent
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disproportion, while he so perceptively describes the nature
60of visions in art.

The integration of sacred and secular figures which
we saw in the. Wed Altar, 1s seen in Jan van ~k's Canon
~der Paela Madonna (Plate 42).61 Here, however, the donor,
in contrast with Heinrioh, who was formally excluded from
the sacred space of the central panel, is now inclUded within
the area of the sacra converuZione. We might better say
that the sacred figures now appear in the space of the donor.
Jan's !in ~Paele Madonna marks a further step Inthe trans-
formation of Northern painting :fromconceptual to mimetic
representation. But, as we have seen before, greater truth
to nature is not .detrimental to religious oontent. Jan's
technical quality. his.power of imagination, and awareness
of the value of artistic fiction contribute to the creation
of a convincing devotional r$ality in which man experiences
the divine in a world like that about him. The pr&sence of
the donor within the sacred space denotes a greaterconfidenOe
in and desirability of this form of devotional reality. It
is the naturalistic integration of sacred and secular figures
within a consistent space that marks one of the highest
achievements of Jan van Eyck.

According to Huizinga" Jan van EyCk's art sigl'lifies
the end of an era.

The naive, ",•• naturalism of the brothers van Eyok
was a new form of pictorial expression. but viewedfrom,the·standpoint of cultUre in general, it Was but
another manifestation of the crystallizing tendency of
thought which we noticed in all the aspects of the men-
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tality of the declining Middle Ages, ••• Lthat i§7
The c~aving to turn e~ery saored idea into precisecim~es.
• • .02

For Huizinga spiritual value is destroyed in the process
because di~ine figures of the spiritual realm are secularized
in the natural world. He writesl

For the spirit which this art denotes is the same whichwe pointed out in religious lifela spirit rather deca~
dent than primitive, a spirit involving the utmost elab-oration, and even decompQsition, of religious thoughtthrough. the imagination.o3

The imagination, of course, was a characteristic of the
artist. "All the forms and colours which imagirtationdrew
from mundane reality were now lavished by it upon the celes~
tial beings.,,6~ Unwittingly, perhaps, Huizinga describes the
manner in which visions oocurred and were suggested'in fif-
teenth oentury painting. It is precisely Jan's ability to
describe a visionary state in whioh sacred figures appear in
a naturalistic contemporary setting that separates his art
from the conceptual art of the Middle Ages.

One might assume, after reading Hui;inga's view of
Jan's art,that saored and secular figures as they now ap-
pear in the Canon van der Paele Madonna exist side by side
with the same reality. The oareful delineation of setting
and physiognomic features would tend·to indicate equal p~es-
ence for all figures, This however is not the ease. In Jan's
art sacred and seoular figures retain their oharaoteristic
essences while. they.appear on a naturalistic stage. Sacred
figures can share the same space with the donor because all
of the figures in the Y!n der Paele MadOnna are invisible
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except for the Canon himself. What Jan shows us is what is
in the mind of George van derPaele. Jan's painting is the
representation of an ideal devotional experience, intended,
so to speak, for George's personal and piouBuse and enjoy-
ment. To understand this it is necessary to consider the
work formally. the context in which the work was created. and
its meaning in relation to its content.

George van der Paele is shown kneeling alone in an
attitude of prayer. He is dressed in a choir habit with a
tippet over his left arm. Having temporarily removed his
glasses. he holds them in his right hand and a book of hours
o~ breviary in his left. He kneels in the choir of a church
before the~nthroned Madonna and Child. At the left stands
St. Donatian, patron saint of the chureh for Which the altar-
piece was intended, handsomely dressed in a blue and gold
brocade cope. Canon George has been introduced into the sacra
conversazione by St. George, his patron saint, who stands on
our right. The magnificent church is sumptuously.!iecorat&d
with floot tileti!;,piers 'with'richly carved' ca,pit!i"ls,and •...
bul1's eye windows. It is a, three-aisled basilica, the arcade
composed of.beautifully polished marble oolumns. one of Which
is particularly noticeable because of its reddish tone, The
entire building suggests a concrete, speoific, Spatial set-
ting within whioh the figures exist.

Compositionally this work is not typical of Jan's
oeuvre because it is very large, surpassed in size only by
the Ghent Altar. The spatial compression and the increased
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monumentality of the figures: make them seem to loom large
before us. The careful attention paid to architectural detail,
skillful use of light and meticulous detailing of costume,
emphasize the reality of the figures. In addition to the al-
most tactile reality of the figures, Jan has provide4 the
observer with. an entrance irtto the space of the painting.
The carpet. which extends forward from the Virgin's throne.
is cut off by the frame. It is implied. however. that the
carpet continues almost to our own feet just as it is suggested
that. the columns continue toward and even beyond us. These
devices serve to heighten the actuality and intimacy of the
scene because they invite formally our participation. Jan
has done so much to inclUde us in this miraoulous event that
we sense that the appearance of these sacred figures is as
much for our benefit as the Canon's. In actual life the Canon
was as much an observer of Jan's painted reality as we are.
That is, .he reflected upon the work which he had commissioned
and empathically projected himself into the painting and
assumed the place suggested for him. We, however, as contem-
porary observers, can only stand or kneel before the Virgin
and Child rather than kneel beside her. Neither do we stand
alone, nor do we actuallY see with our own eyes. We see. as
it were, through the eyes of Jan van Eyck and in that sense
we share in Jan's creative act. Reflected in the armor of
St. George is art image of the painter himself, wearifig ver~
milion hat and hose and a dark bluemantle.65 The armor.
therefore, is like the mirrOr in the Warl Altar. A line pro-
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jected perpendic~lar to the shield and the reflected image
in it, will pass through a spot where Jan and the observer
must stand at the end of the carpet. Consequently, to see
what we do we must see through the eyes of Jan, and, like
Jan, become participants in his creation. We become partic-
ipants in this visionary.sacra conversaZione.66 The painting
is, therefore,as much an image of our own salvation as it
is Jan's, George van der Paele's, or the devout's who prayed
before it.

One of the inscriptions on the frame cf the Van der
Paele Madonna tells us that Canon George commissioned the
altar in 1~3~, that is, at the same time that he founded two
chapels in the choir of St. Donatlan in Bruges.67 According
to the inscription the chapels were only completed in 1~36.
The date 1~36 provides a terminus post guemfor the painting,
which by this time must have been installed in the church,
The. inscription would seem to indicate that the work should
have been completed by 143~, but evidently work continued
until 1436. Whether or not the painting was finished prior
to this date cannot be absolutely ascertained from the in-
scription. What does seem probable, however, is that Jan's
painting served to commemorate the Canon's foundation. It
follows.from this that the interior shown here is meant to
simulate or suggest the interior of St. Donatian's in Bruges.
Weale had previously suggested this, and his hypothesis,
while not absolutely certain, has not been entirely disproven.68

According to the Bruges Catalogue, archeologic'al investiga-
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tions do not necessarily support Weale's hypothesis. On the
other hand, if Jan's painting was well under way by 1434.
it is quite possible that the interior shown here is an ap-
proximation based upon plans given the painter by Canon
George or his architect. It this hypothesis is not correct
in all details, the fact remains that George van der Paele
is shown in the choir of a church and the appearance of St.
Donatian serves to partioularize the locale evert further.
It is also known that Canon George's chapels were in the
choir on the south side. This might account for the atypical
red column which appears behind St, George in the painting.
George'saword passes in front of the column, pointing in
the direction of the Chapels. The painting commemorates Canon
George's. pious donation to the church of St. Donatian. His
good and holy services to the church have made him worthy.of
the vision which appears before him. The Canon's commission
for th~s painting denotes his spiritual perseverance and
labor on behalf of the faithful of his churCh. for this paint-
ing, too, served as an Object of meditation and prayer for
the benefit of the souls of the faithful. Hence, the paint~
ing commemorates the dedicatiOn of the chapels and also its
own dedication. While George appears as the primary donor Of
the painting and chapel, Jan, in diminutive form, also appears
as a donor. Through his excellence in painting he too· partic-
ipates in the sacra conversazione and receives the promise
of salvation for his good efforts and services.

The significanoe of the Van dar Paele Madonna concerns
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more than Canon George's donations. It was, however, these
which earned for him the right to see, first hand, the prom-
ise of salvation. The painting shows him as a recipient of
divine grace. Jan's painting, like the Werl Altar, represents
an ideal devotional state, a vision which occurs in the mind
of the donor. To the careless eye, there may not appear to
be any difference between the sacred and the secular in the
Van der Pae1e Madonna. The meticulo~s eharacterilation of
all substances deceives us, leading us to believe that all
of the figures are equally present. But, for a vision to be
a vision, it is necessary that a contrast exist, i.e., that
the visionary be; distinguished from the mundane without,
however, destroying the uniqueness of the experience. It is
here that Jan's mastery becomes evident.

George van der Paele is Shown kneeling in devotion
holding a prayer book. He has stopped reading and holds his
glasses in his right hand and gazes upward. Although he does
not look.at the Madonna and Child he does see them. They are
visible in his mind's eye. This explains the careful atten~
tion Jan paid to the painting Of the Canon's eyes, his boOk
and his glasses.69 It is hardly sufficient to state, as
Cuttler does, that "the donor's glasses are held so that they
magnify the script of the book in his hands, another example
of Jan van Eyek's complete mastery of visual phenomeha.,,70

Jan intended more than a still life. On the frame appears
the same inscription that appeared in the Berlin Madonna in
~ Church, that is the·text from the little chapter from Lauds
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objective statement of spiritual truth. is the medium through
which the invisible is made visible.



NOTES

1.C• L. KUhrt, German mlS. Nether an ish Sculpture. 1280.
18001 The Harvard Collections Cambridge, Mass. I HarvardUniversity Press, 1965), p. 11 .

2 Erwin Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting (195JJrpt. Cambridge, Mass. 1 Harvard University Press. 1966), p.
80. Although Sluter's oonception is novel it is not unprae·edented. The figures of the Crucifixion in Naumbetg·Ca.thed'ral.like those of the portal at ttleChartreuse or the Moses Well.exist in the space of the observer. At Naumberg the 9rueifi~ionis reenacted in our space. The illusion of the presence ofcorporeal figures adds to the pathos of the event.

3 Shirley N. Blum, Early Netherlandish TriptyChsl A
StUd} in Patronage (BerkeleYI University of California Press.1969 , p.471 "Duke: PhiUptlle Bold made the entire sculptured.portal..of.his funerary chapel in Challlplllolan expression andactual representation of his desire for salvation •••• "

4 .. -. .
The entire portal was originally polychromed. Thethree.dimensional objective presenoe and lifelike colors ofthe.sculpture diminish the gap separating art and reality.

Kuhn in German and Netherlandish Sculpture,p. 11, writes 1
"The five figures are joined formally and psychologicallyas a single.whole in a unified space •.They are placed ab(lvethe eye level of the beholder. who seems to be invited intotheir world as he ascends the steps to the-doorway."

5 Sven Sandstr3m, LeY¢lg ~ Unreality, ed. bY Nils GestaSandblad, Uppsala Studies in the History of Art,N.S. 4
(Uppsalal Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. 1963). pp. 7ff.
Awareness of artistic reality is coupled with a new kind ofpatronage as we saw in chapter I. See also R.·Bernhllimer.The Nature of Representation (New Yorkl New York University
Press, 19611: PP. 128, 135. 143·44, 159. for a discussion ofmimetic representation and the observer's response.

6 ENP, p. 139.
7 For references to fifteenth century visions inspired

by art. see chapters II, note 49 and III, note 3.



8 Panofsky. ~.p. 80.

9 Ibid •• p. 139.
10 Levels. p. 33.
11 4Ibid •• pp. 33-) •
12 Sluter,,"sobjective and detailed oharacterizaticm of

his figures leaves no doubt that he intend~d anidentifica-tion of the object with its referent. Bernheimer. Nature.
p.147. suggests. "••• any likeness unites with that whichit represents .whenever we experienoe it as the only means by
which its referent can be oonveyed." ~his e~plains an impor-tant aspect of porti'aits. as well'as providlnga basis 'for
the understanding of the entire Phenomenon of image worshipand visionary experienoes.

1) Bernheimer. Nature. p. 1411 "The law of the suprem-
acy of.representational intent. • • • thus follows from an-'other rule of ours. i.e., that likenesses carry the evidenceof their funotion in themselves, and must th~refore be readas testimonials to their own purpose." This implies that wemust accept .the figures as real in addition to giving ourattention to stylistic and iconographic discussion.

14 Johan Huizinga. The Waning ~ the Middle Ages. trans.
by F. Hopman. Peregrine Book· (1924, rpt. Harmondsworth.
England. Penguin BookS. 1968). p. 245. Why does Huizingamake the Duke responsible rather than Sluter?

15 Ibid •• p. 243.
16 Ibid.
17 4Ibid •• p. 2 5.
18 Panofsky. ~. p. 80. The simile is Huizinga·s.

19 Ibid •• pp. 80-81. Bernheimer. Nature. p. 130' "Butshift your interest from its surface to its subject. from
enjoyment to the exploitation of its utility •••• It willthen be f.ound that the-likeness serves the satisfaction of
an interest or drive and that the latter demands a shOrt cut
to experience •••• to the.worshiper a painting of the
Virgin Mary may stand for-~that is be SUbstituted for--her
presence. It is always possible. in other words. to insert
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an element of vicariousness into mimetic representation,-pro'ridedthat the subject be regarded as real and that an
active attitude be adopted toward it."

20 Bernheimer, Nature, p. 137, suggests the importance
of the idea of likeness as it relates to the actual creationof the representation "that it is a representation so dis-
pO$ed.that the manner in which its materials are arrangedreflects some aspect or projection of its subject."

21 Cohen describes the Well as "un myst~re de pierre."
R. Schneider andG. Cohen, La Formation du genie moderfte
dans !'artde!'occident (Paris,-1936). p. 361. For a dis-cussion of mystery plays and relation to late medieval art,see. EmileMile,,!!'Art religieux de ~ fin !U! moyen age m1France. 2nd. ed.(Paris.A. Colin, 1925')"';p , 52 n, 63f K.Young •.~ Drama of !h! Medieval Church, II (Oxford. 1933),Schneider .and Cohen. La Formation~u genie moderne, pp. 360-611 J. Calmette, The Golden Age of Burgundy, trans. by D.Weightman (London, 1962),p. 2121 "The Jews who were used asmodels for de Puits desProphetes--if we,a~e to judge by thecostumes, they were almost certainly acting a mystery play--might have come straight from the ghetto.- DeniS Coekelberghs,
"Les Grisailles de van Eyck, II GdBA,. 71 (1968). pp, 87-88.
See alaoR. M. Tovell, Flemish Artists 2! t~e Valois Court(Toronto. University of Toronto Press. 1950 , p. 48.. According to Young the prophetic verses of the proph-
ets derive from St. Augustine. and the play itself derivesfrom the Augustinian sermon Contra JudaeusPaganoS' etArianos
Serma de SY!I!bol.

22 . .The scrolls that the prophets carry are read in thesame manner as insOriptions in painted altars. Formally.they .help establish contact with the obse~ver because they
depend upon the observer to COmplete their function by reading.See Millard Meiss, Painting in Florence~ Siena after the
Black Death, Harper Torchbaoks (19511 rpt. New York. Harper& Row, Publishers, 1964). p. 127, for a discussion of theformal role of inscriptions.

23 ~ Waning, pp. 244-45.

24 Huizinga, in his analysis of the Moses Well, apparent-
ly equates naturalism with counterfeiting. I think Jeremiah's
glasses underscore his real presence, not a lesser artistic
aChievement. Bernheimer, Nature, p. 137. writesl·"Any theorythat sees .theartist's task as that of counterfeiting reality
rather than expounding and translating it must thus be em-
phatically denied. II The proof of Sluter's genius is his ability
to suggest lifelike presence in stone. He is the creator of
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men. not objects. . .I am again reminded of Alllerti's words regarding
art and religionl "It certainly was their greatest gift tomortals. for painting is most useful to that piety whichjoins us to the gOds and keeps our souls full of religion.They say that Phidias made in Aulis a god Jove so beautifulthat.it considerably strengthened the religion then current."Leone Battista Alberti. Qn Painting. trans. by John R•.
Spencer, rev ed•.(New Haven and'Londonl Yale University hess,1966). p , 63. See also B.ernheimer. Nature. pp. 208-1:0.whei'ehe discusses the.properties of substitutes I "While a statuemay represent St. Peter as an entity in oUr thoughts. ofwhose place in history weare well aware. it can substituteonly for St. Peter as a living individual. who is now expe-rienced as reaching across into our world." (pp.209-iO).

25 The altar is in the hado. Madrid, and dates 1438.Each panel measures 39 3/4 x 18 1/2". Fo~ the Werl Altar seelMax J. FriedlAnder. Early Netherlandish Painting. III Rogier~ de:!:'Weyden and the Master of Fl~malle, trans. by HeinzNorden from the original German edition of Die altniederlAn-
discheMalerei. 1924-1937. comments and notes by NiCOleVeronee-Verhaegen (New Yorkl Frederick A. haeger. 1967).pp. 38-39l 72-7) n. 67l Charles de Tolnay. Le Maitre de F14malleat les fr~res Y!n ~(Brussels~ Editions de 1a Connaissance.
s.a •• 1939).p. 59 n. 16l Panofsky. ENP, pp. 173-74l P. Pieper."ZUlliWerl-Altar des Meisters von Flemalle." Wallraf';;Richartz
Jahrbuch. 16 (1954), pp. 87-103.According, to most writers the altar was originallyintended to be a triptych, the central panel of which, accord-
ing to Panofsky. probably presented an enthroned Virgin andChild. According to him the central panel would have resembled
a drawing. nOw in the Louvre. of a sacra conversazione. This,however. is not certain. The right wing of the altar shows aseated female figure, generally called St. Barbara. althoughthe domestic setting in which she is seated is filled withobjects traditionally associated with the Virgin. St. Barbara's
position and the room in which she is seated are comparable
with a fragment of an altar by Rogier van der Weydennow inthe British Museum. See Martin Davies. Early Netherl nd sh
School, National Gallery Catalogues, Jrd. ed •• reV. London I
Publications Department National Gallery, 1968), pp. 169-70n. 654. The relation of this work to Rogier's early work andthe relation of the left panel to a drawing in Stockholm
needs further consideration.

26 Ernst H. Gombrich, Meditations Qn ~ Hobby Horse and
Other Essays.Qn the Theory Qf Art (London I Phaidon Press,
196). p.J5and .OttoPllcht,review of Ea,1Y Netherlandish
Painting, by Erwin Panofsky. BOO,98 (1956 • p. 274.

27 Panofsky,ENP. p. 173.
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28 It is indeed peculiar that the artist uses the
diaphragm arch and terminates the architecture of the barrelvault by showing the exterior of thlS building while implyingthe continuation of the room in the mirror. Considering thedate of the panel, it is impossible, I think, to attributesuch a discrepancy to ineptitude. Rather. it would appearthat the artist cultivated this spatial dichotomy in orderto distinguish between real space and pictorial space. The
mirror signifies the immobility of the painter's eye whichcontributes to a greater spatial consistency, approximatingone point perspective~ See Picht. review of ENP. p. 274.

29 . .Sandstr6m. Levels, p. 821 " ••• the stressing ofthe bOundary is a necessary oondition for effeotive communica-tion.since the passage demands a oonstriction--and therebyalso perhaps an intensifioation--of the oommunicatiQns ••••It.would bea grave error to regard these relationships as
trioks and virtuoso display in an illusionistio tradition.Ontheoontraryl they are effeetswhich ••• are aooomplished
with such great ,discretion that it has often beenp6ssiblefor later soholars to overlook their signifioance entirely."In this light note that the reproduction of the left wing of
the Werl Altar in Panofsky. ENP •..II. fig. 212. does not in-Olude the frame. The frame. ultimately. is a most importantelement. linking the observer to the reality of the picture.See Sandstr6m. Levels. p. 83.

30 Panofsky. ~. II. fig. 247.
31 Heinrioh Schwarz, "The Mirror of the Artist and the

Mirror or the Devout." Studies in the Histary of ~, Dedicat2d
to Jl. }l. Suida M his 80th Birthday, 1959.p. 9!f.and HeinrichSohwarz. "The Mirror in Art."Art Quarterly, 15, 2 (1952).pp. 97-118. Mirrors illustrate the Flemish artist's attitudeabout.the-.rEflatiOn'.of nature and art. 13yholding up a mirrorto his oreation the artist claims that his painting is anaccurate reflection of reality.

32
Schools
p, 9.

Raimond van Marie, The Development of the Italian
of Painting (The Haguel M. Nijhoff, 1923-1938). III.

33 Alberti, .Qn Painting, p. 83.

34 Schwarz, "The Mirror of the Artist," p. 99.
35 Ibid.

,36Ernst H. Gombrich, "Visual Discovery through Art."
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Arts Magazine. November. 1965, rpt. in PsychologY and the
VISUal Arrs. ed. by James aogg. Penguin Modern Psychol~gyReadings Harmondsworth.Englandl Penguin Books. 1969).PP.223-24. . .

.37 Jean Pucelle. who rendered both the inside and the
outside of abuilding in which figures moved. See Jean
Pucelle, Ann~neiation in Hours g! JeaT¥e g'Evreux, 132;-1328,Metropolitan 'Museum of Art, New Ypt'kThe Cloisters Collec-tion), fol. 16, .' .

38 Mill~d Meies, "Light as Form and Symbol in some·Fifteenth-Century Paintings," !J2., 27 (1945). p'...181~,'
39'Panofsky. ENP, p. 203; Schwarz, "The Mirror of the

Artist," p. 99r and Sandstr8m, Levels, p. 116. ..';
40 Sandstrtlm. Levels, p, 641 "It is hardly anacciderit

that it is the Madonna, in this period, who 'through variousintellectual and representational means. unites the observerwith a higher religious and timeless. sphere."

41 See chapter II, note 85, for a discussion of medita-
tion and spiritual ascent. Sandstrtlm. Levels, p. 108. writesl"That which .is in my'spaoe is near mel that which is near me
has reality"even its unreality has reality-was in the Vision."

42 The painting i$ in the Gemll.ldegaler1e.Staatlic:he
Museen,Berlin-Dahlem. The major bibliography is I Max J.Frledllnder.Early Netherlandish Painting, I. The Van Kycks-
PetrusChristus,trans,byHeinz Norden from tMorigitlaL
German edition of Diealtn~ederllndisehe Malarei, 1924-1931,'foreword by Erwin Panofs!tY:.comments'by Nicole·Verone-e-.:·
Verhaegen (New Yorkl FJ;'edel"ickA. haeger, 196'7). p. 781,
Paul Fie::ens, "r:'ladQnesde van Eyok." Apollo. 5 (1941) .P!>,.9-13r .Me:Lss,"L:Lght as Form anllSymbol," pp , 175:f'f'tLp.dwig'Baldass, i!.ti van Eyck,(Londonl Phaidon Press, 1952), pp~26:
27, 62r Panofsky, ENP, pp. 144-48; E. Herzogt "Zur Kirchen-madonna van Eycks," Bn:liner Museen. 6 (1956), pp. 2-16.

43 "Light as Fo~m and Symbol." p. 181.

44 Baldass, Jan ~~, p. 271 "In one essential point
the rendering of spaoe in this picture marks an advance on
the .art of the Limbourg brothers, Owing to the foreshortening
based on a vanishing point lying within' the pioture. the
spectator is also inCluded in it." .

45 De Tolnay. ~ Maitre S! Fl~malle. p. 24.
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46 Huizinga. The Waning, p. 252.

47. "Jan van Eyck's 'Chancellor Rolin and the BlessedVirgin1'." Art Journal, 28 (Fall, 1968), p, 22.
48 mu:, p. 144.

52 Baldass, ~ ~~, p, 26 n. 22.
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rer, 338f.
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inscription in the form of a prayer addressed to the Virgin
and Child which would have been recited by the observerbefore the image. The inscription. therefore. serves as a
preparation for the vision in this painting. Baldase. ~~ Eyclt. p •.276 and Meiss, "Light as Form and Symbol," pp.
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56 Bernheimer,.Nature, p. 149. discusses the propertiesof magical images and magic identity of the image with itsprototype I N ••• in some unexplained manner the subject
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in the case of visual images. is that they come to life asif they were the entities portrayed, and even act.respond-ing in miraculous ways to the prayers addressed· to them."·

Belief in magical images.was by.no means dead in thefifteenth century. Petrus Christus was commissioned in 1454
to do three copies of a miraculous image·of the Virgin in
Cambrai--each. no doubt. invested with the powe~s of the orig-inal. See C. D. Cuttler. Northern Painting, from Pucelle 12
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60 ~, p. 111.
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1567. Baldaes,'~ Y!n Eyok, p. ?78.For the inscriptions on
the frame, see Baldass, Jan van EY~k, p, 278 and Bruges,Mus'e Communal des Beaux-Arts-TMus e Groeninge). Catalogue,1963. by H. Pauwels, pp. 23ff. For this work see. W. H. JamesWeale, Hubert and John Y!n ~ok. Their Life and Work (London.
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62 The Waning. pp. 251-52.
63 Ibid., p. 251.
64 Ibid.

65 Carter, "Refleotions in Armor," p. 61. In a reoent
article by Philipp,FehI, "Michelangelo's CrucifiXion .Qf St.
Peter. Notes on the.Identification of the·Locale of the
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lost memory of the action which had left itstraoe invisibly
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upon the locale returned and was so truthfully rendered byMichelangelo that it is therefor all of us to seel the
crucifixion is happening before us now." (. 339).
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~ther Inquisitionsl 1937-1952, trans. by Ruth L. C. SimmsNew York I ,Washington Square Press, Inc., 1966), p. 48.

67 For the dedicatory inscription and a discussion
on the changes seel Janssens de Bisthoven. Les PrimitifsFlamands, pp. 63-69, Bruges. Mus'e Communal, Catalogue, 1963,p. 24, and Baldass, ~ ~ ~, p. 218, cat. 1).

68 W. H. James Weale, Catalogue ~ Mus~e de l'Academie
de Bruges,notices et dejCriPtions ~ monogrammes, etc.TBruges and London, 1861 • pp. 12-13'S. Leurs, "Het Koorvan de Sint-Donatiuskerk te Brugge Gesehilderd door Jan vanEyck en Albert van Ouwater," Gentse Bijdragert, 15 (1954),pp. 211-221; and Janssens de Bisthoven, Les ptimitifs Flamands,
p. 61.

69 Jan repainted George van del'Paele's irises andpupils making them less explicit so that he now appears to
gaze into space. Jules Desneux, "Underdrawings and Pentimentiin the Pictures of Jan van Eyck," AB, 40 (March, 1958). pp.13-14.

10 Cuttler, Northern Painting. p. 99.

71 Baldass. Jan 'van Eyck, p. 218 n. 13 and Bruges, MuseeCommunal,' Catalogue, 1963. p. 24.
12 ENP, p. 183,

13 Ibid •• p. 182.



CHAPTER V

OBSERVER EMPATHY AND THE RENAISSANCE OF THE ARTS IN THE
LOW COUNTRIESI THE LATER FIFTEENTH CENTURY

The use of representational narrative paintings for
private devotion increased in the fifteenth century. In
Flemish painting the concept of art as mimesis was fused
with the devotional ideals of active imitation and contempla-
tive absorption with the result that devotional narratives,
like devotional treatises in the vernacular, became the means
for empathic meditation and spiritual ascent.! The artist's
refined representational skills, his ability to describe
human emotions revealed in movements of ~he body and facial
expressions, while they denote for us artistic progress, also
served the popular demand for the plausible and dramatic rep-
resentation of sacred history. Francisco de Hollanda, writing
in the person of Michelangelo, attributed the success of
Flemish painting to move the devout to tears not to artistic
talent but to the goodness of the observer.2 On the other
hand, in order to move an intent worshipper to tears, to
deep inner reflection, and repentence, the artist must be
able to describe his SUbject convincingly. The observer must
be able to accept momentarily the artist's rendering of the
SUbject as a plausible reality. Bartolomaeus Facius praised
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a Descent from the Cross by Rogier van der Weyden which he
had seen in Ferrara (Plate 24) •.The figures of "Mother Mary,
Mary Magdalene and Joseph Of Arimatheaare portrayed with
such sorrow and tears th~tyou can hardly tell them from
reality."J The sorrowful re~lity Rogier depicts. can move the
devout observer to real tears.

Narrative art which approximates nature does not di-
minish sacred contentl rather, as Facius points out, it makes
it accessible and moving. The purpose of this study is to
discuss several paintings of the later.fifteenthcentury in
order to illustrate the change in painting from conceptual
to mimetic art, to discuss the relation of this change to
contemporary devotional use, and to demonstrate further that
the desire for empathic meditation influenced the development
of representational narrative images. It is possible to show,
in a few.instances. a direct correspondence between specific
paintings and the Devotio moderna movement. 1he argumeht
that a close relation exists between the laity's ,demands for
more personal, active meditation, and the rise of pictorial
narrative for devotional use is supported by so many examples
that it seems valid.

Most of the paintings we have studied have been non-
narrative private devotional images. The SUbjects of these
pictures are usually divorced from their original narrative
sequences. The images were venerated particularly for the
inherent power of the represented figuresl that is, their abil-
ity to serve as intermediaries. and as bestowers of grace



4and mercy.
The representational narrative painting could also

serve as an aid in devotion leading to a higher stage of
contemplation-and.·l,ike the cult image, it could be venerated
and receive prayers.5 Images depicting subjects Such as Christ
Crowned ~ Thorns, Christ Carrying the Cross, Christ Tied
.!Q. the Column, and Christ M the Stone 'fl~resuitable for
public and liturgical use in churoh and for private medita-
tion at home. The isolation of Christ within the narrative
stream focused the observer's attention on the reactions of
the many figures present. He could participate empathically
in the scene, as he was instructed to do in various descrip-
tions in devotional treatises, and he could direct his prayers
to Christ.6

The increased use of images by the laity for private
devotion was one of the most important reasons for thedevel-
opment of narrative devotional images. In the fifteenth cen-
tury the laity in the Netherlands demanded a greater role in
determining the nature of their spiritual life. Writers like
those in the Brotherhood of the Common Life began to address
them in the vernacular.? Representational narrative painting,
like contemporary devotional treatises, appealed .directly
to the laity and was seen by them to be essential for etfec~
tive meditation. The artist's formal handling of the narra-
tive made it accessible and insured dramatic confrontation.

Rogier vander Weyden's Descent from ~ Cross is dif-
ferent from the painting of his colleagues.S Rogier did not
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often paint burgher interiors with figures in quiet contem-
plation, on the contrary, he was one of the first painters
of monumental, dramatio, narrative representations. The
Descent differs markedly from'Jan ven Eyck's !an der P!ele
Madonn@. (Plate 42). In Jan's work we witness a visionary ex-
perience, in Rogier's DeSCent we become witnesses to the ac-
tual lowering of the body. Modern historians of Flemish
painting have not stressed adequately Rogier's mature hand-
ling of narrative and his concern for the observer's response.
Panofsky, for example, writes'

Roger's "Descent from the Cross" • • • is still a youth-
ful work animated bya rich,unrepressedand, in spiteof the;su15jedt~,almost sensuous ~vitality'soonto -give
way to austere unworldliness.9

By locating his·f.igures in a carved altar setting "Roger cre-
ates a conditLon.which justifies him in subjeeting human be-
ingsto a principle of abstraet stylization.H10

Birkmeyer adopts Panofsky's idea that the altar is
really a simulated Schnitzaltar. but he is hard pressed to
explain the apparent conflict of figures and space. He writes'

It is true. one would expect sculp~ures in a Schnltzaltar •• • • But the style of Rogie~'s figures leaves no doubt
that flesh-and-blood persons are depicted. Thus, the set-
ting is the more ineongruousand is justified only if
taken as a symbol. The Schnitzaltar puts a check on the"almost sensuous vitalityH in the DeMsitlon, it restores
to the group that sacredness which the naturalism tendato dilute.11

Birkmeyer argues that Rogier conservatively foresakes a per-
vasive naturalism in order to preserve saered content. This
is what Panofsky implied with the term "retrospective." The
question then arises' is Rogier's art reactionary? ~irkmeyer
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would like to believe so. For him. Rogier's Dgscent. coming
mid-point in his career. represents a perfect balance between
symbolic devotional art and representational art governed by
completely illusionistic considerations.12

Rogier has developed a formal means of narrative rep-
resentation best compared with certain literary devices found
in devotional literature in the late fourteenth and early fif~
teenth centuries. Like his literary counterparts. he was in-
terested in establishing a direct emotional link between the
observer and the image during devotion. The shallow stage con-
centrates the Observer's attention on the figures. Christ·s·
body extends over half the composition and is arranged so
that the observer can draw near and meditate upon the wounds.
In a way COmparable to descriptions of the Passion in devo-
tional literature, Rogier dwells upon the grief and tearful
reactions of the figures, allowing us as eyewitnesses to view
exchanges of sentiment. Rogier's conception of the Descent is
a poignantly dramatic presentation which is complete only
when it stirs the emotions of the observer. The artist. inter-
jecting himself between observer and SUbject. selects from a
number of formal possibilities those that produce a devotion-
ally effective work with a tremendous sense of immediacy.
Rather than seeing a division between narrative-representational
and sacred devotional painting as Birkmeyer·has, we must See
Rogier's Descent as one of the first and most successful nar-
ratives in fifteenth, century Flemish religious painting.
Rogier rethinks the Andachtsbild. and as a consequence pro·
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duces a narrative image suitable for empathic devotion.
Meiss discusses the relation of treatises and images

in the fourteenth century,
They Ldevotional treatisei7 express, , • • similar ideas
and sentiments, and they contain related formal devices,The monologues and colloquies in these texts are literaryequivalents of the devotional pictures,13 .

Rogier's Descent, far from lying outside the mainstream of
the developing naturalism of the fifteenth century, is an
example of the close relation of art to current devotional
attitudes in the use of advanced representational means to
enhance the devotional experience. The Descent is not, then,
a "stylization" as Pan~fsky sees it, but a suspension of the
narrative which transforms it into an image suitable for
empathic worship,

Perhaps, beoause Rogier was acutely aware of the
sensory-emotional nature of pUblic as well as private devotion
among his contemporaries .he was one of the first painters to
show donors participating directly in sacred history,14 His
work most closely approximates the spirit of modern devotion.
The s.incerity and intensity of his spiritual attitude is com-
parable only wi+,h tilereligious sentimentsor·Thomas h Kempis.!5

Rogier, like Jan, oontinued to reinterpret conceptual
religious art, endowing his figures with immediacy. Therefore,
it is difficult to agree with FriedlAnder's suggestion
there is a basic difference between Rogier's and Jan's

that
'16art ...

FriedlAnder maintains that naturalistic art posed a threat
to sacred meaning, For him, Rogier's art is sculpturesque,
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cool. remote. and.abstract. All of these qualities denote
a retrospective tendency in Rogier's art. FriedUnder writesl

••• the fact that Rogier's cheerless and abstract artprevailed over the sumptuous temptations of Jan vanEyck. represents a caunter.,current,a turn from the asc- .'.ular, the sensuous, the artistic towards the spiritual,
the clerical, the.ascetic, a relapse into ecclesiasti-cal art. Jan van Eyck had pushed ahead too far. His senseof realism, his.surrender to the visible threatened toprofane the imageef the church, and the ensuing gener-ation fought against such a thing. The Middle Ages werenot yet dead and put forward one last effort to turnthe hew forms to their ewn purposes.17 .

Rogier is conservative because "devout art is con-
servative, retrospective and often old-fashioned.·18 Jan,
according to FriedlAnder, ·prooeeded from the visible, in-
dividual ease, Rogier from the idea.,,19 FriedlAnder's views
have modern adherents as we have seen. Both Birkmeyer and
Blum see Rogier as a reactionary, interested in maintaining
spiritual meaning in the faee of a persistent and all-pervasive
naturalism. Most recently, Charles Cuttler began his stUdy
by stating categorioally that "Rogier van der Weyden was no

20 .pioneer. H This stereotyped view of Rogier: provides only
an imperfect glimpse of the true relation between Jan and
Rogier in particular, his important contributions to represen-
tational narrative painting in general.

There are differences in Jan's and Rogier's art. Some
of the differenees can be ascribed to their training and
early_experiences as painters. Rogier probably received his
training from the Master of Flemalle and, therefore, fell
heir to a sculptural approach to painting.21 This is evident,
but only moderately important, in his work. Jan, on the other

--------
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hand, seems to have had a miniaturist's experienoe. He also
worked in the Netherlands and may have been influenced by
the Northern illuminators' interest in light. This he refined
and used to his advantage in his later compositions. Indeed,
there is no greater precursor of Jan Vermeer than Jan van Eyck.
Jan is a painter's painter. His technical facility, pervasive
vision, attention to detail ,",and ability to synthesize a to-
tality without destroying the integrity of the particular
details are his genius. He was recognized as such by his
peers, followers and critics. Rogier, on the other hand, was
praised for his dramatic narrative representation. For Jan,
reality ideally exists in the mind and the eyel for Rogier in
emotional action. Thus, while Jan invites us to accept his
paintings as reality by virtue of perfected descriptive detail
and luminous-spatial consistency, Rogier, with the same in-
sistence, invites us to become participants in the emotional
reenactment of sacred history. Differences in temperament and
training produce different styles but the convincing nature
of their creations is the same. Rogierts art may be more emo-
tional, .but neither is it more religious nor is it less nat-
uralistic .than Jan's. If Rogier is "poor in forms," as Fried-
1l1nder suggests, and seems to show a lack of observation, he
might be forgiven this if we, who have several hundred years
of hindsight, will generously admit that the depiction of
narrative action is demanding.22 Rogier probably had no nude
or antique models and did not receive training from a man
who valued animated narrative.
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Finally, the suggestion FriedlAnder makes, that Jan
paints the ftindividual caseft and Rogier ftthe idea," smacks
of the old argument of medieval versus renaissance, or natu-
ralism versus symbolism. There is as much particularization
in Rogier's ideality ~sthere is ideality in Jan's particular-
izations. Both artists insist upon descriptive presence.
Both painters depict invisible sacred figures in a space com-
parable with our own. In the work or each there is a con-
scious attempt to accomodate the observer in the devotional
reality. Certainly, the distance separating Jan's Van ~
Paele Madonna from Rogier's Desoent from the Cross, is slight.
Henoe, while Rogier's art oontains more movement and less
detail than Jan's painting, his works are not necessarily
more religious or less seoular than Jan's.

Rogier was an innovator. The oourse of Northern paint-
ing was indelibly affected by several inventions whioh oan be
attributed to him.23 But the most essential oontribution
Rogier made to Flemish painting was his unique view of the
purpose and value of representational devotional art. Rogier's
religious sentiment and the shape it took in his art refleots
the spirit of modern and intimate private devotion.

Rogier's Calvary Triptyoh in the Kunsthistorisohes
Museum in Vienna, is an example of his innovative oharacter
as well as of his attitude toward devotional painting
(Plate 31).24 The triptyoh was painted about 1440. Mary Mag-
dalen,heavily wrapped in grief, appears on the left wing
of the painting. On the right wing is St. Veronioa holding
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her sUdarium with the miraculous image of the face of Christ.
She is separated from the main scene by the frame and espe-
cially by the gully which runs diagonally toward the back-
ground •.She holds the sudarium toward the observer as if to
present it to us for our reflection.

The ~rucifixion is in the center of the altar. The
scene is set before a broad expanse of landscape which con-
tinues far into the distance and, apparently, behind the wood-
en frame, into the lateral wings. The unity of the landscape
may cause one to doubt Friedlinder's suggestion that Rogier
lacked ·spatial sense as a painter."25 The landscape here is
comparable with that in the Miraflores Altar and the St.
John Altar and would serve as eVidence against Cuttler's
suggestion that another painter was responsible for this land-
scape (Plate 38).26

The Crucifixion takes place in a still landscape.
Everyday reality is suggested by horsemen moving silently
in the background. This stillness is broken by the manic,
absurd slapping of the dra~~ry. Its frantic character is
echoed in the agitated movements of the angels.27 The cross
bears aloft its precious load of death. The body of Christ
rises above the horizon of the landscape. Below, the living
remain. John steps automatically and hurriedly toward the
Virgin to comfort her while she collapses upon the ground,
consumed with grief and exhausted by her intense participation
in the sacrifiae.28 Rogier does not emphasize, as is often
done, the visible evidence of torture and agony. Rather, he
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presents the apparent triumph of physical death as overcome
by meekness, gentleness, and humility, which gain the victory.

Two unidentified donors kneel in prayer at the right.
but in what manner are they actually present? The answer to
this question is like that suggested in our interpretation
of Jan's ,Van ~ Paele Madonna. Like George van der Paele.
these figures share the same time and space setting as the
sacred figures, but Rogier carefully and according to prin-
ciples of mimetic truthfulness, distinguishes their presence
from that of the sacred figures. The donor and his wife are
carefully segregated from the other figures by the gully
which leads the eye into the picture. Note, in addition, that
the donor's wife does not look directly at the Crucifixion,
but rather. gazes into an interior distance. Rogier suggests
that through intense devotion the donors become participants
in sacred history. Rogier m~kes the narrative a suitable de-
votional sUbject. At the same time, his image is ·a record of
a contemporary attitude, which was most encouraged by the
Bre~en of.the Common Lif~ in particular and mystics in gen-
eral, that is, the desirability of devout empathic reflection
upon incidents in the life of Christ and particularly the
Crucifixion. Because they are formally included in the nar-
rative, the donors become, in a real sense, eyewitnesses of
and participants in the actual event. According to the MGdita-
tions, "••• There are two heights of blessed contemplation,
the one in the intellect and the other in affection I the one
in light, the other in tervor, the one in act~on, the other
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in devotion. The chief is surely affeotion •••• "29 It was
primarily through art that it was possible for the devout
to meditateiupon Christ's aotions and to share in his sorrows.30

Rogier's naturalistio style posed no threat to traditional
sacred oontent, on the contrarY, it transformed it into a
devotional reality.

Blum follows Birkmeyer very olosely in her appraisal
of Rogier's importanoe for the development of Flemish paint-
ing. She reiterates Birkmeyer's thesis that representational
art posed a threat to symbolic meaning. She doeS not consider,
that naturalistic narratives were suited for private devotion.
Rogier, she believes, reacted against the modern tendency
toward oomplete representational illusionism (narrative paint-
ing). To prove this Blum points out that Rogier painted only
one Nativity (the Bladelin altarpiece) beoaus~ the Nativity
sUbjeot was not oompatible with what Rogier felt devotional
painting should be.3! The validity of this argument is open
to doubt, if for no other reason than that, so far as their
work survives, the Master of Fllmalle painted only one Nativity
and.Jan did not paint a single one. With this in mind it is
easier to understand Blum"s assesSment of Rogier's Calvart
Ttip'tY"ch.She oompares this triptych with Gerard David's
Baptism Altar (Plate 39). She writesl

..We would. have to turn back to paintings like the • • •
Vienna "Cruoifixion" in order to find a similar~lace-
ment of the donor. But in these earlie~ works Lthe ViennaCrucifixion among them? the donor's aUdaoity is qualified,
or one might say thoroughly overoome, by the attendant
religious symbolism present throughout thesoenes.32
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What is the religious symbolism which qualifies the donor's
aUdacity?

In the Vienna "Cruoifixion" triptych • • • the figuresof Christ-and the angels are all set against the sky
above"the horizon line, whereas the other figures areon the ground, their heads all below the horizon line.• •.• I call this illusionistio symbolism, because, • • •it involves a subtle rearrangement of the aotual illu-sionistio spaoe in relation to the positions of the di-
vine figures.")J

Symbolism in the guise of naturalism originated with Panofsky,
but never did he discuss "illusionistic symbolism" which in
this instance is neither illusionistic nor symbolic. If we
examine the painting again it is apparent that the crucified
Christ is the .2!:lJ3,figurerising above the horizon. All of
the other figures, saored and seoular, are shown at approx-
imately the.same level below the norizon. And if we compare
the positions of the .donors in relation to ~acred figures in
the CalvarY Triptych and David's Baptism, it is clear that
David, who she believes is thoroughly representational, is
more conservative than Rogier. David's figures are once again
accompanied by patron saints, whereas Rogier's donors earned
their position by their individual merit. Her suggested cor-
respondence between Rogier's conoern for sacred meaning and
his retrospective style obscures the significance of his
naturalistic innovations. What is significant about Rogier's
art is his ability to transform sacred history into a devo-
tional reality in which the observer could participate.
Rogier is selective. He does emphasize certain elements of
his compositions more than others, but his formal choioes
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remain respectful of nature. One can only conclude that Rogier
was reactionary if he takes a negative view of the develop-
ment of naturalism as a whole. If this were so Rogier, as a
reactionary, would bear closer comparison with his" medieval
predecessors. But, Rogier, as a progressive artist, decisive-
ly broadened the range of subject matter of devotional art.

Rogier's inclusion of the donors within the narrative
scene of the Crucifixion is not as bold or revolutionary as
it may first appear.34 Rather, their appearance can be'under-
stood as the visual equivalence Of an attitude the reader of
devotional exerciseS was to assume, that is, to "be present"
at a specific event. Rogier's painting provided a lifelike
re-presentation of a passion scene upon which the devout,
in the first stage of spiritual ascent, could empathically
meditate. Rogier's OalvarY satisfies Bonaventura's defini-
tion of painting as that which "instructs, arouses pious
emotions and awakens memories.,,35 His inclusion of the con-
temporary donors with the narrative clearly reveals the de-
sirability of using n~rrative images for meditation. The fif-
teenth century patron, more susceptible to the painted image
than the written word, COUld. by meditating upon Rogier's
Crucifixion, be more immediately, emotionally, and effica-
ciously affected than he could by reading a description of

" . 6the event or hearing a sermon in Latin.J St. Bonaventura
stated that "The quality by which the soul is principally
assimilated to God resides in the will Lan~ it follows that
it is in the affective powers that similitUde is said to
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reside.,,37 The naturalistic image was the principal medium
for "affective" contemplation.38

Dire Bouts's Altar of ~ Blessed Sacr~ment, now in
the Church of St. Peter in Louvain, is also an important
representational devotional image (Plate 37).39 Bouts, like
Claus Sluter, was born in Haarlem and, like Sluter,migrated
south, taking up residence in Louvain berore 1448. Like so
many of his contemporaries he seems to have been directly
influenced by the.Devotio moderna movement. His work reflects
the ascetic, tempered emotionalism of this movement. And,
like the devotional treatises written by members of the Breth-
ren of the Common Life and Windesheim congregatiQn,Bo~ts's
work reveals a tempered home-spun sincerity and an optimistic
religious outlook. We find in his work a love of direct.
straightforward, and perceptive description of sacred figures
who appear to exist like contemporary beings, influencing

{

and enriching the spiritual lives of mortal men. Noteworthy
is the simple devoutness expressed on the faces of Christ's
companions in Bouts's altarpiece. It is almost as though we
see here GeertGroote and his twelve.disciples rather than
Christ and his chOSen followers.40

We are fortunate to have the contract for Bouts's
Blessed. Sacrament altarpiece.41 The contract was administered
by four members of·the Brotherhood of the Holy Saorament of
the Church of St. Peter, Louvain. It is dated March 15, 1464,
that is on the two hundredth anniversary of the Feast of
Corpus Christi.42 The confraternity earlier had acquired a
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chapel in the apse of St. Peter's and two chapels in the
ambulatory. The Altar Qf the Blessed Sacrament was placed in
the larger of the chapels. Bouts's ~as~ S~~~e~, forming the
central panel of the triptych, is the first Northern panel
painting with this theme. Rather than depicting the scene of
the Last Supper according to the accounts in the synoptic
Gospels, the painting celebrates, like the confraternity it-
self, the institution of the Eucharist.43

The theme for the ~ltar was, according to the contract,
to be given the painter by "the Reverend Masters Jan Vaern-
acker and Gillis Bailluwel, Professors of Theology" at
Louvain.44 It has unfortunately become a commonplace among
modern art historians to categorize Dire's iconography as
derivative and regressive. Stechow, for. example, is quick to
point. out that the contract is "a thoroughly medieval docu-
ment, lacking the minor elements of greater freedom for the
artist that even some slightly earlier ones contain.,,45

For Blum, Dirc's iconographic dependency and remark-
able one point perspective, indicative of a pervasive natU-
ralism, mark another milestone in the continued dissolution
of religious painting. She implies that Dirc is reduced to
the position of a specialist who merely paints and no longer
has responsibility for the iconography.

The balance between the role of the donor, the function
of the painting, and the invention of the artist now
seems to be disturbed. The first two factors have gained
control I the iconographic invention of the artist is
secondary~ ••• He was not required to think about it
Lihe painting? nor to expand upon it iconologically. •
Perhaps one reason for Bouts's loss of initiative is
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that the painting was not commissioned by a single donor
but rather by an entire confraternity which hired twotheologians to advise the painter. But more important
is the fact that the artist himself seems to have losthis deep concern for what had been an important aspectof the art of painting.~6 .
..We might have serious dOUbtS,regarding Blum's view.

Not only does she denigrate the importance of Dire's contri-
bution to the development of fifteenth century painting as
a whole, but she suggests there is a lack of quality in his
work. What Blum means when she accuses Bouts of a lack of
concern for an important aspec~ of painting, or says that
there. is.·a lack of "iconographic urgency," is that Dirc, a
technician, bound by the limitations of.the contract, is no
longer directly interested in the content .(disguised symbols)
of the work. The result she sees as a lack of religious mean-
ing.47 As we have seen above, the high value placed by some
critics upon the relation of disguised symbols to religious
significance derived from Panofsky's view that the represen-
tation of spiritual values was incompatible with an increasing
naturalistic style. Consequently, artists smuggled symbols
into their paintings. But, as we have seen in Rogier's and
Jan's paintings,religious symbols are not disguised but, in
actuality, are generally quite obvious and they always appear
within a naturalistic context. The danger of Panofsky's view,
as PIcht rightly observed, is that modern art historians
tend to see Flemish artists as iconographers and overlook
their representational progress.48 This is precisely the po-
sition Blum takes. Unfortunately, the danger increases when
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Panofsky'stheory of disguised symbols is used as a standard
by which to evaluate later works. The result is that biased
and historically irrelevant judgments are made and works by
later painters which do not display disguised symbols are
said to reveal a lack of concern, imagination, and quality.
To say that Bouts "did not think about it," that is, the sub-
ject of his painting. is to overlook the considerable thought
he gave to the project.49 After all. the theme of the Last
Supper had not been treated so monumentally before in North-
ern painting. No artist could have captured the simple. devout,
and rustic character of the disciples without thinking how
they must have felt. Given the precise character of the cOn-
tract, the donors would not have accepted work which did not
reveal the qualities they hoped to have realized. We can, per-
haps, arrive at a more satisfying understanding of Dire's
painting if we reexamine the painting formally, iconograph~-,
cally. and functionally.

The center panel of the altarpiece shows Christ and
his disciples seated at a rectangular table. Christ holds
the wafer in.his left hand above the cup and blesses them
with his right. In contrast to the synoptic Gospels in which
the bread and wine were blessed and served sep~ately,here
Christ makes the sign of the cross over both species as they
are consecrated simultaneouS:LY,,_Tlie manner ih which the
host is held above the cup is perhaps a reference to the
Eucharistic Fraction.50 The host is broken into three parts

. " )

over the cup, one part to be dropped into the cup. It is clear
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that the sUbject is not a standard Last Supper, but rather,
a symbolic Last Supper based upon the Roman Catholic Mass.
Bouts, often praised as a painter of landscapes and interiors,
shows us an accurately constructed. comfortable, contemporary
interior. On the left there is a view into a city square.
possibly the center of Louvairi.Also included within the
chamber are four contemporary figures who have been various-
ly identified.51

Dirc's ability to create a convincing illusion of
depth is successfully demonstrated here. Christ and the dis-

"

ciples occupy the center of the room. The walls. ceiling,
and floor e~tend forward toward the frame. The frame cuts
out a unified segment of space and intercepts the floor as
it extends towards us.52 The continuity of this interior
scene is implied. The use of one point perspective is based
upon the observer's position. Dirc's insistent naturalism.
the illusionistic space, natural light, and modern city square.
all serve to unite the observer with the space of the paint-
ing. The disoiples seem to have made room for us and have
drawn aside to give us a better view. As Christ elevates the
water he does so not only for his immediate followers. but
for us as well. We form, as it were, a part of the larger,
attendant congregation.53

While Dire does include contemporary figures within
the religious scene, he carefully distinguishes them from
the.sacred figures. Like Jan and Rogier, Dirc makes his dis-
tinction without saorificing the mimetic truthfulness of the
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whole. The sacred figures form a partially closed unit. The
figure standing behind St. Peter (Rase van Baussele?), ap~
proaches reverently and unnoticed by the main figures. If
FriedlAnder's identification of the figure standing to the
right as Dire is correct, we would have again an example in
which the artist is shown meditating on and participating in
his own creation.5~ Dire must have sympathized With the pro-
posed program to the extent that he desired to share in the
benefits of this devotional reality. The receding orthogonal
established by the tiles serves symbolically to separate
him from the scene. It should also be pointed out that none
of the secular figures actually looks at the scene. Rather,
unaccompanied by patron saints, they appear to meditate re-
spectfully upon the scene and, by virtue of their active
meditations and willingness to serve. become participants
in the scene. This theme of spiritual unity through imaginative
projection forms an important aspect of the work which has
not been previously mentioned.55 By being presen~ at the·
event the secular figures become spiritual participants in
the event. just as the disciples are. It is not by accident.
I think, that the secular figures appear as servants in this
context. since one of the major beliefs of the Brethren of
the Common Life and monks of the Windesheim congregation was
that spiritual understanding must lead to service, and in a
very real sense. all service is done for·Christ.56

In the central panel we see a devotional reality. All
references to the historical past disappear except for the
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figure of Moses over the door. Dirc.--1Ike Jan van Eyek,
elarifies for the observer the mode of presence of his fig-
ures. Moses, no longer alive, is appropriately present as
a sculptured figure. He is shown, like Christ, with raise~
right hand. This gesture establishes a thematic link which
ties together the central pane~ with those of the wings.
In Thomas's Meditations on the Sacrament he refers to Moses
ahdtheCommandments.

Without these two I may not well 11ve, .for the word of
God is the light of my soul, and this Sacrament is thebread of my life. These two may also be called the twotables seton either side in the spiritual treaSury ofHoly Church. The one is the table of the holy altarhaving his holy Bread, that is the precious Body ofChristo The other is the table of the laws of God. • • 57,

The iconography of the wings complements and contrasts
with that of the central panel. The wings reveal scenes of
the Old Testament which prefigure the New Testament Eucha-
ristic offering.58 These typological parallels were based
in part upon the Speculum Humanae Salvationis and the ~iblLa
Pauperum. Although the program was provided by two theolo-
gians, Blum finds the representation of Elijah in the Desert
inconsequential and arbitrary.59 She suggests that other
themes such as Abraham and Isaac, or Abraham and the Angels,
would have served equally well.60 ~owever, the scenes she
suggests would not have served as well. Dire meant to empha-
size Christ's body and its Old Testament prefigurations,
sacrifice and service to God more than sacrifices made accord-
ing to Old Testament law. It is the idea of service to God,
which the Brethren stressed, as well as the inclusion of
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sacrificial and eucharistic themes, which makes the scene of
Elijah in the desert precisely suitable. Just as Elijah was
refreshed and commanded to set up an altar for sacrifice so,
too, the members of the confraternity received the gift of
God in the form of Christ's body and blood with the particu-
lar obligation of propagating the Feast of Corpus Christi.

There are additional interrelationships between the
center panel ahdwings. In the Old Testament God guided and
sustained his chosen people from afar. His presence was
known primarily through signs and the actions and teachings
of others. In contrast with the lateral wings in the central
panel, the Incarnate God is here. Thomas writes: "But Thou,
my Lord God, my Lord Jesus Christ, God and Man, art here
wholly present in the Sacrament of the Altar •••• ,,61Christ
is here present as the first priest to celebrate the mass
and he is the sacrificial offering. He is the priest just as
Melchizedek waSl he is the manna, he is the sacrificial of-
fering (the same platter is used in the Feast of the Passover,
a prefiguration of the Last Supper) and it is he, like Elijah,
who actively serves the Lord. The altar is dedicated to the
eucharistic theme and depicts the revelation of God's love
for his people in the past and his active concern for them
in the present as He condescends to appear to the faithful
in the Sacrament, and in Dirc's painting, in the flesh.
Dirc's painting reflects the celebration of the mass and also
the actual presence of Christ at the Last Supper which takes
place in Louvain before the eyes of the faithful as they
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The members of the Devotio moderna movement strove
to overcome the complacency and laziness of clergy and laity
in matters of faith by teaching the importance of the indi-
vidual spiritual life. They particularly abhored the increased
indifference towards theSacrament.64 Many representatives
of the movement were outspokenly critical of scholarly at-
tempts of learned doctors to explain rationally the doctrine
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of transubstantiation. ThomaS begins one chapter in the
Meditations with the words. "That a man should not be a cu-
rious searcher of this Holy Sacrament, but a meek follower
of Christ •••• ,,65They desired that a simple yet true under-
standing of this central and important statement of Christian
belief be made available to the laity in general, in the same
way that they desired that the Bible and devotional treatises
be made available in the vernacular. Scholarly speculation
was extraneous to active imitation and empathic meditation •

.,Thomas a Kempis felt so strongly about the Sacrament that he
included a separate chapter in his Meditations devoted to a
description of the manner in which it should be dispensed
and received. Several passages are worth quoting, particular-
ly as they relate to the iconography of Bouts's altar and,
ultimately to the observer as he prepared to Commune.

Nevertheless there is a great difference between the ark
of God with its relics, and Thy most pure and precious
Body with it.svirtues, which are more than can be spoken I
and between the sacrifices of.the Old Law that were but
as figures of the New Law, and the true Host of Thy pre-
oious Body ,Which is the aocomplishment of all ,j;he'old .
.sacrifices.66

This passage agrees with the iconography of Bouts's altar.
Here, as in the altar, there is a contrast of the historical
past and the present moment. Besides frequent references to
Old Testament figures, there are two references to manna:

,'.. ,.

Verily Thou art the hidden God, and Thy counsel is not
with wicked people, but with meek men and the simple in
heart. 0 how secret and how benign is Thy Holy Spirit,
Who, to the intent Thou mightest shew Thy sweetness to
Thy ohosenpeople, hast vouchsafed to refresh thew with
the most sweet bread that desoendeth from heavenl67
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And againl
Be Thou therefore, most sweet and benign Lord Jesu, •••
and grant unto me. Thy poor servant, that I may feel
sometimes some little part of the hearty affection of
Thy love in this Holy Communion, that my faith may the
more recover and amend. • • • and having experience
of the heavenly manna, never fail.68

The members of the confraternity appear as servants
and. here too, a connection with the Imitation Qf Christ is
evident. Both Geert Groote and Thomas a Kempis preferred a
simple and direct understanding of the mys~eries. The theolo-

1" . •

gians and Brethren in Dirc's picture adopt the attitude of
simple servants. They appear meekly and unpretentiously,
imitating the disciples. It is as though Christ himself and
his disciples have appeared in a prepared room in Louvain--
perhaps in the school attached to St. Peter's. Thomas writesl

Make ready for Me a great chamber ••• and I with My
disciples will keep Mine Easter Li:he Passovev with "..
thee ••••

But of My mercy and grace only art thou suffered
to go unto My tablel as if a poor man were called to
the dinner of a rich man • • • I am He that hath called
thee, I .have commanded that this thing should be done,
I will supply that which wanteth in thee.

Come therefore and receive Mel and When I give thee
the grace of devotion yield thanks to Me •••• 69

Considered in this light. it is all the more meaningful
that Bouts has shown Christ and his disciples actually
present.

The illusion of Christ's actual presence above the
altar emotionally heightens the liturgical celebration per-
formed before the picture. Meditation on the Passion of
Christ formulated by the Brethren of the Common Life and
methodically practiced by the devout prepared them for inti-
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mate union with Christ. Union with God, they believed, was
attained during communion when one received Christ's body
in the sacred rite.70 Thomas ~ Kempis devotes a chapter in
the last book of the Imitation to meditation upon union with
Christ in the Sacrament.7! Christ, as priest and sacrificial
offering, commands us to partake of the Sacrament and become
unified with Him.72 In Dirc's painting complex Eucharistic
theolo~ is depicted in a simple and human manner which the
laity could easily understand. Christ looks directly at the
observer and bids him become a simple and devout participant.?3
The love which characterizes Christ's gesture as He blesses
the sacrament is the true significance of the ritual cele-
bration of the Eucharist. By representing the event as it
might have happened, the observer could feel himself drawn
into the circle of devoted followers, united with Christ.

Dirc's representation is also dogmatically signifi-
cant. Christ's real presence as priest and offering empha-
sizes the point that the eucharistic elements are the body
and blood of Christ. Ludolf of Saxony suggested, as we saw
above, that it is good to receive Christ in the mouth and
heart from the altar. Biel, according to Oberman, "defines
the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist in such a way
that the historical body of Christ • • • becomes present on
the Altar.,,7~~einsists that "••• this miraculous presence
of Christ reveals the omnipotence of God and requires there-
fore true faith.,,75 Christ, in Dirc's painting, exists si-
multaneously as reality and symbol. As a priest, Christ
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offers the elements. but the contemporary priest, as he offers
bread and wine in imitation of Christ. represents the real
Christ who. in a display of infinite love and grace, condeS
scends tp appear in visible form. According to the doctrine
of transubstantiation as defined at the Lateran Council in
1215, the Eucharistic elements--when the priest consecrated
them--were miraculously transformed into the body and blood
of Christ.76 The picture, showing Christ miraculously present
as priest consecrating Himself as an offering, effectively
realized the doctrine of transubstantiation. Thomas writeSI
"But ·Thou. my Lord God, my Lord Jesus Christ. God and Man,
art here wholly present in the Sacrament of the Altar ••• 77•

Thomas also admonishes the faithful not to question this, but
to accept it with simple faith. In addition. the emphasis
given to the host over the cup reflects the increased impor-
tance of the host in the Eucharistic ceremony since the cup
had been withdrawn from the laity.78 It.also confirms that
Dirc's painting commemorates the institution of the Eucharist.

, .Dirc,Bouts·s.Altar of the Blessed Sacrament Serves as
a testament to the important interrelations between mimetic
painting and new devotional attitudes. We have 'seen that
Bouts's unique handling of the altar in terms of a progres-
sive, naturalistic style enhanced dramatically the observer's
perception of the iconography. By locating the scene ina
familiar setting the eUCharistic offering could be experienced
by the faithful in the manner in which they imagined it to
have happened. The position Bouts creates for the observer,
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directly before Christ and within the same chamber, serves
to exact an empathic response from the observer. Bouts's
naturalistic description and use of one-point perspective
ensure the observer's response. For the contemporary observer,
Dirc's painting transforms the Eucharistic celebration into
a recognizable reality in which he can participate.

The Brethren of the Common Life believed that one
should live an active life in imitation of Christ. In con-
trast to the exaggerated emphasis upon spiritual union and
withdrawal from the world peculiar to many mystic groups in
the North, the Brethren consoientious1y sought to share their
spiritual knowledge with humanity. 79 To see Christ as a
priest and servant is appropriate. Christ's demonstration
of love at the institution of the Eucharist, his willingness
to sacrifioe himself, served as a model for the Brethren and
the faithfUl, who were called to submit their will to Christ
and serve others. Dire's painting, therefore, commemorates
this ideal shared by members of the Confraternity of the
Holy Sacrament and Brethren of the Common Life. These mem-
bers. who meditate upon the original institution of the Eu~
charist, caused the image to be painted out of their love
for their congregation. They tried to demonstrate actively
ideals of love and sacrifice by promoting the Feast of Corpus
Christi from which they derived their spiritual nourishment.

It is impossible to agree with Blum when she writesJ
The sUbject choices in Bouts's triptych ••• do not

reflect a sense of iconographic urgency. For the first
time • • • we encounter an iconography that is exces-
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sively redundant, that is not tightly knit or truly
interdependent •••• The whole altarpiece is based on
one ideal the sacramental Last Supper ••••Also for the first time, we find the t~iptych form
is not being used in a dramatic or a hieratic sense.SO

On the contrary, the observer's experience of Dirc's picture
was both edifying and emotional. The iconography is hot
redundant but carefully chosen. The ohoice Of sUbjeot shows
that the confraternity encouraged a new understanding of the
Eucharist and frequent communion. The iconography and Dirc's
formal handling of it are not simple or repetitious. The
framing panels all support the eucharistic theme of the cen-
tral panel in which Christ appears to institute the Saorament
before the eyes of the faithful. In precisely the same way
that the efficacy of the sacrament depends upon the attitu-
de of the behOlder, so, too, the effectiveness of Dirc's paint-
ing depends upon the observer's acceptance of the artistic
reality. By accepting the painter's invitation into this de-
votional reality we become, like humble and devout disciples,
attendants at the institution of the Eucharist at this sym-
bolie Last Supper. Observer empathy, like devotional empathy,
were important influences in Dirc's creation of this repre-
sentation. '"



NOTES

1 For a discussion of spiritual ascent, see chapter II,note 85. The Brethren of the Common Life taught thatimitatio was the means by which one became similar to Christ.The attainment of this spiritual state was possible for thelaity. Edmundus Mikkers writes* "Die overweging (en navolging)
van Christus is de weg, het middel, dat de mens moet brengentot de gelijkvormigheid met Hem * conformitas •••• GeertGroote gebruikt voor hettelfde idee ook het woord'configuratio· •••• "P. Edmundus Mikkers, "Sint Bernardus
en de M.oderne Devotie."Ons Gee~telijkErf, Citeiux i.!:l MNederlanden, 4 (195),p. 175. The meditation andimitation) of Christ is the way or means that brings one to
similarity with Him* conformitas. ; •• Geert Groote also
used the word 'configuratio' to express the same idea. • • ~K. Smits, "De Moderne Devoten en de Kunst," Historisch !ijg-
schrift, 14 (1935), p. )37. writes' ", •• evengoed als demeditatie ook het bedd tot bidden. dringt." (, , • as effec-tively as meditation, pictures also compel to prayer.)

2 .'Francisco de Hollanda in Robert Goldwater and MarcoTreves, ed., Artists Qn!t1, it2m ~ Fourteenth ~ the
Twentieth Pentu~*t Jrd. ed.(195S, rpt. New York' PantheonBooks, Inc., 19 J.Pp. 68-69.

J Hans-Wolfgang von L6hneysen. Die Altere niederlandischeMalerei* ~Dnstler und Kritiker (Kassel, Erich R8th-Verlag,
1956). p. 4471 "••• seine Mutter Maria. Maria Magdalenaund Joseph, deren Schmerz und Trlnenso ausgedrdckt sind,dass man nicht glauben kann, sie unterschieden sieh von derNatlir."

4 For a discussion of the Andaehtsbild and Gnadenstuhltype of images, see chapter III, note 44,

5 ErwinPanofsky, "'Imago Pietatis', Ein Beitrag zur
Typengeschichte des 'Schmerzensmanns' und der 'Maria i ",' , 'Mediatrix'," Festschriftittt Max ~. FriedlAnder zum 60, 'Geburtstage (Leipzig .1927, pp; 261-)08, Millard Meiss,
Painting .in Florence gng Siena after ~ Black Deat~. HarperTorchbooks (1951' rpt. New York' Harper & Row, 1964 , p. 127,
and Sixten Ringbom. !£Qnto Narrative, !h!Rise 2! theDramatic Close-up in Fifteenth-Century Devotional Painting,
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Acta Academiae Aboensis, S. A, XXXI, 2 (Abo. Abo Akademi,
1965), pp. 53-58.

6 The narrative devotional picture "offers the beholder
an occasion for contemplative absorption or 'Versenkung'."
Ringbom, Icon, p. 54. He addsl "'Presence at the event' and
not 'narration' can indeed be said to be the 'whole strength'
of an Andachtsbild." (p. 54 n. 7).

7 See chapter II, note 54. In the mid-fourteenth century
Canterbury Benedictine Customary we find that the monks were
expected to memorize and repeat in Latin the appropriate
graces and responses whether or not they understood what
they were saying. If the monks did not know the various
Hours they should. merely recite Patel's and Aves. See Joyce
Bazire and E. Colledge, The Chastising Qi QQg'g Children and
the T~egtise QiPerfection of the Sons of God (Oxford,1957),
pp , 6 - 7 and Ed.M. Thompson, ed , , Customary of the Bene- :
dictine Monasteries Qi St. Augustine Canterbury and St. Peter
Westminster (London. 1902), pp. 275-80, cited in Chastising,
p , 67 n , 1.

The obvious tendency, considering the strong mystical
and emotional character of fourteenth and fifteenth century
meditation was 'to seek after 'sweetness of devotion' in
private prayer so much that the religious neglected or bab-
bled their office ~o as to have more time for their own de-
votions." Chastising, p. 72. Often, private devotioh could
go to extremes. "Chief among such recreations in the age of
The ChaStising was a preoccupation with the Passion of the
Lord which often became morbid, hysterical and altogeter
concerned with the sense, and the use of 'meditations', as
Margery Kempe and her. like used the term. to mean imaginative
re-enactments of the scenes of the gospels with themselves
as active participants." Chastising, p. 79. -

. 8 The painting dates c. 1438 and measures 7' 2 5/8" x
8' 7 1/8". It has been exhibited at the Prado since 1939,
no. 2825. For a discussion of the Virgin's role as co-redeemer,
see otto G. von Simson, "Compassio and Go-redemptto in Roger
van del' Weyden's Descent from the Cross," ~, 35Ma~ch, 1953),
pp , 9-16.

9 Erwin Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting,(1953;
rpt. Cambridge, Mass •• Warvard University Press, 1966), I,
p , 258.

10 Ibid.

11 Karl M. Birkmeyer, "The Arch Motif in Netherlandish
Painting," ~, 43 (March, 1961), p. 15. Does Birkmeyer's use
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of the wo~d symbol have any basis? The setting is symbolic
of what?

12 6Ibid., pp. 13-1 •
13 Meiss, Painting in Florence and Siena, p. 127.
14 See Rogier's Calvary Triptych (Plate 31). The inclusion

of the donor in the narrative event represents the culmination
of the developme~t of naturalism.

1.5L.M. J. Delaisse, A Century of Dutch Manuscript
Illumination (Berkeleys University of California Press, 1968),
p. 12.

16 Max J. FriedlAnder, Early Netherlt2dishPainting, III
Rogier van der Weyden ~ ~ Master Qf F~malle, trans. by
Heinz N0rden from orig+nal German edition of Die altnieder-
l11ndische'Malerei, 1924-1937, comments and notes by Nicole
Veronee-Verhaegen (New Yorks Frederick A. Praeger, 1967),
pp. 28-29.

17 Ibid.
18 Ibid., p , 29.
19 Ibid.
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quality he imparted to his work is also new. While Rogierdid often resort to traditional representational formulae,he did so only to emphasize the intense presence of his fig-ures. One is reminded ·~f Post's description of the Brethren
of the Common Lifel "In all of this they made use of thetraditional Christian heritage which they collected in theirrapiaria, without imparting to it any new character, unlessby the intensity of.their experience." R. R.Post, The Modern
DeVOtiOn I· Confrontation. with Reformation !oM Humanism (Leiden,
1968 , p. 680. .

2~ The panels measure 39 3/4 x 27 1/2M (center), 39 3/4x 13 3/4M (each wing). The p'rimary bibliography is. Friedrich
Winkler, Der Meister von Flemalle Ynd ~ ~ ~ Weyden,Zur Kunstgeschichtedes Auslandes, CIII (Strasbourg1 Heitz,
1913), p. 1761 Hermann T. Beenken, Rogier ~der Wevden(Munich I F. Bruckmann. 1951)1 Panofsky, ENf, pp. 266=671 andFriedlAnder, Early Netherlandish Painting, II, pp. 20 and 62.

25 Early Netherlandish Painting, II, p. 29.

26 Cuttler, Northern Painting. pp. 113-14.
27 The presence of the angels is not usually discussed.

While.the lamentation of the angels adds to intensify thegrief. they also serve as intermediaries. that is. as recip-ients of prayers of the devout. transporting them above.Angels could also stimulate visions. For a recent discussion
see J. Duhr, MAnges." Dictionnaire ~ Spiritualite. I (1957).cols. 580-625. Col. 598. "M6diateurs entre les hommes et Dieulesangesne cessent de monter au-dessus des cieux ••• ,pour offrir a Dieu.nos bonnes pens~es, nos repent~es, nosprieres •••• M Col. 5831 "Les ange$. diront plus tard lesscholastiques. ne .suscitent en nous des id6es salutaires que
par l'intermediaire desphantasmes. Ainsi peuvent-ils nottsrappelera lam~moire les bienfaits de Pieu, ou dresser dansnotre imaginationle divin Crucifie, source de toutecharite.
W. Moll,Kerkgeschiedenis van Nederland VCOi~ Hery0Nming(Utrecht, 1869), II, pp. lj. .and 1181 Emile l\1 le,!!'1rt
rE!ligieux, II I !!'&::!; telidewt M la fin du moyen ~ .1mFrance. Etude sur l'iconographiedu moyen !l:geet sur les
sources d'inspiration (Paris. A. Colin, 1908). pp. 382-881
and Ringbom, ~. p. 68n. 74.

28 The posture of the Virgin is representa"\';\.ve.. "
of the greater pathOS in Flemish painting at this time andderives from the desire of the pious for greater emotive rep-
resentation. Art could move the heart easily when sacred fig-
ures react in a human manner.

Panofsky discusses the Virgin's posel "A tru!y ravo-

• •
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lutionary motif, however, is the representation of the .Virgin Mary in a pose thus far reserved to saints in ecstacy••• 1 in the Vienna triptych it is the Mater Dolorosa, andnot the Magna peccatrix, who embraces the Cross •••• " ENP,p. 267. He suggests as a possible source a passage from the
Liber ~ Passione Christk et doloribus i1planctibus Mariae
{P..J., CLXXXn, col 113 fn, wrongly attributed to St.
Bernardi "0 Fili. dignare me attrahere et crucis in pedemmanus figere. Bernhardus." ~,p. 267 n~ 3.Closer is a passage from the Meditations in whichwe read that. the Virgin fell on her knees. Isa Ragusa andRosalie B. Green. ed., Meditations Qn the Life gf ChristlAn Illustrated Manuscript of the Fourteenth Century, bypseUdo-Bonayentura, trans. by Isa Ragusa (Princeto~1 Princeton
University~ess, 1961),Pe'c>339. One might ask. however, towhat extent it is necessary to find a literary source. Is itnot within the nature of representational art that the artistmight imaginatively anticipate so human a reaction?

29 Ragusa and Green, Meditations, pp. 262-63.

)0 For the importance of active imitation of Christ's
Passion, see Ragusa and Green. Meditations. pp. 264-65 andchapter II. note 50.

31 Shirley N. Blum, Early Netherlandish Triptychsl !
St6d} in Patronage (BerkeleYI University of California Press,
19 9 , p. 17. .

32 Ibid., p. 114.
33 Ibid. , p. 32 n. 19.and Panofsky. ~. p. 248,
34 Panofsky, ENP, p. 267.

35 From St. Bonaventura, Liber sententiarwm, III, dist.9, art. 1. quo 2. oited in Erwin Panofsky, Albrecht DUrer
(PrincetOn I Prinoeton University Press, 1948), p. 243. Thissuggestion contrasts with Panofsky's view. See Panofsky.~, p , 141. .

The purpose of fifteenth century devotional art wasto affect the heart of.the observer by involving him in the
narration. Meertens writesl "De versterking van het tragisch
element. het steeds aangroeiend real isme houden gelijken tred
met de verspreiding der devotie onder het volk, dat--nietontvankelijk voor diepzinnige beschouwingen--behoefte heeft
aan gebeden, die langs den weg de~ zinnen en der verbeelding
regelrecht tot het hart gaan,"Maria Meertens, De Godsvrucht
in de Nederlanden mmt Handschriften,.~ Gebedenboeken der VU.f-
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tiende ~,Leuvense Studieri'."enTekstui t~aven (Louvain,.1930-1931), .11, p. 114. (The 1ntensificatlon of the traglcelement, 'the increasing realism keep pace ~ith the spreadingof devotion among the people. who--not susceptible to pro-
found contemplation--are in need of prayers. which go direct-ly to the heart by way of the senses and imagination.) .

Devotional literature of the fifteenth and early six-
teenth centuries was'intended to arouse pious emotions as wellas to instruct. See J. Marrow, "'Christi Leiden ineinerVision geschaut' in the Netherlandst" Ons Geestelijk Erf,
Citeaux 1n de Nederlanden, 43 (19691. p. 337.

36 See chapter II, note 49 and E. Bertand and A. Rayez,"D~votion," Dictionnaire ~ Spiritualite, III (1957), col~.119ff.
37 Cited in Von Simson, "Compassio." p , 16.

38 A sermon by Thomas A Kempis gives insight into his
view of contemplative imitation. He writesl "Ik zal Uvan hetkruis afnemen met grooten eerbied. • • • Ik zal UtuElscjlen .•...)mijn armen leggen •••• " (I shall take You down from'the
cross with great reVerence •••• I shall hold You in myarms ••• ".LThomae a Kempis, Opera Omnia, ed. by M. J. PohL(Freiburg, 1902-1922), III, p. 351. See also S. Axters, TheSpirituality of the Old Low Countries. trans. by D. Altwater(London. 1954T; pp. 54-5~ . .

The scene of the Crucifixion also presented an oppor-tunity for meditation on the five wounds, a popular form ofdevotion also leading to spiritual ascent and indulgences.
Meertens. De Godsyrucht. II, pp. lff. Meditation on the woundsleads to union with Christ by virtue of the purifying blood
flowing from them. Meertens,II. p. 44. Indulgences were givenfor the recitation of specified prayers before representations
of the wounds and indulgences were also granted for prayingbefore an image of the Crucified Christ. For example, in aprayerbook containing spiritual treatises produced in the
Rooklooster at the end of the fourteenth and beginning ofthe fifteenth century,::W~h read1ithat when one says specificprayers before the holy ercss , Godwillf give grace. Brussels,
Bibl. Royale, Ms. 2905-09, fol. 143v. Contemplation of Christ'ssufferings gave "interior" grace to the beholder. See Axters,.
Spirituality. p. 33. Meditation on St. Veronica's sudariumalso procured indulgence for the worshipper. The amont of
indulgence ranges from about 10 days to 10,000 days. SeeMeertens, De Godsvrucht, II, pp. 73ff.

39 The painting measures 72 x 60 1/8"r(center), 34 7/8
x 28 1/8" (each wing). The major bibliography iSI E. van Even,
"Le Contrat pour l'execution du triptyque de Thierry Bouts,
de la Collegiale Saint-Pierre a. Louvain (1464)," Bulletin
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~ l'Acad~mie ROyaledeSSCtences. des Lettres et des Beaux-
Arts de Belgique, S. 3, 35 1898), pp. 469-791 Max J. Fried-
TInder; Early Netherlandish Painting, IIIl Dieric Bouts and
Joos van Gent, trans. by Heinz Norden from original German
:edition of Die altniederlAndische Malerei,1924-1937, comments
and notes by Nicole Veronee-Verhaegen (New Yorkl Frederick
A. Praeger, 1968), pp. 15-171 Wolfgang Sch8ne, Dieric Bouts
und seine Schule (Berlin and Leipzigl Verlag far Kunstwissen-
schaft, 1938), pp. 8ff., 88-96. J. G. van Gelder, "Het
~ogenaamde Portret van Dieric Bouts op 'Het Werc van den
Heilichen Sacrament· ...Oud-Holland, 66 (1951), pp. 51-521
Panofsky, ENP, pp. 318-191 R. Lef~ve and F. Vanmolle, "De
Oorspronkelijke Schikking van de Luiken van Bouts' 'Laatste
Avondmaal'. (La Disposition originelle des volets de la cane
de Bouts);" ~ullet~n de l'Institut Royal ~ Patrimoine
Artistigue, 12(19 0), PP. 5-191 Wolfgang Stechow, Northern
Renaissance Art, 1400~1600. Sources and Documents in the
History of Art Series. edt by H. W. Janson (Englewood Cliffs,
New JerseYI Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966). pp. 10-121 and Blum,
Triptychs. pp. 59-70.

40 Albert Hyrna, The Christian Renaissancel A History
of the "Devotio.Modernai" Ann Arbor Books (Grand Rapids. 1924),
p. 304. I cannot agree with Panofsky's comment on Dirc's
figures. He writes: "In reducing living beings almost to the
status of sign posts on the road into depth, Dire Bouts had
proved for the first time that space can be brought to life
even though nothing lives •••• It ~, p. 319. It is highly
doubtful that Dirc sought to prove that settings were more
important than the figures that inhabited them. Dirc's metic-
ulous attention to the setting was intended to heighten the
reality of his figures. The disciples are animated with sin-
cerity, simpli6ityand forthrightness in keeping with the
overall theme of the altar.

41 First pUblished by SchOne, Dieric Bouts Yn4 seine
Schule. p. 240, now translated into English by Stechow, in
Northern Renaissanc~.Art. pp. 10-12.

42 Blum,Trlptychs, p. 62. The Feast of Corpus Christi
developed in the North near Louvain. In 1230 St. Juliana of
Liege had several visions in which a segment of the full moon
was missing. This she took as a sign that the Feast of the
Holy Sacrament was wrongly excluded from the liturgical oycle.
See Sister M. Catherine Frederic, The Handbook of Catholic
Practices (New York I Hawthorn BoOkS;-1964), pp.~OO-Ol.

43 Blum. Triptychs, p. 62.

44 Stechow, Northern Renaissance Art, p. 11.
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45 rsra., p , 10.
46 Blum, Triptychs, pp. 69-70.
47 Ibid.

48 Otto PIcht, review of Early Negherlandish Painting,
by Erwin Panofsky, BM, 98 (August, 195 ), pp. 275-76.

49 Blum, Triptychs, p. 64.

50 "Fractio," in The ~ Dictionary of the ChristianChurch, edt by F. L. Cross··{19571 rpt. London. OXford Univer-
sity Press, 1958), p. 517. In the Imitation Thomas writes."Many follow Him to the breaking of His bread ••• , but few
will follow Him to drink ••• of the chalice of His Passion."Thomas a Kempis, ~ Imitation Q! Christ, trans. by R.Whitford, The Pocket Library, 3rd. edt (1954, rpt. New York.Pocket Books, Inc., 1955), p. 92.

51 FriedlAnder, Early Netherlandish Painting, III, p. 17.

52 This functions in the same way as the carpet in the
Van der Paele Madonna. Note that the floor tiles closest tothe frame have been divided in half. The artist suggeststhat they continue beyond the paintil.lgand that it remainsfor us to complete them. Dire, like 'Jan, uses formal devices
to accomodate the observer within the pictorial space.

53 One will note a hierarchy of response in the paint-
ing. The disciples nearest Christ respond most actively.
Those further away respond less. The donors appear meditative.The contemporary observer is furthest removed by virtue ofthe greater distance separating us from the scene. In theSouth, Masaccio, following Giotto, showed ,equalunderstand-ing of how a group responds.

54 See Jan's George van der Paele where the artistappears reflected in the armor of St. George.

55 R. M. Jones, StUdies in Mystical Religion, rev. edt
(New York, 1970), p. 237, who quotes from F. Pfeiffer, Deutsche
M~stiker ~ XIV. Jahrhunderts. Meister Eckhart (Leipzig,1 57), p. 5691 "When I rise above the sacrament I experience
God, and beCOme actually changed into that which I experience.

"• • •
56 -Hyma, The Christian Renaissance, p. 140.
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57 Thomas ~ Kempis. Imitation. p. 282.

58 Abraham and Melchizedek. Genesis 14;"181Dream of
Elijah. Kings I. 191 4-8, Passover, Exodus 121 1-111 Gather-ing of the Manna. Exodus 161 12-14.

59 Blum. Triptychs, p. 681 ~The confraternity added the
Dream of Elijah apparently for no'special reason except thatit was another suitable Old Testament prefiguration." On p. 66she writes. "In Bouts's triptych pictorial necessity. basedon a concept of symmetry ••• , required the use of a fourthscene, the Dream of Elijah."

64 The Brethren were very concerned that priests ap-
proach the celebration of the Eucharist with the properspirit. Thomas a Kempis, Imitation, pp. 265-67. 285. Thomaswrites 1 ".0 how great and honourable is the office of priests,to whom is given power to consecrate with the holy words ofconsecration the Lord of all Majesty, to bless Him with theirlips, to hold Him in their hands, to receive Him into their
mouths, and to minister Him to others I 0 how clean should bethe hands, how pure the mouth •••• " (po 285), Note in the
background of the center panel a lavabo to be used for wash-ing hands.

65 Thomas a Kempis. Imitation, p. 298. Geert Groote
believed that, with regard to the sacraments, the attitudeof the partaker was'most important. Hyma, ~ Christian
Renaissance. p. 28. It was in the heart and mind of the devoutthat the sacraments took on value.

66 Thomas ~ Kempis, Imitation, p , 253.
67 Ibid •• p. 289.
68 Ibid. , p. 298. Underlining mine.
69 6Ibid., pp. 28 -87. The

the words in brackets. Compare translation was inaccurate forwith,Thomas a Kempis, Of the
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Imi tation g1. Christ, new ed. (Philadelphia 1 The John C.
Winston oe., n.d.), p , 271. Friedltlnder, E!:Qm van Eyck !Q
Bruegel, p. 291 "The whole mood i~ sul>dued and elegiac, inno way dramatically tense, someth1ng1n the nature of a
conventicle of pious and well-behaved men, a memorial cele-bration that will be repeated from time to time." The Eucha-rist Thomas says,provides both meat and light. Imitation,p. 282.' (The same term "meat" is used in the story of Elijl;lh,
Kings I, 191 8).

70 Moll, Kerkgeschiedenis, II, pp. 116ff.

71 Thomas a Kempis, Imitation. pp. 288-89. Christ looks
at more than one observer at a time because of the manner inwhich Dirc painted Him. He looks directly out of the paint-ing and the illusion given is that His eyes follow the ob-
server. It also means that more than one person at a timewould see the same thing. The observers are seen, therefore,by the all seeing eyes of God. Cusanus, who had received his
early training from the Brethren, described this experienceafter seeing ,a portrait of Rogier in Brussels. I quote fromCassirer's account of the passage written in !?Jl. visione !?Jl.!which Cusanus dedicated to the monks of Tegernsee. "The
portrait possessed a peculiar property: it seemed to look
directly at the viewer. no matter where he stood. Imaginea portrait of this kind in the sacristy of a cloister, •••and the monks standing in a semi-circle around it. Each ofthem will believe th&t the eye in the picture is looking at
him." Ernst Cassirer; The Individual and the Cosmos in Renais-sance Philosophy, trans. by Mario Domandi, Harper Torchbooks
(New Yorkl Harper & Row, 1964), p. 31. Rogier's paintingShows how God looks at the world and Dirc's awareness of theuniqueness of that .particular formal device influenced himto ,use it here. Cassirer discusses the relation between
Cusanus' discussion of the observer and mirror and Cusanus'early education at Deventer (pp. 33ff.).

72 Just as the Eucharistic offering is a visible
.means for perceiving God--so too, is B9at's~tspainting. Inconjun6ti.onwith the general. theme suggested for the entire
painting, that is, presence of God's love in the past and
present, Biel, a member of the Devotio moderna movement,writes that the institution of the Eucharist is an example
of God's love. H. A Oberman, The Harvest of Medieval Theology,Gabriel Biel and.Late Medieval Nominalism""TCambridge, Mass. I
Harvard University Press,1963). pp. 272-731 "The institu-
tion of'the sacraments ••• isa token of'God's love since
it implies the condenscension and adaptation of God to the
fragility of carnal men. By these visible means, God disposes
man for .the knowledge and possession of invisible grace."
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73 Thomas ~ Kempis. Imitation. pp. 288-89.

74 Gabriel Biel, ~ Corpore Christi. c. 7, in Oberman.
Gabriel ~, p. 276 n. 103.

75 Oberman. Gabriel Biel. p. 276 n. ? with reference
to Biel, Lect. 139, B.

76 According to Harnack. the term transubstantiationwas first used by Hildebert of Tours (early twelfth century).Adolph Harnack.,HistoryQ! Dogma, trans. by Neil Buchananfrom the third German edition. c. 1900 (New York 1 Dover
PUblications, Inc•• 1961>. VI. p , 531 "At the Fourth LateranCouncil (1215) the mediaeval doctrine of the Supper wassolemnly framed as dogma •••• " The document reads in partl"'moreover there is one universal Church of the faithful, s .~ •in which Jesus Christ is at once priest and sacrifice. whosebody and blood.are truly ••• contained in the sacrifice ofthe altar under the appearances of bread and wine, the breadbeing transubstantiate~ into the body, and the wine into theblood •••• so that for the effecting of the mystery of
unity ••• we receive of His what He received of ours•••• "

77 Thomas a Kempis. Imitation. p. 254.
78 Harnack. History Q! Dogma. p. 241, Council at

Constance. I cannot agree with Blum when she says that Thomasa Kempis emphasized "the union of the individual with Christrather than 'the corporate union among members of the
laity •••• " TriptychS. p. 69. Union and the desire forgrace were matters for individual concern, but Thomas empha-si~ed the necessity of being aware of the true significance .of the sacramental serviae. Dirc's painting bears this out
in the sense that we, with the disciples, form the corporatebody of the Church. Blum sees in Dirc'spainting a voice for
the decision. of the Lateran Council of 1215, in which it wasproposed that the pUblic need communion only once a year andthat the priest should serve as representive of the laity.However, Thomas and Geert Groote both emphasized the impor-tance of frequent communion. Thomasa Kempis, Imitation,pp.278ff. Geert.partook as often as possible I Hyma. The Christian
Renaissance. pp. 29ff. Lidwina van Schiedamcommunicatedalmost daily I Moll. Kerkgeschiedenis, II, p. 293. Moll alsowrites that devout people communed all weekI Kerkgeschiedenis,p. 293. Blum suggests only that Bouts's painting offers a
new interpretation of the Eucharist in which the observerbecomes a witness rather than a participant (p. 64). In Dirc's
painting our active participation as witnesses is invited.

79 See Jones, Studies in Mystical Relidon;p. 30 and
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Hyma, The Christian Renaissance, pp. 16-17.

80 Blum, Triptychs, p. 69.



CONCLUSION

The observer's relation to religious art in the fif-
teenth century has received only minor attention in recent
histories of·Northern painting. Scholars have overlooked
the function of naturalistic images and have concentrated
upon problems of attribution, chronology, and iconography.
These studies, made without reference to the original
purpose and setting of Flemish art, show the persistence
of the 1'~ pour l'art attitude. The purpose of this study
has been to describe the function of religious painting in
the North and the observer's relation to it. We have seen
that the observer's empathic response to images during
meditation was of major importance for the renaissance of
the visual arts in the North.

In the first chapter we studied grisaille simulated
sculpture in order to consider the formal development of
illusionistic art in the North and the changing nature of·
the observer's relation to it. The frequent use of grisailles
indicates the artist's awareness of the power of art to in-
volve the observer formally with the painted illusion.
Interest in illusonistic grisaille simulated sculpture indi-
cates the development and acceptance of a pervasive natural-
ism. The illusion of reality, which the painting suggests,
depends for its success upon the observer's "willing sus-
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,.pension of disbelief." The artist's formal handling of the

traditional sUbject matter invites the Observer's partici-
pationin the artistic reality. The creation of a convincing
visual equivalence denotes that there is no differehce
between the pictorial reality and the observer's reality.
Illusionistic art satisfied the demand for the plausible
depiction of sacred history which inVites the observer's
empathic participation. Discussion of grisailles, therefore,
gives insight into the general development of representa-
tional art in the North and the Observer's relation to it.

The main Objects of the'second chapter were the
study of manuscript production at the French courts, a reeval-
uation of Netherlandish influence there, and a critical
review of some recent theories of the International Style.
An examination of manuscript painting was important because
Flemish panel painting grew out of a manu8cripttradition.
Formal progress in manuscripts was important to painters I

representational formulae showing the ari$tocracy kneeling
in close proximity to sacred figures, found in manusoript
painting, were further developed in panel .painting. The prec-
edent for using images for private meditation develops with~
in the manuscript tradition. A critical examination of mod-
ern studies of the International Style shOwed them incom-
pletebecause preference is given to aristocratic manuscripts
at the expense of equally important manuscripts by regional
Netherlandish artists, The view that increased naturalism
in Northern art can be defined adequately in terms of Ital-
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ian influence was questioned I other factors such as oultural
setting, patronage. funotion, training, technioal skill,
and observer's response played a part in the development
of an art of imitation. We have seen that the mere availabil-
ity of iconographic or stylistic modelB oannot explain why.
one motif isohosen oy~r another. Naturalistioart is not
the oounterfeiting of reality. Rather, it is a language, a
reoord of the artist'S formal decisions which describe
man'srelation to the natural and sacred worlds. The Nether-
landish illuminator's simple and direot depiction of sacred
history reflects the contemporary religious outlook, While
the contributions of Northern artists such as Bondol, Malouel,
Jacquemart, the Boucicaut Master. Broederlam. and Sluter to
the development of representational art in the late four-
teenthand early fifteenth centuries have been reappraised.
we have seen that further study of lesser known Netherlandish
artists is needed.

The third chapter presented a critical review of con-
temporary studies of Northern painting. The purpose was to
reconsider the modern view of Flemish painting which suggests
that increased naturalism in the early fifteenth c~ntury di-
minished sacred content. On the contrary. I have argued
that naturalism posed no threat to religious iconography,
rather. it made sacred figures mo~e accessible and fulfilled
the patron's demand for the plausible narration of sacred
events.

In the fin/ll chapters I discussed several examples
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of Netherlandish art and demonstrated that increased natu-
ralism satisfied the popular demand that art provide a vivid
and convincing depiction of sacred history in which the.
devout imagined themselves active participants, I have sug-
gested that a discussion of the development of naturalism
in Northern art can only be made after the wo~ks have been
considered in their original setting and their function de-
termined. Naturalistic art developed in the North against a
background of methodical spiritual exercise in which the
devout imagined themselves actors on the stage of sacred
history, intense private devotion, economic prosperity in
the Netherlands, and the influefice of the Deyotio moderna.
It was the desire for empathic meditation before images
which was a major influence in the development of Northern
renaissanoe art.
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~ _ Byrlington Magazine
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